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ABSTRACT

Over a decade has passed since the euphoria over the

science-based development of new, high-yielding rice varie

ties by the International Rice Research Institute in Los

Banos, Philippines. While the euphoria subsided quickly

as numerous scholars wrote critically on the "green revo

lution," the expansion of science and technology in solving

the world food problem has continued unabated and unexam

ined. Given the extensive body of literature on the polit

ical consequences of the new technology, modern science and

technology in agriculture become problematic.

This study is premised on the larger need to question

the role and expanse of modern s~ience in everyday life.

It is argued at the outset that this role has caused a

crisis in human understanding. In the present case, the

predominance and obsession with technological solutions

against the background of persisting hunger reflect a

crisis in understanding the condition of world hunger and

poverty. This ex~ination is about how and why science

and technology have corne to play such a huge and instru

mental role in our efforts to relieve the world food

problem in order to account for the development of tech

nological packages that have benefited few.
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The discussion is, therefore, political and historical

in its focus on the experience of the International Rice

Research Institute (IRRI). It extends IRRI's history

beyond its legal and formal establist~ent in 1960 to the

late l800s when modern science became an indispensable

factor in socio-economic production. Attention is given

to science's ideological role in this process and its

growing influence in defining and ae:d.r:g upon problems in

the contemporary world. To this end, pertinent become the

works of Max Horkheimer, Herbert Marcuse, and Jurgen

Habermas and other critical theorists of and inspired by

the Frankfurt School.

It is argued that IRRI's establishment and the

ensuing euphoria are another episode in science's histor

ical and ideological role in the development of corporate,

monopoly capitalism, particularly in the United States.

The green revolution, manifested through tb.e IRRI experi-.

ence, continued a series of projects by the Rockefeller

Foundation in bringing science into the fields of health,

medicine f and education. Each had as its goal the resto

ration of social stability for capitalist development and

the expansion of American democracy.

Emerging out of this context was a particular research

tradition consisting of specific interests that eventually

led to the release of problematic t;:',::~nological forms.

The study examines this tradition L;. consLdexahLe detail
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to expose the ideological and, hence, political values

and assumptions imbedded in the agricultural research

process. These values and assumptions, it is argued,

are masked by research's claim to neutrality and object

ivity. The study therefore seeks to unravel this claim

and establish a relationship between it and the historical

interest in bringing stability to the rural areas of Asia,

which IRRI was initially created to serve.

The author concludes that the IRRI experience and the

reliance on science and technology pointtoa major redefini

tion of the world food problem, which incorporates the

organization, participation, and interests of those whom

research is supposed to benefit--the cultivators them- :

selves. The study ends on a brief note on the implications

of a redefinition for modern science and its role in world

food and agriculture.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

On the Crisis of Understanding World Food and Agriculture

We continue to live in a world of hunger and poverty.

One need not wait very long to read another article in the

daily newspaper predicting the large numbers of people who

are or will be dying from either hunger or malnutrition.

Warnings of famine, hunger, mass starvation, and

disease outbreaks related to them come after a brief period

of euphoria that occurred a little over a decade ago. This

was the Green Revolution, an expression first used by a

former administrator of the United States Agency for Inter-

national Development to recognize the impressive technolo-

gical developments in South and Southeast Asia. The

official, William S. Gaud, claimed that these changes

"contain the making of a revolution." Gaud was referring

to a new science-based technological package of cereal

strains and their complementary chemical and mechanical

inputs. Finally, .his 1968 remarks were followed by

Lester Brown's Seeds of Change, in which the author argued

that "the new seeds are bringing far-reaching changes in

every segment of society" and that this "agricultural

revolution" could be considered analogous to the steam

engine and the Industrial Revolution. l
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The green revolution had many critics pointing to the

technology's political consequences. They argued that the

introduction of the new varieties benefited primarily those

who were endowed with adequate irrigation facilities and who

could afford to purchase the complementary inputs necessary

to reach the yield potential of the new strains. While

these statements were made in the early and mid-1970s,

organizations and individuals historically favorable of

and sponsoring the strategy voiced similar opinions at the

decade's end. The second Asian agricultural survey, spon-

sored by the Asian Development Bank and published in 1977

as Rural Asia: Challenge and Opportunity, identified two

important factors that "prevent many farmers from applying

inputs in the optimum amounts: (i) inadequate extension

and inputs delivery system, in particular inadequate credit

systems and (ii) structures of asset owner~hip in the

village which allow the better-off farmers to benefit

disproportionately from the new methods. ,,2 Second, ~he

International Rice Research Institute, which actua~ly

developed the technological package Gaud had praised

earlier, had the ~ollowing to say in 1975:

The green revolution has touched the life of
only one of four of the world's rice farmers.
This fortunate quarter has adopted the new
rice varieties and technology developed by
scientists in the national programs and at
the International Rice Research Institute.
Most of the farmers live on irrigated land,
so they are reasonably sure of a good supply
of water. Under these conditions, these new
rices pay handsome profits to the fa~~er who
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has the money or credit to buy and properly
use the needed chemical inputs.

But what about the other three farmers?
[There] is no green revolution for them. For
about three rice farmers out of four, there
are no improved varieties or technology that
can significantly increase current levels of
production. 3 (emphasis added)

Although the euphoria is over in the face of warnings of

a severe food crisis, the strategy continues in full force.

It continues in the form of a Consultative Group on Interna-

tiona1 Agricultural Research, co-sponsored by the World Bank,

the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, and

the United Nations Development Programme and supporting nine

institutes scattered th~oughout the Third World engaged in

technical food research.

In this context, modern, science-based technologies

still stand as the foundation for food strategies. According

to the voluminous World Food and Nutrition Study published in

1977 by the National Academy of Sciences, agricultural

research "requires a continuum starting with adapting

existing technologies and resources to local needs, moving

to i.mproving technologies within the limits of available

scientific knowledge and ending with a search for new

scientific discov~ries that extend the biological, physical,

and social limits of knowledge • Research is particu-

1ar1y important to improve the development policies and

organizations in .order to assure that technologies affecting

food production and consumption are appropriate to the social
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4
and economic goals and environments of each country."

(emphasis added)

In this view, the effort to eradicate hunger maintains

its technical character. It is a technological project,

being reproduced against the backdrop of a decade full of

criticisms. This background begs us to pose definite

historical questions. First, why were these technologies

developed? And second, in more fundamental terms, why was

modern science, which developed them, harnessed in first

place to resolve or at least alleviate the world food

problem? Although two separate queries, they are inextri

cably linked. The chapters to follow will answer them and,

in the process, show their connection.

I have called this introduction "A Crisis of Understand-

ing World Food and Agriculture" for two reasons. First, the

reliance on science and technology remains strong against

the background of persisting hunger and poverty. Second,

and certainly related to the first, this technological

project in Third World agriculture reflects a crisis in

human understanding in general. This I need to discuss

briefly in order to outline the "terms of reference" of my

study.

The application of science-based technology to Third

World agricUlture must be viewed against its application to

virtually every aspect of our lives. I am referring to what

Fred R. Dallmayr and Thomas A. McCarthy have noted as "the

so-called knowledge explosion or the triumph of scientific
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and technological rationality.1I The scientific method,

aimed at describing an external world by way of testing

lawlike hypotheses and propositions, has not only penetrated

all academic disciplines but also gained the right to mono

polize human inquiry and understanding. Knowledge useful to

the method became known as the only valid form of knowledge.

Like the world food situation, the intellectual crisis

continues in the face of an historically expanding science.

Dallmayr and McCarthy tell us that lI al t hough more knowledge

able about the world than any of his forbears, man today is

more ignorant or at a loss as to what he and his accumulated

knowledge are all about." (emphasis in original) In short,

preoccupation with what is has essentially told us nothing

about the more fundamental why.

In Knowledge and Human Interests, Jurgen Habermas

discusses this by distinguishing types of sciences according

to specified human cognitive interests, hence his concept of

knowledge-constitutive human interests. First, the

empirical-analytical sciences, in which theories consist of

lawlike propositions, constitute the technical cognitive

interest. By this, Habermas means that the scientific

research process and the knowledge it generates are inher

rently instrumental in structure, technically applicable to

reproducing structures in class society. Second, Habermas

identifies the historical-hermeneutical sciences, which are

constitutive of practical interests. Knowledge in this

process is based on an understanding of meaning, which is
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found in the interpretation of texts as opposed to observa-

tion. These "cultural sciences," he says, incorporate

practical cognitive interests because "meaning is directed

in its very structure towards the attainment of possible

consensus among actors in the "framework of a self

understanding derived from tradition. ,,6 Finally, Habermas

refers to a critical social science, the knowledge of which

goes beyond the goals of understanding and control. Instead,

it is aimed at transforming "frozen relations" of dominance

and dependence upon which are based regularities in social

behavior observed by the empirical-analytical sciences.

Because of its transformative goal, critical social science

is constitutive of an emancipatory cognitive interest.

Certainly Habermas' trichotomous conception of science

and knowledge has met cpnsiderable criticism from those

building on a critical theory of society. One of the more

lively debates is between him and Herbert Marcuse on the

notion of a new science and on the question of the inherent

instrumentality of the empirical-analytical sciences.

Indeed, this is an important debate that directs our atten-

tion to an alternative form of science and technology under

a radically different socio-economic organization of

. t 7socJ.e y.

The present study will not enter that debate but will

attempt to examine the dominance of modern science as we

know it today and its ideological role in legitimating and

therefore contributing towards reproducing the social



status quo. Debate over the possibility of a new science

should thus be conducted in view of this historical role;

that is, whether or not we view the social context (read

Habermas' "frozen relations") critically and unacceptably

or view it "objectively," the latter reaffirming and

reproducing a context comprised of particular social

formations and interests.

This study is premised on the notion of critique in

the form of unmasking science's ideological role. "The

ideological structures of contemporary industrial society,"

Schroyer says, "no longer justify the present in terms of a

critique of the ideology of a previous epoch • • • but

refer increasingly to the 'neutral' authority of science. ,,8

(emphasis added) Underlying modern science's claim to

neutrality and objectivity are definite political and

economic interests of societal reproduction and legitima

tion.

We will examine the green revolution in terms of it

being the formal application of modern science and its

particular technological forms to Third World agriculture.

The critique eaables us to answer the question of the

initial harnessing of science, which we posited earlier

has much to do with the actual conduct of scientific

inquiry. Research, in short, takes on a particular

character and shape from which the green revolution's

technological package emerged.

7
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Now that the terms of reference have been set, the

present study continues by introducing a major actor in this

science-based, technological project: the International

Rice Research Institute. Through this actor, the green

revolution displays its social and political function.
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CHAPTER II

QUESTIONING THE INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

If you're planning to visit the International Rice

Research Institute (IRRI) in Los Banos, Philippines, the

terms of your arrival will vary. If it's an officicll visit,

meaning that this institute will handle all your accomoda

tions, you'll probably be fetched at the airport by one of

its several drivers. That's their job. But, if you're a

casual visitor, aiming to find out more about the place,

you'll have to find your own way there. Once there,

though, assuming that you apprised them in advance, some

one will galdly show you around. Take a bus from Manila

to Los Banos, and the southward journey from the country's

capital to this rural college town will easily give the

impression that Los Banos is a most appropriate location

for an international rice research center.

You can take one of two routes to Los Banos. From a

southbound terminal in Pasay City in Metro Manila, board

a bus that will take you on the South Expressway. Some

call it the south "super highway." The bus moves speedily

on this huge strip of concrete consisting of eight wide

lanes, four to and from. The bus travels non-stop all the

way to Calamba, the town just prior to Los Banos. By that

time, you're 52 kilometers south of Manila. Also by that
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time, you've missed the towns of Muntinlupa, San Pedro,

Binan, Santa Rosa, and Cabuyao. In other words, you've

missed a lot. Besides, while on this "super highway,"

the beautiful Philippine countryside is at a considerable

distance. The rice paddies and the farmer with his carabao

are not within detailed eyesight and human reach.

The other route is so much better. Again from Pasay,

board the bus with the signboard reading "San Pablo" or

"Santa Cruz," towns that lie beyond Los BarlOs. Make sure,

though, that there is no signboard saying "Expressway" or

you'll take an unscenic journey. The other buses will take

you on what most call the "old highway," a two-lane road

on which buses travel still amazingly fast. But the

difference is that everything is right there--the carinderia,

sari-sari stores, and beer ga~dens are but a few steps away

from where you step off the bus.

After the town of San Pedro, the scenery becomes more

wide open and rice paddies emerge. The bountiful colors

of plush green, yellow, and light brown catch the naked

eve, depending on the time of the growing season. Scattered

throughout the fields are make-shift huts, some of them

actually house farm laborers or function as rest spots for

the Filipino cultivator wishing to escape the at times

unbearably hot sun. For the bus rider, though, it is still

cool; the bus moves on.

At times, a carabao and his master are walking along

the highway on the way to the fields for plowing and
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harrowing. The fields are right there, right off the "old

highway." At other times, two of them are already in the

field, the carabao grudgingly making its way in front of

his master through the puddled soil. The pace is slow, but

the job, you know, is getting done. Both seem to be at

peace and in harmony with the earth. And the farmer is in

command of his work.

By now, the bus is nearing Calamba, a way-station for

buses to stop and its driver to take a breather. By then,

you will have been traveling about an hour, gradually making

your way to Los Banos. Before then, though, rice fields

still surround the "old highway," but this time you can .

see more than little huts or the carabao and his master.

Standing here and there in the paddies are little signs;

while the bus is moving, you can't make out what they read.

At one point, the bus stops somewhere between Cabuyao

and Calarnba. A passenger gets off on the gravel bank along

the highway. This also means that the fields are just

right outside your window enabling to be read the lettering

on those little signs: "Azodrin," "Furadan," "Shell,n

"Bayer," among others. What can these mean?

Further down the "old highway," right before the

Calamba crossing, a billboard stands high above the

ground. There's a picture of a man's smiling face; it's

a picture of Philippine Minister of Agriculture,

Arturo R. Tanco, Jr. There are also Tagalog slogans,

saying that the farmer is the backbone of the country's
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development and that he is a major participant in a

government-controlled corporation that distributes commer

cial fertilizer and pest control chemicals to farmers.

Apparently, farmers become stockholders or part-owners

upon their first purchase of pesticides and nitrogen

fertilizer from Planter's Products.

Things begin to make sense. The Filipino farmer is

not only working with the land and his carabao. He is

also coming into contact with corporate entities situated

elsewhere. This can only mean one thing: farmers in the

Philippines are modern. Other sights during this bus

ride that may have not been all that significant up until·

this moment become so. This time, you somehow vividly

recall one farmer using a hand tractor rather than a

carabao; or a sprayer that's connected to a back pack

containing probably an insecticide solution. One wonders

how they are doing because, after all, these inputs can

be expensive. Maybe the government is helping them.

Becoming a stockholder is an incentive for purchase.

But, you also feel that a farmer will probably be

reluctant to incur additional expenses if along with them

come anticipated periods of debt. There might be other

reasons for being modern. If you know anything about

Los Banos before taking this journey, you will know that

the University of the Philippines College of Agriculture

is there and, nearby, the International Rice Research

Institute. You'll be sure to investigate this matter.
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After a ten to fifteen minute stop in Calamba, the

bus proceeds to Los Banos. The scenery almost suddenly

changes. Wide open spaces for rice-growing all but

disappear. Instead, the mountains, afar prior to reaching

Calamba, come closer. The bus is going slightly and almost

unnoticeably uphill. The scene becomes much greener and

thicker with flora. Almost out of nowhere right along the

highway appear billboards, this time publicizing hotel

resorts and hot spring baths, which, come to find out,

Los Banos is quite known for. With all this in sight, yov

can figure that Los Banos is probably very comfortable

for visitors to the Philippines, particularly if you're a

Westerner. The climate will probably be cooler and,

evidently, there are places for rest and relaxation.

In fifteen or twenty minutes out of Calamba, the bus

approaches the Los Banos crossing. You can tell that it's

a relatively large town, perhaps more important in some

ways to the larger Philippine society. Definitely, more

populated as homes are right alongside the highway and

m~re closely situated to each other. As you disembark,

you're 63 kilometers south of Manila.

Assuming the Institute is expecting you on this

particular day, you might as well proceed straight to it.

The quickest way is by jeepney, which is a fixed-up

vehicle made from the old World War II jeeps and made to

seat, maybe, a dozen to fifteen people. (In the past few
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years, Ford Motor Company has gotten into the act and began

producing its own version.)

There are none that go directly to IRRI; unless you

offer the driver of an empty jeepney an amount of fare he

cannot refuse. If so, it's called a "special" trip to the

Institute. You'll be the only passenger. If not, there

are other ways, like taking the special Institute bus which

departs every so many minutes from the College gate in front

the administration building of the University of the

Philippines at Los Banos (UPLB); or getting off at a place

called II agronomy , " which is at the beginning of a road that

leads to the Institute. You can wait there for an IRRI

bus or van that regularly circles throughout the campus;

or someone, perhaps an IRRI staff person will stop to give

you a lift.

To the College gate, the jeepney heads and like the

bus, rapidly. There's only one road and, again, the sights

along it suggest that a foreigner will feel comfortable in

Los Banos. Homes appear fairly new and modern; two hos

pital and medical facilities seem the same. There is a

major bank, Comtrust, and behind it a moviehouse

recreational complex with two theatres. Eating places

number many and just outside the College gate is a shopping

area. You'll also find a couple of shops specializing in

Philippine handicrafts. They are obviously catering to

non-Filipinos.
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Entering the College gates, the visitor will feel

even more comfortable. You need not go very far to notice

that the campus is well-designed with buildings located

with ample space in between. It gives you a feeling of

space and freedom to move. Remembe~you're no longer in

congested and smoggy Manila. Located at the base of

Mt. Makiling, the college is more than adequately decorated

by huge trees, flowers, and hedges. The air is also so

clean. Passing the gates, you ask the jeepney driver to

stop as the IRRI bus is in front of the UPLB administration

building waiting for passengers headed to the Institute.

You'~e off to IRRI.

In less than five minutes, you're there, after passing

the place called "agronomy" and traveling on half a kilo

meter stretch that is lined by the College's practice farm.•

The bus passes a security guardhouse and formally touches

on Institute turf. After being fascinated by the beauty

of a Philippine university, one is struck by the barrenness

of an international complex consisting of a set of buildings

covering a wide area, of course. There is very little flora

except for immaculately-kept lawns with coconut trees

scattered throughout them. The rays of the sun beat

unobstructed and directly upon the ground. If walking,

one has no choice but to enter the Institute's air

conditioned buildings.

The bus takes you into the Institute driveway, in the

middle of which lies an aquatic garden. You disembark in
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front of Harrar Hall, in which, as you peer into the glass

wall, there is a large dining room. It's empty at the time

of your arrival.

You ask and are told by a passerby that an information

office is in the adjacent Chandler Hall. Corne to discover,

Chandler Hall is the administration building, which houses

the Institute's director's and deputy-director's offices.

Also in there are the library and documentation center, the

accounting, and publication offices. Maintenance people

are marching through the hallways with mops to keep the

floors constantly shining. Some of them are wiping the

glass casing inside the building; in the casing is another

garden.

After circling the garden, you meet with the person in

charge of introducing IRRI to you. He is a Filipino and his

job is to show visitors around. If you speak some Tagalog,

do so. He and the rest of the Filipinos will feel more

comfortable with you. Their reaction also indicates that

it's not everyday that they'd corne across a foreigner who

knows a bit of their language. The gap between them and

you begin to close. But, remember, never totally.

With no other appointments that day, both of you

can immediately begin. There's a large auditorium a few

steps away from his office and, there, you are formally

introduced to the Institute by way of a professionally

prepared slide show about it and rice. It's cold in there

as the air-conditioning appears to be operating at its
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fullest. Anyway, you'll get used to it. If you plan to

stay at IRRI for a long time, then you'll also get adjusted

in time to the sudden change in temperature from being under

the hot sun outside and then entering an "air-con" building.

The audio tells you how important rice is to people's

livelihood in the Philippines and, as well, in South and

Southeast Asia as a whole. This is probably a fact that you

already know by way of numbers of people consuming rice and

the concentration of the world's rice production in the

region. Then, if agriculture is going to improve, the

greatest impact would likely be made by concentrating on

this particular commodity and improving its productivity.

The areas under cultivation are not likely to expand; there

fore, the improvement lies in raising the yield potential per

unit area of land. The slide show, in fact, tells you all of

this and proceeds to describe how IRRI fits into this general

picture.

Although labelled "international," you discover that

the Institute was established in 1960 by two American philan

thropic organizations, the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations,

in cooperation with the Philippine government. The make-up

of its "senior staff" gives it an international flavor;

plant scientists from the United States, Japan, Canada,

Australia, India, pakistan, Taiwan, and the Philippines

comprise it.

In describing the Institute's work, the audio repeats

what you'll soon surmise to be two very important words in
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IRRI's vocabulary. The first is "mission." The voice

claims that the Institute's research is "mission-oriented,"

meaning that it is oriented towards the mission of increas

ing the productivity of rice: translated, this refers to

yield per hectare. "Yield" is another important word. It

must be because it appears to be a major criterion of

success for the IRRI scientist. The higher it is the better.

This show is a kind of turning point in your stay in

the Philippines. Recalling the billboard showing Minister

Tanco's smiling face, things began to make sense regarding

the modern Filipino farmer. In this auditorium, the picture

becomes slightly clearer. Evidently, a concerned outfit is

doing research to increase the use of exogenous technologi

cal inputs in the mission to increase the yield per unit

area"of land. Remember, existing areas under cultivation

are unlikely to expand.

The slide show moves on and spends some time on IRRI's

contribution thus far to this mission. It informs you of

a discovery in 1966 of a type of rice plant with a specially

high yield potential under particular farming practices, the

most important being the application of nitrogen fertilizer.

The technical expression for this discovery is that a high

yielding rice variety is "nitrogen-responsive." This

particular variety, which the Institute called IR8, did

not "lodge" under higher dosages of this input. In less

technical terms, it did not fall over like the older,
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"traditional" varieties did because of its distinct archi

tecture: shorter, sturdier stems, with thicker, darker,

and more erect leaves. The information presented in these

slides continues to fill in the empty spaces of a puzzle

started on your .bus ride to Los Banos. The Institute

created a rice plant capable of absorbing higher levels of

inputs. The signs along the "old highway" make even more

sense.

As the show continues, you learn that IRRI has been for

the most part occupied with the rice plant and its perform

ance by making IRS a better variety. Almost every year

since 1966, IRRI scientists have named improved plants

under different designations: IRS, IR20, IR22, IR24, IR26,

••• , IR36 ••• , IR46. You also learn that, in recent

years, the Institute has been encouraging greater cropping

intensity through a program called "Cropping Systems,"

which is designed to intensify production in one growing

season. In fact, cropping systems and research aimed at

improving the yield potential and stability of the rice

plant, the latter called the Genetic Evaluation and Utiliza

tion of Rice, account for over 60 percent of IRRI's $15

million annual budget.

The end of the show approaches as the video presents a

couple of charts on the expenses incurred by a large and

small farmer. Complemented by the aUdio, it shows that

both types of farmers stand to benefit by using the new

technology. It gives special attention to the smaller
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farmer, who has nothing to lose but everything to gain by

trying the package of technology. If he doesn't find it

profitable, he has the option of not adopting it. On that

note, the show ends.

The second half of your introduction to the Institute

is a tour of the research plots carefully managed on its

large 192-hectare experimental farm just outside the main

buildings. There, some of what flashed in the slide show

becomes real. Plots are specifically labelled with the

names of IR varieties. Painted in black on white signs

are IRS, IR36, IR42. This time, you're in an air-conditioned

automobile roaming slowly through the farm.

You also find plots that are infected with some sort of

disease or" pest damage. In one plot, there is a portion of

it that's not green but rather yellowish brown. Noticing

that you're intrigued by the selectivity of the damage and

its circular shape, the drive~who is the same p~rson from

the information office, refers to it as "hopperburno" It's

caused by an insect called the brown planthopper, an

extremely notorious insect pest in the tropical Asian

region. Come to find out, entomological and varietal

improvement research have found difficulty in combating it.

Another interesting observation is the number of "maximum

yield" and "continuous cropping" experiments. Indeed,

yield and intensification make up the Institute's mission.

An introduction of a mere slide show and a tour of the

experimental farm is much too brief for a place so
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impressive. The entire operation and layout is quite fasci

nating. Like you found earlier, two worlds seem to exist

side by side as you left the College grounds into the main

IRRI complex. After returning to Chandler Hall, you have

the chance to skim through some of the Institute's publica

tions, one of them being the IRRI Reporter, a quarterly

publication by the Institute's Office of Information Serv

ices. The Reporter claims that IRRI had 22,000 visitors in

1979, as compared to 14,600 in 1978. "Since its establish

ment," it says, "IRRI has had about 200,000 visitors,

130,000 of whom visited after 1969." (It also said that

since 1970, Institute visitors per working day average more

than 50; the average for 1979 was more than 90 per working

day; and 600 of the 1979 visitors attended IRRI conferences,

symposia, or workshops). Finally, the Reporter tells you

that "each visitor at IRRI gets a chance to watch a special

slide show on rice and is given a tour of some research

plots." For a place to attract such a large number of visi

tors, it must be even more interesting and significant.

So, you decide to return some time later during your

stay in the country, this time in a more formal way such

as making appointments with senior staff scientists and

using the library and documentation center. While inquiring

into the housing situation, you find that the IRRI dormitory

is reserved for training and educational purposes. There

are many Ph.D. and M.S. students from abroad who are using

IRRI facilities to conduct their field research. The
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facility which sits on top of the dining hall you came

across earlier also houses what are called trainees who

are taking a short course in rice production, cropping

systems, or genetic evaluation and utilization. IRRI, you

discover, is not only involved in research but also has an

organized training program that attracts people worldwide,

an aspect which strengthens its internationality.

If you're not willing to find a place in the Los

Banos community, you're left with the IRRI Guest House

located along the slopes of Mt. Makiling high above and

overlooking the entire College campus, IRRI, and the larger

community. You also learn that the IRRI senior staff

scientists live there. It's difficult to get there: there

are no jeepneys or buses traveling up the hill. If one

gets the chance to go, he/she should do so. Like the IRRI

complex, the residential area is well-kept by hired yard

men. The homes are maintained well and modern in every

sense of the word. Equipped with tennis courts and a

swimming pool, it can only remind you of a suburb of a

major American city. Too, it can only remind you of the

glaring difference upon entering the IRRI campus down

below. Everything about the Institute, in fact, in the

Los Banos setting stands out. If you're interested in

stUdying or at least knowing a bit more about the Institute,

you'll find that the difference has a special meaning.

This writer spent one full year (1977-1978) in the

International Rice Research Institute to determine its
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special meaning. After interviewing most of its senior

scientists and some of their research staff and reviewing

reports and documents in its library and documentation

center (see Appendix I), it became apparent that the

meaning of its mission, which has so much to do with the

life of the Filipino (and Asian) rice farmer, is essentially

related to the meaning of its separateness from the larger

Los Banos community. From here, I will not discuss this

directly and formally, but the connection will become very

apparent in the following pages and chapters. The connec

tion, in turn, is ultimately related to the question of

who benefits from agricultural research and technolQgical

development.

The slide show indicated that the new technology is

scale-neutral and that producers, small and large, stand

to benefit. But there is more to this, as IRRI's Depart

ment of Agricultural Economics has in the recent past

attempted to investigate the matter more thoroughly. The

show did not report the results of this department's work.

Similarly, the Institute's two-week rice production

training course, in which I enrolled, spent two hours out

of a total ten days on a topic that came close to touching

on the social aspects of rice production. That particular

session was called the "economics of rice production," which

provided charts on the expenses incurred by a farmer using

the new technology and profits gained. This is not to say

that the course should have spent more time on this topic
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or broadened it considerably to include what has been said

within and outside the Institute in recent years. The fact,

however, that it did not reflect the deeper agendas of

IRRI's mission.

A Summary of the Literature on the Green Revolution

A little over a decade has passed since the first major

critical pieces were written on the "Green Revolution."

Clifton R. Wharton and Walter P. Falcon were two of the

early writers to warn that the new package of high-yielding

cereal varieties would bring about more inequality in

income and wealth and predictably more instability in the

Third World countryside. l Later writers turned these

warnings into severe criticisms. "Market imperfections,"

one author said, prevented large numbers of small farmers

and landless laborers from benefiting from the new seed

fertilizer package. Instead, benefits accrued to those

who were able to afford the inputs that complement the

varieties and who had sufficient command over such resources

irrigation facilities, fertile soil, and a sizeable plot of

land. They further contended that as long as serious

inequalities existed in the countryside, large numbers

would not benefit. Against this background, they concluded

that radical agrarian reform aimed at establishing social

justice and equality is necessary to improve living condi-

t
, 2J.ons.

A brief review of major themes in this body of

literature will raise specific questions about the research
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process which created the new technology. In turn, these

questions justify the study of a research institution

largely and historically responsible for what became

known as the green revolution.

A first major theme is about the technological package

that includes the seeds, fertilizer, plant protection

chemicals, and production instructions. As one author put

it, the package is almost like a recipe. The common expres

sion describing the package is "betting on the strong,"

meaning that farmer adoption depended upon the availability

of water and other inputs. Scientists developed the new

varieties specifically for areas with adequate irrigation

facilities, which, in general, the more wealthy farmers

have command of. In view of their advantageous position,

these farmers were the early adopters of the new package

and, upon accruing benefits, were able to get a head start

thereby widening the gap between themselves and the less

endowed segments of the population.

The betting-on-the-strong approach also applied to

extension work. Ingrid Palmer observed in the Philippines

that the agricultural extension service there distributed

"demonstration kits" which included all the necessary

inputs and printed instructions, to "priority areas."

She states that these areas were selected according to

their past levels of productivity. Moreover, "within

priority provinces, barrios were singled out for special
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attention on the basis of available irrigation, ware

housing, rural banks, and agro-input suppliers.,,3

Extension programs serve to promote the adoption of

new technology. And, in this sense, the term "adoption"

appears as a major success criterion. Most certainly,

smaller less-endowed farmers have adopted the technology.

However, as Harry Cleaver argued, there ~s a large differ

ence between merely adopting and actually benefiting. 4

If benefits are to be accrued from the adoption of the

new seeds, farmers must use the important complementary

chemical inputs at their correct dosages as recommended

in specific printed instructions. In this situation,

credit is important, which is a second major theme.

To recapitulate, the new technology not only needed

water. The varieties were also nitrogen-responsive and,

related to this, depended on chemical treatments for

protection against pests and diseases. The geen revolution,

therefore, requires capital outlays from the farmer, who

must resort to borrowing. In her study of the Punjab in

India, Francine Frankel concluded that "one obvious implica-

tion is that a substantial part of the profits that can be

expected from the introduction of high-yielding varieties

on small farmers will be siphoned off by debt repayment at
5least for the next few years."

To be sure, it was for the critics at the time and

still is difficult to tell what will result from a more

precarious living condition because of increased borrowing
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to use the new technology. Moreover, there is no way of

truly assessing on a wider scale the extent of failure to

repay loans and its sowial implications. As early as 1970,

Ladejinsky reported on the green revolution in the Indian

Punjab and discovered a growing effort on the part of land-

lords to acquire more land and convert tenants into hired

laborers owing either to the failure to repay or landowner's

unilateral action to minimize costs and increase profit~.

In 1972, Cleaver argued fairly that there are very few data

to either support or deny this asserted growth in tenant

. t' 6evJ.c J.ons.

However, the fear of social unrest still remains in

more recent literature. Ruttan and Binswanger, for example,

commented on the possible validity of "radical critics"

claims. The following passage is long but worth rep~oducing

here:

The evidence • • • of the role of technical
change in inducing institutional innovations is
far from clear. It has been difficult to separate
the effects of technical change from the other
dynamic changes that have also impinged on the
countries that have experienced the green revo
lution. Many of these countries have experienced
rapid rates of growth in nonagricultural income
and employment. Almost all have experienced
unprecedented rates of population growth.

It does seem clear, however, that the contribution
of the new seed-fertilizer technology to food
grain production has weakened the potential for
revolutionary change in political and economic
institutions in rural areas in many countries
in Asia and in other parts of the developing
world. In spite of widening income differentials,
the gains of productivity growth, in those areas
where the seed-fertilizer technology has been
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most effective, have been sufficiently
diffused to preserve the vested interests
of most classes in an evolutionary rather
than revolutionary pattern of rural
development.

By the mid-l970s, however, the productivity
gains that had been achieved during the previous
decade were coming more slowly and with greater
difficulty in many areas. Perhaps, the revolu
tionary chanies in rural institutions that the
radical crit1cs of the green revolution have
been predicting for the past ten years will
occur as a result of increasing immiserization
in the rural areas of man develo in countries
ur1ng the com1ng eca e. emphas1s a ed

Another source of social unrest constitutes a third

theme in the literature--mechanization. Charles Elliot,

citing a study by the International Rice Research Institute,

indicated that "the inputs of hired laborers increased from

36.3 man-days per hectare in 1966 to 67.2 man-days in 1969

on 42 farms in Laguna province, Philippines."S However,

others provided evidence to suggest that the increasing

utilization of tractors and threshers threatened the

potential for labor-inten~ive farming. Many farmers,

some have reported, have found it profitable to invest in

labor-saving technologies to meet the timely harvesting

and planting schedules involved in more intensified cropping

patterns and systems. Studying farming operations in three

Philippine regions, Palmer reported that "in each of them,

the proportion of farmers using tractors for land prepara-

tion and machines for threshing had increased overall1 the

former had doubled1 the latter quintupled. ,,9 Moreover,

Elliot in the same regard said that even in Laguna where
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small farmers are predominant and the soil cannot support

heavy, four-wheel tractors, lithe rapid spread of small

tractors has reduced by almost half the labor requirement

f I d
. ..10or an preparat~on.

The debates continue over whether or not mechanization

has actually displaced labor. Scientists at the Interna

tional Rice Research Institute have always argued that the

reduction in man-hours for land preparation has been offset

by an increase in time required for other farming operations,

particularly weeding and harvesting. Competition for sun

light is much more a problem when growing the shorter,

sturdier varieties. This requires the farmer to spend

more time controlling the weeds. Lastly, the expected

higher yields result in more time harvesting the grain.

Whether or not the rise in mechanization has actually dis

placed labor and reduced the number of people employed on

farms continues to be a debatable issue. However, given

the statements by Ruttan and Binswanger above, we can say

that should mechanization expand to include more aspects

of farming, living conditions for many will worsen in the

form of displacement.

Another and final theme to be discussed here refers

to other forms of displacement by way of institutional

change. Against the background of increasing commercial-

ization, some writers studied the demise of traditional

farming practices and its probable effects on the lives of
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small farmers. In West and Central Java, Indonesia, for

example, William L. Collier and others discovered the spread

of a harvesting system that became important after the new

technology was introduced. The authors said that the new

system called tebasan, reduced the number of villagers

participating in the harvest. Traditionally, all those

who wanted to be involved in the harvest were permitted

to participate and receive a share of the yield in kind.

Within the old system, then, the landlord was concerned

about the welfare of his tenants and laborers. Under

tebasan, however, the farmer sold his crop to a middleman

a week before the harvest. The buyer, in turn, hired a

number of villagers to harvest the crop.and then sold it

for the farmers. The authors after interviewing a number

.of Eenebas (farmers and middlemen) reported that they

frequently used the same villagers throughout the harvest

period. They also indicated that the tebasan system had

required harvesters to use the sickle rather than the

lighter tool, the ani-ani (small finger rice knife).

These changes in harvesting had substantially reduced,

Collier argued, the labor requirement for harvesting in the

surveyed areas. Employing the same villagers severely

limited the number of people who had formerly benefited

under the traditional system. Furthermore, the use of the

heavier sickle prevented women and older people from parti

cipating in the harvest. l l
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In summary, these critical reports stated that the new

agricultural technology was biased against the many and

benefited the few. Much of what they claimed was based on

the empirical data that addressed the "betting-on-the

strong" thesis; that the technology was dispersed in areas

endowed with adequate irrigation. The political implica

tions of this dispersion, they argued, were severe; regional

as well as intra-regional contradictions would result. To

recapitulate, it is generally accepted that the larger and

more wealthy farmers live on these lands. Certainly, this

does not mean that the small farmers, however defined or

classifi~d, did not accept the new technology. Many did

adopt, sometimes perhaps without choice due to government

policy, and probably many of them did benefit from that

choice. However, critics were questioning the terms accord

ing to which small farmers used the new varieties and the

chemical inputs, as credit has tradi.ti.onally been a con

straining factor. In the same vein, the plight of the

landless, hired laborer was also discussed. Collier's work

on the tebasan system of harvesting was indicative in this

regard.

In more recent years, other writers and various organi

zations which have been generally supportive of the green

revolution have increasingly written about the strategy's

social and political consequences. Growing poverty and

landlessness attracted the attention of the International
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Labour Organization which put together in 1977 a set of

essays under the cover of Poverty and Landlessness in Rural

Asia. Contributors to the study frequently reported that

although the data are somewhat sparse and inconclusive, they

at least suggest that inequalities in the countryside have

worsened and living conditions are similar to what they were

two decades ago. Also often discussed was the spread of

high-yielding rice and wheat varieties which, the authors

argued, has been biased against the majority of farmers.

Irrigation policies, upon which the spread of the varieties

depend, have also benefited those who are in a position to

take advantage of the various river development projects.

The authors in this ILO publication also delved into

the problem of increasing landlessness and hired labor.

The causal linkage between the introduction of the new

technology and increase/decrease in wage rates is unclear.

However, a couple of studies did mention that many factors

that are difficult to quantify do influence wage rates.

The existence of local labor shortages or surpluses, the

relative bargaining power of agricultural laborers and

landowners, and the nature of contractural relations between

landlord and laborers were some of these. Palmer wrote the

following regarding her research on Java:

Part of the reason of why small farmers are unable
to use the new technology to pUll themselves above
the poverty line is that indebtedness places
restrictions on the mobility of family labour and
obliges farmers to offer their labour below the
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going wage. A farmer indebted to another can
be at the latter's call day and night. He
can be up all night preventing landless
labourers from harvesting the crop unsolicited
and he can be offering his family's labour to
a creditor when it is most needed on his own
farm. Labour in these circumstances is invaria
bly under-priced.

In this situation, 'the smallest farmers, mostly
0.25 hectares, bUy agricultural capital not only
with the value of their labour at depressed
wages, 25-35 percent lower • • • but also with
their labour mobility.' They repay their debts
by working on the farms of those who lend money
and rice. Debt-labour is associated with the
continued indebtedness of a large group of
small deficit-farmers to a minority of those
who are capital-rich. Thus indebtedness
prevents the smallest farms from applying the
new technology and thereby increasing their
income. Moreover, the increased profits from
rice farming have encouraged those who are in
a position to do so to exploit the position of
indebtedness of the poor.

Other reasons for small and medium farmers
being unable to benefit equitably from the
new technology include their ability to
raise working capital as cheaply as large
farmers, and their consequent specific
inability to purchase highly seasonal labor
for the period of land preparation, a period
now shorter and utilised more intensely
because with the new seeds five cr~ps can be
grown within two years. l 2

A brief summary of the second Asian Agricultural

Survey sponsored by the Asian Development Bank and published

in 1977 as Rural Asia: Challenge and Opportunity has been

given elsewhere. The arguments are almost identical to

the ones put forth by the early critics of the green revolu-

tion. Like the critical literature, the survey pointed out

that the impact of mechanization is unclear. In general, it

said, the use of machine technology such as tractors,
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reapers, and threshers, has been labor-displacing, while the

seed-fertilizer technology has increased the demand for

labor. 13

Lastly, the general recognition that merely increasing

agricultural output does not necessarily result in rising

living standards and reducing inequalities has been expressed

by member donors of the Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research. 14 The Group's 1978 Integrated Report

stated that "there seems to be general recognition by mem

bers • • • that many of the recent advances in international

agricultural research have not yet materially affected the

substantial majority of farmers in the developing world who

have limited resources. II It said further that the Group

"must devote more of its efforts towards the generation of

technology suitable for the small farmer, that is, the

resource-poor farmer with limited access to the good land,

purchased inputs, irrigation facilities, and other elements

on which the technological advances of the past decade,

particularly in rice and wheat production, have depended. illS

Statements like those above essentially validate what

the early critics said. And widely known today in the

development circles is the sense of urgency attached to

aiding the small farmer and landless laborer. It has been

seven years since Robert S. McNamara, former World Bank

president, addressed the Bank's Board in Nairobi, Kenya.

He proposed at the time that $4,400 million in real terms

be directed to the Third World's agricultural sector during
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the period of 1974-1978; this would be more than a 40 per-

cent increase over the previous five year period. He further

proclaimed that "without the rapid progress in smallholder

agriculture throughout the developing world, there is little

hope either of achieving long-term stable economic growth or

of significantly reducing the levels of poverty. 11
16

If we are to summarize the current state of the green

revolution, our summary will depend on the kind of criteria

upon which success or failure is based. As some observers

have defined the green revolution strictly in terms of gross

agricultural output and its rate, the record indicates at

least limited success •. The record in Table 1 below shows

that the annual rate of production increases had just about

doubled in the green revolution decade (1966-67 to 1976-77)

in four Asian countries in which high-yielding rice varie

ties have been disseminated over large portions of their

total rice land.

Similarly, a comparison of yield data in Table 2

indicates that there has been some increase in yield per

hectare during the 1966-1977 period for selected countries.

However, if we employ other criteria, we will be hard

pressed to claim that the revolution, which William Gaud

and Lester Brown predicted in the late 1960s, has indeed

occurred. The early arguments of the critics and recent

reports and statements by other organizations attest to

this condition. The degree to which we can use other

criteria such as living conditions, employment and labor,
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Table 1

Average Annual Rates of Production Increase for Selected Asian Countries

(Pre-Green Revolution) Average Annual Rate of
(Green Revolution) Production Increase (%)

India 1950-51 to 1965-66 2.6
1966-67 to 1976-77 5.2

Pakistan 1950-51 to 1965-66 3.2
1966-67 to 1976-77 6.8

Indonesia 1950-51 to 1965-66 2.9
1966-67 to 1976-77 4.8

Philippines 1950-51 to 1965-66 2.9
1966-67 to 1976-77 4.8

Source: International Rice Research Institute, World Rice Statistics,
(Los Banos: IRRI, 1978).



Table 2

Average Yield Per Hectare for Selected Asian Countries

(Pre-Green Revolution) Yield in
(Green Revolution) Metric Tons/Ha.

India 1950 to 1965 1.4
1966 to 1977 1.7

Indonesia 1950 to 1965 1.7
1966 to 1977 2.4

Malaysia 1950 to 1965 1.9
1966 to 1977 2.4

Pakistan 1950 to 1965 1.3
1966 to 1977 2.1

Philippines 1950 to 1965 1.2
1966 to 1977 1.6

Sri Lanka 1950 to 1965 1.4
1966 to 1977 2.2

Thailand 1950 to 1965 1.7
1966 to 1977 1.9

Source: International Rice Research Institute, World Rice
Statistics, (Los Banos: IRRI, 1978).

38
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equality and justice is considerable and form the foundation

of this study. That is, because such criteria have not been

met, confronting the question of why this has been the case

becomes imperative. We will now turn to this larger ques

tion.

A Response to the State of the Green Revolution: More

Technology or the Politics of Agricultural Research

The previous section attempted to show that it is

currently being generally accepted that the green revolution

has not met the measure of success that so many initially

predicted soon after the International Rice Research Insti

tute released IRS. It has failed because hunger and poverty

have not met any relief: some scholars even claim that

poverty is worse than it was two decades ago.

Sequentially, the history of the literature may sug

gest that institutions supporting in one way or another a

wider dissemination of the high-yielding varieties began

recognizing the strategy's shortcomings only after the

critics were done speaking. In fact, however, as early

as 1973 in Nairobi, McNamara expressed the World Bank's

concerns. Since then, the literature on Third World and

international development in general has progressed along

a basic theme that falls under a variety of titles such

as II r edistribution with growth,1I "growth with justice,"

IIdevelopment for the small farmer,1I and more recently,

"a basic needs strategy for developing countries,1I among
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many others. The neglect of the small farmer, the litera-

ture acclaims, can no longer continue, otherwise, the

"rich will get richer and the poor poorer."

Under this basic theme, technological choices remain

considerable. We can view the shortcomings of the green

revolution in purely technical terms. The fact that tech

nology has been recognized to be beyond the financial reach

of most farmers in the underdeveloped world can be responded

to by developing technologies that are affordable and there

fore profitable. Similarly, the increasing skewness in the

distribution of farm size in some areas can be said to re-

sult from a lack of technological progress. Scientific

research and development should focus on developing more

labor-intensive technologies. In short, as one writer

has argued, "contrary to the popular belief that polariza

tion has been induced by new technology • • • it has been

resulted from insufficient progress in technology.ll l 7

Defining a problem as "technological shortcomings"

increases the number of options and avenues for research

and development policy. For example, rather than focusing

on technologies for optimal conditions, research scientists

could direct their efforts towards developing technologies

for sub-optimal conditions. In the case o£ rice research,

scientists would develop improved, high-yielding varieties

for rainfed lands. Furthermore, because chemical inputs

which the new varieties depend on have been known to be
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too expensive, scientists could develop varieties that are

genetically resistant to some of the more serious insect

pests. In the same vein, reducing the requirement of

costly nitrogen fertilizer could be attained by focusing

research on nitrogen fixation and a more efficient use of

nitrogen.

Under a technical definition, then, the development

of what is more popularly known as appropriate technology

becomes central in a strategy to eliminate hunger and

poverty. This, in turn, would call for more research on

what the World Bank has called "the characteristics of

target groups and the dynamics of traditional societies."lS

Important in this regard is the collection of data and

information on "how many people there are, and who they

are, ••• their skills, resource ownership, incomes,

nutrition, health, family structures and general socio-

, . t ,,19 P l' k d heconom~c env~ronmen • 0 ~cy-ma ers an researc ers

can use these kinds of information to create rural institu-

tions and infrastructure to increase the "absorptive
20capacity" of the small farmer.

In this plan, non-technological changes follow the

development of improved technology. An effective credit

system and land reform and increasing employment oppor-

tunities in the non-farm sectors are some of these changes

that may improve the capacity of the rural sector to

absorb the appropriate technology required to increase

output and yield.
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From another standpoint, however, land reform and

credit programs play another role. That is, we can define

them as mere "safety valves" against probable deleterious

social consequences of technology. World history is

replete with examples that show the severe dislocations

caused by the introduction of new technology. The history

of American agriculture, of course, is an outstanding exam

ple. C9nsequences such as increasing landlessness caused

by evictions or land-grabbing or the tebasan system of

harvesting in Central and West Java, Indonesia are insti

tutional changes that result from a lack of technological

progress. If technology itself cannot cure the problems

encountered along the road of technological change, other

types of changes like land reform and credit programs can

play a significant role. More effective agricultural

extension and credit services can resolve or at least

alleviate the apparent biases against small farmers. Land

reform can be called upon to relieve the worsening landless

labor problem. But, to recapitulate, at the apex of a

pyramiding of programs for agricultural and rural develop

ment stands the development of science-based, yield

increasing technologies.

The question to be raised at this point is whether or

not a technical approach can succeed. We may assume that

generating appropriate and more productive technology may

sustain long-term productivity increases. However, as
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Andrew Pearse has argued, "the improvement of distribution

• • • is another story • ,,21 One may contend that it is

an exceedingly debatable question or that the success or

failure of a technical approach remains to be seen, that

poverty-stricken countries are still young and therefore

must go through the pains of developing.

Whatever approach one decides to take, however, may

ultimately depend upon how one defines the problem; in

this case, the problem of world hunger and in the larger

context, societal development. A re-appraisal of social

and institutional changes reported in the past decade may

suggest that the problem extends far beyond the parameters

set within a technical approach. In other words, the

implications of the green revolution and its social con

sequences are both political and historical.

In 1977, Andrew Pearse wrote a personal summary of a

large project financed and sponsored by the United Nations

Research Institute for Social Development, which examined

the social consequences and implications of the green

revolution. Pearse argued that what has made living condi

tions for large numbers of peasant farmers even more pre

carious and unsettling are the terms according to which

farmers adopt the new agricultural technology. Pearse

referred to these as "terms of incorporation" into a

market economy. The terms are often unfair and exploita

tive.
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What, then, are these terms? For most Third World

cultivators, Pearse said, the green revolution has "replaced

self-sustaining local production/consumption systems,"

incorporating farmers into a situation of reliance upon

t . d . t· t t· 22 A th d . hemi 1ou s~ e ~ns ~ u ~ons. s e new see s requ1re c em~ca

inputs, farmers must purchase them from industrial sectors.

Second, as the new seeds require additional knowledge of

new practices and inputs, farmers must now rely on far away

research centers for this information. The combination of

these factors forces the farmer to "reorganize his economy

as to be assured of producing a standard minimum surplus

which can be marketed in order to pay for the purchased

inputs and for any interest due on the loan needed to buy

them.,,23 For most cultivators to be incorporated according

to these terms, the consequences have been quite dramatic

as pointed out by reports by other writers in the past

decade. The new technology has forced millions to become

credit-stricken entrepreneurs. Strength in the market and

credit-worthiness become essential for living off and

working the land.

From this description, more fundamental political ques-

tions arise. Statements by Pearse and others imply that it

is not the technology per se that should be called into

question. Instead, the material context in which technology

is introduced and reaffirms becomes even more problematic

than the technology itself.
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The process is also an historical one, as indicated

in literature about the consequences of an expanding market

economy for peasants. In Peasants, Politics, and Revolu

tion, Joel S. Migdal argued that the basic nature of

colonialism created dramatic changes that upset the norms

and behavior of traditional peasant society. Colonialism,

the author stated, formalized and bureaucratized the

politics of traditional societies by creating centers of

power that thrived on the transfer of wealth from the

peripheries. More complex and effective administrative

structures and practices were developed to strengthen

colonial rule. Communication and transportation infra

structure, running from the countryside into the new power

centers, was built to facilitate the flow of surplus from

the rural areas. The consequences of this process were

dramatic as peasants were forced to produce for external

consumption and no longer primarily for themselves. In

a word, colonialism set the demise of subsistence agri-

culture and the growth of commercial farming into

t ' 24mo 10n.

Producing for someone else, however, had deeper

socio-political implications. Scott and Kerkvliet con

sidered these. They, like Migdal, said that the growth

of the central state drastically changed the relationship

between landlord and tenant. Traditionally personal ties

binding landlord to the village eroded as the expansion of

the central state impinged upon these ties. Rather than
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protecting the village and its tenants from the demands

of the center, landlords soon became "creatures of the

center who dealt with the local community.,,25 Colonial

elites delegated power and responsibility to village

officials to assure the extraction of wealth out of the

countryside. As a result, landlord-tenant relationships

eroded into exceedingly impersonal ones.

As the landlords accrued more power, Scott and

Kerkvliet explained, they were able to "dictate the terms

of exchange • • • in what they demanded from tenants and

what they gave.,,26 Exploiting the profit-making potential

of commercial farming, landlords began to take more from

their tenants by having them assume more of the costs of

production; by taking a more disproportionate share of the

yield; and by demanding fixed rents either in kind or

cash. Landlords, in other words, were not afraid of losing

their legitimacy in the eyes of the tenants. They had the

power and protection provided by the colonial government.

In return, landlords provided less. In many instances,

the landlord's concerns for the tenant's welfare lessened

as personal services and favors became the exception

rather than the rule. Scott and Kerkvliet described this

situation in a study of a barrio in Central Luzon,

Philippines. The authors show how landlord involvement in

non-farm activities detracted from his concern and sense

of responsibility toward his tenants. The following is long

but worth quoting:
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Manolo Tinio [a large landowner], who succeeded
his father, fundamentally altered the balance of
exchange. He moved to the provincial capital
and managed the hacienda largely through katiwala
(overseer). The personal attention and inter
vention that had characterized his father all but
disappeared, and tenant families celebrating
marriages or baptisms, or struck by death,
illness, or other personal disasters were un
likely to receive any assistance. The practice
of free chickenfeed was stopped and gleaning
was restricted and closely supervised. For
the tenants, the most drastic step was the with
holding of rasyons between harvests. Manolo
Tinio had better use for his capital, since
such loans carried no interests, and his
tenants were forced to borrow from professional
moneylenders from whom they could expect little
mercy. As an impersonal absentee landlord,
Manolo provided fewer protective services to
his tenants, was less likely to use his
influence or contacts on their behalf, and
of course, made fewer contributions as a
leader or financial backer of community-wide
projects. By any standard, there had been a
~ubstantial cutback in the goods and services
to tenants by the landowner and while tenants
may have owed fewer personal labor services to
tha owner, this could not begin to compensate
for what they had lost. 27

As exploitative rather than mutual exchange became the

norm as the cash economy forced its way into the country-

side, landlords could almost manipulate their tenants. They

were in a position to select tenants who were willing to

comply with their wishes and fulfill rigid demands. They

dismissed those who were not. Many tenants, therefore,

became landless casual laborers who roamed the countryside

searching for work. Falling into the laboring class,

peasants were altogether unprotected from exploitative

practices of landowners.
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The same authors showed that many small landowners

also lost their land and fell into the tenant class as

agriculture commercialized and the central state expanded.

The colonial government used the rural areas as a source

of revenue by taxing farmers, oftentimes demanding cash

payments. Frequently short of cash, taxes put the squeeze

on many small landowners who subsequently surrendered their

land to another perhaps larger landowner. Taxes forced

farmers to engage in cash crop production. Unable to pro

duce a sufficient yield, many small landowners could not

generate enough savings to meet the demands of the govern

ment. This process clearly indicates one major consequence

of colonialism and the commercialization of agriculture-

namely, the serious inequalities in landownership.

Colonialism thus resulted in two developments. One

was the establishment and growth of key centers of power.

Second, to assure the center's growth, central authorities

created a market economy to extract surplus from the coun

tryside. These developments slowly destroyed traditional

norms of behavior in the countryside as the wealthier

farmers began to exploit their tenants who were accustomed

to subsistence agriculture.

These arguments add an historical dimension to the

green revolution. Evidence presented by many who have

written about its social consequences show that the kinds

of changes occurring in the countryside in many
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underdeveloped countries are very similar to the ones in

the colonial period. Certainly, today, landlords may not

be "creatures of the center," as land reform in some

countries has converted many tenants into amortizing

leaseholders. Nevertheless, contact with external insti

tutions has increased via the green revolution. Rather

than dealing with landlords, cultivators are confronted

with credit agencies, rural banks, extension agents, and

less directly, agricultural research centers developing

production recipes.

The requirement of producing a surplus is even

stronger today than it was just a few decades ago. As

Pearse pointed out, repayment of loans must often be in

the form of cash, which the farmer can generate only

through selling his surplus produce. The stronger bar

gaining positions of the landlord vis-a-vis his tenant

or laborer that evolved in an earlier period continues

to grow as new technology is introduced. We have already

alluded elsewhere to Ladejinsky's observations on the

Indian Punjap. Just a couple of years earlier and therefore

closer to the release of IRS, Wharton reported an incident

in the Tanjore district in Madras, India where the new

varieties were successfully promoted. In December 1968,

he said, "43 persons were killed in a clash between the

landlords and landless workers, who felt that they were

not receiving their proper share of the increased pros

perity brought by the Green Revolution. 1I
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Historically, then, we can argue that the actors and

forms have changed, but the social relations of domination

and exploitation that characterized agricultural production

remain and even become more severe over time. It is this

material context that is being called into question by

Pearse and others.

What does this mean for further examination of the

green revolution, the application of science-based tech-

nology to agriculture? If we recognize that technologies

developed thus far have been biased against large numbers

of rural peoples and have performed well in "progressive,"
.

well-irrigated areas and poor in others, even within the

former, then why, to start with, were these technologies

developed? In this respect, equally important as rendering

problematic the societal context in which technology works

is also the context in which technology is actually devel-

oped--namely, the process of scientific research and

technological development.

Based on the critical and recent reports, hypothetical

statements can be made regarding agricultural research. In

view of the appar~nt biases in the technology's performance,

we can question research on the grounds that it took on

particular interests and values of high pay-off and quick

returns. Did research aim at ecological areas where impact

would be greatest, most visible, and most effective? And

if so, why? There is considerable import to this decision
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as it also entailed other ones regarding the exogenous

complementary inputs that have been accused of being

costly.

MOre fundamentally, the historical performance of new

agricultural technology suggests that research assigned

an unproblematic status to the social context, which

Pearse and others spoke so urgently of. The following

questions, therefore, take on significance: How important

was this context for agricultural research? More impor-

tantly, how was it defined and translated into research

policy and the actual conduct of inquiry?
,

As we alluded to elsewhere in somewhat different terms,

these two sets of questions are ultimately connected. And

it is the task of this writer to show it as a contribution

towards understanding why particular technologies were

developed in the first place, a question inextricably linked

to the reasons for science playing so forceful and dominant

a role in Third World agriculture.

The Argument and a Final Note on the study

We will answer these questions by examining the his-

torical experienc~ of the International Rice Research'Insti

ture. An analysis of its mission will reveal the deeper

concerns of the green revolution, which governed the

character of a rice research program that resulted in a

particular set of technologies. The Institute's historical

agendas include political and economic interests in
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restoring and promoting social stability for a corporate,

monopoly capitalism first in the United States and then

abroad in the Third World. The agendas, in turn, entailed

a specific scientific research tradition that neutralized

the social context surrounding technology and consequently

constituted particular research values and interests.

IRRI's history, therefore, begins before its formal

establishment in 1960; it begins at the end of the nine

teenth century, when capitalism began to take its current

corporate form. In this regard, the Institute's experience

necessarily includes the political and economic interests

and activities of one of its founding fathers, the

Rockefeller Foundation, whose long-standing project in

promoting modern science served to legitimize an unstable

social order. Chapters III and IV will review this history.

Against this background, the International Rice Re

search Institute inherited a rich and long history and

served to reproduce it. To this end, rice research could

not have taken the form and character other than the one

that Ultimately developed. The analysis of IRRI's mission

is really an examination of this reproduction process.

Chapters V, VI, arid VII will show how nearly two decades

of rice research were another episode of a process set in

motion at the turn of the present century. This will be

done by examining specific technological and organizational

decisions.
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The question remains as to the validity of centering

our attention on IRRI as opposed to some other organization

or even approach to studying this matter. Can we speak

critically and adequately about the green revolution by

concentrating on ~ organization involving~ commodity

when in fact this science-based strategy now consists of

eight other institutes researching a host of crops? One

reply might be that the study's validity rests on the fact

that IRRI is the oldest in the CGIAR family of institutes

and without the discovery of IRS and the euphoria following

it, this informal club of donors would not have been estab

lished to guarantee support for additional centers.

From a much broader and more appropriate standpoint,

this study is more than a discussion on a single commodity

or a group of international scientists embarked on a mission

to free the world of hunger. It also extends beyond the

discussion of particular technologies, although the latter

will most certainly appear as the center of attention.

Much more, the study aims to unravel, through the examina

tion of rice technology and the organization that has

produced it, a common thread running through the entire

system--namely, the reliance on the application of modern

science to food and agriculture. This not only embraces

its method but also its assumptions about world hunger

and poverty.
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As a final remark, the author will maintain a critical

view towards the conduct of scientific inquiry and the

interests it has served in this concrete case. Perhaps

needless to say, the view is not an outright condemnation

of science, but rather a critique of the political and

economic interests surrounding it, its dominating influence

in defining the state of world food and agriculture, and

the form and character it has taken in this role. Alto

gether, they have resulted in a technological package that

was at one time hailed as a solution to a problem plaguing

much of the contemporary world.
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CHAPTER III

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND CORPORATE CAPITALISM:

AN HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

An understanding of precisely what the Rockefeller

Foundation and the International Rice Research Institute set

in motion and reproduced is incomplete without some prior

discussion of the interrelationships among the larger and

less visible actors--namely, modern science, technology, and

corporate capitalism. This chapter will point to the instr~

mental role of modern science and technology in the develop

ment of corporate, monopoly capitalism and science's

character and form in it.

The Marxian View: Science and Technology as Productive

Forces

Modern science and technology are indissolubly linked.

To speak of one is essentially to speak of the other. This

relationship is a relatively recent one, about a century

old, according to Jacques Ellul. It was only in the mid

l800s that technology became dependent upon controlled

experimentation and formal logic rather than rules-of

thwnb and trial-and-error. Using the word "technique,"

Ellul said that lithe slow evolution of techniques • • • was

more of a function of trial-and-error and pragmatism rather
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than a systematic effort to anticipate the future as well as

deal with present problems. "I

Certainly, science and technology are not synonYmous in

terms of a division of labor. One refers to mental or intel

lectual activity that may involve reflective thought, while

the other is an integral part of doing or, in Marxian

terminology, of labor. The link, however, developed when

applied science became an institutionalized practice of the

scientific enterprise. Jurgen Habermas called this the

scientization of technology, which began to take shape at

the end of the nineteenth century. "Technological develop

ment," said Habermas, "entered into a feedback re-Iationship

\-lith the progress of modern science. ,,2

Owing to this linkage, technological progress and

development can hardly be called a neutral, objective enter

prise. It is, instead, a social process, in which individ

uals are important and active agents. In this sense,

technology is not simply a driving force in human history

that some believe to be out of control and therefore

autonomous and divorced from human action. Technology is

something that in itself is human.

The science-based nature of technology may imply that

scientists develop it strictly according to the mechanical

relationships among things and the physical laws of nature.

This may be one reason for some to argue that technology

is autonomous and has its own internal logic and dynamic.

However, as David Noble pointed out, "like any human
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enterprise, it does not simply proceed automatically, but

rather contains a subjective element which drives and

assumes the particular forms given it by the most powerful

and forceful people in society, in struggle with others. ,,3

The Marxian view is specially useful in exposing the human

and therefore political element in science.

The rise of commerce in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries and the importance of manufacturing to it had

tremendous implications for technology and the eventual role

of modern science. The particular forms of social relations

that evolved in this process and the competitive struggle

for the accumulation of capital hastened the pace of social

production, which required "the permanence of the acquired

productive forces.,,4 In Habermas' terms, "the institutional

pressure to augment the productivity of labor through the

introduction of new technology has always existed under

capitalism."S

In this process, science, based on the controlled

experiment and formal logic, came to play a conspicuous

role. The science of mechanics became "the scientific

treatment of the manufacturing production process. ,,6

Elaborating on this, William Leiss argued that the relation-

ship was not an accidental one but instead a necessary one;

that is, "the manUfacturing system is a necessary presup-

position of the new mechanics." This did not mean, Leiss

continued, that a causal, deterministic relationship
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existed between the rise of manufacturing and its social

relations, on one hand, and the new science of mechanics,

on the other. Instead, the two developments occurred side

by side, actively reinforcing one another. "Both rose

together," Leiss maintained, "and interacted constantly, the

progress of each conditioning and encouraging that of the

other. ,,7

Within this framework, technological progress and a

steadily growing science became increasingly tied to the

development of an expanding industrial capitalism. Both

were produced and reproduced within and, ultimately, entered

into the historical context of capitalism. In dialectical

terms, they helped to reaffirm and reproduce it.

The requirement for advanced technology intensified

in the course of capital accumulation and, in this process,

those who were able to "get ahead" did so because they

effectively incorporated a mode of investigation and dis-

covery which assured a permanence of acquired productive

forces. Noble speaks of modern science and capitalism in

the following way:

With scientific investigation and discovery
as the engine of competitive innovation,
capitalism becomes revolutionary at the
core and competitors are compelled routinely
to anticipate the future in order to survive.
Those who were able to harness a science
itself, therefore, and direct it for their
own ends, have gained a considerable advantage.
For them, the competitive task of anticipating
the future has become easier since they now
have the means for determining that future
themselves. So it was the alchemists of the
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late nineteenth century, and their successors
of the twentieth, who undertook to transform
science into gold and, in the process, gave
rise to modern science-based industry.8

Science assured technological progress and became a

central factor of social production. Science's character

of "going somewhere" in the form of control and prediction

allowed some to stay ahead of others in the competitive

task by integrating more productive technologies in the

production process. The high point of this union, parti

cUlarly in the American context which Noble wrote about,

occurred at the turn of the present century.

Vital in this development, as we alluded to elsewhere,

was the wedding of science and technology. Prior to the

late nineteenth century, the union was not a stable one in

the sense that technology was not virtually dependent upon

science. Technological innovation, Habermas stated, prior

to the turn of the century "depended upon sporadic inven

tion which, while economically motivated w~re still fortui

tous in character.,,9 Recalling Habermas' expression

"feedback relationship," the requirement for new technolo-

gies necessitated the union of scientific research and

capital. In this.regard, technology became science-based,

which guaranteed inventions and their applications to

commodity production.

Beyond making more efficient the technical aspects of

social production, the scientific method entered into other

areas, especially the labor process. Noble and earlier
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Harry Braverman provided historical accounts of how the

requirement for efficient labor-saving machinery gave way

to increasing attention to the control and regulation of

the working environment. Specialized scientific fields

such as industrial psychology, industrial physiology, and

branches of sociology, developed during the rise of corpo-

rate capitalism and were concerned "with the conditions

under which the worker may be best brought to cooperate in

the scheme of work organized by the industrial engineer."

Braverman wrote about this period in terms of scientific

management:

Scientific management, so-called, is an attempt
to apply the methods of science to the increasingly
complex problem of the control of labor in rapidly
growing capitalist enterprises. It lacks the char
acteristics of a true science because its assumptions
reflect nothing more than the outlook of the capita
list with regard to the condition of production. It
starts, despite occasional protestations to the
contrary, not from the human point of view, but from
the capitalist point of view, from the point of view
of the management of a refractory work force in the
setting of antagonistic social relations. It does
not attempt to discover and confront the cause of
this condition, but accepts it as an inexorable
given, a 'natural' condition. It investigates not
labor in general, but the adaptation of labor to
the needs of capital. It enters the workplace not
as the representative of science, but as the
representative of management masquerading in the
trappings of'science. l O

This meant that under corporate capitalism, science

expanded to embrace increasing areas of everyday, productive

life. Under terms dictated by those who owned the means of

production, the application extended from controlling and

predicting the performance of technological hardware to the
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performance of those who manned it. It extended beyond its

original historical focus on material objects into the human,

subjective realms of live. It was a way to control alien

ated labor; that is, labor bought and sold. l l

Against this background of science and its application

becoming an indispensable part of industrial production, they

played another concomitant but equally important role in the

rise of corporate capitalism. This role was ideological.

Technology and Science as Ideology

According to Eric Hobsbawn, the term ideology was a

product of the two great revolutions that signalled the

coming of capitalist society: the Industrial and French

Revolutions. In this view, a discussion on ideology neces-

sarily includes the historical record of capitalism. In

comparison with other historical societies, the survival of

capitalism and its social order has been more dependent on

the presence of influential ideas. Gouldner described this

relationship as follows:

Never before in a class society did the
se~urity of a ruling class depend so much
on the presence of belief-systems appropriate
to its rule. The new dependence on ideology
by the ruling economic class under capitalism
makes it a special ruling class, a class which
must win influence over the minds of men, and
especially over those of the other dominant
classes; it is a class exceptionally dependent
on ideologies in whose terms of dominance is
defined as legitimate. The importance of an
ideologically sustained legitimacy makes the
ruling economic class under capitalism a new
kind of ruling class--a hegemonic class (to
use Gramsci's term) .12 (sic)
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While refraining from a lengthy discussion towards an

authoritative definition of ideology, one, however, does

emerge from Gouldner's argument and suits the purposes of

this present project. Simply, ideology will refer to the

set of powerfully influential ideas that legitimate our

dominant social structures and institutions. It integrates

and solidifies class society; it holds the various strata

of people together, thereby sustaining the positions of

economically dominant classes. Our case in point is

technology and science. This section will explain how, as

one, they "became" ideology.

The assertion that technology and science "became"

ideology implies that a different ideology existed prior to

that historical moment of corporate capitalism. Habermas,

for one, discussed the difference between bourgeois ideology

on one hand and technology and science as ideology or tech

nocratic ideology on the other. The former refers to the

"old" ideology of free exchange, the idea of which origi

nated in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It

legitimized the bourgeois order by creating the illusion

that the greatest.social good was attainable by way of

individuals freely competing and entering into self

interested relations in a market society. Regulation on

the part of the State was, in this context, minimal. The

State or "political society," said C. B. Macpherson, "is a

human contrivance for the protection of the individual's
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property in his persons and goods, and [therefore] for the

maintenance of orderly relations of exchange between indi

viduals regarded as proprietors of themselves.,,13

Habermas said that this illusion and the ideology that

created it began to break down, reSUlting in a legitimation

crisis for the State. The turmoil in the latter half of the

nineteenth century in the United states, for example, caused

the state to amend its limited posture by beginning to take

a more active role in the economy. No longer sufficient was

a bourgeois ideology grounded in the "invisible hand" that

governed social relations and the working of the market. A

"substitute program," argued Habermas, became necessary "to

compensate for the dysfunctions of free exchange. ,,14

What, then, was this "substitute program?" The histor-

ical period in which the legitimation crisis occurred was

one in which science was fast approaching its peak in

embracing both technological and social dimensions of life.

By way of recall, corporate owners were introducing scien

tific techniques into the modern firm to control and domi-

nate alienated labor as well as an indispensable part of

the invention process.

By this time, science and technology had reached a

point of development so as to be harnessed by the dominant

classes as a legitimizer of their authority. The dysfunc

tions of free exchange, which the crisis of legitimation

reflected, arose out of the II na t ur a l laws ll of market
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society. Because these laws were natural and, therefore,

given and unproblematic, the substitute program was oriented

towards eliminating dysfunctions or, in Habermas' words,

towards the solutions of technical problems.

But against the background of turmoil and the interest

in sustaining the dominant mode of production and its social

relations, legitimacy could be restored but within partic-

ular socio-structural limits. Habermas presents this

argument as follows:

Hence the ideology of free exchange is replaced by
a substitute program. The latter is oriented not
to the social results of the institution of the
market but to those of government action designed
to compensate for the dysfunctions of free exchange.
This policy combines the element of bourgeois
ideology of achievement (which, however, displaces
assignment of status according to the standard of
individual achievement from the market to the school
system) with the guaranteed minimum level of welfare,
which offers secure employment and a stable income.
This substitute program obliges the political sys
tem to maintain stabilizing conditions for an
economy that guards against risks to growth and
guarantees social security and the chance for
individual upward mobility. What is needed to
this end is latitude for manipulation by state
interventions that, at the cost of limiting
institutions of public law, secure the private
form of capital utilization and bind the masses'
loyalty to this form. 1S (sic)

In Habermas' description, science and technology became

a dominant ideology in the sense of promoting a particular

view of the social order. Its commitment to neutrality and

objectivity reaffirmed the notion of dysfunctions being the

outcome of natural and, therefore, neutral laws of market

society. Dysfunctions, then, are resolvable without
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questioning "the private form of capital utilization." In

the end, Habermas argues that the new ideology "depoliti-

cizes" the masses by rendering as unproblematic a social

order constituting exploitative market relations. The

state's intervention takes the form of "neutral," preven-

tive measures that address symptomatic problems rather

than attacking root causes, the latter of which demand

political discussion and action upon "the framework within

the tasks of government action present themselves as tech

nical ones.,,16 (emphasis added)

To be sure, the harnessing of science was not a visible

or conspiratorial act. The union was a conspicuously natu-

ral outcome of a longer history that began long before that

moment capitalism took on a corporate, monopoly form.

Marcuse pointed to this argument in his notion of the

"correspondence" between the basic rules of science and

those of capitalist society. Highly instructive in this

regard are science's claim to neutrality based on the fact-

value dichotomy and the structure of its knowledge based on

causality and prediction.

Marcuse claimed that "the dividing line between pre

technological and technological projects" is in the manner

in which society is organized and "in the new modes of

truth and falsehood which correspond to this organiza

tion.,,17 (emphasis added) Never before, he said, has the

survival of a social order been dependent upon a structure
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of knowledge (truth) that legitimizes the order by rendering

it unproblematic and, in the final analysis, acceptable.

Repeating Habermas' argument, technocratic ideology

objectifies the social order by assuming its permanence,

thereby paralyzing intellectual and practical activity that

may otherwise be critical. Measures preventing dysfunctions

and avoiding risks that threaten this "given" become the

central foci of political life. Normative discussion on it

is, therefore, suspended and excluded from lithe technologi-

cal project."

Science sustains this framework by the very nature of

the knowledge it generates--knowledge in the form of causal

relationships and the separation of means and ends. The

means towards a given end are problematic on the basis of

causes and·effects, while neutral and efficient means

(read preventive measures) are proposed towards the repro-

duction of a given end, the dominant social order.

This is significant because it implies the end of

l ' t ' , 't ' t d t 'd 1 18po ~ 1CS or, ~n one wr~ er s erms, an en 0 ~ eo ogy.

Agreeing with this implication is also to demonstrate one's

desire to stand behind science's neutral veil. Brian Fay

establishes this point in arguing that a means or policy

measure that an individual proposes "••• will still

reflect his views about how people ought to live together,

and they, therefore, can be disputed on moral as well as

technical grounds.,,19 In other terms, the separation of
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means and ends, a process in which one actually renders a

given order of things as unproblematic, also renders it as

acceptable. Remaining uncritical is a political act.

This vein of neutrality also constitutes another rule

of correspondence. And this is the fact-value dichotomy.

In this separation, data are looked upon as externalities

appropriated for empirical analysis and the generation of

knowledge. Problematic, then, are the methods for reliably

collecting data for knowledge in the form of causal relation

ships. Because facts are "out there" as given, methodologi

cal decisions are neutral decisions.

These analytical distinctions imbedded in the claim to

neutrality have their analogues in capitalist ideology,

whether we call it bourgeois or technocratic. Corresponding

to the fact-value separation in bourgeois thought is the

supremacy of the individual in relation to society and her/

his inherent right to enter into social relations for pri

vate gain. In similar terms, individuals in capitalist

society are "externalities" in the sense of being separated

from the larger context of social relations in the same way

that facts are separated from the values of the presumably

neutral, dispassionate observer. The notion of the "invisi

ble hand" and the natural laws of the market imports a sense

of neutrality or "givenness" to the actions of individuals;

that they are unaffected by the structure of social rela

tions that might promote certain modes of thought and action

while discouraging others.
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Hence, in bourgeois ideology, the "separations" that

correspond to that of the analogous rules of science take

the form of separating the private from public spheres of

life, the individual from society, and economics from

politics. They are consistent with the scientistic ideal

of holding constant or objectifying the dominant social

order in which individual thought and action occur. In

this sense, the internal structure of scientific knowledge

or truth, in Marcuse's terminology, corresponds with the

structure of bourgeois thought that is ultimately reflected

in the organization of capitalist society in which the

individual (or corporation) can privately accumulate wealth

within legitimized and "given" social formations. It is

this correspondence of rules that make the wedding of

science and capitalism conspicuously natural for the

material reproduction of capitalist society and the

ideology that legitimizes it.

As a last note, Marcuse's analysis of "one dimensional"

society further implicates particular questions regarding

the actual novelty of technocratic ideology. Habermas'

basis for distinguishing between the old (bourgeois) and

new (technocratic)" ideologies is that the latter· is not

as ideological in the sense of being less illusional. It

does not create the illusion of individual upward mobility

owing to the greater mystification of just and free exchange

that formed the foundation of the old, bourgeois ideology.

The new, on the other hand, was an. outcome of the
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legitimation crisis and mystified, instead, the dysfunction

of market society. Rather than creating the illusion of

the "infinite consumer," technology and science as ideology

masks the root causes of symptomatic problems.

Perhaps, more accurate it would be to view the "new"

as different. Whether bourgeois or technocratic, there

has always been something mystically technical or neutral

in capitalist ideology_ Alvin Gouldner points to this

argument in disputing Habermas. Gouldner maintains that

the new is merely "an outcome clearly continuous with the

general grammar of the 'old' ideologies.,,20 He argues in

line with Hobsbawn that the term ideology surfaced along

with other terms like strikes, pauperism, capitalism,

industry, and working class, in connection with the rise

and prestige of scientific philosophy. "Indeed, 'scientist,'

'statistics,' 'engineers,' and 'sociology' itself, are

among the new terms with which the modern consciousness

begins to think.,,2l In this context, Gouldner argues,

discussion on ideology ought not be divorced from the rise

of modern scientific philosophy just as much as it should

not be from the history of capitalism.

If a difference can be articulated, it lies in the

obsession with what is and almost complete rejection of

discussion and action towards what can or what should be.

"The technocratic project," Gouldner says, "turns men

away from the fascination with the future, discouraging a

view that the fulfillment of hopes will be found there.,,22
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Whereas the "old" promised a just order by increasing the

supply of satisficing goods, the "new" technocratic ideology

can promise nothing for the future. Pre-occupation with

what is is derived from the scientific notion of merely

observing external facts "out there" around us. Gouldner

finally concludes that the technocratic project " ••• says

look around you at things already at hand, and it says that

these suffice, and will be sufficient." The existing social

order, then, is merely a fact of life.

The present study will break through the myth of

neutrality by lifting the technological veil and exposing

the historical political and economic interests as hidden

agendas of a technological project. To complete this dis

cussion, we will turn our attention to the particular

research tradition accompanying the rise and influence of

science in everyday life.

The Domination of Nature and Proving the Success of Science

The argument in this section is that the rise of corpo

rate capitalism and technocratic ideology was accompanied

by increasing monopolization of one form of knowledge or a

single unified approach to acquiring knowledge and its

practical application, technology. We are referring to

knowledge grounded in causality and, in terms of the conduct

of scientific inquiry, the predominance of the controlled

experiment and formal logic in contradistinction to trial

and-error and rules-of-thumb. As Gouldner argued, discussion
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on ideology should not be divorced from the rise of modern

scientific philosophy just as much as it ought not be

separated from the historical development of capitalism.

We must remind ourselves. at this point, of the danger

of attaching causality and determinism in discussing these

relationships. Modern science, characterized by the con

trolled experiment, was not caused by the rise of capitalism.

The two, as we said earlier, rose together, interacting and

reinforcing one another. Maintaining this stand is impor

tant especially against the background of the origins of

formal logic and the rational experiment. Most certainly,

these two emerged long before capitalism began to mature.

Considering this history, the assumption underlying the

argument stated above is that the contemporary status of

modern science could not have developed without a socio

economic environment most favorable to it.

The roots of modern science go back to the Hellenic

experience. The notion of concept or conceptualization had

been "consciously discovered" by Plato in The Republic. 23

Further, the process of formal logic was developed in

Aristotelian teachings.

Aristotle's work in this regard cannot be underesti

mated. According to Alan Blum, Aristotle attempted to

establish a linear and cumulative view of knowledge by way

of establishing for all knowers a starting point for know

ing; that is, " ••• to establish an identity between what



men see for themselves and what is there to be seen, and

to learn to see for oneself what is there to be seen.,,24
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. . .

The starting point for knowing, then, is the observation of

externalities. Summarizing this position, Blum stated

that Aristotle attempted to ground "an authoritative foun-

dation for knowing, in emphasizing a common starting point

for people to experience knowing." In this sense, the seeds

for this authority were planted.

To the end of establishing a particular way of knowing

as the only valid and reliable way, the rationally con

trolled, laboratory experiment has taken on historical sig-

nificance. It could prove that "things" or.externalities

in the natural world existed independent of the dispassion
25ate observers I values and "catch nature at work." It

became the final ingredient to the package of practices that

formed modern science as we know of it today: conceptuali-

zation, formal logic, and the controlled experiment. It

was during the Renaissance that the latter was "elevated to

a first principle in scholarly research, a sine qua non for

gaining knowledge about the natural realm.,,26 If there was

any individual responsible for laying the foundation for a

modern attitude towards science, it was Sir Francis Bacon.

According to Leiss, Bacon was the first to formulate a

comprehensive notion of the mastery over nature as the most

important concern for humankind. 27 The rational experiment

neatly fit into Baconian philosophy in the sense of equating

knowledge with power; that is, power to transform nature for
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material worth and benefit. Rational experimentation, with

its inherent tendencies to control and predict outcomes or

results given particular hypothesized causes, permits, as

we said earlier, the observer to catch nature at work and to

utilize the outcomes for the purpose of subduing nature. In

this context, knowledge about causes and effects is synony-

mous with power:

Human knowledge is acquired by observation and
experimentation: or by conversing with the things
about us, through the mediation of the senses, and
subsequent reflection: therefore, the more we
observe and try, the more we learn and are enabled
to perform. And thus knowledge and power go hand
in hand: so that the way to increase in power is to
increase in knowledge. The knowledge and power of
man are coincident: for whilst ignorant of causes,
he can produce no effects: nor is failure to be
conquored except by submission. 28

The historical significance of Bacon's work is two-

fold. First, it hastened the triumph of modern science as

a monopolizer of knowledge, which simultaneously brought

forth specific research interests and values. Second, the

rise of modern science was socially based. It was inextri-

cably linked to the tumultous social environment of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

For approximately three centuries (1600-1900), there

existed competing ·approaches to knowing: rules-of-b~umb and

trial-and-error versus formal logic and the rational experi-

mente According to Leiss who called this a "quarrel between

ancients and modezns., II the latter who traveled the scientif-

ic road gained the "upper hand." Individuals of the Enlight-

enment preached the principal role of physics and mathematics
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in the furthering of culture and civilization. Their role

was a "means of social progress." In this period, science

began to take on a beauty of its own in that it possessed

"the virtues of order, neatness, and precision."

As the Enlightenment matured, its ideas turned into a

"crusading ideology." Prominent individuals, Leiss dis-

covered, called for an identity between human happiness and

science, and as a result, the scope of science expanded into

the realm of social relations. Some began to speak of

"social mathematics" or the "geometry of politics" to

[envisage] • • • a way of rationally constructing the

system of social relations.,,29 This vision was based on

observing action to generate laws of human behavior and in

the end to prescribe socio-structural arrangements that

would ensure peaceful human conduct, a concern that under-

lied Baconian philosophy.

A triumph for the "moderns" became increasingly imminent

after the French Revolution when cries grew louder for social

reform founded upon the employment of scientific philosophy

and methodology. The scientific ideology became more promi-

nent as talk about the union between science and industry

became increasingly formal and direct. The unstable social

environment in this period of a rising capitalism was

accompanied by the union's eventual role as "natural media-

tors" in social conflict. Leiss described this period of

history by writing about a Baron Georges Cuvier:
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The proposals for social reform based upon~e
new scientific methodology were engulfed in a
political reaction following the French
Revolution. But the ideology of science,
shorn of social radicalism, survived and
prospered in a theme, which would recur
frequently thereafter in European thought:
the union of science and industry would by
itself insure social progress and revolutionize
the customary principles of social behavior.
The theme was succinctly phrased by Baron
Georges Cuvier, an outstanding scientist and
secretary of the Royal Institute of France •
Cuvier referred to the 'universal opposition of
rich and poor,' to the jealousy among individuals
which caused domestic unrest and the jealousy
among nations that resulted in wars, and then
declared that 'industry and the science which
produces it are the natural mediators' among
conflict: 'They equalize the nations in
overcoming climatic obstacles; they draw
together men's fortunes in making enjoyments
more easily attainable; and so forth.' This
ideology took firm root and echoes still
today. 30

From this historical background, it might become appar-

ent that science had its own autonomy, almost as if it was

destined to encompass, dominate, and monopolize all of human

thought and action. This is in a narrow view true given the

subjective motivations of the intellectual leaders of the

time. However, as we pointed out elsewhere, an understanding

of the rise of scientific philosophy cannot exclude the so-

cial context in which this rise took place, relentless as it

might appear to have been. For individuals like Bacon and

his successors expressed their views in response to a social

environment filled with turmoil owing to the changing social

relations in the transition from feudalism to capitalism. 31
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prevailing in the struggle among the ancients and

moderns was the latter--a research tradition directed

towards dominating and mastering nature. Its triumph

appeared almost certain. Control and prediction are

imbedded in the rational experiment, the purpose of which

is to catch nature at work in order to master it. Through

control, the scientist is then in the position to almost

guarantee the outcomes and predictions with high pay-off

and quick return; in other words, he can guarantee the

success of an experiment. The final development that gave

the moderns the upper hand was the wedding of science and

technology in corporate production. Through it, science

could prove its worth by way of practical applications.

It was in this sense that the rise of scientific

philosophy appeared almost. certain. It was based on assur

ing its own success rather than trial-and-error. But, as

we have continually argued throughout this chapter in

agreement with H. T. Wilson, the scientific way could not

have done it alone if it indeed was destined to prevail.

Equally so, for science to become so dominant, a social

context with particular social formations had to evolve

for science to perform and for it to "work," which meant

that its results and the controlled experiment that produces

them had to be practically applied via technological innova

tions and then, to complete the destiny, via social

engineering. Recapitulating the accounts of Braverman and

Noble, corporate capitalism represented that particular
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context in which invention became an integral part of a form

of business that also incorporated the methods of science

into the labor process itself.

The next four chapters will show that the formal

application of modern science and technology to Third World

argiculture is another concrete episode in the long histori

cal process of the rise and reproduction of scientific

philosophy and corporate capitalism. We will find that

the green revolution, manifested in the historical experi

ence of the International Rice Research Institute, is a

reflection of the theme of technology and science as

ideology, a theme that legitimizes the dominant social

order of international capitalism. Related to this will

be the intricate linkage between this legitimizing role

and the conduct of agricultural research based on concept

ualization, formal logic, and most important, rationally

controlled experimentation. This discussion will begin with

an examination of the larger political and economic inter

ests of the Rockefeller Foundation, the main actor in

starting this technological project.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE

INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

This chapter will reconstruct the sequence of events

that culminated in the birth of an international agri

cultural research center and the employment of the

agricultural sciences to solve the food problem in

Asia. This is necessary to (1) show that the green revo

lution is another historical example of the union of

modern science and capitalism and (2) identify specific

rules of research organization and management that the

International Rice Research Institute inherited and

reproduced.

Of the two American foundations that conceived IRRI-

Ford and Rockefeller--the latter was more experienced in

agricultural matters. In the early 1900s, the Rockefeller

Foundation had sponsored the demonstration of new produc

tion methods in the u.S. South and soon thereafter tried

to do the ~ame in .China and finally after that in Latin

America and tropical Asia.

Its support for agriculture grew out of its long

standing effort to extend the frontiers of scientific

knowledge for furthering the progress of civilization.

Evolving out of the Foundation's work in education,

85
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medicine, and public health, all of which were complemen

tary in the early 1900s, basic research in the natural and

social sciences became what appeared to be an end in

itself. I will attempt to de-mystify this appearance by

exposing the Foundation's political and economic interests

underlying its promotion of scientific knowledge.

Much has been written about John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,

the Rockefeller family, and the Foundation. Highly perti

nent to the present study is an unpublished dissertation

written by Harry J. Cleaver entitled "The Origins of Green

Revolution. II Cleaver, one of the early critics of the

green revolution, demonstrated that guiding the Foundation's

decisions to extend its work into additional geographical

areas was its desire to restore social and economic stabil

ity for capitalist development at home and abroad. Its

activities, Cleaver showed, were in virtual harmony with

dominant u.s. interests in promoting American democracy

and protecting existing and potential markets for private

investment abroad.

I will draw information from Cleaver's work although

I wish to not replicate his study. Basically agreeing with

his argument, the present study will supplement his project

by directing attention to a specific aspect of the Founda

tion's work--technology and science as ideology--which will

contribute towards an understanding of the problematic

nature of research at the International Rice Research

Institute. 1
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The Origins of Rockefeller Phila'Itthropy : Resto'ring Stabil-

ity to Corporate Capitalism in America

The Rockefeller Foundation was incorporated in 1913

by the New York State Legislature. The events leading up

to this act are especially important because they point to

particular rules of conduct for the Foundation's activities

and the emphasis upon technical fields as the most worthy

of promotion.

The statement of the Foundation's purpose read: "To

promote the well-being of mankind throughout the world."

This suggested the apolitical nature of Rockefeller gift-

giving. The socio-economic atmosphere in the United states, .

however, informs us of deeper political and economic con-

cerns. Economic stagnation, disease, and racism had still

been plaguing the rural south at the turn of the current

century. The post-civil war reconstruction period brought

little benefit to the region.

Calming the agrarian south was a necessity for what

Cleaver called the "northern capitalists" to pursue their

financial interests. Regarding Rockefeller, his vast

holdings in giant agribusiness firms like International

Harvester as well as other major interests in banking and

transportation "had been prime targets for agrarian dis

content exactly because they were important in the financing

and marketing of agricultural production." Social stability

had to be restored by way of demonstrating social responsi

bility through philanthropic activities. 2



A review of Rockefeller's charitable trusts prior to

1913 indicates that restoring stability was a great con

cern. Revealing in this regard was the General Education

Board (GEB) which was established in 1902 to coalesce

previously splintered efforts by the northern capitalists

to develop a public school system in the south. According

to Cleaver's analysis, education was basically a tool for

the reproduction of a disciplined and obedient workforce

for industrial production. The focus was not so much on

higher university education, but more on secondary educa

tion to provide proper training of a working population.

Educational leaders of the period also spoke out against

the militant agrarian movement which continued into the

1900s. They turned out to be valuable sources of support

for a favorable business climate, while opposing any form

of farmer alliances. In the end, Cleaver argued, Rocke

feller transformed public education in the south by

financing "a vast experiment in social engineering •
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Education was the cornerstone of Rockefeller philan

thropy at least through the first two decades of this

century. Other new activities especially public health

and to a lesser extent agriculture, were tied to the

Board. These activities were governed by the principle

of "scientific philanthropy," according to which charity

had to have a high pay-off, and the notion of demonstration

(through education) as the way to disseminate existing

knowledge in what were deemed technical fields. 4
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During this period, demonstration was established as a

basic principle of operation for future philanthropic ef

forts. This was most evident in Rockefeller agricultural

projects. A more concerned program in agriculture would

come later in the 1930s and beyond, as the areas of educa

tion, medicine, and public health constituted a major

portion of gift-giving. A likely explanation for this

delay was that before the southern economy could be devel

oped, these other areas had to be strengthened for an

educated and healthy workforce. Nevertheless, agriculture

was not ignored.

The GEB hired Dr. Seaman A. Knapp to develop a program

promoting new methods of pest control. He established a

demonstration farm in an area infected by the notorious

cotton boll weevil and showed how satisfactory yields could

be attained by employing practices like "careful seed

selection, deep plowing in the autumn, wide spacing of

plants, intensive cUltivation, systematic fertilization, and

rotation of crops . . .115 According to Cleaver, Knapp tried

his approach first on "the most progressive and usually

wealthiest farmers in a region ll and under the assumption

IIthat once they demonstrated the success of a new method

their less prosperous and more conservative neighbors would

be willing to follow suit. 11
6

In this approach, demonstration was based on the fac-

tors of control and predictability. It guaranteed
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satisfactory yields by initially focussing on the better-off

farmers. Regarding scientific philanthropy, demonstration

under these conditions had high pay-offs and quick returns.

Moreover, against the background of bringing capitalist

development to southern agriculture, Knapp effectively con

tributed to the cause. The GEB's account of activities

during the period stated that "Dr. Knapp endeavored to

teach his hearers not only how to raise cotton and corn, but

how to conduct farming as a business--how to ascertain the

cost of a crop, how to find out whether they were making or

losing money." In this sense, demonstration was not only
,

a tool for education; it was also, as Cleaver put it, "a

means for changing a social order.,,7

Education through demonstration with high pay-off was

also manifested in public health projects. The link between

the latter and education was obvious: poor health stifled

efforts in education. As another charitable trust estab-

lished in 1909, the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission

campaigned to "eradicate" hookworm, which was targeted

because "it lent itself so readily to purposes of demonstra

tion in disease control." Raymond Fosdick, former president

of the Rockefeller Foundation, conveyed the thoughts of the

Commission's director, Wickliffe Rose, in the following way:

Ever present in Rose's mind was the conception
that the attack on hookworm was important not
so much because it was a disabling disease;-
but rather because it lent itself so readily
to purposes of demonstration in disease control.
It was an advanced agent of preventive medicine.
It served at once as an end in itself and as a
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a convenient means to a larger end. In its
nature, causes, and cure it was easily under
stood by the average citizen, and its effects
upon his own health and the health of his
community were plainly demonstrable. When
he had seen this one disease treated and
brought under control, he was prepared to
support the control of other diseases that
were less simple and less tangible. 8
(emphasis added)

Rose also established two more lasting principles of

operation. The first, according to Fosdick, was "working

through governments." Rose believed that withou't; govern

ment endorsement any project had no roots. He also felt

that philanthropic organizations should not be overly

visible. During the planning stages of the anti-hookworm

campaign, he wrote, "The [Rockefeller Sanitary] Commission

will seek to hide itself behind its work and to keep to

the front the local agencies through which the work is

done. ,,9

Another perhaps more important lasting principle com

plemented the first. And this was the notion of "pump-

priming." Fosdick described it by saying that lithe proper

objective of a foundation, unless created for a particu-

larized purpose, is to prime the pump, never to act as a

permanent reservoir. II Under Rose, the Sanitary Commission

made it perfectly clear that it was not in a particular

location to stay. One of the Commissionis requirements

was a state government commitment "to take over the cost

of the work gradually but steadily, and within a reasonable

period to assume the entire burden of direction and expense."
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The significance of these principles was that they made

way for the maximum operationalization of the more funda

mental ones of demonstration and high pay-off. Pump

priming meant that all that was needed was a quick impact

to demonstrate the worthiness of the cause and, in conse

quence, convincing others to carryon the initiated project.

In this discussion, we have noted the grounding of

particular rules of conduct, which the Rockefeller Founda

tion would pass on to later projects. Equally important,

however, was the interest in technical fields and the dis

semination of their existing knowledge. Even prior to the

Foundation's incorporation in 1913, a close associate of

John D. Rockefeller, Frederick T. Gates, said that science

and education, being the "brain and nervous system of

civilization," would be the tools for eradicating disease,

which he also considered the root of all ills--social and

physical. 10 Although the emphasis in these early years was

on knowledge application, the process was set in motion to

incorporate laboratory-based, scientific research into the

Foundation's program. By 1930, scientific research attained

an "end-in-itself". status in the Rockefeller Foundation.

Science and the Well-Being of Mankind

In his The Rockefeller Foundation 1913-1950, Fosdick

described the rise of the natural sciences as almost inevita

ble. In 1928, the charitable trusts that Rockefeller
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established in the early 1900s were renamed and categorized

as divisions of general fields of study to be concentrated

in the Rockefeller Foundation. This reorganization was

broadly defined in terms of the advancement of knowledge,

including dissemination and application. The program

reflected a culmination of the gradual rise of the sciences

that began three decades earlier. For our purposes, it

also crystallized science's ideological role.

Fosdick's account described the personalities involved

in this evolution. There were, indeed, major individuals,

whose actions were exceedingly instrumental in bringing about

a reorganization that reflected the importance of a more

fundamental activity. However, to narrow the origins of this

process down to particular individuals essentially ignores

historical forces at work during this period (see Chapter

III). In almost deterministic terms, scientific research

had to wait its turn to be awarded a more prominent status.

Although the emphasis was on applying existing knowl

edge, scientific research itself had a conspicuous place in

the early years of gift-giving. As a third charitable

trust, the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research was

established in 1901. Consistent with the emphasis on

health, this project, more importantly, was started to

scientize medicine in the u.s. l l

The 19l0s were generally more of the same. The GEB

continued its work on medical education and the tradition
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of producing maximum results. The Board developed a plan

for key institutions like Harvard, Columbia, Cornell, and

Tulane to demonstrate the value of science and encourage

other less prestigious places to follow suit. According

to Fosdick, "this was in accord with a policy which ran

back to the days of Mr. Rockefeller's personal philanthropy-

a policy of building on strength rather than on weakness. ,,12

But during this period, growing was the importance of

basic research in the laboratory. Again according to

Fosdick, by the 19l0s, "experience developed a method that

seemed to give maximum results; laboratory research, tested

by field experimentation and demonstration under actual
. ,,13

pract~ces.

By way of personalities, it appears from Fosdick's

account that Colonel Frederick Russell, the new director of

the International Health Board (formerly the Rockefeller

Sanitary Commission) hastened the process by emphasizing

that the search for new knowledge is equally, if not more,

important than its application. The two, he felt, had to

be organized in a way illustrative of their complementarity.

This reorganization was not to come until 1928. In the

meantime, Russell succeeded in establishing a "base

laboratory in New York as an organic part of the Interna-

tional Health Board."

The significance of the laboratory was two-fold. First,

its establishment equally signified an expansion of field
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research "on a scale such as Rose never contemplated."

Although Russell was more of a laboratory scientist than

his predecessor, he assured enough commitment to disseminate

and apply scientific knowledge. Foundation officers,

Fosdick reported, gradually recognized that basic laboratory

research had to be strengthened with more resources, and

furthermore, could not be organizationally and physically

isolated from its applied stage. Second, the idea of a base

laboratory was also an extension of the general philosophy

of maximum results and betting-on-the-strong. Fosdick's

explanation of the laboratory's role indicates that it was

envisioned as an international center which would ensure

the adoption as well as demonstration of the scientific

method:

The laboratory in New York • • • became a pivotal
point in the far-flung program. It set the
scientific tone for the work that was being
carried on around the world. It not only served
to advance knowledge of disease and of control
methods, but it provided a training center for
new appointees of the International Health
Board, and an opportunity for 'refresher' work
for staff members returning periodically from
the field • • • Scores have been provided
with an opportunity to exercise their talents
and to earn the use of the scientific method.
Together with the Rockefeller Institute it has
become a kind of Mecca for visiting scientists
from abroad, a focal point of distinguished
and original research. 14

The impact of this base laboratory fully materialized

in 1928 when a committee of the Foundation's trustees decid-

ed to reorganize its philanthropic program that would not

only highlight the importance of extending the frontiers of
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knowledge but also to redefine the program's general thrust.

Except for the GEB, the committee placed the general fields

of activity within the Rockefeller Foundation and categor

ized them according to the following divisions: The

International Health Division, and the divisions of the

medical sciences, the natural sciences, the social sciences,

and the humanities. The reorganization resulted in two

Rockefeller organizations involved in philanthropy--the

General Education Board and the Rockefeller Foundation.

At the time of reorganization, it was well-established

that the application of scientific knowledge was to be the

most effective way to promote the Foundation's political

goals that were expressed as the "well-being of mankind."

Using the 1923-created International Education Board

(IEB) as a case in point, it "was established as a postwar

measure. Its purpose was to mitigate as far as it could

be done the impoverishment of educational and other intel

lectual resources consequence upon the World War."lS

According to George W. Gray, who summarized the IEB's

"Scheme for the Promotion of Education on an International

Scale," the scheme was founded on a faith in western

democracy, "on a belief that the trend of government was

in the direction of democratic systems and on the assump

tion that the necessary basis for the expansion and success

of democratic systems lay in popular education.,,16

(emphasis added)
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By popular education, the IEB was referring to the

scientific fields. Rose y who had become director of the

Board, was quoted by Fosdick as saying that "whether we

will or no, civilization has become increasingly a matter

of applied science • • • [and] the increase in knowledge

upon which human welfare depends comes largely from labora

tories dealing in the most fundamental fashion with the

physical and biological sciences." Rose went right to the

point by identifying the natural sciences and agriculture

as the two most promising areas of research. Although

distinguishable in name, the distinction was actually

meaningless~ agriculture was merely defined as the applica

tion of botany, biochemistry, biophysics, genetics, and

related specialties in plant improvement and production."

In 1929, a change in the Foundation leadership

occurred. Fosdick called this another turning point

because the new president, Dr. Max Mason expressed a

"structural unity" of the reorganization. Mason declared

that the divisions of the various sciences were not sepa

rate entities but actually formed a coherent Whole, "one

program directed to the general problem of human behavior,

with the aim of control through understanding.,,17 In the

larger historical view, Mason echoed individuals like

Comte and Bacon, both of whom called for a unity of all

sciences in furthering the progress of civilization. Under

Mason's leadership, the Foundation proceeded to promote the
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advancement of scientific knowledge, which embraced the wide

range of disciplines.

Debates continued into the 1930s over the potential

utility of knowledge in an international social order des

perately in need of equilibrium and stability. We need not

discuss any further what the latter meant. A committee of

the Foundation's trustees attempted to identify specific

branches of knowledge that would contribute most to a stable

social order. The question, Fosdick said, was never entire-

ly resolved.

Instead, the committee reaffirmed the Foundation's

commitment to strengthen scient~fic research "as an effec-

tive weapon." In addition, it recognized the power and

influence large sums of money have over "establishing

trends and styles of intellectual endeavor." The Rocke-

feller Foundation, in short, ~Ias in a strategic pos i tion to

promote a certain approach to acquiring knowledge and view

ing a given social order. The committee, in fact, pointed

out that an understanding of the world "will not be reached

by mere multiplication of men able to collect more facts,

but by the increase of those who know, first, what facts

ought to be collected, and second, what value those facts
18

have when assembled." (emphasis added)

Against this background, it would be misleading to say

that the Foundation entered a new era. The advancement of

knowledge always had an important place in the history of
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Rockefeller's project in philanthropy. The reorganization

merely represented a refinement in the project's general

thrust. Eventually, the burden fell upon the biological

sciences, especially after the Foundation hired Warren

Weaver, professor of mathematics at the University of

Wisconsin, to direct the Natural Sciences Division. The

emphasis on the biological sciences continued the tradition

of work in medicine and public health.

The "new" emphasis was based on several criteria, one

of ~which was its potential contribution "to the welfare of

mankind." Weaver defined the latter clearly in terms of

dominating and controlling nature for material benefit:

The welfare of mankind depends in a vital way
on man's understanding of himself and his
physical environment. Science has made
magnificent progress in the analysis and
control of inanimate forces, but it had not
made equal advances in the more delicate,
more difficult, and more important problem
of the analysis and control of animate forces.
This indicates the desirability of greatly
increasing the emphasis on biology and psycho
logy, and on those developments in mathematics,
physics, and chemistry which are themselves
fundamental to biology.19

Finally, an annual report of the Natural Sciences Division

in the 1930s reiterated Weaver's position. It posed the

following questions:

Can we unravel the tangled problem of the
endocrine glands and develop a therapy for
the whole hideous range of mental and
physical disorders which results from
glandular disturbances?
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Can we develop so sound and extensive a genetics
that we can hope to breed in the future superior
men?

Can we solve the mysteries of the various vita
mins, so that we can nurture a race sufficiently
healthy and resistant?

In short can we rationalize human behavior and
create a new science of man?20

The last question had immediate application to the

social sciences, while the stock market crash of 1929

signalled a continuation of living in an unstable social

order. The Foundation felt the task of bringing the social

order under control and establishing a tolerable degree of

equilibrium to be within its power and mandate. In this

context, the social sciences took on a more significant

status. Research included all levels of analyses--the

individual, the national and international. In all three,

the goal was to restore stability.

To this end, psychiatry was given special attention.

By then, a consensus had emerged in defining the problems

of the world: they were problems in human relations that

had to be understood and controlled. Although Fosdick

wrote his book in 1952, his statement on psychiatry indi

cates the dominan~ historical view of psychiatry as

another effective tool:

Psychiatry as a science is still primitive and
imperfect but enough has been accomplished to
justify the application of some of its principles
to wider fields than the treatment of the mentally
ill. Most of the pressing questions which confront
us today, from the settlement of strikes to the
formation of a world order, are fundamentally
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problems of human relations. The search is
for institutions which will provide satis
faction for man's needs while compensating
and controlling his ineradicable defects • • •
In the future, we shall have to provide social
arrangements through conscious planning and
mutual agreement. Such processes may reasonably
look for help from those who make a profession
of studying the impulses and frustrations of
individual human beings. Psychiatry is a tool
of evolving importance in building a new kind
of stability in human society.2l

Between 1929 and 1934, social science research was

formalized through the development of three major fields of

interests--international relations, economic stabilization,

and public administration. All three were "based on the

belief that the understanding and control of human phenomena

lie in the scientific analysis and appraisal of facts.,,22

The Foundation bolstered the program even more during the

second world war by providing extensive financial assistance

to major institutions devoted to clarifying American politi-

cal and economic interests overseas. Three of the more

important ones were the Russian Institute at Columbia

University, which, from the Foundation's standpoint, pro-

vided deeper understanding of Soviet motivations and

interests; the Institute of International Studies at Yale

University, one p~rpose of which was to clarify questions

of American foreign policy; and the Council of Foreign

Relations, which sponsored "war and peace studies" for

the U.s. Department of State. 23

From this discussion, we note that scientific research

came to the forefront and formed the cornerstone of a
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foundation's interest in stabilizing a social order continu-

ally plagued by turmoil and contradiction. Although basic

research achieved this status, this did not mean a neglect

of the application of its results. In fact, after the

reorganization, applied or field research expanded to an

extent never previously done. The reorganization only

meant that the two kinds of research had to interact toge

ther in a way that they were virtually indistinguishable.

It is this approach to research with principles of operation

identified earlier (i.e., maximum results, demonstration,

control, high pay-off) that the Foundation transmitted into

the Third World after the second world war. Its biggest

and most important project became known as the International

Rice Research Institute.

Agricultural Research and Third World Agrarian Strategy

The Rockefeller Foundation's involvement in the Third

World cannot be understood without some reference to its

experience in China out of which emerged a formal program

in agricultural research that complemented American foreign

policy towards underdeveloped areas. 24

Cleaver care~ully documented this period of American

history showing that the Foundation's program in the u.s.
South, China, and then the Third World were grounded in

the same political-economic interest of making the world

safe for American democracy and capitalism. u.S. government

involvement in China was minimal in comparison to other
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projects in Hawaii, Wake, Guam, and the Philippines where

outright annexation took place. The government apparently

left to private groups, especially the Rockefeller Founda

tion, the promotion of these same goals in China.

In Cleaver's terms, the U.S.'s Third World agrarian

strategy constituted a functional difference berween public

and private efforts. The former consisted of community

development projects and land reform which, Cleaver said,

dealt with the social relations of production, while the

latter through agricultural research and crop improvement

involved changing the technological forces of production.

This division comprised a neat package of means to attain

the end of countering Communism in Asia. Within this

political context, the International Rice Research Insti

tute was established.

Like the u.s. South, social turmoil in China jeopard

ized the penetration of foreign business ventures. The

"China Market" was elusive for the u.S. northern capital

ists in the sense that colonial powers competed for con

cessions from a Chinese government struggling to remain

independent. "Frqm the Boxer Rebellion of 1900s," Cleaver

said, "through the Revolutions of 1911 and the student

uprisings of 1919 to the war against Japan and finally the

civil war of the Communists against the Kuomintang, the

most fundamental cause • • • was the attempt to throw off

foreign influence.,,25
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Rockefeller philanthropy in China began with these

concerns and, in consonance with early projects, concen-

trated on education and medicine. The line of reasoning

was basically the same as it was for programs in southern

u.s.: in order for business to prosper, a populace had to

be educated and healthy. Therefore, activities during this

period included supporting Chinese students at the Interna

tional Institute of Columbia University, which was funded

by the International Education Board, and the establishment

of the China Medical Board, which created the peking Union

Medical College.

The program became increasingly directed against the

threat of Communist revolution. Work in this area began

in 1924 when the IEB funded a joint project between Cornell

University's Department of Plant Breeding and the University

of Nanking. 26 The project aimed at building a crop improve-

ment and extension program and at training Chinese agricul-

tural specialists. The former concentrated on plant breeding

under the assumption that higher yields could be attained,

which would, in turn, reduce growing tensions in the rural

areas. In other words, agriculture had to be made more

profitable for the Chinese cultivator.

For the first time in the Foundation's work in agricul-

ture, extension was a necessary element since China had no

"U.S.D.A." to carry out extension tasks. But, consistent

with previous programs, specifically those of Seaman Knapp

in the U.s. South, extension work focused on the wealthier
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farmers, the landlords. They were the ones most likely to

adopt new ideas and techniques because, as Cleaver quoted

one Cornell official, "they were educated, they could

understand, and they were well enough to try something

new. ,,27

In 1936, the Foundation's involvement changed dramati

cally when it decided to assist the Kuomintang to embark

on a "rural reconstruction" program in response to the

rising power of Communist forces. Cleaver described this

decision as follows:

As in the (US) South where the General Education
Board stepped in to pull together a variety of
private efforts, now the Rockefeller Foundation
would create an umbrella of closely knit, inter
related organizational structures which could
give coherence and direction to the various
individual movements. It was a new era in
Chinese rural reform efforts. 28

The new program was based on a mass education movement

developed by Jimmy Y. C. Yen. Yen, who was educated at

Yale and princeton, started "an indigenous movement based

on promoting literacy, economic improvement, and citizen

ship among workers and peasants. ,,29 The Rockefeller

Foundation created a North China Council for Rural Recon-

struction which Yen directed. The Council offered support

to Yen's mass education movement and the agricultural and

natural sciences at a number of universities in China.

The movement's history is now well known to us. It

succeeded in one province: Formosa. Cleaver effectively

pointed out that Yen's program, although having had a
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grassroots element, lacked the important ingredient of

land reform which was an essential part of the Communists'

strategy. Instead, the rural reconstruction movement,

which eventually grew into the Joint Commission on Rural

Reconstruction, simply depended upon education and dis

seminating knowledge and improved technology hoping that

the benefits would trickle down to the poorest Chinese

cultivator. In short, it was consistent with the Rocke-

feller program of relying on knowledge and applying it

. th' . . . 30
w~ ~n a g~ven soc~o-econom~c context.

Against this background, the Foundation, it appeared,

altered the thrust of its overseas program in mid-stream,

by moving away from its established interest and capability

in promoting basic, laboratory-based scientific research

which was reflected in its 1928 reorganization. This trend

seemed to be further strengthened by the work of the Insti

tute for Inter-American Affairs (IIAA), whose Board of

Trustees' chairperson was Nelson Rockefeller and which

cooperated with Latin American governments to raise health

standards and eliminate food shortages; the two problems

were viewed as threats to the security of the Western

Hemisphere. The IIAA aimed at being grassroots and con

sisted of field projects for malaria control, water systems,

and health centers.

However, the importance of the Foundation's internal

organization of 1928 carried on and steps were taken to
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intensify its promotion of scientific knowledge and research.

This became especially apparent when counter-revolution by

the late 1940s sharpened as a basic goal of American foreign

policy and represented one side of the functional difference

between public and private efforts which Cleaver so pointed

ly argued.

Just who or what brought about this division of labor

cannot be definitively identified. We do know, however,

that ties between the Rockefeller Foundation, the Rockefel

ler family and the u.s. foreign policy circles were clear

and direct. The Foundation worked closely with the Council

of Foreign Relations, a private organization of leading

figures of the corporate world and academic experts who

played an instrumental role in the formation of u.s. post

war, Cold War policy. In 1939, two-thirds of the Founda

tion's trustees were members of the Council and the latter's

war and peace studies. The Rockefeller influence was so

strong that it began to dominate positions in the Council

during the late 1940s. John D. Rockefeller III, Nelson and

David became members in the late 1930s and the early 1940s,

with David becoming the Council's director in 1949. 31

For the most part, the Council was a behind-the-scenes

organization which interacted frequently with the u.s.

state Department. The Rockefeller presence went beyond

this organization, as members of the family held strategic

posts within the executive branch of the u.s. government.
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Nelson Rockefeller became Assistant Secretary of state at

the end of the war. In 1946, David was secretary of the

Council of Foreign Relation's study group on post-war

recovery in Western Europe. Out of this group emerged the

Marshall Plan study group, to which the Rockefeller Founda

tion granted $50,000 in 1948. Finally, John Rockefeller

III became a special consultant to John Foster Dulles in

1951.

The Council's recommendations clearly reflected a

fundamental interest in reproducing and expanding American

capitalism. Council memoranda to the U.S. State Department

emphasized the strategic importance of Southeast Asia as

"'a cheap source of vital raw materials'." They also point-

ed out that the American national interest could best be

served by "'placing political and economic control in hands

likely to be friendly to the U.S.'. ,,32

To accomplish these ends, stability in the region had

to be created. The 1950-51 articles in the Council's main

journal, Foreign Affairs, reflected this concern. Five of

them stand out in this respect: S,oustelle' s "Indo-China

and Korea: One Front;" Albert Ravenholt's "The Philip-

pines: Where Did We Fail;" P.C. Spender's "Partnership in

Asia;" John Fairbank's "The Problem of Revolutionary

Asia;" and Nelson Rockefeller's "Widening Boundaries of

National Interest.,,33 All five spoke out against the

communist threat and spelled out specific recommendations
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for action. They stressed the importance of directing

efforts at social reform in rural areas and the need to

raise Asia's agricultural productivity.

Nelson Rockefeller's article was most instructive.

He identified "underdevelopment" as the most pressing

problem to be tacked towards establishing a global economic

policy and increased world investment. He argued that the

most viable foreign policy would have to be based on an

effort to drive up food production in underdeveloped areas

by 25 percent, "which would bring them barely above the

minimum needed for health." Such a program should be

followed, he said, by raw material 4evelopment and increased

export goods from the u.s. and Western Europe. If a compre

hensive program were undertaken, increased world investment

in "frontier areas" would be possible. In the end, Rocke-

feller proposed the establishment of a governmental organi

zation to be called the Overseas Economic Administration

which would be responsible for implementing and coordinating

these policies. His proposals materialized into the crea

tion of the Technical Cooperative Administration which

administered Truman's Point IV program. 34

The content of these articles directly and indirectly

spoke of the importance of "getting agriculture moving" as

the first of many tasks. Participants and observers of

foreign policy-making generally agreed that an American

aid program to underdeveloped areas had to get down to the
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villages, to disseminate and apply knowledge and to develop

as well as understand village life.

This, in fact, formed the foundations of Truman's Point

IV program anu reflected the "assignment" for public, govern

mental efforts. In his inaugural address on January 20,

1949, Truman announced that the u.s. "must embark on a bold

new program for making the benefits of our scientific ad

vances and industrial progress available for the improvement

and growth of underdeveloped areas. n35 He declared that

"there is, for the first time in history, enough knowledge

to do the job." (emphasis added) While some observers

saw very little difference between Point IV and foreign

aid programs in the past, proponents like Jonathan B.

Bingham stated that Point IV emphasized the transfer of

knowledge rather than money. Equally stressed was the

strategy to execute this transfer. This was known as

illearning by doing" at the community/village level. The

strategy itself later became known as community develop-

mente

Bingham I S review of the program showed the focus on

India, which had to be won over being the largest "free"

nation in the region after the fall of the Kuomintang.

And immediately, attention turned to Indian agriculture.

According to Cleaver, "the Americans felt that controlling

the direction of rural change could be of determining

importance to the future of India as a whole."
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The involvement began as a pilot project in a village in

the state of uttar Pradesh and used agricultural extension

techniques developed in the u.s. Horace Holmes, a former

Tennessee county agent, served as a consultant to the proj

ect, which attempted to persuade local farmers to use

better, more productive wheat varieties, different ways of

preparing the soil as well as using chemical inputs. Holmes

set out to conclusively demonstrate the more productive

performance of better seed and techniques. Impressive

results were attained and publicized on a bulletin board

that compared the yields of improved and traditional

varieties.

The project was essentially a manifestation of a long

standing tradition started by the Rockefeller Foundation.

It involved demonstration under controlled conditions and

proving the success of the technology by selecting a few

farmers to show their neighbors that higher yields were

possible.

Holmes' testimony before the u.s. Senate Foreign

Relations Committee in 1951 provided the impetus for

expanding the pilot project. In 1952, the U.S. and the

Nehru governments agreed to replicate the program in 28

states. It emphasized the training of thousands of multi

purpose workers • • • in the essential principles of

agriculture, health, and education, and in the techniques

of passing out their knowledge. 11
36 The Ford Foundation,
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the u.s. Technical Cooperation Administration, and the

Government of India jointly supervised the training effort.

As a co-founder of the later International Rice Re-

search Institute, the Ford Foundation began its overseas

work in agriculture through Point IV. Its technical

advisers partook in trai~ing village-level workers to

organize discussion groups that allowed other villagers

to voice their concerns and problems about health and

education as well as agriculture. Ford was especially

involved in India; it also stationed advisers in Pakistan,

Indonesia, and the Middle East. Financially, of Ford's

$27 million devoted to agriculture between 1950 and 1959,

nearly $20 million was earmarked for community development

projects. Of the latter figure, $10 million went to

India. 37

The Ford experience and generally that of Point IV

in the 1950s suggest that the advancement of the agricul

tural sciences and technologies was not considered a

worthy endeavor. Inadequate extension services, it

appeared, were the problem. Farmers were not informed

or encouraged enough to adopt improved practices and

varieties. If only more effective communication networks

were established, increasing productivity and gross output

could be done. In short, Ford and Point IV officials felt

that already existing technologies as well as knowledge

about farming methods and practices were sufficient. It was

simply a matter of transferring them through communication.
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From the point of view of American government officials,

the improvement of the agricultural sciences and technology

signified a conflict of interest. During the period prior

to the establishment of the International Rice Research

Institute and through much of the Institute's first decade,

many u.s. agricultural officials were not favorable towards

the idea of advancing research and technologies for certain

crops that the u.s. had historically exported as surplus.

Sterling Wortman, who was the rice institute's first deputy

director and later to become the vice-president of the

Rockefeller Foundation, put this in the following terms:

It should be noted that in its work on the
basic food crops, Foundation officers were
until the mid-l960s frequently criticized
by some u.s. agricultural officials who
considered the Foundation to be working
against u.s. interests. They argued that
the RF was enabling other countr;es to
increa~e production of certain crops while
the u.s. was seeking to export these same
products to them. This u.s. policy of not
helping other countries with improvement
of crops in surplus here, implied if not
stated, probably was a factor in the lack
of success of some u.s. agricultural

. assistance efforts, for in many instances
u.s. technical personnel either were not
permitted to, or were discouraged from,
working on crops which the u.s. produced
in surplus. 38

The strategy of community development indicated that these

biases were quite strong. Assuming that technologies were

already available, u.s. technical advisers "had to work at

the fringes of production problems--on general extension

efforts, on irrigation, in mechanization. ,,39
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While Point IV and Ford carried out their tasks in the

division of labor between public and private efforts, the

Rockefeller Foundation began to do likewise by enlarging

its program in extending the frontiers of scientific knowl

edge in the agricultural sciences. Apparently, the afore-

mentioned conflict of interest was not severe to the point

of discouraging the Foundation from doing its share in

America's Third World agrarian strategy. Therefore, if

the Ford Foundation was a newcomer to the field and thus

lacking in technical expertise and given the apparent un-

willingness of the u.s. government to address scientific

and technological food production problems, such expertise

had to lie elsewhere if an international rice research

center was to be established. The Rockefeller Foundation

developed this expertise in the 1940s and 1950s in Mexico

and other parts of Latin America.

American interests in Latin America are well known

and have been carefully documented in countless numbers of

h ' t ' 1 l't' 1 ' t d' 40 Al t' d~s or~ca , po ~ ~ca -econom~c s u ~es. so con a~ne

in these interests was the Rockefeller interest in culti-

vating friendly ties with Latin America. By 1940, Latin

American nationalism had been on the rise, threatening

American corporate interests in the region. Particularly

for Rockefeller interest in Mexico, Mexican President

Cardenas had expropriated the Standard Oil Company in 1938.

While the company demanded a large compensation and
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organized boycotts, the Rockefeller Foundation·continued

its efforts to placate the unstable situation by continuing

its public health projects there. 4l To this end, the

Nelson Rockefeller-chaired Institute of Inter-American

Affairs was a more general attempt to befriend Latin

Americans.

At the request of the Mexican government in July 1941,

the Foundation sent a team of three scientists to survey

agricultural conditions there. They were Richard Bradfield,

an agronomy and soils specialist from Cornell University;

Dr. Paul C. Mange1sdorf, plant geneticist and breeder from

Harvard University; and Dr. E.C. stakman, a plant patholo

gist from the University of Minnesota. They recommended

"that most of the acute and immediate problems in approxi

mate order of importance, seem to be the improvement of soil

management and tillage practices; the introduction, select

ing, or breeding of better-adapted, higher-yielding and

higher quality crop varieties; more rational and effective

control of plant diseases and insect pests; and the intro

duction of development of better breeds of domestic animals

and poultry, as well as better feeding methods and disease

control. ,,42 In line with this position, the Commission

further recommended that an initial team of an agronomist

and soil expert, a plant breeder, an expert in crop protec

tion, and animal husbandman to be sent to begin cooperative

work with the host Ministry of Agriculture and Animal

Husbandry. Work officially began on February 1, 1943.
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Fosdick remarked that the Mexican project differed

from previous undertakings in foreign agriculture. Prior

to 1941, they were strictly financial with grants flowing

from the Foundation's General Education and International

Education Boards to recipient institutions and universities.

Beyond providing funds, "the Foundation did not enter into

any of the scientific and technical details involved in the

actual carrying out of the op~ration. The formulation,

direction, and conduct of the projects were left entirely

t th .. t ,,43o e rec~p~en s.

Although this may have been the case, the principles of

operation that governed earlier overseas work by Rockefel-

ler's charitable trusts were applied to the Mexican case.

The rules of maximum results, "quick return, high pay-off

and demonstrability were adopted again. The greatest

impact occurred in the fertile irrigation districts of

Mexico's northwest region, which accounted for a large

percentage of the increase :in production. As Delbert

Myron pointed out, the region accounted for 17 percent of

Mexico's wheat crop in 1940; by 1950, it was responsible

for 38 percent of the total harvest. 44 This impressive

result, however, is offset by the fact that the majority

of Mexico's agricultural population lived elsewhere. And

even within the region, Cleaver noted, the program favored

"private buyers of newly opened land over the ejidos locat

ed on dry land or old broken-down irrigation systems."
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The betting-on-the-strong orientation of research also

applied to the program's second component, training. In

their written history of the program, Stakman, Bradfield,

and Mangelsdorf stated the following:

The plan presented assumes that the most
rapid progress can be made by starting at
the top and expanding downward. The
alternative would be to start at the bottom
and work toward the top. A program of
improving vocational schools of agriculture
and of extension work directed towards the
farmers themselves might be undertaken. But
the schools can hardly be improved until the
teachers are improved; extension work cannot
be improved until extension men are improved;
and investigational work cannot be made more
productive until investigators acquire greater
competence. 45

In this respect, Fosdick was wrong in claiming that

the Mexican project differed from previous ones. It con-

tinued a philanthropic as well as research tradition of

pump-priming through quick results. If there was anything

that the Mexican program did differently, it was in the

realm of research itself. As I will argue below, it con-

vincingly demonstrated that the agricultural sciences

headed by the disciplines of pLant breeding and genetics

were the most effective means to attack a problem defined

purely in terms of production.

We discovered above that the Survey Commission's

initial set of recommendations stressed the agronomic

aspects of agriculture. It prioritized the improvement

of soil management and tillage practices. These recom-

mendations underwent a major change soon after the outset
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because of the severity of stem rust disease. For three

consecutive years, 1939-1941, the disease caused extensive

damage to areas where wheat had been most productive. In

certain areas, many farmers reduced their acreage and some

times stopped cultivating it entirely.46

J. George Harrar, head of the Foundation team in

Mexico and later to become one of the important actors in

the founding of the International Rice Research Institute

as well as President of the Rockefeller Foundation, argued

that it would be unreasonable to expect farmers to invest

in soil improvement methods, such as fertilizer applica-

tions, when fields were destined to be infected by stern

rust. Harrar then put together a program entitled "Small

grain improvement, through selection, testing, breeding

and disease and pest control." He "saw that the fight

against stem rust had to be won before the fights against

poor soils could be won, but that both fights must be

won before the campaign for enough bread could be won.,,47

Harrar's decision proved significant. If a pyramiding of

disciplines existed at the time, Harrar's move elevated

plant breeding and genetics to the apex. As we shall see

later, tl1is structure"of disciplines carried over into the

organization of the International Rice Research Institute.

Another important development occurred soon after

Norman E. Borlaug, who later won a Nobel Prize for his

work in wheat research, arrived in Mexico to join Harrar
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and the rest of the team of experts. Borlaug developed a

breeding technique which would grow two generations of a

varietal selection in one year. Prior to this, it was

standard practice to cultivate only one per year which took

nearly 10 years for a variety to be developed and released

for commercial use. With Borlaug's improved technique,

stem-rust resistant varieties were developed and in the

hands of farmers within a 4-5 year period.

Borlaug's work was instrumental in combating stem rust.

It made way for an "assembly line II approach to plant breeding.

So long as hybrids could be released often enough, stem rust

could be controlled by preventing it from adapting to a

particular variety.

Therefore, stem rust was never totally exterminated.

Rust-resistant varieties were grown on over 70 percent of

Mexico's total wheat acreage by 1951. Between that year

and 1954, however, five virulent races of the parasite

appeared and resulted in extensive damage. Some of them

were dormant for many years prior to the outbreaks. Other,

more recent ones had been supposedly resisted against by

the new varieties. These latter races showed that stem

rust could adapt to new genetic variations. At this point,

the Mexican wheat program specialists began contemplating

the prospects of "developing a new 'composite' wheat which

would be made up of a mixture of several varieties 'which

would mature at the same time, grow to the same height,
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and have grain of the same type and composition, but which

incorporate genetic resistance to different races of stem

rust,.,,48 The program, however, did not follow through on

this rather complicated proposal because of the "spectac-

ular resistance of the variety Lerma Rojo, released to

farmers in 1954." Program scientists decided upon a

policy that was inspired by Borlaug's work which would

introduce new varieties every few years, if not every year.

This minimized the possibility of virulent outbreaks attrib

uted to the ability of the virus to adapt to the genetic

composition of varieties. In short, the problem was never

totally solved. Scientists decided to work around it by

releasing varieties more frequently. This turned out to

be another important decision which would carry over into

the Foundation's work in Asia.

By 1956, Mexico was "independent" in wheat production,

meaning that it had become self-sufficient because of rust-

resistant varieties. Independence also supported Harrar's

initial concern for using fertilizer and other modern

inputs. Scientists in the program's Office of Special

Studies were then in a position to begin convincing farmers

to use fertility-improving methods; the major problem of

stem rust was at least alleviated. Program priorities

shifted to developing wheats that would respond favorably

to nitrogen-fertilizer.

The priority shift gave an additional boost to the

disciplines of plant breeding and genetics. The potential
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use of exogenous chemical inputs and other modern factors

of production (e.g., machinery) required a different plant

architecture. Commenting on the traditional plant type,

stakman, Bradfield, and Mangelsdorf impressed upon the

need for a new type to be developed through hybridization:

Independence brought new problems in its
wake, as it so often does. Because wheat
plants tend to lodge on rich soil, it
became increasingly important to develop
varieties that could stand up while taking
the richer nourishment from the progressively
better-fertilized soils. And as combine
machines were replacing the hand sickle,
there was increased need for nonshattering
varieties that would hold the ker.nels until
they were ripe enough for the mechanized
harvesting-threshing operations. Moreover,
the Mexican-made wheats had low 'baking
strength,' which formerly had been raised
by blending with the stronger imported wheats.
Now that bakers were using flour from all
Mexican wheat, however, milling and baking
quality assumed new importance.

To shorten and strengthen the stems had
been one objective of the breeding programs,
but it became a major one in response to
greater need and desire. The increased use
of fertilizer created the need for stiff
straw varieties that could remain erect
while utilizing it, and it created the
desire to convert as much of the fertilizer
energy as possible into grain instead of
wasting it into building more straw than
needed or wanted. Accordingly, the wheat
group set out to create varieties with long
heads containing kernels and with more short,
stiff straw to support them properly.49

The effort to develop a short and stiff-straw variety

actually began a few years prior. Harrar, Borlaug, and

others recognized as early as 1948 the susceptibility of

traditional Mexican varieties to lodge (fall over as opposed

to remaining erect during the growth period). Pre-occupation
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with stem rust detracted from this effort but it did not

prevent scientists from searching for genetic combinations

towards a new plant architecture. The Office of Special

Studies imported a Japanese variety, Norin 10, and

scientists immediately began incorporating a semi-dwarf

gene found in it into Mexican varieties. This was followed

by nine years of refining and perfecting the combination

on experimental farms. Finally, in 1961, dwarf, stiff-

strawed wheats were released to Mexica~ farmers. This

entire process, dating back to 1948, formed the genetic

basis of the green revolution and the work of the Interna

tional Rice ReseaFch Institute. 50

Beginning in 1950, the Rockefeller Foundation began

to move southward in expanding its growing interest in

agriculture. It sent a team of two plant breeders, one

for corn and another for wheat, to Colombia in May 1950

following a request by that country's ·President. Like in

the case of Mexico, science was called upon:

The Colombia of 1950 was a land of qreat
riches and of abject poverty, of magnifi
cence and of squalor, of culture and
ignorance. Education.was not compulsory
and was not even available in many areas.
Although about three-fourths of the urban
population was literate, three-fourths of
the rural people could neither read nor
wri-t:-e~ Sunk in peasantr¥, t1;lef looked,to
poll.tl.cal rather than sCl.entl.fl.c remedl.es
to improve their lot.

What Colombia really needed to improve
agriculture and rural life in general was
more science.5l
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The same thinking applied to Ecuador in 1956 and Chile in

1955. Governments of both countries requested the Founda-

tion's assistance to modernize agriculture.

By 1950, enough had been visibly accomplished to

demonstrate the potential of increasing food production by

strengthening science and technology in agriculture. The

general set of principles that governed earlier Rockefeller

work abroad was reaffirmed. By way of recapitulation, it

reaffirmed the principles of pump-priming by demonstrating

immediate and quick and visible results. This was, in

turn, contingent upon defining the agricultural problems in

o t 0 tl 0 t f d to 52 T thO t fMex~co s r~c y ~n° erms 0 pro uc ~on. 0 ~s se 0

principles were added the specific disciplines that would

play an instrumental role in the Foundation's expansion into

Asia. The plant breeding and genetics of specific crops

became additional means towards improving agricultural

performance.

Within the Foundation itself, the first six years of

the Mexican experience were enough for the Foundation to

reorganize as well as refocus the direction of its work.

It reorganized and established a division of natural

sciences ~ agricUlture (it was previously called the

Division of Natural Sciences). AgricUlture became a

more strategic center of attention in the Foundation's

"promotion of the well-being of mankind."

In the larger background, however, it would be inac-

curate to attribute the reorganization solely to the
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accomplishments of the Mexican experience. The reorganiza-

tion also reflected the dominant thinking of the times:

increasing food production as a means to thwart the threat

of communism.

During the period of 1950-51, discussion began towards

establishing agriculture as an integral part of the Rocke

feller Foundation. There were several factors involved,

all of which were interrelated. Our discussion has already.

touched on the political and economic concerns of American

elites. Improving agricultural production, for them,

became instrumentally important. Second, as we will see

below, the Mexican experience was viewed as a success and

a possible model on which to base future expansion as well

as the Foundation's reorganization of its Division of

Natural Sciences. Third, requests were made by governments

of underdeveloped countries in the early 1950s for the

Foundation's expertise in agriculture. One such request

stood out in this regard. The request was made by

Placido L. Mapa, Philippine Secretary of Agriculture and

Natural Resources. Mapa's request is important not only

because the International Rice Research Institute is

located in the Philippines but also it reflected and

reaffirmed the concerns of American elites about lithe

problem of revolutionary Asia. II

Mapa wrote John D. Rockefeller IlIon September 11,

1950 about the possibility of starting a project comparable
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Mapa made note of the Foundation's

"worldwide humane and constructive contributions, "which

included special reference to its "noteworthy work" in

Mexico. He went to say "that the key to food self

SUfficiency in our Republic lies in greater production of

corn and rice, our two staple crops." "One of the

principal causes," Mapa continued, "why we are not yet

producing enough food for our 20,000,000 people" is

because "the present varieties of seeds available for

our farmers do not yield as much as those planted by

farmers of other countries." The Secretary closed by

inviting the Foundation to assess Philippine agricultural

conditions and determine the feasibility of such a project.

Chester I. Barnard, then chairperson of the Rockefeller

Board, replied and said that the Foundation was in the

process of evaluating its activities and considering

expanding its agricultural program. 54 The Foundation, he

continued, was "not in a position to make any move with

respect to the extension of the obligations and opportuni-

ties which we have already accepted."

The importance of Mapa's request and the already

existing concerns 'about the unstable conditions in Asia

was reflected in further Foundation discussion on expan-

sion and reorganization. The most important document

written during the period was "The World Food Problem,

Agriculture, and the Rockefeller Foundation." It was
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prepared by an Advisory Committee for Agricultural Activi-

ties, comprised of the same individuals who were on the

Survey Commission to Mexico in 1941: Stakman, Bradfield,

and Mangelsdorf. They were assisted by Harrar and Weaver,

the latter the director of the Division of the Natural

Sciences. 55

The report stated that "hunger, the incapacity of the

hungry, the resulting general want, the pressures of

expanding the demanding population, and the reckless

instability of people who have nothing to lose and perhaps

something to gain by embracing new political ideologies

designed not to create individual freedom but to destroy

it--these seem to be basic dangers of our present world."

The authors felt that the Foundation "has, at the present

time, a great oppo~tunity to serve the welfare of mankind

through scientific activities in agriculture; and that

this opportunity is, for our present world, as pressing

and important as was that opportunity in medicine which

was so clearly seen and so effectively seized, some forty

years ago." There were other passages which referred to

the need for Western democracy to "promise and deliver."

One of them stated:

Whether additional millions in Asia and
elsewhere will become Communists will
depend partly on whether the Communist
world or the free world fulfills its
promises. Hungry people are lured by
promises; but they can be won by deeds.
Communism makes attractive promises to
underfed people; democracy must not'
only promise as much but must deliver
more.
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Consistent with earlier efforts, the authors defined

the world food problem in Malthusian terms. The task,

however, was to determine how food production could

increase. One was to expand the areas under cultivation,

and the other by increasing yields per unit area. "Popula-

tion pressure," Harrar wrote in his contribution to the

report, "have not reached the point in some parts of the

world • • • that in poor production years extensive famine
. 56

may result." Consequently, the second approach to in-

creasing food production was identified as having the

greatest potential: increasing yields per unit area. In

conclusion, he stated that "if farmers in these countries

are taught modern scientific methods and given access to

the materials which have come to be essential to modern

agriculture, such as fertilizers, insecticides, fungi-

cides, etc., rapid progress can be made."

In outlining agricultural opportunities for the

Foundation, Stakman, Bradfield, and Mangelsdorf wrote

primarily of the Western hemisphere and reminded the

Foundation of its successful work in Mexico and Colombia.

Mexico, they said, lI s t ands as a hub around which future

developments can be built." By "hub," they meant that

the Office of Special Studies should be a training cen-

ter "not only for American scientists later to be assigned

to other countries, but also for young Latin Americans

destined to return to their own countries."
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The authors went beyond discussing the Western hemi

sphere, which at the time had precedence over other parts

of the world. They cited India and Pakistan as possible

areas of involvement. But a special case was made of the

Philippines:

There is a special problem in the Philippines,
and perhaps, special responsibility on the
part of the United States to contribute so
far as it can to its solution. It is not at
all certain that there will be an opportunity
to render help in the Philippines, but if
there should be, it ought by all means to
receive serious consideration.

The authors recommend that agriculture be formally

made a major activity and that an expansion in Latin America

and other parts of the world be considered. However, they

warned that the Foundation should not actually search for

opportunities but rather respond to them as they arise.

The attitude should be an opportunistic one in that "the

Rockefeller Foundation must select opportunities to which

it can hope to make a significant and characteristic contri-

bution. "

The "World Food Problem, Agriculture, and the Rocke-

feller Foundation" was one of several documents presented

to the Board at its 1951 meeting, which approved the

addition of agriculture to the Division of Natural Sciences.

It became known as the Division of Natural Sciences and

Agriculture. Harrar was appointed Deputy Director for

Agriculture, with Weaver remaining as director of the

entire division.
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written and oral interchanges among members of the

Foundation's hierarchy during the few months prior to the

Board's decision indicate the rationale behind the divi

sion's title. In a memorandum to Chester Barnard on

September 24, 1951, Weaver voiced his opinion about cal

ling the new division "agriculture and natural sciences"

rather than vice versa. Weaver argued that the only

reason why agriculture should be before the natural

sciences was because of the alphabetical sequence. He

favored the reverse because "agriculture is an applied

aspect of the natural sciences. II Weaver's argument

endorsed a long-standing definition set in the early

1920s when Wickliffe Rose, then head of the International

Education Board, stated that agriculture is simply lithe

application o·f botany, biochemistry, biophysics, genetics,

and related specialties to plant improvement and produc

tion. 1I The earlier important report by Stakman, Bradfield,

and Mangelsdorf stated the same. They agreed that the

addition is "not to be viewed as something outside of [the

division's] normal scope, since agriculture is nothing

more than the application of the principles of biology

and the other natural sciences to the art of growing

food. II

Another document presumably presented to the Founda

tion's board was a set of notes compiled by Mangelsdorf

to the National Conference on U.s. Foreign Policy.
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Interesting were his observations about Point IV. Mangels

dorf felt that the program was a "calculated risk" and

that "if Point IV is at all effective, it will be primarily

because of sheer volume in which by chance alone there will

be an occasional success, and because of efficient adminis

tration."S?

Mangelsdorf was convinced that the efficiency and lack

of bureaucracy in private enterprise could considerably

reduce the risk factor. In other terms, his recommendations

were in consonance with the Rockefeller tradition of purnp

priming, of acting as a catalyst in demonstrating to the

rest of the world the benefits of modern agriculture and,

directly related to it, health and education. The demands

upon this tradition were frightfully greater given the

background arguments of stakrnan, Bradfield and Mangelsdorf

in the other document on the world food problem: that

western democracy had to promise and deliver to the starv

ing masses. The Board's affirmative decision based on

that report and Mangelsdorf's notes allowed this tradition

to carry on with more intensity.

In early 1952, the Foundation sent Harrar, Mangelsdorf,

and Weaver on a trip to India to assess agricultural condi

tions there. The choice of India reflected a general

interest of the u.s. government in the sub-continent. We

have already pointed out Point IV programs in the region

and those of the Ford Foundation. Their report, "Notes on
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Indian Agriculture," released to the Foundation on April

1.1, 19S2, repeated earlier beliefs that India was "a world

danger spot so long as she has an acute food problem."S8

Memoranda and other reports written during the period

indicated that the report on India was the first which

referred to rice as an "all-important" crop to be improved.

The authors did cite, however, the importance of wheat

research. They viewed the wheat problem "all the more

significant because of the fact that wheat is also an impor-

tant crop in Pakistan and throughout the Arab world."

Despite this observation, the report emphasized rice

research:

Of much larger importance for India and for the
whole of the Orient, is the problem of breeding
improved hybrid varieties of rice. This problem
is one of very special technical difficulty. It
is one which cannot usefully be separated from
the problem of the control of malaria. And the
importance of the problem is roughly indicated
by the fact that rice is grown, in India and
the Orient, on more than 200 million acres.

A year after this report was released, the Council of

Foreign Relations' journal, Foreign Affairs, published

"Rice Politics" written by John Kerry King, an agr~cultural

economist at the University of Virginia. King related rice

to ·the political situation in Asia as follows:

There is urgent need for efforts to help the people
of south and southeast Asia understand that the
pretense of plenty and prosperity in China is a myth.
And it is even more urgent that they be made to
realize that increased production and a higher
standard of living are possible in their own
countries without the adoption of totalitarian
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methods. The struggle of the 'East' versus
the 'West' in Asia is, in part, a race for
production and rice is the symbol "and sub
stance of it.59 (emphasis added)

In his conclusion, he identified rice research as a major

element in u.s. foreign assistance:

The gap between the possible and the actual
can be bridged only by putting into practice
the countless long-range plans now languishing
in countless desk drawers. The fruits of
experimental research must be passed on
quickly to the man who ultimately implements
the plans and programs--th"e rice farmer.60
(emphasis added)

These passages do suggest that rice research was being con

sidered in elite discussions as a political weapon. Al-

though we found earlier that rice research signified a

conflict of interest for some within u.s. foreign policy

circles, King's article implied that American decision-

makers were sufficiently exposed to the idea--enough so that

the article was published in a journal like Foreign Affairs.

It was left up to the private sector to develop rice

research.

The Harrar-Manglesdorf-Weaver report highlighted the

need for improved plant materials as a basic technical

problem in Indian agriculture. It also listed water con-

trol, health, transportation and communication, animal

surplus, and land tenure. The authors suggested training

and rice research as areas of emphasis and in need of

further assessment. They based this recommendation on

the principle of selectivity: that the Foundation's
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"activities in India must be highly selective." Translated,

they chose areas of high pay-off, quick return, and demon

strability.

Of final interest was the report's attention to the

cultural context in which programs would be implemented.

The authors warned that "the greatest handicaps which

agricultural development [had tv] overcome [were] those

imposed by the caste system, by ignorance, by religious

prejudices, by the multiplicity of languages, by the many

stifling customs and by habits of thought which prize

tradition over improvement." Given this background,

"isolable technical problems" had to be identified anG.

deemed solvable under the circumstances of "ignorance"

and "tradition." Of the basic technical problems the

authors listed, rice research and agricultural training

and education had the greatest potential not only to suc

ceed but to do so within diverse and inhibiting social

circumstances.

This belief dated back to the early years of Rocke

feller philanthropy. The world could be more stable and

united by employing modern science "to weave a pattern

of unity into the society of mankind. ,,61 The recommen

dation favoring rice research reproduced a tradition of

harnessing science to cut across national boundaries and

cultural diversity and, in the final outcome, on universal

izing (or "weaving") a specific approach towards viewing

and defining, in this case, the world food problem.
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Not long after the notes on India were compiled, Harrar

addressed the eighteenth North American Wildlife Conference

and appealed for an internationalization of agricultural

research as well as the need to break through national

differences. Although he did not specifically allude to a

relationship between the two tasks, his statement was

nevertheless instructive:

If agriculture is to improve throughout the
world, then agricultural science will have to
be placed on a truly international basis.
Each area of the world will have to exchange
material, information, and personnel with
other areas for mutual gain. A large share
of the burden must necessarily fallon the
U.S.A. However, certain social problems must
be met if international agriculture is to
succeed. These include cultural and language
differences in addition to those of race,
creed, color, and tradition. Before agri
cultural science can become truly interna
tionalized, these differences must be rendered
unimportant and an atmosphere of mutual under
standing and respect established. If this
can be accomplished, then it may be expected
that world food production through conventional
agriculture will substantially increase with
resultant improvement in world economy and
harmony. 62

By 1954, the Foundation made significant strides in

advancing agricultural research internationally. Resulting

from their work in Mexico and Colombia, requests for tech

nical assistance came from countries throughout Latin

America (Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Panama,

Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, and Brazil), Asia (India

and Pakistan), and Africa (Nigeria). In 1955, the Founda-

tion started two programs in Latin America, in Chile and
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Peru. It was impossible to accommodate all the individual

requests. By establishing two more programs in the region,

however, the Foundation created two additional "research

hubs" through which agricultural research would reach

t
. 63more coun r~es.

In mid-l953, Weaver and Harrar made another trip to

Asia, covering Hawaii, Japan, the Philippines, Thailand,

Burma, and India. This trip specifically focused on rice.

Just prior to it, the Foundation received suggestions from

a number of sources that it should help establish a large

international institute devoted to rice research. 64

At this particular stage, the id~a of an international

rice research center was apparently shelved. The financial

situation was simply too risky if the Foundation were to do

it alone. Weaver and Harrar speculated that initial costs

would be at least $2,000,000 plus $100,000 for preparatory

conferences and, after all this, annual operating costs of

approximately $250,000. A lO-year program would, there

fore, range up to $5,000,000. In the end, they said that

"this is by no means too large a sum to devote a program

to rice improvement." But they added, "it is too much

money to wager unless the terms of the bet are good.,,65

Despite this development, the concern for rice

research remained strong. The report Weaver and Harrar

wrote after their trip reminded the Foundation of the

"all-importance" of rice. The authors pointed out that
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there was surprisingly little known scientifically about

the rice plant. And they explained this in terms of an

apparent lack of incentive to do so. Rice is so vigorous,

they said, "so able to cope with varied circumstances and

so resistant to many diseases, that it manages to produce

a tolerable crop under almost any circumstances." Hence,

there is "relatively little incentive to study this

marvelous plant in any deep and intensive way."

Against this background, Weaver :and Harrar expressed

the following observation:

Contributions to a basic understandin~ of this
plant would be of direct benefit to mJ.llions
of persons--in south America, Africa, and
other parts of the world in addition to Asia. 66

In line with this argument, the upper limits, they claimed,

of a crop's capacity "to produce a usable yield" were not

known. The two officers argued that the Foundation could

make its greatest impact in this area. They established

this case in the following terms:

The problem of obtaining crop yields has, of
course, received a great deal of attention.
Broadly speaking, however, the studies have
sought, within the framework of exacting
agricultural practices, to obtain yield
improvement by adjusting one or at most a
few factors. , According to our agricultural
advisors, there has never been a broad and
imaginative attack, with a group of high
competence financed for a sustained study,
on the combined and interrelated influence
of all factors that influence yield, using
all the knowledge now available at both
applied and basic levels. It is considered
hi h time that such a stud be made for one
or more 0 t e great 00 pants 0 t e

world; and it is considered well within
possibility that such a study would reveal
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yield potentialities not now viewed as possible.
Basic as such a study would be, and large as
might be its practical consequences, there is
no indication that any other agency is thinking
of setting up, or is prepared to finance, such
a study. Thus there seems to be here a unique
and most significant opportunity for the
Rockefeller Foundation. 67 (emphasis in original)

As it turned out, they recommended that the Foundation

embark on the IIles s dramatic ••• but sounder procedure

of simultaneously sponsoring rice research activities in

several different locations in several countries, suiting

each of these individual developments to the local needs

but also trying to plan the parts so that they add up to

a significant whole. II

Their recommendations also singled out a need to

concentrate on Japan, which had expressed an interest

in working with the Foundation, and India, which had, in

their opinion, the world's "best rice research program,

group and facilityll in the Central Rice Research Institute

at Cuttack. More inroads, they further suggested, should

also be made into the Philippines, Thailand, Burma, and,

eventually Indonesia and Pakistan.

At each location, the initial stages of program

development would concentrate upon 1) basic scientific

studies of rice, which meant genetics, plant breeding,

plant biochemistry, plant protection, etc., and 2) train-

ing personnel for rice research. The first would involve

a) strengthening existing rice research centers, especially

in Japan and India; b) the possible creation of new
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facilities in other parts of Asia; and c) extending to

locations other than Asia. The second aspect would include

scholarships and fellowships at existing Asian centers or

at American universities (especially, Arkansas, Louisiana,

and Texas) •

All of these plans were presented to the Foundation's

Board in December 1953. "Although no formal approval was

sought or given, the atmosphere of the discussion was

clearly favorable, and the NSA division was authorized

to proceed to get personnel and start activating the

progrcu"1\. ,,68

The Division of Natural Sciences and Agriculture

acquired the services of two individuals who had prior

experience in the Foundation's activities. It relied

again on Richard Bradfield, of whom Weaver and Harrar said

"had extensive experience in Latin America, Europe, and

as a trusted advisor of our government." They also hired

Robert F. Chandler, Jr., who was on the team of scientists

in Mexico in 1946-47. Chandler, in 1953, was the Dean of

the College of Agriculture and President of the University

of New Hampshire. Both individuals traveled together

throughout Asia, beginning in January 1955 and lasting for

18 months. For both, it was their first trip to Asia, and

their purpose was to lay further groundwork for plans put

forth by Harrar and Weaver.

Bradfield, being more experienced in overseas work,

was obviously the senior partner. He prepared the trip's
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final report, "Agriculture and Agricultural Education and

Research in the Far East," presented to the Rockefeller

Foundation on July 24, 1956. Bradfield strongly recommended

that the Foundation "should continue to concentrate its

efforts on the training of men who have already had the

highest training of acceptable quality readily available

within their own country." "To get agriculture moving,"

Bradfield reasserted the Foundation's historical approach

to philanthropic work as follows:

The first requirement is a genuine and sustained
desire on the part of the people, especially their
leaders, for improvement and a willingness to work
hard to bring the improvements desired to fruition.
In the countries covered in this report, the zeal
for improvement seemed greatest in Japan, India
and the Philippines, and at least in Burma and
Indonesia, with Ceylon and Pakistan in ~ inter
mediate position. There is little doubt but
that adequate zeal could be generated in all of
these countries, with the possible exception of
Burma, in a short time by demonstrating within
the country of what modern science can do toward
improving their agriculture. Mexico was not very
strongly motivated in 1941. The Rockefeller
Foundation program there has had a strong motivat
ing influence. Conditions in general appear to
be at least equally propitious now for expanding
the agricultural activities of the Rockefeller
Foundation into the Far East. 69 (emphasis added)

Bradfield spoke against a single international center

and instead encouraged the establishment of three "Regional

Research and Advanced Training Centers that would cater to

countries with similar characteristics in terms of race,

culture, language, general type of agriculture and "stage

of development." He selected the Indian Agricultural

Research Institute and Graduate School in New Delhi to be
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responsible for India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon; the

University of the Philippines, College of Agriculture in

Los Banos, for the Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia,

Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos; and the University of Tokyo

and the National Institute of Agricultural Sciences for

Japan, Korea, and Formosa. These institutions, Bradfield

said, "have the greatest strength at present, and which

have the greatest potentialities for developing into

acceptably strong Regional Research and Advanced Training

Centers."

He also saw a regional set-up as a way to integrate

individual efforts by the U.S. International Cooperation

Administration (predecessor of the Agency for International

Development), the United Nations Food and Agriculture

Organization, the Ford Foundation, and the Colombo Plan.

These other agencies were deeply involved in improving

agricultural productivity through scientific research and

training, and community development projects. Their work

and that of the Foundation overlapped, and Bradfield con

sidered the creation of high-powered regional centers as

a means to facilitate cooperation.

From his recommendations, Bradfield evidently had a

larger project in mind. He did not appeal for a definitive

international rice research center. His proposals were

directed towards agriculture in general, rather than in

vestigating a single commodity. Sections in his report
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described' the potential of growing crops other than rice

and developing "agricultural potentialities (read agri

culture in general) in other areas." With particular

respect to research, he argued that "while further research

on rice is important, if full advantage is to be taken of

the potentialities for producing other crops even more

research will be needed on them because less is known about

them now." He did not consider it "advisable ll for the

Foundation to center exclusively on rice because "a

cereal monoculture has always proven hazardous to both

farmer and farm. A diversified system of farming built

around rice as the monsoon crop seems to be indicated. 1I 70

Bradfield was to hold these views even after the

creation of the International Rice Research Institute. They

were consistent with his training and experience in agronomy

and soil science. But, in preparing the report, he

strengthened his case by arguing that the rice situation

in Asia had "greatly improved since R.F. representatives

were there a few years ago." He reported large unmarketable

surpluses in Burma and Thailand. India and the Philippines

had produced enough for domestic consumption during the

prior two growing seasons. And, finaily, he found that

rice experts in all other countries predicted self

sufficiency over a 5-10 year period. In sum, enough was

being produced as well as the amount of rice research in

the region.
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Even prior to writing his report, Bradfield let his

views be known to the Rockefeller officers, some of whom

shared his concerns. He also met at one point with

John D. Rockefeller III, who had begun to feel "that

focusing on rice was 'probably unnecessarily narrow'."

Consistent with these reservations, Warren Weaver, director

of the Division of the Natural Sciences and Agriculture,

wrote to Foundation President Dean Rusk about potential

disadvantages of focusing on rice. Weaver was referring

to an earlier report, which he and Harrar authored,

entitled "Research on Rice":

As I reread it now, it seems to me unfortunate
that not until almost the end of this paper
was it mentioned that we would certainly
handicap ourselves unnecessarily if we went
into the food supply problem of the Orient
with blinders on relative to everything
other than rice. Already Bradfield has
pointed out to us that they have run into
situations where they cannot think intel
ligently unless they are permitted to think
about something other than rice. I am sure
that the oral presentations emphasized the
fact that we could not, with any reality at
all, try to blueprint out in advance what
would be necessary or desirable to do in
this Eastern venture. And I am also sure
that the oral presentation mentioned the
fact that there are places where the Orient
was SUffering from a monoculture. 7l

Rusk replied and suggested that all avenues be considered.

In speaking for the trustees, even though "we now have,"

he said, "a rather heavy concentration upon rice because

that was the weight of our presentation to them," three

factors should be considered:
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1. The altered rice situation in the region.

2. The recommendations of Bradfield and Chandler.

3. The trustees would not feel "committed to a
piece of paper in such a way so as to prevent
or discourage the presentation of our best
jUdgement. "72

He ended his reply by summarizing the concerns of John D.

Rockefeller:

JDR 3rd told me of his talk with Bradfield, and I
was planning to pass this along to you • • • The
Chairman's impression was that Bradfield probably
felt somewhat restricted by the heavy emphasis
upon rice in his terms of reference, and that
Bradfield would welcome encouragement to take
a broader look. The Chairman's own view, with
appropriate deference to the judgement of our
senior officers, is that a broader [read more than
one crop] look is to be encouraged and that officers
should not feel restricted by the weight of emphasis
in the rice paper.

The fine print in the rice paper leaves the way open
for a broader look. The underlying purpose of the
interest in rice is to find what contributions we can
make to the food situation in Asia. Although I
suspect that rice is likely to play the predominant
role in any such food program, it need not play an
exclusive role. (emphasis added)

This series of reports and correspondences indicate

that the Foundation considered expanding its agricultural

program geographically and the topics of rice research and

training dominated discussions at these early stages. If

Foundation officers seriously considered prior to 1955

investigating non-rice crops, it was discussed as back

ground information to the study of rice. Bradfield's wis-

dom, then, appeared to have been quite influential within

the Rockefeller hierarchy.
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The important point, however, is that the Foundation

had been sUfficiently exposed to the disadvantages of mono

culture as well as to the idea that agriculture be examined

holistically. In the end, the Foundation decided in favor

of rice research and the establishment of a single inter

national rice research center. The final section of this

chapter will discuss this last decision.

A New Research Prototype: A Joint Effort Between the Ford

and Rockefeller Foundations

Developments between 1956 and 1959 indicate that the

Foundation abandoned the debates that occurred within its

hierarchy. It decided to (1) focus exclusively on rice and

(2) establish the International Rice Research Institute

(IRRI or the Institute). What transpired between 1956 and

1958 is unclear. 73 But the final decision was perfectly

consistent with past Rockefeller projects that date back

to 1900--that the best and most effective means towards

demonstrating the potential of the scientific way was

to focus on one specific problem that could be addressed

with a certain amount of success. Who specifically revived

the idea is also unclear. Nevertheless, it is certain that

the idea of creating one central research organization was

always in the back of their minds--in particular, J. George

Harrar.
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According to Chandler, the officials of the Ford and

Rockefeller Foundations met in August 1958 to discuss a

possible joint effort to strengthen the College of Agricul-

ture in Lyallpur, West Pakistan. The subject of an inter-

national rice center surfaced at this meeting. Chandler,

then working for the Foundation described the exchange as

follows:

Although from 1955 onwards the foundation made
many agricultural grants in Asia, I do not
recall that the subject of an international
rice research center was significant in our
discussions until August 18, 1958. On that
day, Dr. Harrar (then director of the agri
cultural sciences of the Rockefeller Founda
tion) and I were invited to join a group of
Ford Foundation officers at a luncheon meeting,
at their dining room, to discuss possible
cooperation between the Ford Foundation and
the Rockefeller Foundation in a project to
strengthen the College of Agricultural at
Lyallpur, West Pakistan. Those present from
the Ford Foundation were Dr. Forrest F. Hill,
vice-president; Dr. George F. Gant, program
director for South and Southeast Asia;
Mr. Alfred C. Wolf, program director for
Latin America; and Mr. Walter Rudlin, program
associate. I distinctly recall that toward
the end of the luncheon, Dr. Hill turned to
Dr. Harrar and, in effect, said 'You know,
George, someone should undertake to work
with rice the way you Rockefeller Foundation
people have with corn and wheat.' Harrar
replied that we (the Rockefeller Foundation)
had been concerned with that problem for
some time. Frosty Hill's final remark
was something like 'We have the money. You
have the experience in agricultural research
in the developing countries. We both are
interested in doing what we can to help
solve the world's food problem. Why don't
we get together and see what we can do?,74
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This Harrar-Hill exchange represented the birth of

the joint effort to establish the center under discussion.

Apparently, Ford's offer of financial assistance changed

the "terms of the bet" for its partner. The Ford Foundation

was also prepared to enter into new areas. By the late

1950s, Ford began to consider insufficient the task of

organizing communities and improving networks (i.e.,

community development). "It became apparent," a recent

Ford report recalled, "that temperate zone agricultural

technologies and western institutional arrangements did not

transfer directly or easily into the tropical or semi

tropical environments of most devel~ping countries. Funda-

mental and adaptive research was • • • needed for the
75transfer to take place successfully."

Harrar proceeded to draft a proposal to Rusk entitled

"The International Rice Research Center." In it, he argued

that "there are immediate opportunities to make significant

benefits in the quantity and quality of rice available each

year to feed the ever increasing number of individuals 'who

depend on this crop for sustenance." (emphasis added) He

also argued that rice yields could be "readily doubled"

under applications of existing scientific and technical

knowledge. And "by extrapolation" new knowledge could

"conceivably" double them again. Negating prior reports

of an improved rice situation in the region, he reported

worsening and urgent conditions:
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Examination of world production figures on
rice in comparison with numbers of so-called
rice eaters in the world and their average
calories intake very clearly emphasizes the
fact that there is enormous imbalance between
demand and supply. This suggests that any
well conceived and effective effort to produce
information and materials could be readily
applied over wide areas with benefit to rice
yields and would have important social signifi
cance. One approach to this objective might be
the establishment of an International Rice
Research Institute. 76

The purpose of such an institute, he said, would be to

(1) bring together all available information on rice, rice

production, and management, (2) conduct research on basic

and applied problems of rice, and (3) establish cooperative

relations with other nations to increase the effectiveness

of research.

His choice of location was "obvious ll--the Philippines.

Some of his reasons were also "obvious." The Philippines,

he said, is an important rice-growing area with demand

exceeding supply. Production figures were low and cultural

practices "primitive." Furthermore, the American contacts

were substantial at the College of Agriculture in Los Banos;

many agricultural scientists from Cornell were teaching

there under a grant between the u.S. International Coopera

tion Agency and Cornell University. Lastly, the Philippines

had a healthy attitude towards "the principle of interna-

tional cooperation."

These reasons were repeated a number of times during

this period. More private raasons were expressed to this

writer in interviews. A former Ford Foundation official
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said that the Philippines was away from the main continent,

where instability was brewing due to the "communist threat."

He also said, "If we gave up on Asia, Japan and the Philip

pines would be the last place we'd leave.,,77 The Philippine

elite also viewed the selection of its country in openly

political terms. President Macapagal was quoted as saying

that IRRI would "save" the Philippines and other rice-

producing countries the "time, expense, and efforts" in

solving technical problems of rice production. He also

wrote President Kennedy and said, "We consider this

Institute as a potent weapon in the struggle against

t d .. A' ,,78pover y an commun~sm ~n s~a.

As a final important point, there was no formal

selection process. The location was most obvious especially

against the background of an earlier 1953 trip to the

Philippines by Harrar and Weaver. After that trip, Harrar

wrote that there was tremendous agricultural potential and

the need for a motivated agricultural leadership. More

over; he reminded the Foundation officers of the Philippines

having been an important ally during the war and therefore

"the u.s. should be quite sympathetic towards the P.I.

during the postwar period of reconstruction, establishment

of an independent democratic government, and the effort to

bring about internal order and economic prosperity. ,,79

But in 1953, to start a long-range agricultural

research and training program was not viable because
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"the threat of dissident action makes it impossible to

travel freely." In short, for the Foundation to become

involved in America's former colony, it had to wait for

more peaceful times. By 1958, the setting appeared

perfect for this to have happened.

Harrar continued to outline in his report to Rusk

specific problem-solving tasks of an IRRI. The first on

his list was varietal improvement "leading to the develop-

ment of hybrids • • • well adapted to the important rice

producing areas in the region under consideration.,,8D

Rusk's reply mainly dealt with organizational matters,
.

some of them important ones that, it appears from available

documents, were overshadowed by the excitement generated by

the idea of the joint effort with Ford. Rusk's concerns

are worth mentioning here for our later purposes. One of

them dealt with the relationship between the Institute's

work and that of the University of the Philippines College

of Agriculture {UPCA or the College}. "Would the new

institute," Rusk asked, "take over from Los Banos such

work on rice as is now going on there?,,8l As we shall

discover later, IRRI's work has essentially dominated the

rice research scene in the Philippines. As one prominent

Philippine agricultural official stated, everyone knew that

Philippine rice research was "doomed.,,82

During this period, then, Harrar was the chief archi-

tect directing people to carry out the necessary preparatory
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tasks. In October 1958, he asked Chandler, who was in

Tokyo, to proceed directly to the Philippines "to investi

gate in a careful and diplomatic fashion the atmosphere

and opportunities • in connection with rice improve

ment.,,83 He also instructed Chandler to ensure that the

Philippines provide land, labor (field as well as research),

and certain facilities, "along with the usual arrangements

for taking care of foreign personnel who might be sent to

the Philippines."

More interestingly, though, was Harrar's statement on

"the development of a sound pattern of operation in the

area concerned." This essentially referred to the Rocke

feller's historical practice of starting some activity that

would be so dramatic in impact and, subsequently, imitable.

There was a need to demonstrate with visible results the

potential role of agriCUltural science and technology in

increasing food production. In this particular historical

moment, the Foundation departed from the practice of betting

on a few key existing organizations to make a dent in pro

duction figures. Instead, it, along with the Ford Founda

tion, decided to actually create that key institution to

demonstrate the worthiness of the cause. In this respect,

IRRI was called by a former Ford official a new research

prototype. Its novelty, moreover, lied in its alleged

"internationality" that could cut across national bounda

ries and, more important, political ideologies and systems.
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To recall Harrar's long-term plan, the agricultural sciences

had to be internationalized. An international rice research

center was considered the most effective way to set in

motion a "sound pattern of operation" and, underlying the

whole process, a specific way of viewing, defining, and

responding to the world's food problem.

Chandler went to the Philippines in November 1958 to

get a feel for the situation. His reply to Harrar was

entirely favorable and it appeared that all that was left,

if the atmosphere remained positive, was to lay the admin

istrative and organizational groundwork, which included

finding a specific location in the Philippines and working

out the nature of relations between UPCA, the Philippine

government, and an IRRI.

Chandler met with L. B. Uichanco, dean of tne College,

who said that "at least 40 hectares of good rice land now

belonging to the College could be made available and that

he felt sure that an adjacent 40 hectares could be purchased

if funds were available. 84 He also reminded Chandler that

40 hectares in the tropics were equivalent to 80 hectares

in the temperate zone due to double-cropping potential.

Uichanco also called the joint foundation effort "a

wonderful thing."

With the land problem partially solved, Chandler also

met with UPCA President Sinco, who also responded enthu

siastically about locating an international institute in

Los Bailos. He stressed that "some good research on all
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phases of rice production is greatly needed in the Philip

pines. n8s Identical reaction was received from Juan de

G. Rodriguez, secretary of Agriculture and Natural Resources,

and Armando M. Dalisay, the Assistant Secretary. The two

proceeded to lay further groundwork with Philippine Presi

dent Carlos P. Garcia and other governmental agencies like

National Rice and Corn Commission, the National Economic
86Council, and the National Science Development Board.

In a letter to Rodriguez on April 30, 1959, Harrar

requested a meeting for the coming June between Philippine

agricultural officials and Chandler, Hill and himself. The

letter was also a formal, detailed proposal for an Interna

tional Rice Research Institute. The proposal outlined

among other things the purpose of the Institute, the make-

up of its Board of Trustees, administrative measures such

as immigration statuses, visa arrangements, and tax exemp-

tions, and the necessary land requirements.

Events thereafter proceeded rapidly. The June meeting

resulted in the "Principal Points Agreed Upon Between the

Representatives of the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations and

the Secretary of Agriculture and Natural Resources." Aside

from the points mentioned in the above paragraph, there

was agreement on the eventual take-over by Philippine

nationals:

• • • it was requested by the Secretary of
Agriculture and Natural Resources, and concurred
in by representatives of the Rockefeller and
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Ford Foundations, that management of the said
Foundation during the formative years • • •
shall be entrusted to the Rockefeller Founda
tion until such time as local understudies
and technicians are ready to assume the
management, as the Board of Trustees may
decide. S7

As in past experiences, the principle of pump-priming and

the gradual take-over of a project by nationals applied

in this latest case.

In September of the same year, Secretary Rodriguez

addressed the Philippine cabinet members. He affirmed

a more "fundamental" element by discussing the strengthen-

ing of Philippine-American relations and allUding to Har

rar's observation of the Philippines being most favorable

to international cooperation:

This research foundation on such an important
commodity like rice is not only a blessing to
our nation but likewise a pride and honor,
especially to the present administration, for
the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations have
agreed with me in establishing it in the
Philippines in spite of the persistent request
of other countries. More fundamental than the
material benefits which the Asians may derive
from the research studies is the spirit which
will bind them together in pleasant neighborly
relation with our nation as the medium. with
all the confusion that is now going on, this
research foundation would also make Filipinos
and Americans realize the significance of per
petuating th~ close affinity between our two
countries. Leading scientists from allover
the world, besides our own, will be utilized
by Foundation in the implementation of its
research projects. SS

On December 9, 1959, a Memorandum of Understanding

was signed by the Foundation's representatives and Secretary

Rodriguez. And on March 8, 1960, the Institute's Articles
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of Incorporation was filed with the Security and Exchange

Commission of the Philippines (see Appendix III). Accord

ing to the latter document, the Institute was to be non

profit, philanthropic organization established lito conduct

basic research on the rice plant, on all phases of rice

production, management, distribution, and utilization with

a view of attaining nutritive and economic advantage or

benefit for the people of Asia and other major rice-growing

areas through improvement in the quality and quantity of

rice. II (emphasis added)

By 1960, the College of Agriculture had arranged to

purchase 40 hectares of adjacent land for the needed

experimental fields. This was done largely through the

efforts of Dr. Dioscoro Umali, then head'of the rice and

corn research program at UPCA. UPCA also provided land

for professional and residential buildings. All land

were leased to the Institute for 25 years at one piso a

year. Other developments during this period included an

agreement between the two foundations that Ford would

finance the construction of the physical plant, which

at the initial stages included land purchase and archi

tectural fees, and the Rockefeller Foundation the

operating costs.

All that remained was the search for staff. Chandler

became its director. From the available documents, Rusk

was first to openly suggest that Chandler II shepar d this
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one." The latter was the first to go to the Philippines

after the August 1958 luncheon of the two foundations. And

it was Chandler who initiated and participated in negotia

tions to formal agreement between the Philippine government

and the foundations.

The Rockefeller Foundation took on the responsibility

of searching for staff members which began in 1960. In

Harrar's initial 1958-proposal to the Foundation, he sug

gested that "the initial staff leadership might have to

come from the West on the basis of demonstrated compe

tence." He was referring to the administrative staff.

Chandler was assisted by Dr. Sterling Wortman, formerly

a corn breeder on the Foundation's team in Mexico and in

charge of the Foundation's Central American Cooperative

Corn Improvement Program in 1954. During the five years

prior to becoming IRRI's assistant director, Wortman was

head of the Department of Plant Breeding at the Pineapple

Research Institute, University of Hawaii. The search

committee for scientists consisted of Wortman and Peter

Jennings who was at the time working on the Foundation's

project in Colombia. Both traveled, along with Chandler

at times, throughout Asia and recruited scientists from

seven different countries. 89 The scientists are commonly

referred to as the Institute's "senior staff."

Like the Mexican program, the recruited represented,

what Forrest F. Hill said to this writer, "indispensable"

disciplines. Indispensable referred to those disciplines
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that'were immediately and technically relevant to the

production process. Indispensable also referred to the

requirement of team research. As Chandler stated, "we

knew that a plant breeder without the entomologist and

plant pathologist would be incomplete. Likewise, the

agronomist needed the agricultural economist to deter-

mine the economic viability of his findings; and so on

f th th 't 1 k' d' . l' ,,90 Th ' 't' 1or e 0 er 1n er oc 1ng 1SC1P 1nes. e 1n1 1a

team consisted of individuals with degrees in agricultural

economics, agricultural engineering, soil chemistry,

agronomy, microbiology, biochemistry, plant physiology,

plant pathology, entomology, plant breeding and genetics.

There were also individuals in the areas of statistics

and communication. They were dispersed among the larger

departments of agricultural economics, agricultural

engineering, agronomy and soils, chemistry, plant physiolo

gy, plant protection, varietal improvement, statistics, and

communication.

The emphasis on team work and "indispensability" among

disciplines continued throughout the Institute's history.

But viewing "indispensability" in the larger context of

the Mexican experience (and even· the statement of purpose

in the Articles of Incorporation), a different picture is

suggested. Historical experience showed that productivity

increases resulted from hybridization and, therefore, plant

breeding (varietal improvement) represented the apex of the
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pyramidal stacking of disciplines. Although most would

maintain that all disciplines were interrelated, IRRI's

plan was devoted to the rice plant and its improved

performance; in another sense, as I will discuss in the

next chapter, the notion of indispensability should be

read as "indispensable to plant breeding."

For a new research prototype, feelings of skepticism

surrounded the recruitment process. Some feared that poten

tially promising scientists would decline an offer to work

for an organization that did not promise a long-term

professional career. Some felt that working for IRRI was

far different from working in the u.S. land-grant system

in which "the scientists can look forward to spending his

whole career in such an institution or another like it in

another state.,,91 It was felt that this in itself inhibited

the chances of recruiting a solid, well-balanced staff.

The best the Foundation could do under these circum

stances was to emphasize IRRI's mandate as being very noble

and then proceed to offer a comfortable environment for

scientists. To those active in establishing the Institute,

the mandate alone could attract competent scientists. In

the end, the senior staff received tax-exempt salaries and

a standard of living "comfortable enough" for them to

work. This included a separate, elegant, well-kept resi

dential area supplemented by tennis courts and a swimming

pool on the slopes of Mt. Makiling that overlooked the
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UPCA campus and the Institute's grounds. Fringe benefits

included education expenses for their children and an

automobile to be maintained by Institute funds. Research

wise, the Institute provided the most up-to-date laboratory

equipment and a sizeable "junior" research staff of assis-

tants, aides, and laborers for each department.

Senior staff members arrived over the three-year

period from 1960 to 1963. Formal organization of the

Institute took place on April 13-14, 1960, when its Board

of Trustees, chaired by Harrar, met for the first time.

The foundations and Philippine officials had decided that

there would be six ex-officio members, three of whom would

come from the Philippines: the Secretary of Agriculture

and Natural Resources, the President of the University of

the Philippines, and the Chairperson of the National

Science Development Board. The other three would be a

representative from each of the two foundations and the

director of the Institute. In addition, four members at-

large were to be chosen from among the major rice-producing
. 92countrJ.es.

Inauguration took place on February 7, 1962. By that

time, the physical plant was constructed, most of its

senior staff hired, and research had already begun. It

took only four years since the initial Ford-Rockfeller

luncheon to formally assemble a new prototype for agri-

cultural research and organization and management.
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More important, though, was that by 1960, all that

was spoken and done from the early 1950s, when the Founda

tion decided to single out agriculture as a major activity

in its organization, culminated in a long-term project that

was to set the standards and criteria for dealing with the

world1s food problem in the ensuing years. The Institute

set the stage for a final institutionalization of certain

values and assumptions about food and agriculture as well

as the larger development process.

IRRIls Articles of Incorporation specifically referred

to the "economic advantage or benefit for the people of

Asia." This meant·that the food problem was immediately

linked to the problem of societal development and, at the

same time, was reduced to the problem of existing tradi-'

tional varieties of the rice plant: that is, by identifying

"isolable technical problems," the Foundation felt that it,

in cooperation with national elites, could solve the food

problem. In the final analysis, the problem was reduced

to the isolable task of improving the productivity of the

rice plant.

But, such a dramatic reduction also reflected and

reaffirmed a very fundamental interest in preserving a

given social order that has been historically plagued with

unrest. If we recall "Notes on Indian Agriculture,"

Harrar, Weaver, and Mangelsdorf apprised the Foundation

of India1s culture and tradition that needed to be
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"overcome" if an agricultural research project were to be

started. We can interpret their observations in two ways.

One is that an underdeveloped countiry ' s culture and tradi

tion (read social context) had to change. The introduction

of modern science and technology could help in ;·.this process

by increasing productivity and total output to the extent

of making agriculture a commercial and profitable for the

Asian rice farmer. A second interpretation is that the

Foundation had to leave the social context intact in trying

to solve "isolable technical problems" of food production.

However different these interpretations are, they,

nevertheless, infer the notion of "givenness" or "status

quo." Extant social structures and insitutions were not

to be tampered with through human, political action and

participation. And if any changes or benefits were to

be derived, they would come about through the formulas

of the agricultural sciences producing technology capable

of increasing the yield per hectare of rice. Only then

would social stability be achieved, exhibited by the

adoption of the Western democratic tradition and the free

play of market forces.

Other aspects of this rice project, which had deep

historical roots, fell into place. with the problem

defined in terms of quantity, "pump-priming" could happen.

A dent in the production figures would be enough to "get

agriculture moving," stimulate agricultural leadership,

and eventually have the ex-patriots pullout. Recalling
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Bradfield's argument, motivation was the key element that

appeared to be lacking.

In this context, research would have to be dramatically

demonstrating and imitable for national agricultural spe

cialists. As this chapter tried to show, this orientation

to the conduct of scientific inquiry had a rich historical

tradition. The International Rice Research Institute

reproduced it.
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CHAPTER V

THE INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE I:

PROVING THE SUCCESS OF SCIENCE, 1960-1969

By 1960, the food problem in tropical Asia had been

already defined. The Institute's Articles of Incorporation

made it perfectly clear that the problem was one of supplies.

IRRI would conduct research on rice production, management,

and distribution and utilization "with a view" of benefiting

the people of Asia, "through the improvement in the quality

and quantity of rice." A previous chapter has explained

. the political significance of this definition and why the

Institute adopted it. There were no other definitions

considered. The political history behind it was deep

enough for the problem to be defined in no other way.

Emanating from the interest in solving "the problem

of revolutionary Asia" were others that had filtered

through the Rockefeller Foundation's work in scientific

research and technological development. Briefly, they

were termed "pump...priming" which meant that research would

have a high pay-off, quick return, and would be dramatically

demonstrative and consequently imitable for those to whom

activities were directed.

This chapter and ones to follow will demonstrate how

the Institute reproduced these interests (or research
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values) and how they penetrated a research process that, in

the end, produced a problematic package of technology.

These interests were explicitly linked to the act of con

ceptually isolating technology from the social context into

which it was to enter. As we have already established, this

relationship is an historical one and involves an objective

interest in reproducing the social status quo. It is in

this respect that the nature of research at IRRI is another

episode of a longer historical process.

This analysis will cover the Institute's first decade

and is structured according to major technological and

organizational decisions by selected departments as well

as those that were Institute-wide. Although IRRI celebrated

its tenth anniversary in 1972, it is, I believe, more

accurate for this examination to establish 1969 as an end

of a distinct period of its history. In that year, the

Institute held a major conference to review its priorities

and general thrust of its program. The types of decisions

also support the preferred cut-off year. We will find that

decisions in the first decade immediately concerned the

rice plant and its complementary technological inputs.

other concerns and problems arose later; we will discuss

them in the next chapter when we enter the Institute's

second decade. Therefore, we will begin with the plant

and what IRRI decided to do with it and why.
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A Problem of Supplies and the Instrumental Ro~e of Biology:

The Historical Development of the Ide"al Plant: Type Concept

Two working assumptions stood out in 1960, and they

were to be repeated throughout the Institute:'s history.

They also underlied prior Rockefeller agricultural research

and development programs. One assumption was that the dis

couraging world food problem was strictly a problem of

production, only to be solved by increasing supplies to

meet the rising demands of an alarmingly increasing popula

tion rate in the Third World. Harrar, as we recall, estab

lished this in his report to the Foundation entitled "The

International Rice Research Center." Second, it was also

assumed that the likelihood of increasing supplies by ex

panding areas under cultivation was poor. Observers

within and outside the Foundation argued that up until the

late 1950s, increases in total output had for the most part

been obtained by increasing areas planted. Although there

were attempts to use modern inputs, such as nitrogen ferti

lizer and insecticides via community development projects,

productivity levels still remained low. Because of this

requirement to increase supplies and the poor likelihood

of expanding areas for cultivation, one of the main goals

of the Institute was (and is) to improve stagnating levels

of productivity, indicated by increases in yield per hec

tare. To accomplish this, production methods, practices

and teChnologies also had to improve.
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The Institute's senior staff were permitted to do

whatever they wished to do in their respective researches.

They were also, however, instructed to produce results in

the form of higher yields. As one former administrator

put it, scientists were told that "all we want are results,

to get the yields up; be on the constant look out for it."

Chandler, IRRI's director, further instructed them to

determine precisely what held yields down. "IRRI," he

said to this writer, "had to show the world that higher

yields were possible. "I

From the point of view of a senior scientist, one of

them did feel that the Institute's director wanted the

varietal improvement program to release a variety every

year if possible. Speaking for the scientists who were

directly involved in improving the traditional plant type,

he also said that scientists were pressured "diplomatically"

to produce results. Yield contests among departments were

held. Whatever the reasons were for having varieties

released every year, the desire' for results were certainly

par~~o~~t. The sense of urgency that permeated the Insti

tute was quite strong with respect to achieving higher

yields. 2

In this context yield per hectare became an unques

tioned goal around which the Institute's decisions centered

during this first period. Against the background of

instructions to produce results, the selected means had

to produce clearly visible ones. It was not a question of
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how much of an increase in yield. Instead, it was simply

a matter of "getting them up"--as far up as possible.

According to a former senior scientist involved in

the development of IRRI's first plant type, IRS, the staff

debated whether or not yields were to increase agronomically

or biologically through hybridization. Were higher yields,

they asked, attainable by improving methods and cultural

practices such as nitrogen fertilizer applications,

mechanizing plowing and planting operations, or planting

varieties closer together in order to allow for more plants

per unit area? Or were yields to be increased by mani

pUlating the genetic composition of the rice plant?3

The two questions were not mutually exclusive. Improv

ing practices meant increasing inputs for higher yields.

And as the Ford Foundation experience in Third World

agriculture had shown, existing technologies were not

responsive to modern, exogenous inputs such as nitrogen

fertilizer. Consequently, another goal emerged that was

left unquestioned through much of the Institute's history;

that the use of exogenous inputs was indispensable to the

prior goal of increasing yield. The task was to develop

varieties responsive to nitrogen fertilizer. This neces-

sitated hybridization.

Chandler established the Institute's case as early

as 1960. He claimed that the traditional, taller varieties

known as indica types could absorb no more than 35 to 40
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pounds per acre of nitrogen without an actual reduction in

yield caused by lodging. Lodging referred to the plant

falling over due to nitrogen applications which caused a

tall plant to grow more vigorously. A shorter plant from

Japan, he continued, known as the japonica types "will often

stand up to 120 pounds of nitrogen without 10dging.,,4

Scientists began their work on the premise that the

lodging factor had to be studied. Experiments were done

to test whether or not yield losses were attributable to

it. Although these experiments were partially based on an

objective notion of testing, the Institute had to prove and

in the process demonstrate that lodging did follow increased

nitrogen on taller varieties and a loss in yield resulted

from it. Early experiments, therefore, were part of a

search for distinct plant characteristics that could with

stand larger amounts of nitrogen. They had to show that

taller varieties had to be replaced by varieties with a

dramatically different plant architecture.

The Institute's 1963 annual report indicated that

IRRI immediately started with the intention of altering

the structure of the typical rice plant. Scientist began

experimentation by supporting a couple of tall, traditional

varieties with strings to allow them to stand erect during

the entire growth period. The yield performance was then

compared with the performance of the same varieties with no

support strings. The same annual report provided findings
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on the performance of supported and unsupported indica

varieties, Peta and MTU 15:

It is concluded that lodging directly causes
loss since supported and unsupported plots
were equal in all respects until the time of
lodging. Of particular interest is the
response in yield to nitrogen in the
supported plots of Peta and MTU 15. Unsup
ported plots lost yield in response to
nitrogen once lodging started. This sug
7ests that erectness is a prerequ~s~te

stiff straw) might be an excellent selec
tion criteria for res onse in ield to
n~trogen. emphas~s ad e

The distinction between an agronomically and biologi

cally induced yield increase was actually meaningless given

the nature of experiments in the early 1960s. IRRI's man-

date was not only to merely increase· yield, but to increase

it dramatically by going, as one former senior scientist

stated, "for the big jump." The problem for the Institute

in its first decade was to change rice plant's structure

in order to expedite the introduction of other modern

agricUltural inputs. Plant breeding and varietal improve-

ment became the cornerstone of the Institute's program.

IRRI's work was not fundamentally new. It did

continue a longer Rockefeller project of responding tech-

nically to problems of humankind. More relevant, however,

in terms of plant breeding and the search for a new plant

architecture, IRRI also continued and quickened a trend

that developed as early as 1893 in other parts of the world.

By 1960, Japan had been improving rice varieties for

more than 50 years. Its research resulted in raising the
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average yield of the japonica type to 3 to 5 tons per hec

tare. As early as 1893, at the National Agricultural

Experiment Station, Japanese scientists were testing the

response of several native varieties to nitrogen manuring.

After several decades of systematic breeding efforts,

S. Tsunoda conclusively argued that "yielding ability and

fertilizer-responsiveness are related to plant type." He

found that nitrogen-responsive varieties have erect, short,

narrow, thick, dark-green leaves and short, stiff stems."

This was held in contradistinction to the traditional,

indica varieties grown in the tropics which are tall, weak-

stemmed, leafy, heavy tillering and susceptible to

lodging. 6

In the United States, plant breeders began crossing

indica and japonica in 1925. The rising demand for nitrogen

fertilizer in the early 1940s led American scientists to

develop a substantially shortened plant type that responded

to fertilizer. Shortly after thg war, Henry Beachell, who

became a member of IRRI's varietal improvement staff in its

early years, and others found from what were called

"factorial experiments" that farmers could use up to 80

pounds of nitrogen fertilizer per acre. Viewing this as

"revolutionary," Beachell and his colleagues at the

Beaumont Experiment Station in Texas began intensively

breeding for shorter and more responsive varieties. 7

Another important example was Taiwan, whose experiences

provided important genetic material for IRRI's work.
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Taiwan's experience in developing improved varieties was

greatly influenced by its historical relationship with

Japan. According to 0.5. Athwal, the Japanese occupation

prevented indigenous efforts to develop native indica

types, some of which were semi-dwarf in stature. Instead,

beginning in the 1920s, the Japanese introduced japonica

rices into Taiwan to be adapted to the latter's sub

tropical conditions. This was part of Japan's policy of

exporting rice from Taiwan to Japan. Improved japonica

types in Taiwan became known as ponlais which were rapidly

disseminated over Taiwan's rice lands.

The restoration of indigenous rule in Taiwan after the

war resulted in initial efforts to develop Taiwanese indica

rices. In 1949, scientists at the Taichung District Agri

cultural Improvement Station made five crosses involving

Taiwanese indicas. The outcome was Taichung Native 1

(TN1), which became known as the first semi-dwarf variety

arrived at through plant breeding. TNI never became popu-

lar in the 1950s. Farmers were, in fact, discouraged from

growing it "because of the long-standing policy of Taiwan

to produce rice for export to Japan. ,,8 The variety became

popular in the 1960s only after the Joint Commission on

Rural Reconstruction financially supported the Taiwan

Provincial Department of Agriculture and Forestry to con-

duct large-scale trials of TNl in 1961. The variety

performed well and, according to Athwal, "demonstrated
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that fertilizer responsiveness was not the exclusive

property of japonica rice and gave promise of increasing

the yield of indica rice through heavy application of

nitrogen."

This historical background of plant breeding and

varietal improvement suggests that the Institute was

destined to concentrate on altering the plant type.

These examples, however, were based on work in temperate

zones. In tropical areas, similar developments were

occurring.

From IRRI's standpoint, these efforts met little

success; varieties were of medium height and relatively

more resistant to lodging than the taller traditional

types. These included a Philippine'variety, BPI-76,

developed by Esteban Cada and his staff at the Philippine

Bureau of Plant Industry; Tangkai Rotan and Seraup 50

from Malaysia; Mas, Peta and Bengawan from Indonesia; H-4

from Ceylon; and Dima fram surinam. 9 Internationally, the

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization and the

Indian Council on Agricultural Research co-sponsored an

International Rice Hybridization Project at the Central

Rice Research Institute in Cuttack, India. Project

scientists tried to develop an improved plant type by

crossing japonica and indica types. Results were not

promising, however. Rice breeders were not consciously

looking for a particular rice plant. Scientists had no
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"ideal plant type" in mind, and this might have prevented

them from either identifying short-statured plants or

f 11 . h' th l' 10oow~ng up on t em ~n e se ect~on process.

The extensive history in plant breeding was comple

mented by the backgrounds of the Institute's plant breeding

staff. One of them was Peter Jennings. With a Ph.D. in

plant pathology from Purdue University in 1957, he joined

the Rockefeller staff in Mexico for a year prior to becoming

head rice pathologist of the Foundation's program in Colom

bia. Before joining IRRI, he concentred on phytopathology

and breeding for varietal resistance. At the time he was

hired, he expressed deep concern about blast, the most

serious disease in tropical rice-growing areas and looked

forward to combating the problem. He also supported the

Institute's mission and wrote in a letter to the Foundation,

"the Institute must be an obvious success from the start."

In the end, Jennings became IRRI's plant breeder because

the Institute's search committee, consisting of Chandler

and Sterling Wortman, landed the services of S.H. Ou, a

highly regarded pathologist who had been working for the

U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization's (FAO) Rice

Improvement Program in Bangkok.

IRRI also hired T.T. Chang, who received his Ph.D.

from the University of Minnesota in plant breeding and

genetics. Prior to being hired, Chang had considerable

experience with the Taiwanese semi-dwarf indica rices
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while working for the Joint Commission for Rural Recon

struction. Lastly, IRRI had 30 years of experience in

Henry M. Beachell who was Research Agronomist at the u.s.

Department of Agriculture's (USDA) Rice-Pasture Experiment

Station in Beaumont, Texas from 1931 to 1963. Like

Jennings, he had concentrated on developing improved

disease-resistant varieties. He had played an instrumental

role in developing high-yielding, nitrogen-responsive

varieties for American rice-growing conditions. Beachell

had some experience in international work, particularly

on FAO and Rockefeller Foundation projects. His only

exposure to Asia was in 1955 when he was on an FAO assign

ment at the Central Rice Research Institute in Cuttack,

India. He had more experience in Latin America while on

USDA assignments. In fact, he and Jennings worked together

in Cuba, Colombia, and Venezuela on hoyablanca, a serious

disease in the region. Two of them developed varieties

resistant against the disease. l l

Except for Chang, the varietal improvement staff did

not have extensive research experience in tropical rice

conditions. Even Chang was most familiar with sub-tropical

conditions in Taiwan, where climate also differs consider-

ably from that of the true tropics. Beachell knew prac

tically nothing about Asian rice and tropical conditions.

He arrived in Los Banos thinking that he could do in the

Philippines what he had accomplished in the United States.
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Jennings also felt the same way. Both speculated that the

plant type for the tropics could be improved by crossing

the shorter japonica with the indica types, a procedure

carried out for American conditions.

Despite this lack of experience, one thing was

certain: the concept of a certain plant type was ripe

by the time senior staff scientists arrived. It was

established very early that the plant height had to be

shortened. Once this was done, genetically incorporating

other plant characteristics would be the next step. In

short, scientists felt that the application of general

principles and methods in plant breeding and. genetics

sufficed to fulfill the Institute's mandate of increasing

the yield of tropical rice.

Thus, IRRI was established at a time when there ap

peared to be no question about the potential effectiveness

of biological research. Efforts to alter the architecture

of the rice plant had dated back to the turn of the present

century. This long history strengthened by the experience

of the Institute's varietal improvement scientists culmi

nated in the conceptual development of an ideal plant

type.

The Concept of the Ideal Plant Type and the Release

of IR8.

Under explicit instructions for visible results in

order "to show the world that higher yields were possible,"
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IRRI's varietal improvement staff decided upon a plant

type with particular characteristics that would, in the

end, be proven problematic. This resulted in the develop

ment of IR8, the Institute's first variety named and

released for commerical purposes.

Extremely significant in this development was the

concept of plant type, which, once described, paved the

way for visible results in the form of higher yields

and, as a consequence, breaking down existing myths about

the inheritance of short-staturedness. The instrumental

value of a particular concept affirmed the goal-oriented

as well as historical nature of the Institute'~ research

of proving and demonstrating the possibility of higher

yields. It also brought new standards and criteria

for determining a good variety from a bad one. In the

end, IRRI's discovery resulted in the promotion of a

variety that entailed an element of risk for the rice

cultivator.

In the field of plant breeding, enough had already

been done to draw explicit conclusions about an ideal

plant type "as a rice breeding objective."l2 S. Tsunoda's

thesis that yielding ability and nitrogen-responsiveness

were related to plant type was an accepted one by the time

IRRI was established. Institute breeders knew that

tropical rices, nearly all of which were indica types,

were not responsive to increasing dosages of exogenous

inputs and other improved agronomic practices. The
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indica types were late-maturing because of their sensi-

tivity to photoperiod (daylength), meaning that maturity

depended upon the ratio of night length to day. The

indica plant's architecture had long, broad, drooping

and thin and light-green leaves which caused it to absorb

sunlight less efficiently. Moreover, its stem was tall

and weak which caused the plant to lodge long before

maturity and flowering when submitted to nitrogen

fertilizer. Yields decreased as a result.

In agronomic terms, Jennings said, "such varieties

compete and produce better under conditions of inferior

agronomic practices. ,,13 Improved cultural practices such

as closer spacings of rice plants, water control and not

to mention fertilizer applications did very little for

increasing the yield potential of the indica. In fact,

the yield of the taller, traditional indica under improved

management practices was lower than its yield when culti

vated with little or no inputs or improved practices.

Finally, its late-maturity provided little time for

intensifying crop production by growing more than one

crop of rice per year.

At a conference entitled "The Mineral Nutrition of

the Rice Plant" held at IRRI in February 1964, Beachell

and Jennings summarized identifiable characteristics of

an ideal rice plant for the tropics. They favored

characteristics that were diametrically opposite to those

of the tropical indica plant:



The specific characteristics associated with
high grain yield and nitrogen responsiveness
that are usually not found in commercial
varieties grown in the tropics are:

1. Early maturity, ranging from 100 to
125 days (seedbed to maturity), and insensi
tivity to photoperiod.

2. Vegetative characteristics, including
moderate growth and tiller number, combined
with comparatively small, dark-green leaves
of an erect growth habit.

3. Short and sturdy culms that resist
lodging.

4. Resistance to prevailing races of
blast.

other important plant characteristics
considered to be highly desirable include
non-pubescent or smooth glumes and leaves,
moderately firm threshability, seed
dormancy, high milling yields, and a
range in grain size, shape, and cooking
behavior to meet processor and consumer
demands. 14

This was IRRI's major contribution to general plant

science. It illuminated the importance of having a

particular goal in mind, in this case a particular plant

type lias a rice breeding objective."

The FAO project in India lacked this approach to

plant breeding and were consequently unable to arrive at

a high-yielding p~ant architecture. The projects'

scientists failed to do what IRRI did, which was to

actually search for short-statured plants in the genera-

tion of progenies. T.T. Chang was instrumental in this

process as he made specific counts on succeeding genera

tions of crosses between a tall indica and a short one.

He found that there were no short-statured progenies in

186
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the first generation. In the second one, however, three-

fourths were tall and one-fourth were short. This was

said to be consistent with the Mendelian laws of

heredity.1S Dwarfness was controlled by a single reces

sive gene. Scientists on the FAO project failed to note

that the one-fourth destined to be short-statured were

overshadowed by the other three-fourths that were tall.

Only a conscious counting effort showed that short

statured plants were among the population of the second

generation progeny.

The results of Chang's counting procedures also broke

the myth that short-staturedness was the exclusive property

of japonica rice which had some very favorable character

istics. Their stem was short and stiff, and leaves erect

and dark-green. This myth guided the work of .the FAO's

project, which was based on a japonica X indica program.

IRRI's varietal improvement scientists also believed

in the myth and favored the same program. Although

japonica rices also had negative characteristics like

an undesirable cooking quality and being sensitive to

photoperiod, they were not perceived to be insurmountable.

There were enough examples of plant breeding efforts

throughout the world to demonstrate that they could be

overcome. Jennings thus proposed in 1963, "that carefully

conducted indica X japonica hybridization could produce a

plant type similar to the japonica rice in appearance and

growth patterns.,,16 Beachell also felt the same way,
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initially thinking that he could use American germ plasm,

which were considered high-yielding indica types, to cross

with japonica rices from Taiwan and Japan.

Chang's counting, however, based on a particular

"plant type as a rice breeding objective," overcame past

bottlenecks to increasing the yield potential of rice. As

it turned out, IRRI embarked on an all-indica hybridization

program. Practically no one, Jennings retrospectively

stated, imagined that a short-statured plant could be

arrived at by crossing two indica types, one of which was

tall and the other short. 17 IRRI's early promising lines

had no japonica varieties in their ancentries. Chandler's

report in the 1965 annual report identified three genetic

lines, all of which had indica parents. The maternal

parent of all of them was Peta, a tall, tropical indica

originally developed in Indonesia and popular in the

Philippines prior to IRRI's establishment. Scientists

crossed Peta with a short Taiwanese indica, Dee-geo

woo-gen, the combination of which became labelled IR8

288-3. Peta was also crossed with I~geo-tze, another

short indica from Taiwan, that resulted in a promising

selection called IR9-60. Finally, crossing Peta and

Tangkai Rotan, a relatively tall indica from Malaysia,

produced IR5-47-2. All three selections performed

exceptionally well especially under the Institute's

experimental farm conditions. 18
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In mid-1965, Chandler formed a "seed committee" to

initiate formal discussions to name a promising selection

and possibly recommend it to the Philippines Seed Board,

which is the central agency that releases varieties for

commercial use. The most promising line was IR8-288-3,

which had excellent plant type and a tremendous yield

potential. It was, however, highly susceptible to a

number of pests and diseases. It was particularly'

vulnerable to bacterial leaf blight, which is a tropical

disease capable of causing up to a 50 percent loss in

yield. 19 Other characteristics that needed improvement

were its grain appearance and quality. Members of the

seed committee consequently decided against naming IR8-

288-3.

Another important factor in these early discussions

was that the variety had not been widely tested in Asia,

let alone in the Philippines. The Institute responded to

this concern by boosting its applied research and field

testing trials in other countries and signing a memorandum

of agreement in 1965 with the Philippine Bureau of Plant

Industry to conduct more off-Institute farm testing in the

fields of agronomy, plant breeding and plant pathology.

IR8-288-3 had been up until then tested primarily on the

Institute's experimental farm.

Reported results from field testing were more than

encouraging. In 1966, IR8-288-3 was named IR8 and
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recommended for release to the Philippine Seed Board. As

in earlier internal meetings at the Institute, members of

the Rice Improvement Working Group of the Seed Board

expressed misgivings about the overall stability of IRS.

They knew that the variety possessed an exceedingly high

yield potential under good management systems and excellent

morphological characteristics. However, it was a policy

of the Board that any recommended variety had to undergo

a series of tests at the Philippine experiment stations.

These tests included taste and grain quality, which were

other criteria that were equally important as yield

potential. It was obvious that IRS satisfied the yield

criterion; members were not so certain about others.

Chandler's introductory report to the 1966 annual

report stressed the importance of yield as a criterion

that far exceeded the importance of other supportive

characteristics:

The most significant achievement of the year
was the thorough testing and the eventual
naming of a rice variety by the Institute.
From mid-1965 and through 1966 the selection,
designated as IRS-2SS-3, was thoroughly
tested in India, Pakistan, Thailand,
Malaysia, and the Philippines. Originally
it was tested on experimental farms only,
being compared not only with the best local
varieties but also with many other promising
selections from the Institute's breeding
program. Before the year ended, IR8-2SS-3
had been tested on private farms also in each
of the five countries mentioned above. Further
more, seed of this selection has been sent to
over 60 locations allover the world.
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Although the results at all locations have
not been received as yet, the yields in
the above-named countries were truly
phenomenal. New yield records were esta
blished on experimental fields in all of the
countries. During the dry season, yields in
India and the Philippines topped 10,000 kg/ha
and even during the cloudy monsoon season
yields in all countries ranged from 5,000
to as high as 9,000 kg/ha ••••

The Institute produced over 74 metric tons
of IR8-288-3 seed in July 1966 and over 60
tons of this was planted in the Philippines.
The rest was sent to other countries. When
the Philippine crop was mostly harvested and
additional yield data had been received from
other countries, and Institute decided to name
the variety. On November 29, 1966 press
releases were sent out announcing that the
Institute had officially named its first
variety, which henceforth would be called
IR8. 20

Because IR8-288-3 had not undergone other tests,

members of the Philippine Seed Board were reluctant to

release IR8 as a fully certified Board variety. Para-

phrasing an interview statement of one former IRRI senior

staff scientist, releasing IR8, from a plant breeder's

standpoint, had an element of risk.

At the same time, other factors impinged upon what-

ever reluctancy existed. Even prior to the earlier

Institute seed committee meetings in 1965, the Institute

had begun to hand out, free-of-charge, 2-kilo bags of IR8-

288-3 to farmers on a first come, first serve basis. By

1966, nearly 2,000 of those bags were in farmers hands.

Furthermore, a private seed grower, Abel Silva of Santa

Rosa, Laguna, had multiplied a large number of the selec-

tion for farmers in the area near his shop.
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Deliberations over IRS ended in a compromise. The

Board created a special category for the selection. Rather

than releasing IRS bearing the category of "certified seed,"

the Board members agreed to call IRS "good seed," which

allowed it to be grown commercially without full Seed Board

endorsement. They felt that it would have been a waste to

prevent farmers from planting the seeds already multiplied.

After two years of further testing, IRS was given a certi

fied status.

Interviews with former Seed Board members and those of

the Institute's seed committee show the naming and release

of IRS was controversial. Opinions from most corners seemed

to voice elements of risk and uncertainty in the selection.

It was highly susceptible to bacterial diseases and had

poor grain quality and appearance. The Institute did sub-

mit that there were obvious shortcomings:

One distinct drawback is that the selection is
susceptible to bacterial leaf blight and highly
susceptible to a few races of rice blast fungus
that are prevalent in Los Banos and elsewhere
in the Philippines. Under field conditions,
however, IRS has shown greater tolerance to
both these diseas~s than Taichung (Native) 1.

The grain is of medium size, chalky and prone
to breakage, ,and the head rice milling recovery
therefore relatively low. 2l

Despite these drawbacks, the Institute's administra-

tors and those scientists on its seed committee agreed to

officially name IRS-2SS-3. Never before, they claimed,

had science developed a rice strain that yielded 10 tons
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per hectare and that possessed such a favorable architecture

that responded so well to nitrogen fertilizer. As one form

er senior staff scientist recalled, the general feeling of

the committee was, "We don't have enough information, but

we have something so enormous • • • so huge." On that

basis, the naming and release of IR8-28S-3 was not to be

delayed because of its impressive yield potential.

History provided thus far indicates that the decision

to alter the architecture of the plant as well as the result

ing concept of an ideal plant type were based on the Insti

tute's definition of the food problem. Much more important,

however, were explicit instructions for visible results in

order lito show the world that higher yields were possible."

Therefore, the visibility of results had to be extreme

by way of dramatically reducing plant height and stiffening

the plant's stem for nitrogen-responsiveness.. This was

made possible by having a particular plant type in mind as

a rice breeding objective. Furthermore, the need to demon

strate spilled over into a hasty release of the Institute's

first variety. Abel Silva's premature seed-multiplication

project certainly.complicated matters. Nevertheless, it

appeared that IRRI and the designers of IRS were set on

releasing "something big."

In the next section, we will determine why the extreme

visibility of results is problematic. Shortening plant

height to the extent decided upon also implies fundamental
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questions regarding the nature of research and ultimately

the remaining components of a package of modern agricultural

technology.

Questioning the Plant Types: A Debate Over Complementary

Inputs

Critical reports on the green revolution implicate

important questions germane to the conduct of research at

IRRI. We could ask why were the technologies developed.

More precisely, questions could center on specific tech

nological forms: Why did IRRI decide on a dramatically

altered plant architecture? Were other "ideal" plant

types considered, particularly those that would have

required less inputs? Were using other inputs discussed?

And if so, what were they and to what extent were they

considered? The Institute's definition of the food

problem and the sense of urgency resulting from it only

partially explain the conceived ideal plant type. What

follows is an account of other related interes~s at work,

which ultimately led to IRRI's short-statured plant.

These interests, I contend, problematize the entire research

process by bringing forth the question of who is research

actually for.

Philippine Scientists Express Reservations.

In the early 1960s, the Institute scientists dis

cussed their research plans with Philippine plant scien

tists, especially those at the neighboring University of
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the Philippines, College of Agriculture (UPCA or the Col

lege). College scientists immediately warned the Institute

that the plant architecture it was trying to develop would

cause too sudden a change in agronomic practices for the

Asian farmer. These practices, they argued, would require

a level of exogenous inputs that would be beyond the finan

cial reach of most cultivators. They had no dispute with

IRRI's mandate of raising food production by way of

increasing rice yields and the need to alter plant archi

tecture. Instead, they questioned the extent of that

goal. They tried to impress upon the need for "incremen

tal" increases in yield, which had important ramifications

regarding plant type and the application of inputs.

One of the scientists gave seminars at the Institute

at the latter's request. He pointed out in those dis

cussions that physiological and morphological characteris

tics of the rice plant differed for the various ecological

rice-growing conditions. He referred to the distinctions

between lowland (bunded) and upland (unbunded) as well as

irrigated and non-irrigated, rainfed conditions. He

argued that IRRI's plant type required effective water

control in order for the plant to efficiently absorb the

amount of nitrogen fertilizer needed for a short-statured

plant to be profitable for the farmer. Because most

Philippine, and indeed Asian, rice cultivators did not

have access to effective water control, he advocated a
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taller plant that could tolerate the actual rice-growing

condition of lack of irrigation. For a plant breeder,

this required that breeding be done out in farmers'

fields where conditions are uncontrollable and unpredict

able, where water levels are almost never perfect. This

particular argument severely questioned the IRRI practice

of cultivating its varietal selections under the highly

controlled conditions of its carefully-designed experi

mental farm (recalling Chandler's report to the 1966 annual

report, IR8 had been tested primarily on the Institute's

farm prior to being considered for naming and eventual

release) •

Unpredictable conditions, particularly with regards

to water, necessitated a taller plant. It would be better

able to withstand floods and tolerate drought because of

its more vigorous root system which retains soil moisture

more efficiently. Being taller, however, also meant a

lower yield potential because of its susceptibility to

lodging under increasing levels of nitrogen fertilizer.

But this did not concern scientists at the UPCA as much

as the costliness of inputs. They believed that the

plant had to be changed but not to the extent that IRRI

had desired. As a result, they proposed a plant taller

than IRRI's type that would remain erect until two weeks

before harvesting, which would result in very little,

if any loss in yield. This differed from the Institute's
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goal of creating a plant that would stand erect through

the entire growth period. 23

Another point of contention was the use of chemicals

to combat pests (insects and weeds). They again expressed

their concern about the costliness of using insecticides

and herbicides. The amount of both chemical ingredients

would be reduced, they posited, if plant scientists would

breed for a taller plant out in farmers' fields. Because

of its height, it would be more capable of competing with

weeds for sunlight, thereby reducing requirements for

herbicides.

Their appeal for minimal insecticidal treatments was

based on the natural outcome of intensified farming-

namely, a more serious insect pest problem. Early

maturing, short-statured v.arieties would make way for

double and sometimes triple cropping, which would leave

little time for land to lie fallow. Allowing for the

latter was one way to minimize the pest problem.

The research practices proposed by Philippine scien

tists questioned the practice of intensive farming. They

pointed out that more intensive practices could be done

under controlled conditions that approached the degree of

precision and prediction found on an experimental farm.

Their preference for a taller, later-maturing plant bred

under farmers' conditions also cast doubt on the possibi

lity of multiple cropping.
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Moreover, in order to minimize insecticidal treat

ments, they advocated breeding fer varietal tolerance to

the natural population build-up of insects. Promising

parental crossing material, they argued, should be

selected on that basis. Rather than attempting to control

insects by chemical suppression, research on varietal

improvement should be based on identifying and developing

plant tolerance out in the field. An indicator of success

for research, 'then, was not the absence of insects by way

of extermination but the plants' survival under a high

population of insects.

These arguments are well known to the Institute. In

fact, as we shall discover later in the next chapter, they

have become more significant today than they were in the

early 1960s. In very recent years, the Institute's

practices in chemical controls, its methods for developing

varietal resistance to insects and the overall stability

in varietal performance as well have been severely ques

tioned by individuals within the Institute.

But at that point in time, the views of Philippine

scientists questioned not only the Institute's plant type;

they also rendered problematic the larger strategy of

increasing production by way of intensifying the entire

process of farming. In essence, they proposed a package

of research practices--developing a taller plant under

farmers' conditions and plant tolerance to ecological
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stresses--which would have forced the Institute into set

tling for a lower yield potential and a different plant

type. Theoretically, at least, this would have resulted

in more affordable technologies for most farmers. By way

of recapitulation, Philippine scientists did not dispute

IRRI's goal of increasing rice production. They disputed

the extent of that goal, the attainment of which would

result, they argued, in changes in farming too abrupt for

most cultivators. One of them indicated to this writer

that he had told the Institute that its program would

benefit no more than one-third of Asia's rice producers.

Contained in these arguments was a concern for what

the Asian farmer wanted and, equally important, what they

as plant scientists could do to improve crop productivity.

Their views reflected an anticipation of possible dis

ruptive social consequences brought about by an agriculture

based on high levels of inputs. In other terms, they

expressed a concern for the social as well as ecological

environment in which farmers live.

This understanding, in turn, implies further questions

regarding the nature of research at IRRI. As we pointed

out earlier, developing a taller rice plant in farmers'

fields involved an uncontrollable, unpredictable and there

fore, longer research process with less immediate pay-off

and returns to it. Arguments in favor of developing plants

with various stress tolerances also implied a lengthier
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research process because plant scientists would have to

let promising selections grow under natural stress condi-

tions. Philippine scientists established this case in

contradistinction to an IRRI effort towards developing a

rice variety in need of high levels of inputs and more

sophisticated management practices. To develop such a

variety, it would have to be bred under the particular

controllable conditions found on an experimental farm.

It is entirely unrealistic, one former IRRI senior scien

tist concurred, to develop a variety under one set of

conditions and to expect it to perform equally well under

another. 24

Pertinent, then, becomes the distinction between

research in farme~'s fields and the experimental farm.

In the latter, plants are raised under certain specified

conditions that do not reflect the actual farming situation.

Scientists are free to create their own production recipes

tailored towards or assuring a high-yielding performance

of 'plants. Under farmers' conditions, however, the nature

of research fundamentally differs. It entails selecting

materials under those conditions farmers face. Whatever

kinds of inputs or management practices are used in

experiments, they would be those which the "typical,

common" farmer could afford or carry out given his

resources. No attempt would be made to alter and control
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the environment in a way that could potentially dislocate

the farmers' overall socio-economic cultural condition.

In summary, the arguments of Philippine scientists

brought to the surface important linkages among the

following factors: 1) one's understanding and position

regarding the social and ecological context in which farmers

work; 2) specific technological forms; and 3) the nature of

research. Because they viewed the first as an important

element of varietal/technological improvement, they favored

a different plant type and recommended levels of inputs to

be developed by a research process that would not alter or

control the rice-growing environment in a way threatening

to the basic interests of farmers.

At this point, we can proceed to examine IRRI's

response to the arguments presented above by observers

outside the Institute. How did IRRI respond? We know it

went ahead to develop its plant type. The more fundamental

question is why.

IRRI's Response: The "Big Jump" in Yield and the

Focus on Irrigated Rice.

The questions raised by Philippine plant scientists

did little to facilitate discussion over Institute goals.

The fact that they did speak out demonstrated that the

IRRI scientists were apprised of certain debatable aspects

of their research, particularly with regards to potentially

deleterious social consequences. The Institute did consider
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their arguments, but in the end decided to proceed with the

plan of increasing food production by dramatically altering

the architecture of tropical rice. IRRI was determined to

transform traditional agriculture as rapidly as possible.

Social consequences of new technology were barely

discussed even though UPCA scientists strongly suggested

that they should be considered. According to Sterling

Wortman, IRRI's first associate director and later became

vice-president of the Rockefeller Foundation, no one thought

about the question of who benefits. The Institute's task

was to develop technology to increase rice production and

no more. 25

Underlying this goal was a deeper one of transforming

Asian agriculture. Everything "traditional" was rendered

questionable. "What," they asked, "should be done to

supplant traditional agriculture?,,26 The need to shorten

and stiffen the rice plant was precipitated by the require

ment for nitrogen fertilizer. In this sense, low levels

or absence of the latter was considered traditional and

therefore undesirable. The same of line of reasoning

applied t~ the use of other exogenous chemical inputs to

combat rice pests.

Yields, it was felt, were stagnant because traditional

agriculture had reached its limits. Production could not

increase by using existing levels of inputs. Or, if
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cultivators raised their levels, the architecture of the

rice plant inhibited the process. "To get outputs, you

must have inputs" was the dominant adage justifying the

Institute's work.

It was within this context that social consequences of

new technology were set aside as an almost insignificant

issue in agricultural research at IRRI. One former Insti

tute senior scientist recalled that while Philippine

scientists were warning the Institute, IRRI scientists were

instructed from "above" (read IRRI administration) to strive

for the "big jump" in yield. Retrospectively, this same

individual now feels that the question of equity should

have been considered more than it was. The fact that the

latter predominated, however, indicates that there was for

IRRI no range or complexity of issues under the larger

problem of a deteriorating world food situation. Only one

issue existed: the problem of supply and the development of

technology to increase it.

In the words of Herbert Marcuse, the problem was one

dimensional. It reduced the food problem to strictly tech

nological terms. It also simplified agricultural research,

concentrating solely on those ecological areas most favor

able to that "big jump" in yield.

Some argued that the Institute was not created to

solve the food problem. Forrest F. Hill, former chair

person of the Institute's Board of Trustees, stated to

this writer that IRRI was designed to get the research
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process off "dead center.,,27 No pretentions, he claimed,

were made to actually solve the food problem. The Institute

was created to "hopefully" demonstrate that high-yielding

technology could be developed and, more importantly, by

some farmers. He pointed out that IRRI's task was to

develop technology for ~ place for farmers to use. Hill

was specifically referring to irrigated rice-growing condi

tions as the area of concentration. The highest pay-off

laid under those conditions in "showing that science and

technology can do something."

If Hill's account is, indeed, entirely accurate, then

the Institute rightfully decided on focusing on irrigated

rice. Notions of high pay-off and demonstrability can be,

in light of Hill's statements, looked upon as noble and

perhaps legitimate. In and of itself, one may view the

task of increasing rice yields as unproblematic. However,

as we have been arguing throughout this study, technological

decisions most likely resulting in tl~e highest and most

visible pay-off were not made in a social vacuum devoid of

hidden values and assumptions about the larger development

process and, more importantly, about the extent of the

role of science and technology in it. Instead, they were

made within the context of reproducing a social order by

neutralizing it as an acceptable given in the process of

increasing rice yields. Furthermore, Hill's remarks

become increasingly contestable when, as we shall find
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later, IRRI consciously decided to actively encourage

farmer adoption of its technologies. Demonstration slowly

evolved into explicit promotion.

IRRI concentrated, then, on irrigated rice because

that was where the pay-off laid. It was also an area of

research Philippine rice scientists questioned as not being

representative of uncontrollable and unpredictable condi

tions most farmers face. Controlled conditions made

attainable a "big jump" in yield. In terms of the poten

tial success in research, they made possible the develop

ment of the ideal plant type found in IR8. The high

yielding performance of a short-statured plant could be

brought about under controlled irrigated conditions.

Because an ecological area was targeted at a very

early stage, water control as an essential input was not

problematic in terms of its availability. At issue was

the development of a rice plant adapted to these condi

tions. Research, therefore, took on a success or achieve

ment oriented character. The scientists· task was to prove

the success of a technology under a particular set of

controlled conditions.

Stated in these terms, the relationship between

experimental farm research, consisting of a laboratory

experimental plot methodology, and the pursuit for higher

yields is manifest. On the experimental farm, scientists

can assure visible results by way of a successful
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performance of a particular technology. Reinforcing this

orientatio~moreover,were the respective research experi

ences of the Institute's varietal improvement staff;

Chang, Beachell, and Jennings had impressive backgrounds

in doing research on irrigated rice.

This is not to claim that the debate over water and

its control conclusively ended once the decision was made.

Some of the senior staff, the agricultural economists in

particular, argued that inadequate supplies of water were

more important than nitrogen fertilizer as a constraint to

higher yields. without them, fertilizer was of little

utility.

But, given IRRI's mandate and its decision to con

centrate on irrigated rice, their recolrunendations only

reaffirmed the general thrust of investigations on plant

type. Recommendations outlined the need for complementary

investments in irrigation, drainage, and flood control,

which most farmers did not have. In other words, little

room existed within the Institute to actually question the

ideal plant type.

Experiments on water also reflected this success

orientation. The Department of Agronomy tested for the

variations in yields under the differing systems of irriga

tion such as 1) deep continuous flooding throughout the

entire growth process of the plant, 2) shallow continuous
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flooding, 3) ideal irrigation with mid-season drainage,

4) drained surface, 5} drained surface followed by con

tinuous flooding, among other combinations. 28

To outside observers, such as Philippine plant scien-

tists, most cultivators had few resources to execute such

control and domination over the natural rice-growing

environment. Taken one step further, this argument

extends into questions concerning the nature of research.

In the final analysis, who is agricultural research for?

Who should it benefit? Should science be conducted to

guarantee the success of science itself, in this case
,

shortening the rice plant and achieving higher yields?

What does high pay-off mean for science? Or what does it

mean for the rice cultivator? Should science bring into

the picture the potential social consequences of its

work?

These questions point to a relationship between the

nature of research and the accountability of science

towards its beneficiaries. This relationship was to be-

come an overtly problematic one for the Institute during

its second decade, which led ultimately to the more

elementary question of whether or not it~ be accounta

ble. But, during these early years, it is clear that the

relationship was not problematic because of IRRI's one-

dimensional definition of the food problem. To have

discussed the issue in social and political terms would
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have certainly made it multi-dimensional in the sense of

agriculture being more complex than IRRI perceived it.

One-dimensionality was finally reflected in how

different water regimes were conceptually distinguished.

Nearly all of the Institute's research during the first

decade was conducted either on its well-controlled exper-

imental farm or on similar conditions of off-campus

experiment stations at various locations in the Philip

pines. Water, in this respect was an assumed ingredient;

nearly all rice farming, the Institute believed, were done

under "flooded" conditions. 29 Differing conditions thus

took the form of conveniently distinguishing paddy fields

into ones that had levees (bunds), which served to retain

water on a given area, and ones that had none. Irriga

tion was not included in these distinctions. The catego

ries, therefore, became known as lowland and upland

respectively, with the former gaining the attention of

research.

Much finer distinctions among water regimes would

become more important in the second decade. The fact

that they were not made in the first, however, may be

attributed to two reasons that are perhaps not unrelated.

First, the simple distinction between lowland and upland

appeared to be consistent with the larger mandate of

increasing yields. It was generally felt that the new

varieties would also have an impact on less than ideally
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controlled conditions such as lowland paddy that depended

solely on rainfall (i.e., lowland, rainfed rice). Even

if impact was practically nil, it was enough of a con

tribution to improve yields in areas where water was

controlled through irrigation. The simple distinction

between lowland and upland, with no finer distinction

between lowland-irrigated ~td lowland-rainfed rice,

essentially reflected the Institute's unquestioned

emphasis upon increasing production.

Second, one-dimensionality was also indicated in a

frequently stated argument that irrigation would eventually

cover most of Asia's rice-growing areas. This provided an

even stronger rationale for developing varieties for highly

irrigated conditions found on the experimental farm and

stations. Beachell and Jennings spelled this out clearly

in a joint essay:

As nitrogen fertilizer become more readily
available and as measures are taken to
improve flood control and irrigation in
the tropics, the wide use of potentially
high-yielding rice varieties will become
a practical consideration. 30

Against this background, the Institute essentially

embarked on a mission to increase yields. Once the specific

ecological area was targeted, the technological decision of

a particular plant architecture followed naturally and

unquestionably. There was, in other words, little space

for questioning that initial decision to develop plant

dwarfness.
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This set the stage for specific research values to

become equally dominant in other areas of research. It is

important to discuss them now because they will prove

exceedingly problematic in the Institute's second decade.

Complementary Technological Decisions

We pointed out earlier that the ideal plant type could

not perform without other technological inputs and agri

cultural methods. No new variety is inherently high

yielding; it needs other factors of agricultural production

to make it so. Decisions on other research areas were made

and should therefore be critically examined. I will

examine them by presenting brief case histories of the

specific departments of agronomy, plant pathology, entomo

logy, and agricultural engineering. In nearly all of these

examples, research pursued the goal of higher yields in

much the same way that plant breeders developed the con

cept of the ideal plant type. Similar values governed

the research of these other departments. The one

dimensional character of the Institute remained unwavering

in persistent efforts to make the plant type work.

Department of Agronomy.

IRRI's Department of Agronomy began as the Department

of Agronomy and Soils before it became separate from the

Department of Soil Chemistry in 1963. Headed by James C.

Moomaw and later S.K. DeDatta, the department began work
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in five general areas, the most important of them being

maximum yield experiments. Consistent with the Institute's

directive of wanting immediate results in the form of

higher yields, these experiments included such trials

as Il ut i l i zi ng two different varieties, three systems of

water management, and four levels of nitrogen fertilizer. 1I 3l

The department reported ostensible yield decreases when

increasing dosages of nitrogen fertilizer were applied

to the traditional indica types.

The use of nitrogen fertilizer in chemical form was

a second general area of research and a subject of very

little debate, if any at all. Under IRRI's mandate, there

was no hesitation. IRRI maintained, in spite of reserva

tions of Philippine plant scientists, that chemical

fertilizers were plentiful and cheap enough for farmers

to purchase, and quick and easy to apply. In fact, plant

breeders based their plant type concept on the availa

bility of nitrogen fertilizer Il at a cost the farmers could

afford. 11
32

There were, however, indications that other forms of

fertilizer were momentarily considered as viable alterna

tives. A composting shed was constructed on the exper

imental farm but was never used. Senior scientists were

aware of the importance of composting research in Japan

and Taiwan, but this had no apparent effect upon the

Institute's decision to concentrate exclusively on

nitrogen fertilizer.
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This did not mean that the department never once

experimented with organic matter. In 1963, experiments

with two sources of nitrogen as ammonium sulfate and the

other as a total of 7.4 tons of rice straw combined with

green leaves of Leucaena glauca. Yields of two varietal

selections with these two sources did not significantly

differ. 33 Although results were promising, the idea of

researching on natural matter was, in the words of a former

senior scientist, "quickly shelved."

Working with organic matter would have meant a much

slower research process and therefore slower returns to

it. More interesting, though, was a perceived relationship

between developing organic fertilizer and the socio-economic

system in which this research would take place. One Insti-

tute scientist commented on composting capabilities in

China, which, he argued, has a socio-economic system more

favorable towards composting research and farmer use of it.

In "capitalist countries," this same individual stated,

composting would be highly unlikely simply because "farmers

will not do it." He concluded by arguing that "we" cannot

do what China had done. 34

Although this was a statement by only one Institute

scientist, it does reflect the larger theoretical argument

that IRRI's research regarded the social context as given.

The decision to focus principally on chemical fertilizer

was couched in definite political terms; that it was
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decided upon because the existing social-economic context

restrained the consideration and pursuit of other tech

nological forms. In other terms, IRRI decided on chemical

fertilizer because it supposedly offered the highest pay

off and quickest return to the rice farmer, and not to

mention agricultural research, within the existing social

setting.

This is not to argue that IRRI should have concentrated

on organic matter or to argue that the latter ought to have

been combined with chemical fertilizers. Instead, the

discussion simply unpacks the political nature of the

decision, which was inextricably linked to the earlier

decision on the ideal plant type. Both decisions were

·based on neutralizing as a given the social context in

which the technologies were to be disseminated.

A third area of research directly related to plant

type was weed control. The development of short-statured

varieties had to be complemented by quick extermination of

weeds for plants to efficiently absorb sunlight. Expect

edly, herbicides were the only choice. Agronomists

experimented with different chemical compounds to deter

mine the level of toxicity to rice plants and their

effectiveness against the various types of weeds.

In 1964, the department sponsored regional weed

control trials in the Philippines, Thailand, Korea, and

Taiwan. These included combinations of chemical and
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non-chemical treatments, the latter being hand-weeding or

using a rotary weeder that a cultivator operates like a

lawn mower. The purpose of these experiments was to

determine the profitability of chemical treatments for

farmers. "The value of the chemical treatment can be

estimated," the 1965 annual report stated, "from the

number of man-days required for hand-weeding, plus or

minus the yield value from the best chemical treatment in

relation to handweeding.,,35 Reported results took the

form of recommending the timing and proper sequencing of

chemical and non-chemical treatments:

As was anticipated from other experiments,
the two best-yielding chemical treatments
were those with MCPA or 2,4-0 followed by
rotary weeding, but the use of the rotary
weeder before applying the chemicals was
significantly inferior to the reverse
procedure both in terms of the weed con
trol obtained and the yields of rice.
This effect is interpreted as due to
increased early weed competition, since
the rotary weeder does not thoroughly
remove weeds, and possibly to some
slight toxicity from late application
of the phenoxy herbicide. 36

The experiment above involved a short-statured, Taiwanese

japonica, Chianung 242. The report disclosed the problems

weeds could present when short, high-yielding varieties

were used. It appeared that only chemical treatments can

"thoroughly" remove weeds at the crucial early stages of

the growth duration.

Experiments were also done on planting methods.

Agronomists attempted to determine the efficiency of
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direct-seeding rather than transplanting rice after letting

varieties grow for a short while in a seedbed. The purpose

of these experiments was to ascertain the effects upon

yield and also to reduce the time and labor required for

planting. Weeds become even more crucial when varieties

are direct-seeded as plants and weeds grow simultaneously.

A final area of research that began during the early

years of IRRI was multiple cropping. The Institute enlisted

the services of Richard Bradfield in 1964 to assess the

feasibility of rotating early-maturing rice varieties with

such upland (non-irrigated) crops as soybeans, mungo, and

cowpeas. Rotating crops also became known as multiple

cropping and did not take up a large percentage of the

department's time and effort. The single-commodity approach

to research was dominant at the time. Bradfield, instead,

worked alone on this project for most of the decade. As

a research problem area, multiple cropping blossomed into

a program in itself in the 1970s and achieved a dominant

status in research absorbing about 20 to 25 percent of the

Institute's research budget in the secqnd decade.

The relationship between plant type and the indis

pensability of chemical weed control became even more

pronounced after the release of IR8. The Department of

Agronomy boosted its weed control program while other

programs such as soil fertility experiments were demoted

on the list of research priorities. After IR8's release,
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the agronomist spent 80 percent of his time on weed con

trol. 37 The apparent neglect of other areas did not mean

that the staff totally suspended work in them; they did

continue.

By 1968, the department demonstrated impressive results

in chemical treatment on weeds for both direct-seeded and

transplanted rice. Rather than spraying, combination of

herbicides in granular form were found to be most effective

against all types of weeds, particularly in transplanted

rice. In the 1968 annual report, the Institute claimed

that "this eliminates the problem connected with purchasing

and maintaining spraying equipment." It.also reported that

"these chemicals are less costly than hand weeding, and two

of the three chemicals mentioned are already on the market

in the Philippines and hence available to farmers.,,38

The bolstering of weed control research has a two-fold

significance. The first is that, like the decision to

concentrate on nitrogen fertilizer, IRRI considered herbi

cides cheap and within financial reach of the Asian rice

farmer as well as being quick and easy to apply. Chemical

treatments, it believed, would make rice-growing more

efficient for the private, entrepreneurial farmer by

reducing hand weeding, which in many instances is done by

hired labor. Against this background, IRRI had to prove

that the use of herbicides was cheaper and more efficient

and therefore faster in return than hand-weeding. And it
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could only do so by demonstrating that the anticipated

yield increases were enough to cover costs of chemical

inputs. These arguments would eventually prove questiona

ble as the expected yield increases found under experimental

conditions did not materialize out in farmers' fields.

Second is the rationale behind the bolstering of the

Institute's weed control program. To demonstrate the

successful performance of the ideal plant type, weeds as

a constraint to higher yields had to be eliminated in a

complete way. Because only chemicals sufficed to eliminate

weeds at the crucial early growth stages of a short

statured variety, costly herbicides were ~ndispensable

to the ideal plant type's success. In the particular

case of weed control, the Institute was essentially

locked into investigating a complementary technology that

could yield quick and visible results. There could not

have been any other choice given the narrow mandate and

the plant type is sought to create.

Department of Entomology.39

Entomological research in the sixties concentrated

on controlling insect populations in the same way the

Institute's Department of Agronomy controlled weeds.

Insecticidal treatments was the mainstay of the program

throughout the decade, coupled with persistent efforts

by Mano D. Pathak, the departmental·head, to develop

varietal resistance. Pathak and other scientists knew
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that monocultural agriculture coupled with intensive

farming practices and methods would contribute to a

greater insect problem. They could not, however, fore

tell which insects would become major ones or their

potential damage. Because the rice stem borer was

the most notorious insect pest, Pathak and his staff

directed research on the borer and its response to

insecticides under different experimental conditions.

There were a number of reasons for the reliance on

chemicals. At the time of the Institute's establishment,

there was little understanding of the pest problem in

tropical rice. To start with, the department relied on

existing modern methods of control, foliar sprays. Second,

insecticidal research had a high pay-off because applying

chemicals were quick and easy and the results dramatic and

very visible. Third, there were no readily identifiable

stem borer-resistant varieties that could have been used

as promising parents for IR8.

Against this background, chemicals were relied upon

and the research philosophy was simply one of insect

extermination: How many times does a farmer spray for

constant protection? How long does one application last?

Through this approach, science could prove to the farmer

that chemicals worked by demonstrating that insects were

actually dead. The criterion of success was the farmers'

ability to control and dominate the eco-system in rice
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farming rather than adapt to it. In propagating this

approach, technical food research became "self-confirming"

in that it guaranteed through control the success of

technology. Other questions, therefore, regarding economic

thresholds levels and basic research on insect ecology and

population dynamics were barely addressed. These latter

questions would necessitate a willingness to adapt agri

cultural production as much as possible to natural forces

at work, uncertain and unpredictable as they might be, in

order to minimize the use of insecticides.

This was what Philippine plant scientists were argu

ing for--the ability of varieties to tolerate the forces

of the ecosystem. Other observers have also concurred.

To try to control the ecosystem, "by concentrating on

improving the agronomic components of yield, modern agri

cultural crop production may not only increase attack, by

increasing the attractiveness of the crop (monoculture and

intensive farming) and its favorability, but may also

reduce its tolerance and so further increase the potential
40for damage."

There were some research efforts on non-chemical

control during the early years of IRRI. One area of

investigation was done by John L. Nickel, who spent two

years at the Institute researching the potential of

biological control, which refers to the "manipUlation of

natural enemies to reduce economic losses from pest
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species.,,4l Although experiments on the rice stem borer

did not have promising results, Nickel did argue that more

experiments needed to be conducted by importing parasites

from other areas of tropical Asia and doing ecological

surveys. He further posited that scientists should con

sider biological control as an integral part of pest

management systems, which would also include insecticidal

treatments. Having other elements in the overall manage

ment scheme however, would reduce the farmers' dependence

upon chemicals.

In a letter from Chandler to Nickel prior to the

latter's arrival at IRRI, Chandler wrote that "we are

most anxious to get off on a good start with our biologi

cal control program, and you would indeed be helpful to

us in this capacity.,,42 Nickel's work merely resulted in

a manual on biological control and not much cv.xe , It

ended because investigations into biological control meant

a tediously long research process that had very little

pay-off in the short run. Furthermore, the general

feeling within the Institute was that it would have

required a huge investment in time, money, and staff.

One former Board member argued that it would have neces-

sitated an entirely separate research center devoted to

biological control. 43

This was probably correct that more fundamental inves

tigation into insect ecology would have required a larger
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staff, let alone having a low pay-off and slow returns to

research. However, the decision to embark on an insecti

cidal research program was not based on the existence of

alternatives. It was grounded in the interest of controlling

the rice-growing environment in much the same way the

Institute's plant type required the individual farmer to

possess adequate resources for production efficiency and

precision. In this respect, the relationship between

plant type and other technological inputs decided on is

again confirmed. Once the Institute conceptualized and

developed the ideal plant type, subsequent research

decisions were based on similar historically-based assump

tions.

Another non-chemical approach was (and still is)

varietal resistance, whereby an entomologist or plant

breeder incorporates genes into the rice plant that are

resistant to an insect or particular types of an insect.

From early on, Pathak, whose Ph.D. dissertation from

Kansas State University was on varietal resistance in

wheat, sin~led out the approach as a promising research

activity. He was laughed at by some of the Institute's

scientists, who argued that it was a slow process with

little chance of success.

But Pathak furthered his interest in varietal

resistance by developing the seedbox technique for iden

tifying selections possessing resistant genes. The
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technique involved growing varieties in a seed-box under

greenhouse conditions, and at various stages of the plants'

growth, insects were placed upon them. A surviving plant

was selected as a promising parent possessing genetic

resistance. Pathak's efforts were rewarded in the 1970

release of IR20, which the Institute acclaimed to be

moderately resistant to the stem borer and later to be

found resistant to the tungro virus transmitted by the

major insect pest, the green leafhopper. The plant archi

tecture of IR20 departed somewhat from the ideal plant

because it was taller and weak-stemmed. It had the

tendency to lodge; but it did so near enough the harvest

period to not result in substantial yield losses. What

made IR20 attractive was also its high resistance to bac

terial leaf blight and rice blast diseases, both of which,

if untreated, could cause substantial damage to IRS. In

IR20, Pathak demonstrated that varietal resistance was a

viable alternative.

The visible result of Pathak's work on resistance did

not come until 1970. Chemical research, therefore,

remained the cornerstone of the department's program.

Moreover, other insect pests that had been relatively

minor and obscure slowly became major ones very difficult

to control. The stem borer, on the other hand, gradually

became the former. Why this happened was not to be

explained until the end of the second decade. In the
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late 1960s, however, the Institute simply reacted to new

insects by using chemicals without attempting to under

stand the ecological processes at work. Controlling and

dominating the natural environment yielded quicker

returns.

Department of Agricultural Engineering.

At a 1966 conference on mechanization and rice,

Jennings and Loyd Johnson, IRRI's plant breeder and

agricultural engineer respectively, wrote the following:

Rice planting and harvesting practices,
historically accomplished with hand labor
in the tropics, sooner or later will be
mechanized as the most efficient means
of increasing food supplies at reduced
costs. That rice can be highly and
efficiently mechanized is obvious from
the present situation in the U.S.A.44

The Institute considered mechanization as an indis-

pensable part of the technological package it was developing.

As the quote above suggests, the morphology of the new

plants either required or encouraged efficiency in other

areas of farming. Jennings and Johnson further stated

that "water control, land preparation, fertilizer appli-

cation, planting, weed control and harvesting operations

[had to be] thorough and timely if the new varieties are

to produce more than the old varieties. ,,45 For example,

land needed to be prepared more thoroughly to minimize

weed competition for sunlight than the taller, traditional

varieties were capable of doing because of their morpholog-

ical characteristics. Second, because the new varieties
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had "strong seedling vigor," farmers could directly and

mechanically plant pre-germinated seed rather than ten

dering plants in a seedbed for 10-60 days before trans

planting them on to the field. Third, the early maturity

of photoperiod-insensitive varieties brought about a

harvesting schedule that ran into the midst of the wet

monsoon season, which, in turn, meant that land had to be

prepared quickly to make way for planting a second crop

and also effective and rapid ways to dry the newly

harvested grain. Traditional varieties, on the other

hand, normally matured on the last of the monsoon rains.

The early years of the Department of Agricultural

Engineering researched on ways to mechanize some of these

operations. The assumption that mechanization was inevi

table and indispensable was apparently based upon a

circular logic to the rationale behind it. Likewise for

other inputs, farmers had to attain the yield potential

of nitrogen-responsive varieties in order to purchase

machines, which, in turn, were necessary to do the former.

In this sense, the potentially expensive costs of machinery

were not problematic for the department. The expected

yield would be substantial enough to cover the costs.

Also rendered insignificant were possible labor

displacing effects. Should extensive displacement occur,

the staff assumed that former farm laborers and tenants
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would find employment in other areas of production. The

following passage by Jennings and Johnson indicated this:

The short-statured, nonphotoperiodic plant
obviously requires adequate water and pro
tection against deep flooding at all times.
Darns, dikes, ditches, pumps, and other
water control measures will require addi
tional labor and machines. The new varieties
can pay these costs from the higher grain
production even if water control is charged
at real costs. But water control must be
available and not just promised. Machines
may be used for excavation, hauling, con
struction, pumping, etc. The former farm
laborer then becomes a construction laborer
or is employed in manufacturing, sales or
service.~6

In effect, the department (as well as the Institute in

general) premised the potential success of mechanization on

expected labor-absorbing activities in a non-farm sector

that would manufacture machinery and equipment for modern

agriculture. The statement above further suggests that

the Institute expected the displacement of cultivators off

the land, as an almost natural process of agricultural

development.

Working under these assumptions throughout the decade,

the department, headed by Johnson, experimented with rotary

tillers connected to four-wheel tractors and with power

tillers imported from Japan. Johnson, who was a senior

engineer with United Fruit Company before hired by IRRI

and whose primary interest was land management, emphasized

rapid land preparation, fertilizer application and direct-

seeding pre-germinated seed with one tractor and
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complementary equipment. "One tractor would work continu

ously preparing land, fertilizing and direct-seeding one

to four hectares per day or 100 to 400 hectares in a 100

day crop season.,,47 The department also improved the

organization of the Institute's experimental farm in order

to make the most efficient use of water and prevent losses

through seepage.

But with Johnson's land management orientation, IRRI's

Department of Agricultural Engirneering spent more time

doing basic land and tillage studies rather than the

development of machinery. When the senior staff scientists

were being recruited in 1960-1961, the search committee

did encounter difficulties in finding a technologically

oriented agricultural engineer. It was generally felt,

however, the Institute's experimental lands needed to be

developed and precisioned, particularly with respect to

the irrigation and drainage layout for the field plots.

Chandler, who wanted a technologically imaginative

. engineer, agreed to hire Johnson, whom agricultural

specialists within the Rockefeller Foundation highly

regarded as most capable of developing the Institute's
. 48

experimental lands.

The complexion of the program changed considerably

in 1965-1966, at which time the Institute discovered a

source of financial support in the u.s. Agency for

International Development and hired a more
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technologically-oriented person in Amir Khan. USAID and

IRRI signed a contract in 1965 to investigate farm

equipment and power requirements in all aspects of Asian

rice production.

The land management emphasis of Johnson no longer fit

into this plan, as USAID's funding provided the opportunity

for the program to take a more technological turn. Further

more, the naming of IRS made it even more imperative to

search for someone who could design hardware for other

farming operations. In short, what IRS did for the

Department of Agronomy and its emphasis on weed control

also affected the status of the Department of Agricultural

Engineering.

Khan, fresh out of Michigan State University with a

doctorate in agricultural engineering, was recommended to

Chandler by the vice-president of Ford Tractor Company,

who visited the Institute in 1966. Khan was hired in

1967 to fill a temporary position opened when Johnson

decided to take a study leave at North Carolina State

University. After two years, he received a permanent

senior staff status when Johnson accepted a position at

the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT),

another research institute established by the Ford and

Rockefeller Foundations in 1968.

A more concerted effort to develop machinery

exemplified the difference between personnel. Engineers
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began testing types of threshers to reduce the time required

by hand threshing. They also investigated the potential of

a rotary weeder and of applying anhydrous ammonia, a

promising fertilizer ingredient, by using small tractors.

As in the earlier period, studies in land preparation also

continued.

The technological orientation of the department also

showed in the kinds of studies and interviews conducted in

major rice-growing areas of the Philippines. These

a~ctempted to identify possible "bottlenecks" tha t needed

to be mechanized. The following passage is long but worth

quoting:

In assessing the potential for mechanization in
an area, we have looked at farm sizes and the
types and numbers of equipment already being
used. Further, we have found a correlation
between hand tractor owners and irrigated 2
crop farms. Irrigation and the income pro
vided by two crops is an important factor in
mechanization. Machinery cannot proceed
without the means to pay for the equipment.

What other factors are indicative of an
area that will mechanize? First, a reliance
on hired labor, and therefore a cash cost, can
indicate a possible potential for change.
Secondly, high seasonal labor demands may be
accompanied by labor shortages, indicating
production bottlenecks.

Hired labor is commonly used in the Central
Luzon areas for transplanting, harvesting,
and to some extent, weeding. Threshing in
this area is done by custom operation, so
it, too, is 'hired' service. The other
cultural operations are typically performed
by the family. When asked about labor
shortages, however, the farmers consistently
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answered that this occurred only during land
preparation. Thus, while most of these farmers
are of the 'subsistence' type, several of the
key operations are performed by hired labor,
thus constituting a cash or 'in kind' cost.
If an operation is already a cash cost, then
the operator may be interested in minimizing
his outlay, and may turn to mechanical power.
If there is a production bottleneck, this
happens during land preparation. Lastly,
threshing is already mechanized in many of
the rice areas. 49

The release of IRS, the USAID-IRRI contract, and

Khan's assignment all combined resulted in a "big push"

in machinery development. Research was directed towards

identifying every farming operation potentially in need of

mechanization to reduce a reliance on hired, manual labor

by the private farmer. Labor displacement, moreover, did

not worry engineers or the Institute a~ a whole since the

entire program was premised on the anticipated growth of

labor-absorbing activities in the non-farm, industrial

sector as agriculture modernized.

The Department of Plant pathology.

Like IRRI entomologists, the Institute's plant patho-

logist, S.H. Ou, knew that a monoculture based on genetic

uniformity and more intensive practices would aggravate

't' t ' 1 d' 50 S h lt 1 'ex~s ~ng rop~ca . ~seases. uc cu ura pract~ces as

increased use of nitrogen fertilizer and denser spacings

of plants create a favorable micro-climate for disease

proliferation. Moreover, the practice of planting gene-

tically similar varieties over larger areas of land
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increased the likelihood of a particular disease spreading

over the entire area. 5l

Jennings and Wortman contacted Ou in 1960 and told him

that he would determine his own program philosophy and

direction of research for his work on disease control.

According to Ou, there was at the time a general opinion

in support of the use of chemicals to combat plant diseases.

Other individuals within the Institute spoke highly of

organic mercury compound, which was manufactured in Germany,

made very popular in Japan, and very quick and easy to

apply.

Ou, however, took a different approach by decidir.g

against a concentration on chemicals. Instead, he decided

on varietal resistance as the mainstay of his program, while

chemical control would be a supplement. He felt fungicides

would be too expensive for cultivators. Aside from being

expensive, the use of chemicals for fungus and bacterial

diseases were not known to be generally effective. If

they were, they were either too costly or toxic. Moreover,

there were (and still are) no chemicals effective against

virus diseases, which are transmitted by insect vectors.

In this case, insects had to be controlled.

The 1963 annual report's section on plant pathology

summarized Ou's approach in particular reference to the

most serious fungus disease, blast:
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In the past, blast apparently was not serious
as it is at present in most of the tropical
countries. If true, this may have been the
result of (a) use of relatively resistant
native varieties resulting from natural
elimination of susceptible types as they
appeared in farmers' fields, and/or (b)
the relatively low levels of soil fertility
and limited use of nitrogenous fertilizers.
With the development of agronomically
improved but blast susceptible varieties
in some Asian countries, and with increasing
emphasis on higher amounts of fertilizers,
losses from blast reach serious proportions
in many areas where blast formerly was not
considered serious.

Since the use of increased amounts of
nitrogenous fertilizers probably will
continue, control of blasts requires
that resistant varieties be identified
and distributed. If good varieties are
not available for any area, they. must be
developed. Some protection can be obtained
with fungicides, but this presently is incon
venient and expensive. 52

Throughout the decade and, in fact, its entire history,

IRRI's Plant Pathology Department concentrated on selecting

resistant lines as potential breeding parents. Other areas

of research included more basic investigations on the inher

itance, the nature and effects of various diseases, and

more effective screening techniques for selection.

au's approach apparently ran counter to the dominant

orientation of guaranteeing a high pay-off and quick returns

to research. It was similar to Pathak's work on varietal

insect resistance, which drew criticisms from other senior

scientists as being low in pay-off and unlikely of meeting

any success. Furthermore, au seemed to take into account
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the economic resources of the average cultivator, whom,

he believed, was not economically prepared to purchase

and use chemicals. The general thrust of research at

IRRI in the 1960s essentially neutralized these questions

by concentrating on "getting yields up."

In general, IRRI's mandate resulted in a research

effort aimed at making workable a particular technological

package, of which the variety was most important. This

was manifested in two ways. First was the relationship

between varietal improvement and other research departments

and programs. The architecture of the rice plant estab-

lished the parameters within which res~arch was conducted

and the types of questions raised. In a word, the purpose

of other departments was to locate "bottlenecks" and

eliminate them. These were Chandler's instructions from

the very beginning: to determine what factors kept yields

down and then proceed to eliminate them in order for the

plant type to successfully perform.

Second and related to the first was the nature of
.

research. Elimination of constraints meant elimination

in the quickest and most visible way. This was an almost

natural outcome of the relationship alluded to above.

Once the decision was made to drastically shorten tropical

rice, other efforts followed suit in terms of the nature of

investigations. The ideal plant.type, conceptualized

because of its high-yielding potential, needed good water
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control in order to obtain yield maximum results. Hence,

other departments examined other problem areas by way of

a similar approach: establishing greater control over the

natural environments of rice production. Entomological

research was the most glaring example in attempting to

control and dominate the ecological dynamics of insect

populations. This was, of course, an outcome of a partic

ular plant type and the intensive farming practices it

made possible.

Those research efforts which were accused of having

low pay-off and potentially yielding little returns would

also become problematic in the Institute's second decade.

Although some within the Institute scorned at varietal

resistance, the approach, nevertheless, aimed at dominat

ing the eco-system in the same way chemicals did. A plant

was resistant, as opposed to tolerant, because insects

die upon infesting the plant. Results were, therefore,

quick in terms of visibly eliminating insects which were

a constraint to higher yields. Questions regarding the

overall stability of varietal resistance would eventually

arise.

To recapitulate, the fact that IRRI's research did have

a particular orientation and character unfolds the specific

questions of 11 who is research for and 2) the meaning of

high pay-off and control for a) science and b) the average
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rice cultivator. These questions continued to plague IRRI

throughout its history.

IRRI also had departments and offices which supported

the researches of departments directly involved in tech

nological development. These essentially contributed

towards the promotion of technology and, from a larger

standpoint, a certain approach to defining the food problem

and acting upon it. The work of the Office of Communica

tions, the Department of Agricultural Economics, and the

International Program renders even more significant the

questions raised above.

Promoting the Technology

Office of Communication.

The department responsible for rice production training

and applied research, the Office of Communication, did not

offiqially start a formal training program until 1964. The

office up until then concentrated on disseminating research

findings and other information to scientists throughout the

world and to various Philippine government agencies. Field

days were held lito facilitate the communication of infor

mation about impr~ved methods of rice culture from existing

governmental agencies and educational institutions to

commercial groups, landowners, and rice growers. 1I 53

The absence of a formal training program for extension

agents reflected the Institute's mandate, which grew out of
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the failure of the 1950s agricultural development strategies

that concentrated on training specialists to extend existing

technologies. Sufficient were the training of research

scholars, who went to IRRI to conduct their theses research,

and therefore, the exclusion of short-term training of

individuals for extension work. There was, in fact, very

little funding earmarked for the latter type of training

in the early years of the Institute's first decade.

In 1964, the head of the Philippine extension service,

the Agricultural productivity Commission (APC), sparked an

interest in training when he requested that rice production

specialists be trained to promote the use of modern agri

cultural technology and methods at the farm level in the

Philippines. This was the beginning of the combined

production training and applied research program at IRRI

that complemented technological development.54

In the same year of the request, IRRI hired William

Golden, an experienced rice specialist who had been a farm

advisor in the University of California Agricultural

Extension Service. Golden was to assist the head of the

Office of Communication, Francis Byrnes. Both of them

were instrumental in meeting the growing Philippine interest

in specialist training. Increasing numbers of people within

and outside the Institute community began calling for exten

sion training and applied research off the IRRI farm. There

were simply not enough qualified people around to teach
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farmers how to use modern inputs and practices as well as

to transfer the Institute's research findings to farmers.

Golden and Byrnes responded by receiving five trainees

from five Philippine provinces, who along with the two

senior staff members assembled a six-month training

program for modern agricultural production. The goal

of this initial meeting was to prepare this first generation

of specialists to train five more individuals in other

provinces. By June 1965, 10 employees of the APC had

completed the six-month course. The APC assigned them to

each of the provinces to train an additional five. 55

This intensive "chain-reaction" approach brought about

more problems because the newly-trained agents did not have

enough technological materials for teaching farmers modern

paddy skills. Through Golden's initiative in 1966, IRRI

entered into cooperative agreements with the Philippine

Bureau of Plant Industry (BPI) and the APC to use applied

research trials as a mechanism for training extension

specialists. The 1966 annual report indicated this:

Recognizing the value of these systematic
field tests of new research findings before
recommending them to farmers, the two agencies
took positiv~ action to build such efforts into
their continuing operations. Each agency
stationed a man at the Institute for the second
six months of the year for on-the-job training
in carrying on certain of the operations. By
the end of the year, both agencies had assumed
administrative responsibility for the programs
in 1967, with the Institute supplying the alans
and necessary materials.56 (emphasis adde )
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This arrangement resolved two problems for the Insti

tute. First, it established a training tool in applied,

off-Institute farm research. Second, it provided a

mechanism by which the Institute could test its materials.

Filipinos throughout various parts of the country would

conduct the experiments and set up demonstration plots

and field days for farmers using promising IRRI varieties

and inputs.

The program also provided an opportunity for the

Institute to determine whether or not the ideal plant type

actually worked. The idea of conducting research away from

the Institute's grounds appeared to be a healthy decision

especially against the background of earlier reservations

expressed by Philippine plant scientists.

Using his prior experience in California, Golden

formulated a system of trials that tested nitrogen

responsiveness of promising varietal selections, the

performance of new insecticides and herbicides, and

varying water management levels, among others. Philippine

extension agents either trained by IRRI or by graduates of

the Institute's program conducted the trials in farmers

fields.

Trial instructions, however, were exceedingly explicit

in establishing the magnitude of control found on an experi

mental farm. Extension agents were instructed to grow
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varieties "under conditions of good management and high

fertility."s7 Agents were also directed to select sites

that "must have an assured supply of water such that the

plot will at no time suffer from shortages of water.

Likewise , it should be free from flooding." A sample plan

of what was called the Uniform Rice Variety Applied

Research Trial (URVART) stipulated the following:

Do not place this trial on marginal land,
only on typical rice land on your area.
Make every effort to obtain a piece of land
of appropriate size in a paddy with good
fertility and good water control. Remember
the purpose of this Applied Research Trial
is to obtain dependable and reliable data
on the performance of these selections under
actual farm conditions. We need this infor
mation from the 1968 Wet Season to determine
how to proceed with these lines.

The Selection of the Site:· The site selected
should be reasonably typical of the dominant
soil type and general condition in your area.
It must have assured supply of water such that
the plot will at no time suffer from shortage
of water. Likewise, it should be free from
flooding. 58 (emphasis in original)

The URVART sample plan also provided specific instructions

for water control and management:

Continuous submergence of soil from 3
days after transplanting until 2 weeks
before harvest. Water depth will be
gradually increased to a depth of from
5 to 10 em as plants grow taller. Never
allow the soil to dry to the point of
cracking. Selection of a plot site with
assured irrigation eliminates the threat
of drying and simplifying your work.
Maintain at least a few centimeters of
water in the diazinon-tested half of the
plot when making applications of diazinon.
Prevent outflow of water from the area
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treated with diazinon. 59 (emphasis in
original)

With these instructions, research in farmers' fields

did not actually "test" varietal performance under "farm

conditions." Varieties were tested according to terms

established and dictated by a distant research center.

By singling out water control as an indispensable eco-

logical requirement, applied research merely replicated

the Institute's concentration on irrigated rice conditions,

which were initially identified as those offering the

quickest returns.

In this context, the distinction between farmers'

fields and experimental farm research becomes significant.

Both were based on selecting those promising conditions to

demonstratingly yield maximum results and fast returns.

Moreover, this also renders problematic the notion of

returns: whom are they meant for? Potentially, the

applied area of activity could answer this question by

determining whether or not a particUlar technology worked

under actual farm conditions. As conducted, the Institute's

applied program was in no way capable of fulfilling this

potential.

A more fundamental question thus arises: is it in

IRRI's interest to critically examine technology developed

on its experimental farm? This will be an important ques

tion throughout the remainder of its history. In the first
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decade, however, no other word but promotion can adequately

and objectively describe the nature of research outside the

Institute's grounds. As the IRRI 1968 annual report stated,

the trained rice production specialist "becomes another set

of eyes, hands, and legs for the rice researcher.,,60 In the

context of the sixties, the IRRI-trained specialist merely

"applied" production recipes prepared by laboratory

scientists.

The Department of Agricultural Economics.

IRRI's Department of Agricultural Economics was the

most likely arena for raising social questions on agri

culture. The decision to establish it was a controversial

one. The scientific and technical orientation that the

Institute was almost destined to take explains why a con

troversy transpired. It occurred at higher ~evels of

decision-making and not among the scientific disciplines.

The founding fathers debated the issue and finally included

a formal department of agricultural economics as one of

those "indispensable" disciplines. In the end, however,

the department merely played a supportive role.

It is difficult to discern exactly who or what was

instrumental in establishing the department. Perhaps, it

was a combination of the influences of certain individuals

who had interests in including a social science discipline.

Nor can we exactly determine the extent of their influence.

We can argue, however, that it had to be sufficiently

strong to' off set the scientific and technological bias
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of previous Rockefeller-sponsored programs in international

agriculture. By way of recollection, Rockefeller's program

in Mexico was built on three science-based disciplines that

the Foundation officers believed to be necessary and suf

ficient to relieve the country's food problem. Moreover,

a compilation of Harrar's essays, strategy Towards the

Conquest of Hunger, illustrated the need for the inter

disciplinary organization of the natural agricultural

sciences.

Interests in socio-economic research circulated within

the Rockefeller Foundation hierarchy as far back as 1951.

In August and October of that year, William I. Myers, then

Dean of the New York state College of Agriculture at

Cornell un1versity and trustee of the Foundation, wrote

to Chester Barnard, President of the Foundation, and stated

that "we have not yet made even a beginning in the study

of economic and social problems th~t are also important in

improving the general level of well-being of the countries

concerned.,,61 In a second letter, Myers repeated his

concerns as follows:

Regardless of the location of the agricultural
program, • • .• it would be highly desirable to
expand our work in Mexico to include research
on economic and social problems of agriculture
in addition to those of physical production.
Remarkable achi~vement& have been made by
Dr. Harrar and his associates•••• However,
the farm economy of that country is heavily
handicapped by hundreds of thousands of
uneconomic farm units that are too small
even to provide a subsistence for the families
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that are dependent upon them. Furthermore,
these small farms cannot make use of i~proved
seeds, better methods of insect and disease
control and improved agronom1C practices
because they have no surplus above fam11y
needs to sell to f1nance such 1mprovements.
I hope very much that in expand1ng the
program it will be possible to begin a
farm management study of these ejidal farms
so as to provide the basic facts that are
necessary for a sound land policy.62
(emphasis added)

Myers was a traveling companion of John D. Rockefeller

III on review trips of the Foundation's agricultural pro-

grams in Latin America. Rockefeller has often been recog-

nized as one having had an interest in the social sciences

and the humanities. Both individuals probably had much

to do, even if only indirectly, with assuring a formal

position. for socio-economic research at an international

rice research center. As an indication of his interests,

Rockefeller established the Council of Economic and

Cultural Affairs, an organization "designed to stimulate

and support related activities important to human welfare."

In 1963, the Council became known as the Agricultural

Development Council, which "supports teaching and research

related to economic and human problems of agricultural

development, primarily in Asia. n63

A third individual was one of the founding fathers,

Forrest F. Hill, an agricultural economist who was sensitive

to social and economic problems that might inhibit farmer

adoption of new agricultural technology. His exposure to

deleterious social consequences of new technology dated
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back to the 1940s, when he returned to teach at his

alma mater, Cornell University. There, he became involved

in research on the land problem in New York State. He

called his interests the "politics of abandonment,"

indicating his concerns about the relationship between

modern agricultural technology and farmers being forced

off their lands. Hill found that farmers located in more

suited and endowed ecological areas were better able to

profitably use modern technologies. And he finally con

cluded that any agricultural research institute should

develop technologies according to specific ecological

. t 64
env~ronmen s.

In whatever form the influence of these individuals

took, controversy nevertheless ensued. Harrar, for one,

saw little need for a department doing socio-economic

research. Convincing him was difficult. As it turned
65out, a program was started.

The economist, Vernon W. Ruttan, arrived in mid-

1963. Prior to arriving at IRRI, Ruttan, a faculty

member at Purdue .University and a member of the Council

of Economic Advisors in Washington, D.C., outlined for

Chandler six areas of research that covered an exceedingly

wide range of topics on the economics of agricultural

development. 66

Chandler expressed interest in one of them, the

economics of technical change. More specifically, he
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argued that the problem of low yields and adoption needed

to be studied. "We need to know," he said, "why (the first)

is true and what are the economics involved in either the

hesitation to employ the technological advances or what

the effect would be on the economics if they do use modern

methods. ,,67 Chandler continued by pointing out that "we

find no real difficulty in getting yields from three to

five times the national average when we employ well

recognized, good management practices." "In spite of

this," he continued, "only a few kilometers from the

Institute farmers are still producing rice using outdated

varieties and poor.cultural practices." At the close of

the letter, Chandler said "the most common excuse offered

by farmers and others for not using improved techniques

is that they cannot afford them."

Chandler's letter established the foundation for

socio-economic research at IRRI. By dismissing the argu

ments of "farmers and others" as excuses, Chandler as

well as the Institute in general accepted the given social

setting of poverty and inequality. In the same letter to

Ruttan, Chandler speculated that this problem of "excuses"

was "due to the fact that the [Philippine] Government has

made every effort to keep the price of rice low" while at

the same time the costs of agricultural inputs remained

high. Against this background, IRRI's socio-economic

research dealt primarily with farmer adoption rates and
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the investigation of constraints upon them, one of them

being governmental policy.

The department's history began with four projects.

These were 1) sources of output growth, 2) productivity

and efficiency in rice production, 3) rice supply, demand,

and price behavior, and 4) institutional factors. The

first and fourth identified socio-economic problems related

to the production process. In the first, lithe common

hypothesis • • • is that the yield differences among major

rice-growing areas within Southeast Asia at the present

time, primarily reflect variations in the environmental

factors under which rice is grown (primarily soil, season,

water and weather differences) rather than differences in

variety or cultural factors. 1I 68

Although the term "environmental" was used, the

hypothesis implied that a cultivator needed certain types

of soil and efficient irrigation control, both of which

required financial resources. Moreover, even though IR8

had not been developed at the time Ruttan and his staff

made this hypothesis, their findings were equally applica

ble to the potential performance of new varieties. In

fact, Ruttan among a few others at IRRI during those years,

impressed upon the need for water control. The department

indicated at the early stages that more precise distinc

tions of water regimes had to be made in properly assessing

the yield potential of varieties. 69
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The fourth project mentioned investigated the con

straints of different land tenure systems upon adopting

new technology and methods. The department reported in

1964 "that share tenure acts to inhibit the adoption of

output-increasing innovations, such as the use of higher

levels of fertilizer." It went on to say further that

"share tenancy may actually increase incentives to adopt

cost-reducing innovations particularly when the landlord

shares part of the cost, as in many areas of the Philip

pines. ,,70 These findings were refined in 1965 to show

that adoption rates need not be dependent on any single

optimum land tenure system; that smaller farm sizes under

share tenure systems had a higher land and labor produc

tivity than farms under leasehold arrangements. 71

Annual reports in the later years of the decade

strengthened these initial findings on the necessity of

water control and the uncertainties farmers on non-

irrigated, rainfed lands face when using the new tech

nologies. In the 1969 annual report, the department

presented a figure of 20 percent as the amount of

irrigated rice lands in South and Southeast Asia.

Since much of that was found to be under diversion dam

systems, irrigated lands were still not free, economists

claimed, from floods and droughts. The department

emphasized the requirement for irrigation and drainage

facilities in order for farmers to profitably use the new
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varieties. Without them, they concluded, farmers would be

taking a "great risk.,,72

These findings led to other arguments regarding

shortages of capital, lack of credit, and high interest

rates. In the same report, the department stated the

following:

The shift from traditional to high-yielding
varieties of rice involves far more than the
use of new seed. Investment in' a variety of
agricultural chemicals and in more costly
methods of cultivation is necessary if improved
yields are to be achieved. Such investments
involve a great risk on farms that depend on
rainfall alone for their water supply. On
irrigated land, a high rate of return on
investment is relatively secure. At least
early in the process of diffusion, farmers
with little ready cash and inadequate credit
facilities hesitate to invest in high-yielding
varieties unless they have an assured water
supply. 73

Despite these findings. the Institute's agricultural

economics department remained in a technological strait

jacket simply because, as in the case of other decisions,

there was no other way of defining the problem except in

technological terms. In general, the Institute believed

that increases in yield would compensate for additional

costs of production. If technologies were not profitable,

then they had to be somehow made so within the given social

context. Resultant were recommendations to plant scientists

and funding agencies for increased attention to the develop-

ment of disease and insect-resistant varieties that would

lessen the amount of chemical inputs. "For the long run,"
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the department claimed, "resistant varieties offer a more

fruitful approach than emphasis on insecticides which,

for the individual farmer, are expensive and have uncertain

benefits. ,,74

In a predominantly biological institute, a social

science department can only op~rate within particular

conceptual boundaries. In the case of the department

under discussion, it had to remain fixed in a technological

mode rather than attempting to break out of it to examine

the problematic nature of the social and political dimen

sions of food and agriculture. Its role, from the very

beginning, was a subordinate one, motivated by the task

of assisting plant scientists in technological decision

making. In the final analysis, IRRI's Department of

Agricultural Economi9s played an essential part in

fostering a particular approach to studying and improving

Asian agriculture--namely, technologically responding to

agricultural problems that could be considered socio

political in nature. This role would become even more

pronounced in later years.

International Programs.

The Institute's international activities were many.

They ranged from inviting international rice scientists

to IRRI-sponsored symposia, workshops, and an annual rice

research conference that concentrated on a particular

research theme to entering into formal "cooperative"
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agreements with national agricultural programs in Asia.

There were countless informal scientist-to-scientist

agreements and consultancies--far too many for detailed

discussion. The fact that there were so many of them,

however, indicates the international notoriety of the

Institute. This was gained either through conscious

Institute public relations such as widespread dissemina

tion of annual reports, conference invitations, and

research write-ups through the Office of Communication

or the publicizing efforts of outside observers and

the media.

The program's goal was to internationalize rice

research and encourage others in the Asian region to

strengthen national research capabilities. But in this

effort, IRRI could not avoid pushing its own technology

and consequently, its own approach to the conduct of

agricultural research. The only way to convince others

of the potential value of science and technology in food

and agriculture was to demonstrate that "science and

technology could do something.,,75

From IRRI's standpoint, there was no intention of

using national programs as mere substations for testing

and promoting its genetic material. For.mer IRRI adminis

trators have maintained that the Institute looked upon

national programs as in need of developing technical
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expertise in agriculture and not to have IRRI appear as

the "fountain of wisdom. ,,76

Although this may have been the case, the effort to

convince national counterparts was marked, as it was on

IRRI's experimental farm, by demonstrating the success

of the new plant type. IRRI had to show that its product

was "saleable" for others to embark on a technical rice

research program as well as it to have become a legitimate

organization in Asia. 77 The Institute's research orienta

tion of high pay-off and quick returns was most appropriate

to this strategy. The concept of plant type and examples

of it became the leading factors in this effort. They had

to be proven successful in other parts of the region.

Recollecting Chandler's report to the Institute's

1965 annual report, IR8 was primarily tested on experimental

farms. In order for IR8 to be acceptable, IRRI had to

demonstrate wide adaptability, meaning that it could

perform well on private farms. This IRRI did in late

1965 and through 1966. Prior to then, some national

scientists, India's in particular, questioned IR8's

adaptability. Indian scientists felt that a variety

should be tested widely before being released to areas

outside of where it was bred and raised. They asked

Chandler at one point, "Do you have materials (read lit

erature) on where a variety would work?" Chandler said

no. 78
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Although IR8 was tested on private farms throughout

parts of Asia in 1966, nowhere in his report did Chandler

state the conditions under which it and other promising

IR varieties were tested. In short, wide adaptability

'had a different meaning for IRRI. It actually meant wide

adaptability under controlled conditions.

I will present brief case histories exemplifying this

definition. These cases are derived from formal cooperative

agreements between national programs and the Institute. It

is through the historical background of these agreements

that IRRI's promotion of its technology is best shown. More

important, they will also bring out the Institute's active

policy of institutionalizing technical food research as a

way of approaching the study of agriculture and the world's

food problem.

By 1968, IRRI had formal agreements with the following

Asian countries, with the donor agency in parentheses:

East Pakistan (Ford Foundation), India (USAID), Ceylon

(Ford), Indonesia (Ford), and not to mention the Philip

pines. 79 While the agreements varied from country to

country, they generally included provisions for stationing

one IRRI staff scientist acting as a liaison between the

Institute and the host country's rice research organization

for assigning additional Institute staff as advisors for

developing and organizing rice research projects in the
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host country; for training national rice scientists at

IRRI or elsewhere; for arranging the importation of research

. equipment and supplies unavailable locally; and to test

IRRI findings in host areas.

Administratively, the formal contract was between the

host government and the donor agency. In the 1960s, the

latter was usually USAID and the Ford Foundation. The

contract, however, provided that the Institute would

administer the funding.

According to IRRI's "General Conceptual and Opera

tional Guidelines for IRRI Contracts with National Pro

grams,,,80 the Institute reserved the right to participate

jointly with national program research administrators in

developing work plans. These plans required the active

participation of the IRRI staff in activities like the

national program's annual program review; planning con

ferences and workshops, which include a provision allowing

for IRRI's participation in selecting scientists attending

them; and identifying national scientists to be trained at

IRRI or elsewhere "with special emphasis being given to

the relevance of the training to national requirements."

(emphasis in original)

As a result, IRRI's "outreach" staff played (and

continues to play) a significant role. And for this

reason, the cooperative agreements are an important
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aspect of the Institute's international program in terms

of examining the political nature of relationships between

IRRI and national programs. We will begin with Bangladesh

to be followed by Sri Lanka. 8l

East Pakistan (Bangladesh).

According to the Government of East Pakistan's publica-

tion "Review of Half a Century of Rice Research in East

Pakistan," attempts at rice improvement started as early

as 1911, when work was started in Dacca. Between then

and into the post World War II period, little headway

was made due to a lack of funds and trained manpower in

° b dO 82rl.ce ree 1.ng.

Interest in rice improvement heightened in the 1950s

by way of the UN Food and Agriculture Organization's

International Rice Hybridization Project in Cuttack,

India. In 1960, the Government of East Pakistan issued

a "A Scheme for Intensifying Research on Rice Breeding in

East Pakistan." Work commenced in January 1961, starting

with the construction of laboratories and buildings.

But in June 1961, the scheme was suddenly abolished after

it was merged with the East Pakistan Agricultural Research

Institute and placed under the latter's cereals division.

Against this background, IRRI first established

contact with East Pakistan in 1962. Interest in rice

improvement already existed, an interest which was

encouraged by the FAO project and the Ford and Rocke

feller Foundations. The review cited above also stated



that "the possibilities of establishing the International

Rice Institute in East Pakistan [were] studied by Rocke

feller and Ford Foundations before it was finally

established in the Philippines." Whether or not this was

true is insignificant. The point is that interests were

strong by the time IRRI was established. The frequent

Asian visits by Rockefeller Foundation officials apprised

scientists in the region that a new research prototype

was about to be created. In 1962, IRRI moved to renew

interest in a separate rice research program in East

pakistan.

Ford Foundation officials along with IRRI admini~

trators Chandler and Wortman went to East Pakistan to

encourage governmental agricultural officials to create

an autonomous rice research institute. This was also

accompanied by efforts to establish "ways and means"

to start a cooperative project between IRRI and East

Pakistan. Such a project entailed strengthening national

capabilities as well as testing IRRI's research findings.

IRRI's national contact in this latter effort was

Dr. S.M.H. Zaman, who later became director of the

Bangladesh Rice Research Institute.

In 1964, IRRI invited Zaman to a symposium entitled

"The Mineral Nutrition of the Rice Plant." There he met

Henry Beachell who was his professor at Texas A & M

University and who accompanied Zaman through IRRI's

254
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experimental farm. Zaman left IRRI with 40 promising IR

selections and returned to East Pakistan to test them.

At about the same time, a USAID extension specialist

stationed in Bangladesh and a Ford Foundation official

connected with the Academy of Rural Development in Comilla,

East Pakistan visited IRRI and took back with them more

of IRRI's promising lines. The entry of IRRI materials

into the country were primarily done by lI exp a t r i a t es "

during this early period, since Zaman was the only East

Pakistani who was exposed first hand to IRRI.

By 1965, the goal of setting up an autonomous rice

institute did not materialize. Chandler and Ford Founda

tion officials continued to discuss the matter with

government officials about starting a cooperative project

if a separate institute could not be established. In

early 1966, Ford and the national government signed an

official agreement to "accelerate rice research" in East

P~cistan. IRRI administered the Ford grant, which provided

construction monies, training and scholarship funds, and

two long-term liaison officers to coordinate the shipment

of varieties from IRRI and other travel arrangements.

The program, called the East Pakistan Accelerated

Rice Research Project (EPARRP), formally began in

March. 1966. In September IRRI's rice production specialist

went to EPARRP to organize a series of 2-week courses for

agricultural extension workers. The first 120 individuals
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were taught by IRRI personnel in two courses, while their

counterparts there taught a third.

By then, 303 IR lines all of which were of the IRS

plant type, had arrived in East Pakistan and distributed

among five experimental stations there. Golden's courses

"emphasized ••• the practical field skills, particularly

in land preparation, rice production diagnostic skills,

and cultural practices appropriate to growing IRS and

similar short, stiff-strawed, nitrogen-responsive

varieties. II S3 (emphasis added)

What was taught in the classroom and experimental

farms were replicated in farmers' fields. In November 1966,

the East Pakistan Government distributed IR seeds to farmers

covering 1200 acres, most of which were in the Comilla

District. IRRI-trained extension workers monitored the

planting season. The new varieties were concentrated in

areas where major irrigation and tube-well projects were

located. In short, Golden's applied research plans devel

oped in the Philippines were sent abroad.

Because of these initial demonstration projects,

interest in starting an autonomous rice institute were

rekindled within the national government. The demonstrated

yields of IRS and other IR selections were IItremendous ll

in the May 1967 harvest and again in.the following year.

In 1965, the atmosphere within government circles was
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favorable to rice research and high-yielding varieties

being "the key factor behind the drive to self-sufficiency."

IRRI played an important role in drawing up the

proposal for an East Pakistan Rice Research Institute

(EPRRI), separate from the East Pakistan Agricultural

Research Institute. As Zaman put it, IRRI became the

"promoter of the cause" by searching for financial

support and talking with high government officials to

start an autonomous institute. Chandler himself met

with them and already had a plan more or less drawn up,

with money for construction and required training.

The national government's National Economic Council

approved the establishment of EPRRI, which formally began

on October 1, 1970 by recruiting the local staff as well

as arranging scholarships and training opportunities

abroad. USAID funded the educational program. Finally,

IRRI continued to provide two liaison officers1 they

left the country in December 1971 due to the outbreak of

the war.

The program continued after the war ended, with

EPRRI becoming BRRI, the Bangladesh Rice Research Institute.

The historical sequence of events behind this particular

case shows that IRRI openly displayed its interests in

promoting science and technology in Bangladesh agriculture-

an interest that began long before IRRI's establishment.

The Institute did this by proving through the successful
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performance of its technology under specific conditions

that "self-sufficiency" was possible. As in IRRI's early

years, self-sufficiency was all that mattered.

IRRI served as a model for the institute in East

Pakistan. Personnel were recruited for those "indispensa

ble ll disciplines headed by plant breeding. Quoting Zaman,

lithe concept behind EPRRI was based on the concept of IRRI

which helped establish the philosophy of EPRRI. II This

included guidelines on how to do and organize research,

which, as this present stUdy maintains, also dictated

the kinds of questions germane to the study of food and

agriculture.

Ceylon (Sri Lanka) .

In comparison to East Pakistan, Ceylon had a long and

impressive history in rice improvement. As early as 19~5,

Ceylon's Department of Agriculture began to systematically

collect and identify promising local varieties through pure

line selection. Hybridization did not begin until the

mid-l940s when Modestus Chandraratne began introducing

imported varieties and mixing them with local ones. This

was carried out in search for higher yields and a rice

plant with intermediate height and wide adaptability.

Ceylon's first improved variety was H-4, bred in the

mid-l950s by Hectar Weeraratne. It was improved in terms

of being more responsive to modern inputs. However, it

was taller than the IRS plant type. IRRI did consider
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H-4 as one of the more productive vaz~eties in the region.

In experiments, the performance of H-4 and IR8 were often

compared under varying levels of management.

Ceylon's exposure to IRRI or the concept of an IRRI

began in the mid-l950s when Chandler and Bradfield journeyed

there on their Asian tour. In 1960, a Ceylonese was hired

as a member of the Institute's senior staff. Chandler

contacted Felix Ponnamperuma to become IRRI's soil chemist;

Ponnamperuma, a graduate of Cornell University, was a former

student of Bradfield.

Interaction between IRRI and Ceylon in the early 1960s

was in the area of research training. A number of Ceylonese

were sent to Los Banos to conduct their degree researches.

The turning point in this relationship occurred in 1964,

when IRRI sent a shipment of IR8 seeds for experimental

testing. There were no instructions regarding proper

ecological areas. Scientists soon discovered that IR8

did not perform well except where irrigation facilities

were adequate. IR8 was therefore tested and recommended

for specific areas of Ceylon's dry zone.

The Dry Zone Research Station continued to plant

IR8 after this initial testing. By 1967-1968, the new

variety encountered serious disease problems, particularly

bacterial leaf blight, which was relatively new to the

country. It became quite serious after IR8 was introduced.
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Despite this, however, the Government of Ceylon and IRRI

continued to prove the wide-adaptability of IRS.

In the same period, IRRI assigned at the request of

Ceylon's Ministry of Agriculture its agronomist, James

Moomaw, to be rice advisor and liaison officer under a

Ford Foundation grant to strengthen rice research in the

country. As a part of all cooperative agreements in the

1960s, IRRI had the opportunity to prove the superiority

of IRS. The Institute's 1965 annual report presented a

glowing statement about the new variety:

It should be indicated, however, that generally
promising results were obtained with these
introductions. As might be expected, results
were considerably more favorable in certain
parts of the country than in others. Thus
in four dry zone test locations, IRS averaged
over 6,000 kg/ha at the top level of fertili
zation. Because of a complexity of soil,
disease and insect factors, results at the
two wet zone stations were considerably lower
than an average yield of 3,600 kg/ha. The
data indicate that IRS, which is highly nitrogen
responsive to fertilization under Ceylon condi
tions than the standard local varieties. At
all locations IRS yielded about 20 percent more
than H-4, a Ceylon standard. The superiority
over H-4 was noted at all nitrogen levels.
IRS was superior to IRS in both wet and dry
zone locations. As a result of these data
the Ceylon Research Institute recommended
that IRS be added to the list of varieties
to be used by Ceylon farmers in the dry zone. S4

The situation in'Ceylon was quite different. While

a few officials of the Ministry of Agriculture collaborated

with IRRI to introduce IRS, Ceylonese plant scientists

were surprised and angry at being by-passed in this decision.
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Governmental officials, one of whom was M. Banda, the

Minister of Agriculture and member of the IRRI Board of

Trustees during the period, consulted directly with the

government extension services to introduce IRS on a wide

scale. They were criticized by fellow officials as well

as research scientists, who blamed them for introducing

a variety unsuited to Ceylonese conditions. Scientists

argued that IRS did not perform well even in those

specific areas of the dry zone. Many of them cited the

susceptibility of IRS to diseases and accused officials

who cooperated with IRRI of "bringing diseases into

Ceylon." Lastly, they argued that IRS and all the

necessary chemical inputs were beyond the financial

capabilities of most farmers in the country, an argument

Philippine plant scientists made a few years prior.

Ceylonese scientist proceeded to continue its own breeding

program under Weeraratne, who emphasized as he did in the

past, the development of a taller rice plant with wide

adaptability and less chemical inputs.

The government's interest in high-yielding technology

lingered on and the relationship between Ceylon and IRRI

continued with greater emphasis on applied research and

training. This development can only suggest that the

parties to the agreement believed that IRS was not working

simply because Ceylon's extension system lacked the

experience and sophistication in working with high-input



technology. In short, there was nothing wrong with IRS.

Convinced that IRS could be grown over wider areas, the

variety had to be given a stronger push. SS

This premise essentially restored vitality to the

dominant assumptions on food and agriculture in the 19S0s

when the lack of effective extension services based on
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using high levels of exogenous inputs were thought to be

the chief constraint in raising food production. It

appeared that history was about to repeat itself in view

of the development of IRS. In 1969, IRRI, under an

extension of the original Ford Foundation grant, replaced

Moomaw with its applied research and extension specialist,

William Golden.

Ceylonese agricultural research administrators and

scientists discovered through Golden's extension field

trials that IR varieties were not performing up to

expectations even when farmers followed the strict

production recipes. This supported the earlier decision

by Weeraratne and his staff to concentrate on developing

a plant type more appropriate to Ceylon's ecological and

social conditions as well. Even after repeated trials

dating back to 1964, governmental officials and the

Institute worked together to make the IRS work.

The two historical cases presented above indicate

the Institute's active policy towards institutionalizing
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rice research. In the particular example of East Pakistan,

IRRI's reach extended into the political hierarchy, actively

lobbying for the establishment of an autonomous institute.

Certainly, the Institute could not do this in all cases.

Other national programs were more advanced and sophisticated

as in the case of Ceylon. In such latter cases, IRRI

shipped its technology for "testing."

Whether or not IRRI unilaterally acted to make itself

and its technology known or whether a particular ministry

of agriculture requested its services is unimportant

relative to the fact that most countries in the region

already had developed an interest in improving their rice

research programs. For one, plant breeding had a long

history dating back to the early 1900s. The Asian visits

by Rockefeller Foundation representatives exposed many to

the idea of a new research prototype. A new research

organization was on the horizon. Furthermore, the UNFAOs

project in Cuttack, India also provided national scientists

in the region an opportunity to work with the short-statured

plant type found in the Taiwanese indica types like Taichung

Native 1. In this context, IRRI dramatized the inevitable.

Its regional and later international role was to legitimize

and institutionalize technical food research.

But, by attempting to do so, IRRI could not avoid

transferring and replicating its own research experience

which consisted not only of technological choices but also
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the definition of the food problem to which choices were

directly linked. IRS and other selections with a similar

plant architecture continued to be promoted even after

Ceylonese discovered that the varieties were of limited

use. Promotion took the form of applied research and

extension training, the philosophy of which was to prove

the success of IRS and other IR lines.

Ceylonese scientists displayed the kinds of concerns

expressed by Philippine plant scientists in earlier years.

Ecological and social conditions surrounding agricultural

technology entered into outlining general directions of

plant breeding work.

Of special interest is the transfer of technical

knowledge, which Truman's Point 4 program stressed as the

key element in American foreign aid programs. In its

relations with national research programs, the Institute

transferred a particular technology oriented towards seeking

out the most controlled conditions for research or simply

controlling them. The methodology per se is not contestable.

It becomes so, however, when it is employed to neutralize

the socio-political setting in which the products of that

methodology are disseminated. Objectively, neutralizing

is political in the sense of accepting or taking as a given

the social order. It is in this respect that politics

intrudes a "neutral" research process. It plays an

ideological role.
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I wish to remind the reader that politics in the cur

rent context was not intentional. Instead, it was and

still is historical. The nature of IRRI's research

continued a tradition set in motion by concrete actors

and economic forces.

Emerging out of the political nature of science as

conducted by IRRI are questions raised earlier regarding

the beneficiaries of research: who is research for?

what is the meaning of control, high pay-off, and quick

returns for scientific research and the rice cultivator?

if they have different meanings, is it in the interest

of IRRI to account for these differences by "narrowing

the gap," so-to-speak, between the two? The International

Rice Research Institute entered its second decade with

these questions to address.
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CHAPTER VI

THE INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE II:

A PERIOD OF EXPANSION AND REPRODUCING A RESEARCH TRADITION

In less than 10 years, the International Rice Research

Institute achieved a major breakthrough in IRS. Catchy

phrases like "miracle rice," "giant in the tropics," and,

of course, "green revolution," were used to hail IRRI's

discoverJ. As we know now, this mood permeated the inter-

national donor community and transformed into the establish

ment of a loosely-formed club of donors known as the

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research.

IRRI, and other institutes created after it, rested assured

that a financial institution committed to science and

technology in agriculture existed. IRRI was prepared to

expand.

The Institute's second decade was an era of expansion

in specific programs to address the questions with which we

ended the last chapter. Questions, however, were not

phrased in the terms presented earlier. Instead, they were

phrased in terms of low farmer adoption rates and low

yields. Chandler, for one, felt that more had to be done

"to understand sufficiently why the Asian rice farmer who

had adopted the new varieties was not doing better."l
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"All of us," he continued, "were a bit mystified as to why

no more than 25 percent of the rice land in the less devel

oped Asian countries was planted to the new varieties."

Chandler's questions implied three possible reasons:

1) the farmer was technically inefficient; 2) extension

policies were ineffective; and 3} the technology was not

appropriate. IRRI in the 1970s attempted to address them.

This chapter will discuss how this was done.

Throughout the course of this study, we have maintained

that the question of appropriate technology is ultimately

related to the larger question of the social context in

which technology works. For the Institute to have decided

on other technological choices, particularly those suggested

by Philippine plant scientists, would have necessarily

included in discussions an understanding and position

regarding the social context. Because the latter was an

objective given by way of IRRI's definition of the food

problem in Asia, research took on a linear direction of

high pay-off, quick return, control, and promotion. All

of these research interests were related in terms of trying

to guarantee the success of the new technology. The dis

tinction between on and off-experimental farm research was,

therefore, meaningless.

The question of alternative technological choices,

then, renders important the nature of research. The

Institute had already developed a particular set of



technologies. Was it prepared to question it and ex

plore other directions? Was the Institute willing to

address the problematic nature of the social context

and therefore embark on a different research path?

If so, to what extent was this done? And, finally,

was IRRI in a position to pursue other technological

choices and, more importantly, investigate the social

and political dimensions of food and agriculture?

These are some of the questions the next two chapters

will attempt to answer through examining the second

decade. All of them ultimately relate back to the

question raised earlier: who is research for?

IRRI expanded essentially to address "second

generation II problems of the green revolution. We will

begin our discussion by reviewing a 1969 conference

held at IRRI which established important ground rules

for this expansion.

A Landmark Conference: The Case for Expansion

From September 30 to October 3, 1969, IRRI held

a major conference sponsored by the Ford Foundation

entitled IIRice Research and Training in the 70's.1I

The conference was held for two reasons. First, it

was Ford's policy to review after a period of time

any long-term project it was a primary supporter of.

The second was to appraise the Institute's future

276
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role in meeting food requirements for the Asian region

in particular.

The latter had to be discussed especially against

the backdrop of second generation problems forecasted

by outside observers. By 1969, Clifton Wharton's

article in Foreign Affairs was in the hands of many

interested in the green revolution. 2 Within IRRI it

self, its Department of Agricultural Economics reported

in 1968 that without adequate irrigation facilities and

ready cash for chemicals, farmers would be taking a

"great risk ll in using the new rice strains. The depart-

ment, however, presented this argument strictly within

the context of adoption: because of these constraints,

IRRI should expect early and late adopters. Those

taking that "great risk ll would adopt the new technology

in time. The argument as it stood, nevertheless was

strikingly similar to those made by the strategy's crit-

ics.

The conference report indicated that IRRI had to

address these issues. Participants agreed that the new

advances in food technogloy were necessary but not suf-

ficient to meet food requirements. The food problem,

the report stated, was not merely a problem of produc

tion, thereby acknowledging the import of non-technological

research and solutions. Overall efforts also had to

include correct national development and distribution
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policies that would reflect a greater emphasis upon the

agricultural sectors of underdeveloped countries. Policies

and programs should direct more capital invested in

marketing, storage, nnd transportation facilities to

absorb surplus production as well as effective price

policies to lower the cost of food for all consumers,

urban and rural alike.

Among other second generation problems were social

consequences of the new technology. The same report indi

cated that "the economic and social ramifications of the

new technology are not well understood and may be.
occasionally undesirable. Some landowners, for example,

have turned to direct production from their land so that

farmer leasees have lost tenure of the land.,,3 Lastly,

it made clear that technologies for SUb-optimal conditions

(i.e., water is not available or controlled) needed to be

developed.

These statements indicated a significant moment in

the Institute's history. Prior to 1969, its purpose was

to improve the quality and quantity of rice for the

benefit of the peoples of Asia. Translated, this meant

the development of more productive technologies and no more.

From the Institute's perspective, the larger context of

development, in which the food problem is a definite

part of, was and could not have been formally addressed.

Today, the common opinion of present and former IRRI
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personnel is that it would have been premature for the

Institute to address them in the 1960s since the

technologies had to be developed first. In fact, this was

why the concerns of Philippine plant scientists were

practically ignored. 4

Nonetheless, social and political aspects of food and

agriculture suddenly became an urgent research priority.

The common opinion regarding the apparent delay in

addressing possible deleterious social consequences

reaffirmed another statement in the conference report. The

report justified the delay in terms of timing and the

evolutionary nature of agricultural research. "~lthough

adequate food supplies are by no means secure," it

stated, "it is ~ possible to look beyond the goal of

meeting the immediate food problem [and] • to consider

the full potential of new technologies for accelerating

the general development of national economies and improving

the welfare of rice producers and consumers."S (emphasis

added) This statement marked a major turning point in

that IRRI formally expanded its scope of concerns. The

problem, it appeared, suddenly had more than one dimension.

Insofar as it acknOWledged the complimentary

relationship between agricultural research and general

development policy, the Institute believed that

high-yielding technologies to increase production should

stand as the foundation for national development policies.
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The relationship, then, between policy and technological

research was essentially one-way: development policy

should be designed for rural areas to absorb new

agricultural technology. The role of technological research

and, more specifically, that of the Institute's became the

essence of the effort to eliminate hunger and towards

development. The 1969 conference clearly expressed this:

Both the immediate and the longer run objectives
of research should aim at more than simply meeting
the region's food requirement. Continuous effort
should be made to lower the real cost of food to
both urban and rural consumers and improve the
quality of the food available. National
development policies should encourage the use of
the new rice production technologies as a founda
tion for sustained improvement in economic
activity and the welfare of mankind. Proper
national production and distribution policies
must be also formulated and implemented. 6 (emphasis
added)

Within this context, IRRI proposed, as it did in

1960, a technologically-defined food problem. The

difference at the end of nearly ten years was that the

Institute more clearly defined its role and the general

role of science and technology in agriculture. IRRI could

thus proceed with a greater effort to expand its program

and promote a more extensive dissemination of the new

technologies. The immediate problem, however, was

adoption and the task of eliminating or alleviating the

constraints to adoption, which meant that technologies

had to be made more profitable for the Asian rice

CUltivator.
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What did this bring to bear upon the Institute's

technologies? The notion of profitability hinged upon

the question of appropriateness. Was IRRI's work of

ten years suited to the basic social needs as well as

ecological conditions most rice cultivators faced?

Chandler's statements quoted earlier implied that they

were not. His statement in full was as follows:

On retiring from IRRI in 1972, the only real
disappointment I felt (other than the reluctance
to leave such an exciting adventure) was that
somehow we did not understand sufficiently why
the Asian rice farmer who had adopted the new
varieties was not doing better. Somehow I felt
that the rice scientist who had obtained yields
of 5 to 10 metric tons per hectare on the IRRI
farm still could not explain why so many
Filipino farmers (for example) obtained, on the
average, less than one metric ton per hectare
increase in yield after shifting from the
traditional to the high-yielding varieties.
All of us were a bit mystified as to why no
more than 25 percent of rice land in the less
developed Asian countries was planted to the
new varieties. 7

First, Chandler noted a yield gap even where the

varieties were presumably planted under promising

conditions. And, second, his observation of a low 25

percent of Asian rice lands under the new varieties

pointed to the inappropriateness of IRRI's technology.

These essentially meant that IRRI could not merely settle

for promoting what it had been developing during its first

ten years of research. It also had to evaluate its work

"to understand sufficiently why the Asian rice farmer • • •

was not doing better."
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Chandler's concerns, which others also had, required

the Institute to conduct more research off its own

grounds. This meant more interaction with national

programs, a wider testing of IRRI varieties, investigating

technical and biological problems that might constrain

adoption and yield levels, increasing efforts in the

development of technology for sub-optimal conditions, and

bolstering socio-economic research.

The 1969 conference made specific recommendations

for expansion in six areas. First, it suggested average

yields should be raised by way of increasing the productiv

ity of marginal lands. Research should continue to

improve the productivity of land with irrigation water;

marginal lands, however, needed to contribute more towards

greater output. Second, socio-economic research and

training needed more support to understand better the

social and economic environment in which farmers grew rice.

Areas of research should include factor and product

prices, earnings, uncertainty, the marketing chain and

producer and consumer behavior. As a qualifying note,

the conference stipulated that the Institute's research

'''should not enter directly into policy debates from which

agricultural economic policies are forged."S Instead,

it should confine itself to developing research tools and

methodologies for information planners and policy-makers

required for rational decision-making. Third, machinery
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development should continue to reduce costs, thereby

increasing profits and earnings for owner operators and

laborers respectively. The conference then made special

reference to farm level post-harvest technologies.

A fourth area of expansion was training and applied

research for both farm technicians and research scientists.

Extension services needed to be strengthened in order to

more effectively promote new technologies and approaches to

food and agriculture. In the language of this period,

national food research and extension capabilities were

viewed as constraints to higher levels of adoption and

productivity. An international institute could accomplish

only so much; national programs had to be further

incorporated into the goal of wider dissemination. Fifth,

consistent with the requirement of extending ?eyond the

boundaries of the Institute's experimental farm, the

number of international cooperative projects needed to

increase in order to study the vast array of socio-economic

and ecological settings of rice production. These projects

would take the form of collaborative research and testing.

Finally and related to the previous five, the conference

highlighted the urgency to gather detailed information on

the ecology and economics of sub-optimal conditions with

the larger goal in mind to develop effective combinations

of varieties and farming practices that would fit each

condition. Later, we will find that this would consist
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of research on cropping patterns that introduced crops

other than rice.

All six recommended areas of expansion were consistent

with the notions of adoption and higher yields. Each was

directed at developing profitable technologies for the

Asian rice farmer. Two very different approaches,

however, emanated from them, one questioning the dominant

approach of high pay-off and quick returns. To provide

an example, the conference outlined possible approaches

to the study of problem soils. The first approach would

concentrate on developing varieties for soils that might

be deficient in certain nutrients, too acidic, too toxic,

or have undesirable physical features. The early IRRI

varieties, on the other hand, were bred on the Institute's

farm which has relatively fertile soil. Research under

this approach, then, would also identify varietal

differences in tolerating problematic soil conditions.

This meant that a different plant architecture might result.

A second approach would concentrate on non-varietal

variables. Rather than attempting to improve traditional

varieties, scientists would focus on cultural practices

to modify the soil setting for use of the already

conceived short-statured, nitrogen-responsive plant type.

These practices would include water control, soil

supplements, and soil management methods. 9
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IRRI's decisions in the 1970s were based on these

approaches. One required a continuation of the first

decade's work on promoting the spread of the short-statured

plant, an effort based on a particular research tradition.

The second approach required the development of a

different plant type and complementary inputs for the

more problematic, less controllable, and less predictable

sub-optimal, marginal rice-growing lands.

The existence of the two approaches, however,

complicated the Institute's program, for both were very

different in terms of the nature of research and perhaps

its organization. At least one of them grew out of an

expressed interest, by way of Chandler's concerns, to

understand why the Asian rice farmer was not doing better.

This added another related interest -- that is, for

technical food research to examine the social context

surrounding the technology. To what extent was IRRI

willing and/or able to conduct this examination? More

fundamentally, what did "social context" mean for IRRI?

And, finally, to what extent was the Institute willing

and/or able to develop technological packages based on

a bolstered socio-economic research program recommended

by the 1969 conference?

We will find that IRRI's research experience in its

second decade reflected the growing complexity of the

problem described at this landmark conference. The



troubling questions about second generation problems led

to conflicting research priorities, which the Institute

found difficult to fulfill. In the end, IRRI reproduced

the historically-significant research tradition and at

the same moment attempted to cope with second generation

questions, which they found were intimately related to

alternative technological choices. This chapter will

discuss the former -- the reproduction process.

Preparing for Expansion

Between 1970 and 1972, IRRI began carrying out some

of the recommendations outlined at the 1969 conference.

Implementation,however, accelerated rapidly in the period

of 1973-1975, when in the latter year the Institute's

total budget increased by $3.5 million. 10 There were two

reasons for this apparent delay. One was that Chandler's

concept of a research institute was no longer appropriate

for what was ahead for IRRI. One former administrator

said that Chandler's concept was one of keeping the

Institute compact and informal as possible. Chandler's

concept fit the times. Scientists considered the first

decade as one of exploration and therefore wanted the

greatest amount of freedom. The enlargement of IRRI's

activities required a new director who arrived in 1973.

Second, it appeared that although the CGIAR had already

been established, additional funds to effectively carry

286
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out the expansion were not guaranteed. At the Board of

Trustees meeting in February 1971, Forrest F. Hill

reported that "most of the major donor institutes or

governments are not ready to make committments to support

IRRI in perpetuity."ll

During this period, IRRI held three more major

conferences, which laid further groundwork for its

research. The first was a conference on rice policy,

attended primarily by economists doing rice research or

involved in agricultural policy-making. Among the topics

discussed were the distribution of benefits of the new

technology as well.as potential developments in rice

production technology. This conference was a first of its

kind sponsored by the Institute itself and a natural outcome

of the concerns for second-generation problems. A second

conference was on rice breeding to review the discipline's

history, current research in various countries. and rice

breeding prospects for the future. The closing statement

on the latter recognized IRRI's achievements but stressed

the need for more effective means of plant protection by

way of varietal resistance and for developing varieties

for sub-optimal conditions. Finally, the third conference

was held in April 1972 in commemoration of the Institute's

tenth anniversary. It also emphasized the need for

technologies adapted to varying ecological conditions.

Richard Bradfield also presented a paper which built a
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strong case for rice-based cropping systems research as

an area of IRRI's expansion.

Some research in the various disciplines paralleled

the proposals and recommendations of the series of major

conferences during this transition period. The Department

of Agronomy, as described in the annual reports, displayed

a greater appreciati.on of the importance of water by

illuminating the finer distinction of rainfed and irriga-

ted lowland rice. Experiments on varietal differences in

terms of nitrogen-responsiveness, growth characteristics,

drought tolerance, and yield performance were conducted

according to the two· different rice cu1tures. 12 The

Institute's varietal improvement program also displayed

a greater effort towards developing varieties for

sub-optimal, uncertain environments. Annual reports made

specific references to conditions plagued by excessive

flooding (deep-water), drought, and cold temperatures.

As much as a trend appeared to be developing toward

sub-optimal work the preference for the ideal plant type

and high yield potential remained strong. In fact, this

conflict in research priorities would plague the

Institute throughout the decade and therefore raised the

question regarding IRRI's interest in doing low pay-off

research.

An indication of this conflict was the controversy

over IR20 and IR22, both of which were named in late 1969. 13
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As we found in the previous chapter, the plant type found

in IR20 departed from the ideal plant type found in IRS.

IR20 was thin-strawed, taller, more susceptible to lodging

and therefore had a lower yield potential. But, it also

was said to have had a wider spectrum for disease and

insect resistance, better grain quality, and wider

adaptability. Scientists on the seed committee,

particularly the plant breeders, were opposed to IR20

simply because of its lower yield potential and taller

plant type despite its other stabilizing characteristics.

IR22, on the other hand, had excellent plant type and a

yield potential comparable to IRS.

The conflict was between plant breeders and

entomologists, the latter in support of IR20. They reached

a compromise in which both were named to be recommended

to the Philippine Seed Board for commercial use. In

part, professional jealousies caused the controversy.

But, on the other hand, it did bring out particular

interests in scientific research. It showed that at least

in some cases yield potential had to be sacrified if other

more stabilizing plant characteristics were bred for. In

the end, IR20 did well, particularly when it was found to

be resistant to the tungro disease that spread

epidemically in the Philippines in 1971. Furthermore,

Chandler reported in 1970 that "farmers find IR20 yields

somewhat better at lower levels of soil fertility than do

1 f h h h d
.. . ,,14

severa 0 t e ot er sort-stature , new var~et~es.
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Because plant stability was related to plant type,

the controversy exposed a deeper conflict over priorities.

Was the Institute prepared to pursue other technological

choices that might have departed from a "breakthrough"

mentality in research? At least in the early 1970s, it

appeared not. Despite the fact that IR20's success was

determined by characteristics other than plant type and

yield potential, the Institute still remained generally

confined within the parameters set by the ideal plant

type concept. For example, in spite of the stated need

for varietal resistance and lito develop an integrated

method of pest control that is less expensive, long-lasting,

and free from toxicity and environment pollution

problems," advocates of the two approaches, varietal

resistance and chemical control, to insect pest control

essentially competed for a dominant status.

The work of an insect ecologist indicate that

insecticidal control remained the mainstay of the program.

In 1970, Chandler hired V. Arnold Dyck, who had just

received his Ph.D. in insect ecology from McGill

University. Chandler was actually looking for an

entomologist experienced in testing insecticides. After

several months of searching, Chandler hired Dyck who had

practically no experience in chemical control. In his

first few years as an IRRI entomologist, Dyck spent very

little time on insect ecology and considerable time in
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insecticidal screening and testing. He also did some

work in biological control and determining the relationship

between varietal resistance and chemical control with

the purpose of reducing a reliance on the latter approach.

Dyck's efforts, however, in the more basic areas of

research were done in relative isolation since chemical

control was still perceived as the most effective control
15measure and, consequently, the mainstay of the program.

Another indication was the entomology department's

effort to minimize the dosage of chemicals but still

allowing for constant protection. Resulting from this.
was the idea of insecticidal application under the soil

and at the root zone area. Beginning in 1971, the Office

of Rice Production Training and Research (previously

known as the Office of Communication) experimented with

the concept of soaking rice seedlings in carbofuran

solution before transplanting. Soon after, Mano Pathak

developed the concept of "root zone application,"

whereby "capsules" containing insecticides were placed

three centimeters below the soil surface. 16

.A rather simplistic explanation for this apparently

persevering interest in quick and visible results is that

it was difficult to break out of a tradition or an

established pattern of behavior in the conduct of research;

or that it would take some time for professional

jealousies to tone down. Stated in other terms, however,
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the situation becomes more complex when one attempts to

determine whether or not an organization like the Institute

is capable of approaching research differently. In

rhetorical terms, the recognition was there in annual

reports and at the Board of Trustees meetings:

The problem of upland rice is being rightly
addressed from the points of view of soil,
soil-water relationships, varietal improvement,
etc. While progress could be slower in this more
complex system, the payoff could be of immense
significance to the economically poorer section
of rice farmers. The international trials for
yield and pest-disease evaluation will foster
stronger linkages among the national programs on
;..\0. ........,.,c h=- ...A .. ,.,r1 hp+-wp.p.n +-ho ..... of-; I""In;l 1 ;Inn

i~~e;~;ti~~;l-p~og;~;~~n-theU~th;;;:I7----
(emphasis added)

From Changes to Constraints: The Context as a Given.

In the 1960s, IRRI'S exchanges with Philippine plant

scientists brought out the relationship between appropriate

technology by way of a different plant type and an

understanding and position on the social environment

surrounding technology. Moreover, developing technologies

for sUb-optimal conditions pointed to changes in the nature

and perhaps organization of research; it would have to be

done out in farmer's fields and, more important, under

farmers' conditions. Questioning whether or not IRRI was

prepared to do this, then, is our immediate task.

We can begin by examining to what extent IRRI was

willing and/or able to raise fundamental social and

political questions given the second-generation problems
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of the green revolution. This may give us some indication

as to whether or not it was prepared to embark on a

different research path. The most likely arena of

activity, as we pointed out earlier, which can provide us

with the relevant information is socio-economic research;

specifically, its nature and status within the Institute.

The Institute's Department of Agricultural Economics

ended its first decade by calling attention to the element

of risk many cultivators faced in adopting the new

technology. This together with Chandler's concerns

resulted in a meeting in early 1971 of "a group of

development specialists in agricultural economics, rural

sociology and related fields from the International Rice

Research Institute and the University of the Philippines

at Los Batlos" to begin considering "ways to undertake

research to improve our understanding of the changes

occurring and the problems associated with the adoption of

the new rice technology at the farm levels. II 18 After ten

years, this meeting was a first of its kind and consistent

with the proposals made at the 1969 conference.

The meeting resulted in a survey which was novel in .

two respects. First, it extended the department's reaches

to other parts of Asia, covering 36 villages in the

Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, India, and

Pakistan. Second was its breadth of participation and, as

a result, types of questions raised. Involying, for the
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first time in an IRRI project, sociologists and anthro

pologists in addition to economists resulted in varying

perspectives regarding the nature of socio-economic

research in agriculture. Some of the participants had

"IRRI-type" concerns about the rate and extent of adoption

of the nev rice technology. Others preferren to evaluate

the technology by investigating social consequences. The

context of varying theoretical/conceptual approaches was

reflected in the research proposal submitted to the

International Development Research Center of Canada.

"The proposal was developed to investigate the effect of

changing technology on rice farming and farmers, and on

how factors such as physical environments, traditions,

and established institutions affected the adoption of

modern technology." More specific questions were as

follows:

To what extent have the modern or so-called
high-yielding varieties been accepted in the
study areas? Were changes in other farm practices
associated with the introduction of modern
varieties?

What are the major obstacles to further growth
in rice production? Are these a function of
physical environment, socio-economic factors or
a combination of both?

How has the new technology affected the level
and structure of employment? Has the labor
requirement increased? Is the labor saving
equipment being adopted?

Who has benefited from the new technology, and
how have these benefits been spent? To what
degree are profits capitalized into rising land
values? How has the relationship among various
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tenure groups (landowner, tenant, landless
laborer) changed?19

Findings, which IRRI published under the cover of

Changes in Rice Farming in Selected Areas of Asia (Changes)

reflected the two concerns. Some of the authors reported

that the technology was biased in favor of owners "and

the unfavorable position of small landowners, and tenants

in the inputs, credit and factor markets have increased

h 't' , l't' ,,20 th t' d' t d th tt e ex~s ~ng ~nequa ~ ~es. 0 er repor s ~n ~ca e a

yields were not significantly greater than those of local,

traditional varieties; whi:::ll meant that the yield

difference was insufficient to compensate for credit

repaYment. Moreover, some even warned that the new

technology could potentially be "seeds of future tension and

conflict" in the countryside.

These reports had a two-fold significance. One was

that the Institute was cognizant, indeed, of problematic

social consequences at the village level. Second, and more

important regarding the nature of research, Changes

represented a growing concern that IRRI had to move off the

comfortable and controlled setting of a well-designed

experimental farm. Admittedly, the selected areas under

survey were those that had (1) a controlled water supply,

which allowed for two or more crops each year; (2) "rea

onably good" access to markets; and (3) immediate access

to complementary technological inputs. Nevertheless,
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it was a significant step. Perhaps more significant was

the integration of other approaches to agricultural research.

The participation of sociologists and anthropologists

introduced the alternative of evaluating the new rices

and other inputs with the goal in mind of examining their

social consequences.

As a result, a major turning point became apparent.

Was the Institute prepared to seriously incorporate the

reported consequences of the new technology into its

program? To do the first meant that IRRI would have to

be willing to critically evaluate its own work. The

answer laid in the larger question regarding the

appropriate nature and role of socio-economic research in

international agriculture. During the same period of

Changes, this was a popula~ discussion topic within the

CGIAR, which considered Changes a success.

The interest in socio-economic research went beyond

IRRI's gates. It pervaded the entire international

agricultural research system. In July 1973, the CGIAR

sponsored a seminar entitled "A Seminar on Socio-Economic

Research and Training in Agriculture." Economists from

the International Center for Tropical Agriculture in

Colombia, the International Center for the Improvement

of Maize and Wheat in Mexico, and IRRI and other economists

involved in the field met to discuss (1) social science
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research programs at the institutes within the CGIAR

system; (2) expanding the use of institutes' research

findings; and (3) socio-economic research needed outside

the institutes.

A summary statement prepared by the CGIAR Secretariat

indicated that participants generally agreed that up until

then, the "dominant criteria for selection of research

work seem to have been the identification of actual

utilization and of bottlenecks to the utilization of new

technologies, and feasibility within available resources

and data;" and that "the objective [is] to help decide

bio/technical priorities through findings on adoption"

incentives and obstacles to increased production and

productivity. ,,21 The same document also outlined possible

future activities: increased social science staff; more

collaborative relationships with other international

centers and national institutes; research on the risk

factor in technology adoption; research on factor markets

affecting adoption; and more farm survey programs based

on interdisciplinary team approach.

Participants spent considerable time discussing ways

to expand the use of results generated by socio-economic

research. They identified three target groups: national

development planners, international staff, and agricultural

producers. First, many believed that the greatest

potential contribution was in assisting national development
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planning and policy-making. As a qualifier, however, the

work of international institutes ought not to conflict

with the interests, goals, and policies of governments.

The purpose of providing guidance to national policy

formation was to identify possible "measures needing to

be taken to promote adoption.,,22

Research on agricultural producers, for example, would

persuade policy-makers to take advanced steps to protect

small farmers and to prevent possible exploitative side

effects of the new technology. "In order to achieve this,"

participants felt, "the socio-economist must place himself

in the shoes of the farmer, see the problems as the farmer

sees them and come up with solutions meaningful and

acceptable to the farmer.,,23 Lastly, participants agreed

that more effective linkages were needed between

biological and social scientists. In the latter's

research, socio-economists could point out certain elements

of the technological package that need redesigning or

even the need to abandon the package entirely and settle

for a "less disruptive one."

This implied a very dynamic and catalytic role for

socio-economic research. There were other opinions,

however, that ran contrary to this potential. A few

participants at the seminar argued that socio-economic

research should not take an active role in developing

new technology:
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A second challenging idea put forward by the
same Panel members was that socio-economic
analysis should not be allowed to constrain
researchers' scope early in the process of
developing a new technology, as it could not
foresee technical possibilities including
some that might alter the previous environ
mental conditions. Another speaker supported
this view, noting that a technology might be
considered not economically feasible in the
context of a given infrastructure without
taking into account that the infrastructure
itself was subject to change. 24

This passage implied reference to the difference

between rainfed and irrigated rice. As we discovered in

the previous chapter, one of the reasons for continuing

work on the short-statured rices raised under irrigated

conditions was the assumption that most of tropical Asia

would eventually be irrigated. Against this background,

particular questions remained unanswered: How was the

promising potential of socio-economic research to be

translated into practice? What would be the nature of

information flowing from researchers to policy-makers?

And, lastly, what would be the nature of information and

interaction between socio-economists and biological

scientists?

The destiny of Changes at IRRI depended upon how

the Institute and its Department of Agricultural Economics

addressed these questions. By way of recapitulation,

Changes consisted of varying concerns and approaches to

the study of changes in Asian rice farming since IRS.

And some of their findings referred to increasing tensions
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in the countryside. How did IRRI incorporate such

findings into its program?

According to one economist, Changes generated important

findings. 25 It showed that there was "an inequitable

distribution resources" in Asia. It also demonstrated

that yields were not high enough to offset costs; farmers

were adopting varieties but using complementary inputs at

levels lower than those recommended. The first, he said,

had to be taken as a "given;" or in terms more appropriate

to the present study, existing inequalities were neutralized

to the point of requiring no further examination. No

"judgement, in short, needed to be passed on a context

plagued by inequities aggravated by new technology.

Improving the food situation in Asia had to be done within

a given set of social conditions. The problem, as it

always was in the past, was technological. It remained a

technological project.

Again, deriving information from interviews, socio-

economic research at IRRI was premised on a causal

relationship between second-generation consequences and

low yield. The latter caused the former. The tas~ then,

was to increase yield by way of promoting a higher adoption

rate of rice varieties already proven to be potentially

high-yielding under particular experimental conditions.

Promotion would be best achieved by developing "more
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profitable" technology, capable of alleviating or

eliminating constraints to higher yields.

Profitability was the key to farmer success. If the

technology is profitable, the same economist said, then

all farmers stand to benefit. The following is a

paraphrasing of an interview statement explaining the

process of accruing benefits to all farmers:

The so-called larger farmers stand to benefit
the most, especially if they can get the
government to establish fixed prices for rice.
If supply exceeds demand and therefore causing
prices to drop, fixed prices can prevent this
and therefore larger farmers, will not be
faced with the disincentive of low prices. As
far as the small farmer is conce~ned, particularly
who lives totally on subsistence farming before
adopting HYVs, he stands to benefit in every way.
If the small farmer was marketing none of his
produce before the HYVs came along, then he will
benefit. HYVs will lead to higher yields, the
small farmer can sell that portion left after
his needs are met and therefore make a profit;
or he can keep the entire harvest for his own
consumption. In both cases, he benefits.

A corollary to this process was that if varieties do not

yield enough to compensate for the costs incurred for

chemical inputs, then it is more or less assumed that

farmers will not adopt the technology. In this case, too,

it is argued that the farmer "benfited".by not using

"unprofitable" technologies.

The end result of Chanqes took on the title of the

Constraints to Higher Yield project (Constraints or the

Constraints Project). The purpose of Constraints was to

identify technical factors of production that constrain
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a maximum yield performance. It was designed to "to focus

on that core of the constraints problem which farmers and

government agencies can exercise the most control -- the

management of inputs and cultural practices. ,,26 (emphasis

added) Governmental programs and farmers can change

varieties, change chemicals, weeding methods, and fertilizer

application methods, etc. Constraints, thus, incorporated

the technological variables of fertilizer, pesticides, and

varieties. To determine their economic viability, it

also included the credit factor into their experiments

and mathematical equations. Finally, room was given to

account for the possible technical inefficiency of the

farmer to use modern inputs as a contributing factor

towards low yields.

Constraints essentially set the parameters within

which agricultural research would guide national policy

formation. It did so by dictating the kinds of

information to be passed on. It isolated particular kinds

of collectable data necessary for effective national

development and distribution policies alluded to at the

1969 conference as well as at the CGIAR seminar on

socio-economic research in July 1973. In a word, Constraints

confined discussion on these identifiable and controllable

technical bottlenecks and constraints, the alleviation of

which was necessary for the success of high-yielding

technology.
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The common opinion regarding taking the "inequitable

distribution of resources" as a given is that "there is

nothing we (IRRI) can do.,,27 This statement is by itself

perhaps true. In practical terms, there is actually very

little, if anything at all, that an international rice

research institute can do to actively equalize the

distribution of goods and services and creating the

appropriate social structures and institutions. In this

given context, then, the only viable alternative is to

develop technology, even though, in the words of one

IRRI senior scientist, "everyone knows that with the

introduction of advanced technology, benefits will be

skewd; this is not a new thing, as everyone knows this."

The historical and political significance of these

statements has already been discussed throughout the present

study. They have been historically grounded in a much

larger set of political and economic interests. Even more

significant, however, and related to the consequences of

research and technological development is the notion of

scientific accountability and responsibility, which

originates in the conceptual distinction between research

and development, on one hand, and their consequences, on

the other. The latter, many at the Institute feel, is

the responsibility of the State (read national government).

It does not lie in the arena of research, where problems

are conceptualized and de£ined. A common statement in
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interviews was "We (IRRI) develop technology and if it

happens to perform poorly in the countryside, it is the

task of national development programs to resolve undesirable

consequences." The continuity, therefore, between what

the State has (or has not) done historically and the way

problems are defined essentially goes unnoticed and,

consequently, unquestioned.

The practical side of this political posture is in the

form of claiming neutrality. The Institute survives and

legitmizes itself (or is legitimized by others) by

appearing neutral. As a result, additional emphasis was

placed upon methodology to examine socio-economic research,

the CGIAR seminar extolled the potential of establishing

collaborative networks to improve methodology in

approaching research problems, "in which national programs

28are often weak."

As final element of Constraints, IRRI started a

research network in 1974 to encourage collaborative

relationships among socio-economists in national

agricultural research and development programs. The original

proposal for the network, which was called the International

Rice Agro-Economic Network (IRAEN), called upon agronomists

and economists to not only identify constraints to higher

yields and adoption but also examine the "distribution of

benefits from the new technology, i.e., what impact of

technology has on income, income distribution, and
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employment among various classes of farmers and

agricultural laborers.,,29 However, as the network began

in 1975, it appeared that it was merely an extension of the

Institute's Constraints Project. A July 1977 summary

statement of the Institute's economics program read the

following, in particular reference to IRAEN:

A second audience of IRRI economists are the
economists in rice-producing countries. To
some extent, we provide them with information
to help them better understand modern rice
technology. However, our main objective in
reaching them is to encourage them to focus
their attention on the kinds of problems that
can make the greatest contribution to incrsasing
rice production. Thus, we encourage our
colleagues in Asia to undertake research with
broad objectives similar to our own. Much of the
training, conference, and network activity in
which we participate falls in this category, and
so it is difficult to separately identify the
resources used for training from those used for
research. Thirty to forty percent of our effort
is directed here. 30 (emphasis added)

with the transition from Changes to Constraints, it

appeared that research on the social consequences of the

new technology came to an end. The Institute did start

a "Consequences of the New Technology" (Conseguences)

program, and while we will discuss it in more detail later,

we can point out that the "non-IRRI" type of concerns

reflected in Changes were almost buried in the transition

from Changes to Constraints. As one senior scientist put

it to this writer in an interview, the outcome of Changes

was a "self-centered" project based strictly on

technological questions, which the Institute is most
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comfortable in dealing with. Moreover, the same scientist

said, researchers in Changes who were interested in the

social consequences, were not "constrained by IRRI's

concerns," which accounted for the study's much broader

perspective.

In 1973, IRRI underwent a reorganization in which

Conseguences became an identifiable program. But the

background to this decision was less than encouraging in

terms of how important the program really would be. The

reorganization identified those research areas immediately

relevant to IRRI's mandate. Constraints met the standard

perfectly. But the Department of Agricultural Economics

had other on-going researches such as social consequences,

water management, and the world's supply and demand of

rice. These had to be somehow categorized. Consequences

became the "catch-all" program.

In the words of a senior scientist, Constraints has

certainly stolen the show. Figures 1 and 2 depict what

the project is about.

Identifying and then eliminating or alleviating

technical production constraints was "clearly directed to

the idea that something must be done to make the t~chnology

work." If this was one major assumption underlying IRRI's

work, were there avenues for criticizing its own work?

The rest of this chapter is devoted to this question.

Important is the policially significant assumption of taking
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the social context as a given -- an assumption that

justified the establishment of an international research

center developing high pay-off technology. With the

assumption remaining essentially intact, the Institute

reproduced the historically dominant research tradition.

A Reorganization: Moving Into the Cultivator's World.

The Institute's 1974 annual report began in the

following way:

Sometime in 1975, a mother will give birth to a
very significant child -- our planet's 4-bil1ionth
human being. The earth's population will then be
on its way to the 5-billion level, expected in
the mid-1980's. Even if family planning programs
cut the birth rate thereafter or two children per
family, the 6-bil1ionth person will arrive in the
year 2000. 31

As in 1960, the spectre of- Malthusianism hovered over

IRRI. There was a difference, however, in addressing the

population/production problem in the more recent period.

But, the difference was merely a refinement. In 1960, it

was a question "getting yields up." In the early 1970s,

it became a matter of understanding the persistence of

low yields against the backdrop of experimental proof

and demonstration of dramatically higher yields. The task

of eliminating constraints became the means "towards the

well-being of mankind."

Even then, constraints was not an entirely new concept.

It was important, too, during Chandler's period. To recall,

he instructed his staff to produce results in the form of
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higher yields. The primary constraints in this effort

was the traditional plant type. And IRRI'S program

eliminated this constraint by genetically altering it.

In the second decade, more constraints entered the

Institute's hypotheses as the problem suddenly became more

complex.

In JUly 1973, IRRI's new director, Ny1e C. Brady,

along with D.S. Athwal, then the Institute's associate

director, and with the "helpful assistance" of Forrest

F. Hill, co-authored "A Proposal for Broadening the Mission

of the International Rice Research Institute.,,32 The

proposal discussed the acknowledged complexity of rice

production. The authors called upon IRRI and other rice

scientists "to move even more than has been the case in the

past into the cultivator's world. ,,33 They expressed their

concerns about the fact that cultivators "live in a world

with far more limitations than those imposed upon the

sceintists who develop new technology." This statement

indicated a recognition of the very fundamental difference

between farming on an experimental station and farming

under actual farming conditions. Brady et ale articulated

this difference on the basis of the constraints concept

in the following terms:

Evidence of the need for greater attention to
the stress-prone world by the cultivator is seen
in the relative yield levels of the traditional
varieties compared to those of the new stiff
strawed varieties. Scientists at IRRI and
elsewhere have developed varieties which when
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supplied with adequate water and nutrients and
when protected from diseases, insects, weeds, rats,
and other pests, yield remarkably better than
traditional varieties grown under the same
conditions. These new varieties show much less
superiority, however, in the hands of the cultivator.
He does not have the skill, the managerial
ability, or perhaps the financial resources to
protect the crop from pests and to keep it well
fertilized and watered. When disease or insect
pressures are extreme or the soil conditions
notably toxic, the new varieties in the farmers'
fields have in some cases succumbed and have
performed less well than the traditional ones.
These yield constraints which are generally
controlled in the experimenter's fields are
commonly uncontrolled in the world of the
cultivator.

Scientists at IRRI and at other rice research
stations in the tropics have already responded
in part to the need for greater attention to the
cultivator's world•. IRRI' s current program
reorientation to give greater attention to water
stress, to toxic soil conditions, and to diseases,
insects, and weeds is in response to this need.
Likewise is the decision to give greater attention
to upland rice, to rainfed rice, and to preliminary
investigations of the potential for multiple
cropping. 34

The Institute's annual report for 1974 presented an

identical argument, stating that "we must work closely with

farmers to determine their constraints. ,,35 (emphasis

added) This appeal paralleled the proposals and

recommendations put forth at the landmark conference in

Los Banos in 1969~ IRRI had to get off its experimental

farm "to move into the cultivator's world" to develop

more appropriate and profitable technology. The Institute

operationalized its "reorientation" by way of a major

reorganization.
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The same annual report stated that interdisciplinary

work had to be formalized to reflect the complexity of

the cultivator's world:

We continued to develop and formalize
interdisciplinary team attacks on rice
production problems in 1974. Our reasoning is
simple: the problem that face small farmers are
varied and complex. No single discipline -- nor
any single research institution -- has the
ability to tackle them. Only a team effort,
each scientist contributing his specialized
knowledge and skills, can produce the wide range
of varieties and technology needed to really
intensify food production. 36

As the passage indicated, the concept of interdisciplinary

research was not entirely new. It was always there in

the original idea of assembling a set of "indispensable"

disciplines of the agricultural sciences. Again, the

difference was in terms of refinement and formalization.

Upon arriving at IRRI, Brady reorganized the

Institute into 10 programs to reflect this reorientation

and formalization. An appropriate organizational framework

was necessary to adequately simulate in conceptual terms

the strategy of investigating problems in the

"cultivator's world." The framework had to show that

rice-growing was a complex process and not simply a matter

of altering the traditional plant type. In short, it

had to demonstrate the Institute's recognition of all

possible constraints upon increasing production.

By far, the Genetic Evaluation and Utilization of

Rice (GEU) was the most important program. Another
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Systems research, have been "our two largest teams ...
[and] together, they account for more than half of IRRI'S

total research and training effort. ,,37 Without fail,

the Institute's annual reports in the second decade

began by discussing GEU to best "illustrate how the

[interdisciplinary] approach is used." "Through the

GEU program," the 1974 annual report stated, "nine

interdisciplinary teams of plant breeders and problem-

area scientists, such as pathologists, entomologists,

agronomists, and soil chemists, are working together to

develop rices that are genetically aaapted to each of

the major types of growing conditions in which rice is
38

produced."

Nine areas were as follows with participating

departments in parentheses:

1. Agronomic Characteristics (Agronomy,

Plant Physiology, and Plant Breeding)

2. Grain Quality (Plant Breeding; Statistics,

and Chemistry)

3. Disease Resistance (Plant Pathology and

Plant Breeding)

4. Insect Resistance (Entomology and Plant

Breeding)

5. Protein Content (Plant Breeding, Agronomy,

Statistics, and Chemistry)
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6. Drought Tolerance (Plant Breeding,

Agronomy, and Plant Physiology)

7. Tolerance to Adverse Soils (Soil

Chemistry and Plant Breeding)

8. Deep Water and Flood Tolerance (Thai

IRRI Cooperative Deep-Water Project,

Plant Breeding, Agronomy, and Plant

Physiology)

9. Termperature Tolerance (Plant Physiology,

Statistics, and Plant Breeding) 39

Remaining programs were organized and designed to

focus on the interaction between the rice plant and its

physical and economic environment.
40

They were as follows:

1) The Control and Management of Pests, which included

diseases, insects and weeds; 2) Irrigation Water

Management, which focused on improving the performance of

irrigation systems and studying the interrelationships

between different irrigation conditions, seasons, and

varietal differences; 3) Soil and Crop Management for

Rice, which concentrated on soil characterization and

identifying methods and sources within the environment

that maximize efficiency in fertilizer usage; 4) Environ

ment and Its Influences which studied the effects

of individual climatic factors on crop growth; 5) Con

straints to Increased Production (or Constraints to

Higher Yields) which attempted a) "to develop and apply
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procedures for identifying the physical and socio-

economic factors that influence the adoption and efficient

use of technological and institutional innovations designed

to increase rice production" and b) "to define and,

where practical, test alternative measures for alleviating

constraints to increased rice production;" 6) Cropping

Systems Reserach; 7) Machinery Development and

Management; 8) Post-Harvest Management of Rice, which

included the research on drying, processing, and

distribution and marketing; and 9) Consequences of the

New Technology.

Each of these programs consisted of two or more

departments to promote an interdisciplinary attack on

rice production problems. Each, like GEU, focused on the

rice plant and its environment. As it always had been,

the center of attention was the rice plant and its

performance. GEU, in particular, brought this out.

Against this background, the initial concerns

expressed in the Brady-Athwal-Hill proposal as well as

the 1974 annual report become exceedingly problematic.

On what basis or on whose terms were farmers' constraints

to be understood? Similarly, what was the basis for

moving into the world of the cultivator? Was it to

actually study constraints farmers face or the constraints

of rice varieties? IRRI's reorganization and the

particular emphasis upon GEU indicated that, in the final
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analysis, the Institute was not prepared to broaden its

mission given the acknowledged complexities of rice-growing

and agriculture in general.

Stated in other terms, the reorganization meant

that working closely with farmers to understand "their"

constraints was based upon how IRRI defined constraints

and the nature of interaction between farmers and a

scientific institution. As a result, the question of who

research is actually for remains pressing. Below are

three examples showing that high pay-off, control, and

promotion continued as dominant research interests •.
The Reproduction of a Research Tradition

Cropping Systems Research. 4l

One area of expansion was mUltiple cropping or

cropping systems research. Its importance was revealed

in the Institute's budgetary documents which separated

IRRI's activities into major categories: "Rice" and
42"Cropping Systems." One indication of its proposed

expansion was the hiring of two cropping systems

specialists in 1971 to succeed the retiring Richard

Bradfield who ran·the Institute's multiple cropping

program in the 1960s through the Department of Agronomy.

A historical and critical examination of the program is

necessary to understand how it contributed to the

continuation of a particular research tradition. It was
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not the concept itself that was contributing; cropping

systems was a healthy area of expansion because of its

emphasis on off-experimental farm research. Instead, the

contribution was based on the way in which it further

justified the promotion of IRRI's technological

achievements of the earlier decade.

The actual rise of cropping systems began in the

mid-1950s. By way of recapitulation, the Rockefeller

Foundation did consider, prior to IRRI's establishment,

t f ~ ..... oF • ,. 1 •argumen s or ana aga~ns~ _ocus1ng exc_us~ve_y on r~ce.

Bradfield, an eminent soil scientist. and pioneer in

international agricultural research, built a strong case

for including other crops in an international agricultural

research center's program. His arguments merited

considerable attention from the likes of John D.

Rockefeller III. As we know now, the Foundation decided'

to concentrate on rice because it had the highest pay-off.

But against the background of Bradfield's interest and

influence in the Foundation, multiple cropping was an

important research area at the outset and certainly in

the back of some people's minds.

It is significant, then, that Bradfield arrived at

IRRI in 1964 to conduct multiple cropping research. From

the available documents, we cannot determine exactly why

he was hired, as IRRI's program was monoculturally based.
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The hiring of Bradfield, however, was consistent with the

Foundation's long-term interest in internationalizing

agricultural research by way of examining other crops. It

is certain that this goal existed, particularly for

J. George Harrar. But it was not certain that it would

eventually take the form of establishing more institutes.

As one of the founding fathers recalled, Harrar once said

to him, "We have to do one thing at a time.,,43 Later,

the only important question for the fate of multiple

cropping research at IRRI was whether it was beyond or

within the mandate of the Institute. In the end, after

much debate, it did become a major program.

Bradfield layed the foundation for what ensued in the

1970s although multiple cropping research in the second

decade turned out to be substantially different from that

of its predecessor. Fundamentally, however, the idea was

the same; that is, to introduce non-paddy crops into the

study of cropping patterns.

At an IRRI seminar in 1964, Bradfield outlined his

program. The objective of his approach was "not to maximize

the yield of anyone crop but to maximize the total

harvest from all crops." In other words, he said, "it may

be necessary to accept a small reduction in the yield of

one crop in order to gain a second one but the yield from

the second crop will more than compensate for any losses

from the first crop" in order "to maximize food and feed
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44production and the income of the farmer." Bradfield

cited Japan and Taiwan as excellent examples in multiple

cropping research. Scientists in both countries, he

claimed, developed highly efficient multiple cropping

systems incorporating sweet potatoes, corn, soybeans, and

cucumbers in rotation with rice. This meant, for the

tropics, year-round plating with little of no fallow

period.

Like otherIRRIdecisions of the first decade, his

program needed water control. In the same seminar,

Bradfield said the following:

The farmers of the Philippines will continue
to suffer from the low yields and wide fluctu
ations in crop yields from year to year until
they develop better methods of water control.
They will not reap maximum returns from their
investment in research or better varieties,
better control of diseases, insect and weed
pests, better cultural practices and better
fertilization until they can control the water
supply throughout the year. 45

Bradfield also argued that effective water control would

make way for direct-seeding on puddled soil, which reduced

the time and labor involved in planting. He considered

puddling unnecessary if upland crops were grown in

rotation rice. The transition from rice to say, sweet

potatoes or vice versa would be smoother if the soil were

not flooded. This required calculated irrigation.

The gradual rise of mUltiple cropping research as a

major program accelerated in mid-19G8 when discussions on
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continuing Bradfield's research began between the IRRI

administration and the Rockefeller Foundation's Division

of the Agricultural sciences. 46 These discussion resulted

in a 4-month training course on skills and techniques of

multiple cropping that included rice as a major crop.

The course was first offered in 1969.

Developments at the turn of the decade resulted in

the culmination of a long history behind cropping systems

research at IRRI and perhaps international agricultural

research as a whole. First was the 1969 IRRI conference,

at which developing technologies for sUb-optimal conditions

was identified as a priority task. Second was the growing

interest within the Rockefeller Foundation to establish

another international institute that would concentrate on

dryland crops. These two developments were followed by

Bradfield's strong arguments to keep and expand multiple

cropping research at IRRI -- a program he pushed 15 years

prior.

In 1967, Bradfield had begun to conduct rainfed

experiments. It appeared that he broke away from

experiments dependent upon calculated irrigation. At

IRRI's annual program review in February 1971, he presented

results of a three-year experiment which showed that two

different crops (rice and soybeans) could be planted and

harvested in one Philippine wet season (June-December) by

direct-seeding the short-season rices in June. This was
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compared to the conventional method of waiting for heavy

rains to puddle the soil before transplanting, a method

which allowed for only one crop in the six-month period.

These experiments demonstrated that farmers on rainfed

lands could utilize short-season varieties profitably.

He ended his presentation with the following statement:

It seems to me that we now have enough
evidence of the superiority of direct-
seeding on unpuddled soils under rainfed
conditions. Can we afford to pay so little
attention to the problems of 2/3 of the less
fortunate, more impoverished rice farmers of
south Asia who farm 100,000,000 hectares of
the total 150,000,000 hectares of rice grown
in the area? It seems to me this vast
opportunity might pay larger dividends to
more people than adding a few more quintals
per hectare to the production of the irrigated
areas than can be otained b7 the use of
methods already developed. 4

Significant in Bradfield's position was the continued

use of IRRI's ideal plant type concept in non-irrigated,

rainfed areas. Also of interest was the notion of

growing two crops, whether the sequence of rice-soybean

or rice-rice, in one wet-season. This opene4 the way for

using even more intensively than originally expected the

short-statured,nitrogen-responsive rices -- namely, two

crops of rice in one wet season. What became immediately

problematic was whether or not IRRI was prepared to

actively experiment with upland crops, given its commodity

(rice) approach to agriculture.

Bradfield took another stand regarding this matter.

In a letter to ClarenceC. Gray, then Rockefeller
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representative to the IRRI Board and its chairperson,

Bradfield vehemently opposed the Foundation's interest

in establishing a separate institute for upland crops.

Because rice is the main crop, he said, investigations

into upland crops should seek to integrate them with rice.

He went on to say that "farmers and agricultural leaders

are already looking to IRRI for international leadership

in rice research. Why should they have to go elsewhere,"

he asked, "to get help with problems of growing other

crops with rice?"

The interest in another institute, however, was

quite strong, as the Rockefeller Foundation sponsored a

conference to discuss the matter. The Foundation held the

conference at IRRI because the latter was considered a

'I 1'" d d' . h 48neutra meet1ng groun s to 1SCUSS non-r1ce researc •

People invited were experts on semi-arid, dryland crops.

During the conference, Bradfield suddenly took the floor

and began speaking in favor of an expanded cropping

systems program at IRRI; his speech also included research

on upland commodities. One former IRRI scientist

indicated that it was the "strangest" conference he had

ever attended since most of the participants were not rice

experts. The conference suddenly turned towards a

discussion on IRRI and rice research rather than another
49research center.

Apparently, a compromise was reached at least within

the Foundation. It appeared that it was primarily a
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Foundation matter. Bradfield has been known to be a

long-time and very influential agricultural specialist

in the Foundation. Moreover, some within the Institute

attribute credit to Clarence C. Gray for the outcome

of the conference, which resulted in the establishment

of the International Crops Research Institute for the

Semi-Arid Tropics and a stronger case for expanding the

program at IRRI. What remained was the task of deciding

the extent of IRRI involvement in actual upland crop

improvement.

Bradfield retired in 1971 and replaced by Gordon

Banta and Richard Harwood, whose work from 1972 to 1975

had much to do with getting multiple cropping research off

the IRRI farm. As the head of IRRI's present cropping

systems program stated, Harwood and Banta's research was

based on the question of "how do we structure research in

the farm setting?,,50 (emphasis added) Through their

work, a new approach became apparent, as their goal was to

study farmers' methods and then determine areas of

improvement.

Their work, however, implied important questions

about the substance of cropping systems work at IRRI.

Harwood and Banta's research in the Philippine province of

Batangas departed from Bradfield's, and perhaps IRRI's,

preference for designing rice-based cropping systems.

Much of their work focused on non-rice dryland crops and
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examining agronomic and cropping pattern changes. Because

IRRI's program had been commodity-based, deliberations on

this area considered whether or not cropping systems would

"dilute" the Institute's program and take it away from

rice.

In this respect, IRRI was careful in establishing a

case for expansion in this area. The Brady-Athwal-Hill

proposal towards "broadening the mission" of IRRI outlined

the terms of expansion for cropping systems. The

Institute's growth, the authors said, would not sacrifice

the research areas in which the Institute had come to

excel. Current programs were not to be expended. "It

would be a mistake," they argued, "to reduce drastically

the current research program of IRRI which is strongly

oriented towards irrigated rice. n They considered research

on irrigated rice successful and, in their words, "one

hesitates to abandon a winner." Much still had to be done

for these areas, they said, such as broadening the genetic

base of later varieties, developing multiple disease and

insect resistance, etc. Because problems still remained

for irrigated conditions, the authors emphasized the

following:

For these reasons it would seem that first
priority should be given to maintaining and
continuing the high quality research and training
program which gives strong emphasis to biological and
physical aspects of the production of rice under
irrigated conditions.S1 (emphasis original)
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This statement conditioned the nature of expansion

in cropping systems research. More important, it rendered

undetermined the amount of time and energy required for

the development of sub-optimal technologies. Cropping

systems, however, would resolve this problem by attempting

to adapt the new short-season rices to rainfed areas. In

fact, Brady et. ale stated "that further research on

cropping systems in rainfed areas should be considered • .,52

According to this plan, IRRI's "first priority" outlined

by Brady, Athwal and Hill remained unchecked. There was

no danger of expending work on rices statured for

irrigated conditions while at the same time investigating

technologies for non-irrigated conditions.

The second half of the proposal was entitled

"opportunities Through Cropping Systems Research." In it,

the authors described the potential for growing IR and

similarly-statured varieties by way of a rice-rice

combination during a single wet season. The authors

essentially modified Bradfield's framework to present an

approach to the study of non-irrigated, rainfed areas.

It built on the emphasis on a commodity as well as prior

technological achievements that were based on particular

historically-grounded research interests.

Brady et. al., however, did not fail to recognize the

importance of other crops:

In rice growing areas where during at least part
of the year inadequate water is available for
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rice production, crops other than rice become
more attractive. Rice competes favorably during
the wet season but may be less well suited during
the season with limited rainfall. Crop
sequences such as rice-food-legume-corn replace
the cont1nuous rice pattern of irrigated areas.
It is essential from the point of view of the
rice farmer for him to know how best to use his
land during the periods of the year when he does53not have sufficient water for paddy cultivation.

If non-paddy, dryland crops were integral to cropping

systems research as in the Harwood-Banta projects, then

questions still remained concerning the potential value

of rice-rice combinations. How prevalent would such a

combination be for rainfed rice areas in Asia? Depending

upon how international agricultural research policy-makers

and scientists answered this question, it implicated the

more important one of whether or not IRRI should have

established a formal program in the area.

The program up until recently had been debated within

higher circles. The Brady-Athwal-Hill proposal underwent

"hot debate" within the CGIAR's Technical Advisory

Committee, which reviews on-going and proposed programs

at the international institutes. 54 The questions raised

in the TAC meetings persisted during the first few years

of IRRI's cropping systems program. According to

Clarence Gray, whom I interviewed in early 1978, having

cropping systems research at IRRI is still a "question

mark." He also said after a long period of debate, the

program is "finally coming around." In fact, cropping

systems .was not a "core" program during its first few years.
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For some, it was beyond IRRI's rice-based mandate

to develop non-paddy, upland varieties for rotation with

the first rainfed rice crop. This was finally resolved

by having national programs be responsible for rotation

crops. IRRI had a special relationship with the College

of Agriculture in Los Banos, which has done the screening

of upland crops, an activity financed by the International

Development Research Center of Canada. In this context,

there was a justification for IRRI's cropping systems

program -- namely, focusing on the rice-part of a cropping

sequence and the improvement of planting methods. And

because IRRI's goal had always been to intensify areas

cultivated, the short-season, high-yielding varieties

remained instrumental; reducing the growth duration of the

rainfed rice crop allowed for the introduction of at least

one and perhaps two non-paddy crops.

In summary, the expansion of cropping systems

research provided space for IRRI to develop technology for

sub-optimal conditions. But, it did so by rendering

unproblematic IRRI's past technological achievements and

the nature of research that produced them. There was very

little, if any, attempt proposed to develop an actual

rainfed rice variety because the IIfirst priority" w~s still

irrigated rice. Can an international rice center develop

such a variety is a question I will confront later.

At the same moment, the expansion was healthy in

other respects. Because the units of analyses are specific
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cropping patterns and sequences, the main assumption is

the location-specificity of research, which, in turn,

necessitated research in farmers' fields. In this

approach, according to Hubert Zandstra, IRRI's cropping

systems head, research must be based on failures and a

look-and-see attitude. 55 A corollary to this is that

research should be a long, drawn-out process in particular

locations. The approach appears to be appropriate to the

uncontrollable and unpredictable conditions of non-

irrigated rice culture. To reiterate our previous query:

Can an international research center adopt this approach

and consequently abandon historically dominant standards

of success is an urgent question.

Insect Resistance and Control: The Brown

Planthopper Problem.

IRRI's entomological work in the sixties was the

most glaring example of high pay-off and demonstrative

research. It was grounded in the interest of controlling

and dominating the eco-system of the rice plant. Chemical

control and varietal resistance competed as mainstay

approaches of the program. But because most varietal

improvement scientists saw little pay-off in the latter

approach, the use of insecticides remained a first

priority. It had the most visible impact.

In the seventies, the situation changed as varietal

resistance gained acceptance in the naming of IR26, the
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Institute's sixth high-yielding variety. IR26 had strong

resistance against the most notorious insect pest, the

brown planthopper. However, even though this difference

between insecticidal treatment and varietal resistance

was in terms of pay-off and demonstration, the latter

approach soon had its own problems as the planthopper

succeeded in breaking through the kind of plant resistance

the Institute had developed. This phenomenon, too, would

be ultimately linked to the notion of high pay-off, quick

return research.

By 1970, the brown planthopper, previously a minor

and obscure insect, evolved into a major one potentially

causing more extensive damage than the rice stem borer.

Opinions explaining this development have varied. Some

have claimed that although insecticides succeeded in

controlling the stem borer, they also succeeded in killing

spiders, which were natural enemies of the brown plant

hopper and another serious insect, the green leafhopper. 56

Another explanation for the borer's demise was simply a

"time and space." problem. proponents holding this opinion

pointed out that the borer did not mature fast enough to

cause damage during the very crucial early stages of

growth of the short-season varieties. Moreover, because

the new varieties are short-stemmed, the stem borer cannot

find a "home" to feed on. The brown hopper, on the other

hand, matures at a faster rate and consequently causes more
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damage at the early stages of plant growth. The insect

does not only cause direct damage, called hopperburn, to

the rice plant but also transmits the virus diseases,
57grassy stunt and ragged stunt.

Whichever explanation is valid, the fact remained

that the brown planthopper was considered dangerous and,

more important, insecticides were proving ineffective.

In 1970, the Institute's Department of Entomology presented

Table 3 in the annual report.

According to the blocked areas, the table showed that

untreated control plots had substantially less hopperburn

than most of the plots treated with insecticides.

Significant, however, was how the Department used this

table; that is, to identify promising insecticides and

not much more. The department accounted for the high

population of brown planthoppers by stating that "possibly

foliar sprays did not reach the base of the plants where

the nymphs generally feed but it also is possible that

none of the insecticides were adequately translocated in

the plant tissue. lisa Furthermore, scientists accounted

for the low population on the control plot by illuminating

the "differences in crop density among different treatments

since the control plots were sparse in growth and therefore

brown planthoppers were less likely to build Up." These

explanations reflected the dominant thinking of the times.

Something was wrong with application methods or perhaps
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Table 3

"Effect of 0.5% Insecticidal Sprays Applied at
l4-day Intervals for Brown Planthopper Control. IRRI, 1970."

Hopper-
Burned

area (%)
Insecticide 105 DAT*

C-10015 12

Carbofuran 7
Bux 300 3
MIPC 13
Tsumacide ':)')

,J oJ

Carbamult 8

Bayer 5546 42

Zolone 32
C-170l8 33

Kilval 27

Z-8797 28

Monocrotophos 36
C-17475 57

C-8353 75
Gardona 75
Cytrolane 82

Dayrusil 96
Hoe 2960 99
K-57 100

Control 28

Source: International Rice Research Institute,
Annual Report for 1970, (Los Banos:
International Rice Research Institute,
.1971), p , 239.

*Days after transplanting.
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crop establishment, both of which needed improvement

for insecticides to work.

Work on chemicals continued. But, it continued

along with more insightful explanations of the growing

ineffectiveness of insecticides against the brown hopper.

In 1971, the Institute's insect ecologist, V. Arnold Dyck,

reported on the effects of an insecticide called diazinon.

"[We] have observed," Dyck said, "that diazinon treated

fields develop larger populations of this insect than

untreated fields. This may also be true," he continued,

"for fields treated with lindane, a pesticide used in

rice largely against the stem borers. ,,59 He also reported

the following on the effects of chemicals upon natural

enemies:

One possible cause of mortality in the untreated
plots is a predator, Cyrtorhinuslividipennis,
which was present in large numbers. This
predator was less numerous in the lindane-treated
and diazinon-treated plots. Evidently, the
insecticides killed some of the predators,
permitting more pests to survive and multiply.
Whatever the cause of the higher p1anthopper
density in treated plots, it is clear that if
an insecticide is used for controlling one pest,
stem borers, for example, other pests may become
more important than they would be ordinarily.

Besides insecticides, the insect resistance in
a variety of rice is a major influence on
population development. The effect of host
plant resistance on brown p1anthoppers is
shown • • • The insect population developed very
slowly on the resistant selection of Mudgo X IR8,
but rapidly on the susceptible variety IR8.
Thus insect resistant varigcries can effectively
deter population increase.
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Although Dyck's case for varietal resistance

appeared sufficiently strong, insecticidal research

continued as the mainstay in entomological research.

Some scientists involved in varietal improvement remained

skeptical towards varietal resistance. One reason for

this was that subtle professional jealousies owing to the

IR20 controversy still lingered. A second was that because

IR20 was considered "moderately" resistant to the insect,

some scientists were not altogether convinced of

resistance as a viable control approach. In short, the

varietal resistance work had not yielded visible results.

The burden proof had yet to be removed.

In 1973, IRRI named IR26, and its discovery was

hailed as an important breakthrough in the fight against

the planthopper. The 1973 annual report had the following

to say:

Great strides were made during 1973 in IRRI's
genetic improvement program. A new variety,
IR26, was released. It had good grain quality
and yielding ability. But, more important, it
has moderate to high levels of resistance to
seven major insect pests and diseases, including
the brown planthopper which has become a major
threat in the Philippines, South Vietnam, Sri
Lanka, and parts of India. This variety is
expected to spread rapidly into these hopper
infested areas as well as into regions where
tungro virus, green leafhoppers, and blast have
been problems in the past.

The development of IR26 continues the trend set
by IR20, emphasizing insect and disease
resistance. In IRRI's breeding pipeline are
other potential varieties with welcome resistance
to major insect and diseases. Two more breeding



lines in advanced testing have resistance or
moderate resistance to seven of the most serious
diseases and insect pests; six other lines have
the same degree of resistance to six such pests;
and four more lines have resistance to five. 61

In the words of two senior scientists, IR26 marked

a major turning point for varietal resistance. One also

indicated that the approach became considered the

"savior," while insecticidal control the "backstop."

The latter was still necessary because of other serious

pests. In short, no matter how many promising lines

were waiting in the Institute's "breeding pipeline," it

was still "a long way from having the ideal variety that

combines all (desirable) characteristics and that has a

wide range of adaptability.,,62

There was another reason, however, for the use of

insecticides. Within two years (1973-1975), the

resistance of IR26 broke down, as the brown planthopper

developed biotypes. In the Annual Report for 1975,

the GEU program reported the follo'\'ring:

The natural insect populations are generally
believed to include small proportions of indi~

viduals that can survive on resistant varieties.
Consequently, when resistant varieties are
intensively planted, a population of insects
build up that can survive on them. Thus, the
general population may shift to a new insect
biotype. Also, insects may mutate to develop new
biotypes capable of surviving on resistant
plants, but this phenomenon is not common.
Biotypes that can survive on resistant plants
are also believed to be more likely to develop
on varieties of monogenic resistance than on
those of polygenic resistance. 63

334
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Scientists identified three biotypes in 1975 and

added a fourth to the list in 1977. Apparently, the

Institute's method of identifying and incorporating

resistance proved ineffective since IR26 was monogenic.

For this reason, chemicals remained important. The

"seeming victory" of IR26 was :'short-lived.,,64

presumably, this was the reason why the Institue's 1975

report to the CGIAR's Technical Advisory Committee

review team stated that "insecticides are still our main

line of defense against insect attack.,,65

IRRI responded first by attempting to improve its

work on insecticides. As we found earlier, the

Department of Entomology and the Institute's Office of

Rice Production Training and Research experimented with

the concept of soaking rice seedlings in carbofuran

solution before transplanting and another method called

"root zone application." "Root zone" met little success

for two reasons. One was that it was based on the

assumption of constant protection. Farmers were unwilling

to purchase root-zone capsules before any detection of

an insect problem. In short, it was potentially an un-

necessary expenditure.

Second, the method needed an applicator. Chandler

noted this very early on in 1972 by stating that "a

practical method of insecticidal placement will have to

be developed before it can be recommended for commercial
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adoption. ,,66 During the following few years, IRRI's

Department of Agricultural Engineering tried to develop

a mechanical applicator, which would also be able to

inject fertilizer and herbicides along with insecticide, for

root-zone capsules under the soil. This continued through

1978, at which time work on the method nearly came to a

halt. One senior scientist mentioned to me that very

little had been done in that year on the concept. He

also said that it never caught on, and it appeared that

it was a "last" attempt to make insecticides work

practically and profitably.

In 1976, a second line of defense was started by

plant breeders to develop varietal resistance by stacking

or "pyramiding" two major genes that would have strong

resistance against, for example, the hopper's biotypes

1 and 3. This type of resistance was called vertical

resistance, which could be developed under the controlled

experimental conditions of the greenhouse and cages.

Under these conditions, plants are either raised in a

seedbox or clay pots in cages. As an example, the

experiments consisted of placing "50 newly hatched nYmphs

of different BPH biotypes ••• in each cage," when the

plants were 20 days old; "the BPH population buildup was

b d t Ol 34 d f ° ,,67 thO to 1o serve un ~ ays 0 cag~ng. In ~s par ~cu ar

controlled setting, major genes were easily identified;

surviving plants would be considered resistant and
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therefore processing a major gene. Quoting several senior

scientists, this approach to resistance was "quick and

results were visible." This was basically no different

from the resistance in the monogenic IR26.

Pyramiding was, therefore, not without potential

problems. In a September 1977 statement before members

of the Consultative Group, the Institute's director

discussed the potential danger of additional biotypes:

There are three, and possibly four, biotypes
of the BPH. More than 6,000 lines and varieties
have been screened at IRRI. A few rices tested
were found to have resistance to one or more of
the three major biotypes and 48 were found to
be resistant to all three biotypes. There is
concern that perhaps if rices that are found
to be resistant to all three biotypes were made
available on a universal scale, biotypes 5 and
6 might emerge.

In other words, vertical resistance entailed an exceedingly

narrow genetic base, too, which Brady pointed out in the

same statement, "the BPH biotypes are more likely to

break down••• "

proposing a preventive measure, Brady referred to

what is called horizontal resistance which would broaden

the plant's genetic base. "This strategy aims at

incorporating minor genes for resistance by a process of

recurrent selection ... 69 The process would involve the

hybridization of susceptible varieties; although

susceptible, the general opinion has been that the

combined strength of minor genes would be longer-lasting

and perhaps more stable for the farmer.
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Another general opinion is that horizontal resistance

is more difficult to develop because it takes a longer

time. This type of resistance is usually equated with

field resistance, meaning that it requires one senior

scientist said, "actual, on-farm testing rather than

greenhouse testing." Distinctly important is allowing

the plant to grow under natural conditions to further

ascertain whether a horizontally resistant variety can

survive the natural population build-up of insects.

This suggests a relationship between experimentation

under natural conditions and varietal/technological

stability for the farmer. This writer asked plant

breeders and entomologists to explain this apparent delay

in assessing the potential of horizontal resistance.

One response was that it would be genetically impossible

to determine whether or not such resistance actually

existed. The opposite held true for vertical resistance;

it was easy to determine because results were visible by

way of a plant surviving infestation in the controlled

setting of a greenhouse. A second response was that the

Institute had not developed "on-farm field" techniques.

Historically, this was not surprising since the Institute's

program had primarily been based on experimental farm,

controlled research.

The need for more stable resistance became even more

pronounced towards the end of the decade. The 1976 annual
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report stated that "field control of BPH was often poor

during 1976, even with insecticides that were generally

considered highly effective. ,,70 In the following year,

the annual report stated that "BPH populations in several

plots sprayed with certain insecticides have resurged

at IRRI for several years. ,,71 (emphasis added) Finally,

in 1978, staff members of the Institute's Department of

Entomology presented a paper entitled "Resurgence of

Brown Planthopper Nilaparvata lugens (Stal) Following

Insecticide Application" to the 9th Annual Conference of

the Pest Control Council of the Philippines. The abstract

read as follows:

Resurgence of the brown planthopper following
application of methyl parathion, diazinon, and
NRDC (Decis) was established both in the
laboratory and field. Differential mortality
of natural enemies by insecticides did not
appear to induce resurgence. By improved
plant growth, methyl parathion and NRDC 161
increased the orientational response of the
hoppers. Stimulation of reproduction of the
hopper, either by contact action of the insecti
cides, or through the host plant, increased the
hopper population. Damage occurred sooner in
rice plants sprayed with resurgence-causing
insecticides. • • Increasing tillering and
plant height, caused by some resurgence-causing
insecticides could not compensate for the
damage by the insecticide-induced population of
the hopper. "Evidences were forthcoming to
suggest that the hoppers would resurge as much
in resistant-varieties, as in susceptible
varieties. 72

As these reports indicated, resurgence and resistance

to chemical treatments suddenly became an urgent problem.

But at least one of them admitted that resurgence had
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been occurring "for several years." How can an observer

explain the sudden attention? For the first time in an

annual report, the section on entomological research in

1977 included a special sub-section called "Brown

Planthopper resurgence. ,,73

The 1977 annual report was published after "several

years" of demonstrating that "BPH populations in

unsprayed fields never multiplied sufficiently to cause
74hopperburn. 1I (emphasis original) These latter studies

were conducted by V. Arnold Dyck, the Institute's insect

ecologist. To recall, Dyck in his first few years at

IRRI, spent very little time on insect ecology and mQre

time screening and testing insecticides. The arrival of

two more entomologists in 1974 and 1975 allowed Dyck to

turn to his forte.

Dyck introduced the concept of integrated pest

management, which appeared in the 1974 annual report.

One of its main assumptions is "conserving the beneficial

effects of natural predation. ,,75 His studies focused on

the eco-systemic relationships between the two

predominant approaches, chemical control and varietal

resistance, and natural enemies. Throughout the period,

he found insecticides to be toxic to natural predators,

particularly spiders and bugs (Lycosa pseudoannulata and

Cyrtorhinus lividipennis respectively) which were known

to be potential enemies of rice pests.
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Dyck also popularized the concepts of population

dynamics and economic thresholds, the latter referring

to lithe density at which control measures should be

determined to prevent an increasing pest population from

reaching the economic-injury level. 1I 76 These two types

of studies were premised on questions directed at reducing

the amount of insecticidal treatments: At what point in

an insect's development are its parasites and predators

most effective? What insects actually need chemical

treatment and if so, at what stages? As we recall,

similar questions were raised by John Nickel in 1963

1965, but were never seriously pursued after his departure

from IRRI.

The value and insight of Dyck's work was not to be

fully appreciated until resurgence "became ll a problem.

Why it suddenly became so was indicated by Brady's

statement in September 1977 to the CGIAR:

Evidence of the essentiality of breeding for
host resistance to rice pests appears in the
results of the 1976 pesticide trials. BPH
damage was severe in plots treated biweekly
with carbofuran. This was probably the best
chemical available for killing the BPH, but
the pesticide also kills predators of the
BPH. One predator, Cyrtorhinus lividipennis,
held the BPH in check on plots receiving no
pesticides. It is thus obvious why we must
move to integrated means of pest control
combined with host resistnace to the extent
possible. 77 (emphasis added)

Brady's statement implied that quick and dramatic sources

of control were no longer available. The only viable
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alternative left was to focus on an integrated package,

which included biological control. Significant was the

fact that the latter was considered at one time, slow,

low in pay-off and therefore almost unworthy of further

exploration and serious attention.

Faced with the problem of resurgence and the danger

of increasing numbers of brown planthopper biotypes, IRRI

and in particular its Departments of Entomology and Plant

Breeding have been forced to stop "looking .for magic

tricks. ,,78 Insecticidal research certainly fell into

this category of "magic;" the same could also be said of

the Institute's practice of creating monogenic and

pyramidal plant resistance, methods that yielded quick

and visible results.

Against the historical background of IRRI's

entomological research, basic studies in population

dynamics, biological control, and horizontal/field

resistance are healthy additional components to the

program. What remains to be seen is how dominant these

studies will become given the mounting pressures in other

areas of research to develop sub-optimal rice technology.

Applied Research: The Bulacan Experience.

Identified in 1969 as an area of expansion, applied

research expanded with considerable speed and intensity.

Likewise in the case of cropping systems, the Institute

extended applied research to cover rice-growing areas it
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had neglected in the 1960s. But, it did so by promoting

the existing package of technology. Promotion brought

about crucial problems concerning the nature, and, more

important, the ethics of research. We will discover

that IRRI became sensitive to the element of promotion

in its research, which, in the end, signified a questioning

of high pay-off technological research.

At a Board of Trustees meeting in 1970, Chandler

raised questions about "the many articles in the mass media

of the harmful consequences of the Green Revolution. ,,79

He suggested that the Institute investigate the possibility

of starting a project similar to the Puebla Project

started by the International Center for the Improvement

of Maize and Wheat in Mexico. Chandler further

speculated that "such a project should give us real

information on the value of the new varieties in areas

mostly growing rainfed paddy on small farms." In a word,

IRRI's director was calling for an expansion of applied

research to "test" the feasibility of growing the

short-statured, nitrogen-responsive varieties in

non-irrigated areas in much the same way that appplied

research trials were carried out under irrigated conditions

in the 1960s.

Based on the recommendations of the major conferences

of the early 1970s, applied research was destined to

expand. By 1969, the Office of Communication developed
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the Uniform Rice Variety Applied Research Trials and the

Preliminary Evaluation of New Selections Applied Research

Trials. Both trials were cooperative arrangements

between IRRI, the University of the Philippines College

of Agriculture, the Bureau of Plant Industry, and the

Agricultural Productivity Commission, and the agribusiness

sector of the Philippines. The trials were spread over

40 locations. During the period of 1969-1972, two more

applied research trails in cooperation with the same

institutions were added. They were the Farmers Evaluation

of New Selections Applied Research Trials and the Granular

Herbicides Applied Research Trials. Finally, the Institute

organizationally endorsed the importance of applied

research by separating the Office of Communication into

two entities: the Office of Information Services which

continued the editorial and publicity tasks, and the

Office of Rice Production Training and Research (RPTR),

which became responsible for training rice production

specialists and the Institute's applied research program.

The Rockefeller Foundation hired Vernon E. Ross and

assigned him to IRRI to head the RPTR.

The organizational support was there for the

expansion. Chandler's proposal added a major dimension

to the program in emphasizing non-irrigated lands. It

is unclear as to who the original source of the idea was.

But, according to Ross' "Historical Development of the
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IRRI-NFAC Cooperative Rainfed and Upland Rice Applied

Research Project," the Office of Rice Production Training

and Research initiated discussion with Chandler and

A. Colin McClung, IRRI associate director at the time,

to develop an applied research scheme to determine the

potential of growing short-season varieties and using

modern cultural practices on lands with sub-optimal water

conditions. Given the promising results of nitrogen

fertilizer and herbicides under irrigated conditions,

trials under rainfed and upland rice cultures seemed to

be a worthwhile undertaking. Chandler and McClung

80responded favorably.

The project was simultaneously different and similar

to the earlier ones which tested IRRI materials and exposed

farmers to the new technology. One difference was that

the move into rainfed and upland areas integrated the

component of agricultural extension into IRRI's research.

"The basic working philosophy of the program [was] the

research-and-extension coordinated approach." Consistent

with the dominant thinking of the times, the proposed

project would remove the constraints of ineffective

extension, which meant a second major difference. It

brought IRRI into closer contact with Philippine agricultural

agencies, a move which was strongly recommended at the 1969

conference. If there was any individual capable of

bringing research and extension closer together in

cooperation with governmenta1·agencies, it was Ross.
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Ross's background in demonstrating the potential of

modern agricultural technology at the farm level was

extensive. His experience in extension work in

underdeveloped countries began in the early 1960s when

he worked in Madras, India for the USAID-sponsored

Agricultural Production Program. Ross' approach was

based on "removing all constraints" to higher production

which consisted of supplying farmers varieties and inputs

free-of-charge in exchange for a small portion of their

lands to test promising materials. ROss' strategy began

with an applied research project that would eventually

blossom into what was called a pilot extension project,

which incorporated a larger number of farmers and

government funding. If proven successful, this latter

stage would be converted into state/provincial/national

productions programs fully administered by governmental

agencies. "Removing all constraints," according to Ross'

approach, was the most rapid way to shorten the period

between laboratory-experimental farm research and farmer

d t ' 81a op ~on.

As much as it differed from earlier programs, ROss'

approach was philosophically similar. It was based on

the demonstration of the potential of IRRI's technologies.

"Removing all constraints" was essentially the same as

establishing controls by bringing already-formulated

recipes to non-irrigated farms. This was one way of
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dealing with the problem of adoption. By connecting

extension directly to the research process, the Institute

could show farmers and governmental agencies that pay-offs

were high. It turned out to be an effective means

toward convincing others that high-yielding technologies

should stand as the foundation for national development

policies.

In a memorandum of understanding signed on

April 30, 1971, by Arturo R. Ranco, Jr., Philippine

Secretary of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Francisco

F. Saguiguit, Commissioner of the Agricultural Productivity

Commission, Ross and Chandler, the three-to-five year

project became known as the "IRRI and APC Cooperative

Rainfed Rice Project." The statement outlined twelve

experiments covering approximately 170 plots on rainfed

and upland areas in the provinces of Bulacan and Nueva

Ecija, which were "places that are sufficiently close

to IRRI to permit frequent inspection trips by IRRI

scientists and where soil types are representative of

many of the upland and rainfed areas in the Philippines.,,82

Ross and the Deputy Commissioner of the APC would administer

the project, while planning assistance came from IRRI,

the National Food and Agricultural Council, the Philippine

Bureau of Soils, the Bureau of Plant Industry, UPCA, and

the U.S. Peace Corps. Finally, a Rockefeller Foundation

grant of $90,000 funded the project.
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After one wet season of intensive extension work with

having technicians visit plots three times a week in four

municipalities in Bulacan and one in Nueva Ecija, project

officials reported an average yield of 4 to 5 tons per

hectare. This was obtained in rainfed areas "when the

crop was adeguately fertilized and when weeds, insects,

and diseases were effectively controlled. ,,83 (emphasis

added) These· results appeared even more impressive against

the background of a serious drought and a tungro disease

outbreak.

Because of these findings, project leaders crucially

decided in. early 1972 to expand the project into the

pilot extension phase, in which the technological package

was spread over a whole farm basis rather than small

plots. It also consisted of providing production loans

to participating farmers through the Agricultural Loan

Fund of rural banks in the area. The project was

scheduled to cover 20,000 hectares in the first season,

and to increase yields to 4.5 tons/hectare over the entire

project area within a three-year period. The project then

became known as the Bulacan Pilot Extension project. 84

In this phase, a more concerted effort ensued to

promote the technological package of 16 instructional

steps. Beyond developing work and budget plans for the

management of entire farms and training additional farm

technicians, the Bulacan Project also involved promotional

activities:
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Posters, banner, leaflets, newsletter, radio
programs, signboards on model farms and other
means were used to create awareness in farmers
of the new technology and to develop their
interest in adopting it. Seminars and field
demonstrations were held in all barrios within
the program area. The technicians made continual
field visits to guide farmers in their proposed
application of inputs to maintain their interest.
Field days were conducSSd for farmers, rural bank
officials, and others. (emphasis added)

In this scheme, the element of promotion in IRRI's work

became even more notable. The project's goal was not only

to demonstrate the yield potential of short-season

varieties but also to maintain the interest of farmers.

The decision to enter the pilot extension phase was

controversial. There was disagreement among scientists

within and outside IRRI over the hastiness of RPTR's

decision because it was based on only one year of applied

research. Some scientists claimed that the 1971 wet

season drought was not all that bad; they recollected

worse ones. In short, the decision was founded on a very

weak research data base.

Furthermore, as Rogelio Cuyno pointed out, of the

10,000 hectares scheduled for planting, 15,000 hectares

were to be irrigated lands while the remaining five

rainfed. The 1972 proposal to extend the project into

pilot extension distinguished credit needs according to

the types of water regimes. 86 Why irrigated lands were

suddenly included is inexplicable given the available

documentation. Whatever the reason, the Bulacan Project
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appeared to have abandoned its original 1971 goals and

began to concentrate on quickly extending the technology

into more favorable areas.

Those who had reservations were proven correct after

results were gathered. The heaviest recorded flood

drenched Central Luzon and extensively damaged the wet

season crop in the area. Second, only two rural banks

in Bulacan gave loans. The fact, however, that a large

percentage of the crop was destroyed bore out the earlier

criticism of a hasty, premature decision to begin pilot

extension work, which subjected the farmers to a high

risk factor. The one year of applied research in 1971

turned out to be a "good" one and perhaps too much of an

anamoly to justify an expansion of applied research into

the pilot phase. This experience can only remind us of

the background to the Institute's naming of IRS: "We

don't have enough information, but we have something

enormous. so huge."S7

While the results were less than encouraging, the

RPTR's annual progress report that was also replicated in

the Institute's 1972 annual report painted a rather

promising future for the project:

It is difficult to assess the impact of the
program with experience from only one cropping
season. Evaluation is based mainly on reports
of yield obtained by farmers who participated.
For example, in Pandi, Bu1acan, of the 100
hectares reported harvested, 90 hectares had
yields of over 4 t/ha. Average yields of
farmers who did not use the recommended package
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of practices ranged from 2 to 3 t/ha. Poor
weed control heavy insect damage, high
incidence of diseases, and improper application
of fertilizer contributed to low yields.

The results of the pilot program show that
it is feasible to increase rice yields
substantially. It has been demonstrated that
well-trained and highly-motivated technicians,
with transportation and incentive pay, can effect
a rapid adoption of new technology if farmers
have sufficient capital with which to purchase
the required inputs. For the farmers, with
experience they have had in harvesting, for the
first time, over 5 t/ha. has created new
confidence in their capacity to produce~ With
the cooperation of administrators, bankers,
agro-business firms, and community leaders, the
same yield increases are possible in other
areas. SS

Even before these results were reported, however,

Ross and the RPTR began preparing for a nationwide

extension effort in the.philippines. Ross prepared a

paper entitled "A Suggestion for Making Use of the New

Technology Derived from the Applied Research on Rainfed

Rice for Developing the 1973 Rice Program," as early as

September 1972, outlining specific tasks for a nationwide

extension campaign. Ross justified his case on the basis

of one year of applied research -- the wet season of 1971.

His proposed idea also included irrigated rice:

The results of applied research on rainfed
rice and the abundance of data from research
on irrigated rice indicate that the same
package of practices work equally well on
rainfed and irrigated crops. This should
simplify the approach for developing and
executing an efficient extension program.
There is no basis for having different
recommendations for the irrigated and rainfed
crops, except for possible additional insecticide
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use for control of brown planthoppers under
irrigated conditions where continuous cropping
of rice is practiced. 89 (emphasis added)

Because the first year (1971) results appeared so

promising under drought and disease-stricken conditions,

Ross felt it, in his words, "reasonable to think" that

equally promising results could be obtained under more

normal conditions and that the first year's findings should

be made available to farmers instead of waiting for three

years of research results. An extension approach based

on removing every bottleneck to the adoption of the new

technology would, according to Ross, prove successful. 90

Ross' paper ciruclated among Philippine officials

between September and November 1972. In a review of events

of the period, Ross provided the following account:

A paper was prepared, titled itA Suggestion for
Making Use of the New Technology Derived from
the Applied Research on Rainfed Rice for
Developing the 1973 Rice Program." This paper
was developed to communicate the results of the
applied research and the pilot extension
programs to officials of the Philippine
Department of Agriculture with the hope that
they would use the new technology in developing
their 1973 program. The J. Walter Thompson
Advertising Firm which was ,employed by Shell
Chemical Company used this paper extensively to
prepare a presentation for the Philippine and
aid officials.

On November 14, 1972, the slide show was
presented at the Central Bank to government
officials, bankers, industrial leaders, and
members of development agencies. The presenta
tion described the work of Bulacan and indicated
the potential offered by the technology, if
adopted nationwide. The group enthusiastically
accepted the program; plans were drawn up to
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expand the "Masagana 99" pilot extension program
to 17 additional provinces. Later a decision
was made to further expand it to cover the 43
priority rice provinces. 9l

This passage showed that the RPTR proceeded to execute

its September plan and, moreover, implicitly took credit

for the celebrated Philippine national production

campaign, Masagana 99, which started in May 1973. Whether

or not this was altogether true, the period before the

first planting of Masagana 99 stirred enough controversy

that has hung over the Institute to the present day.

latest episode, of course: was a culmination of a

series of criticisms that dated back to early 1972

when Ross quickly decided to start the Bulacan Pilot

Extension Program.

Aggravating the situation were two developments.

The first was, once again, a decision to enter into the

pilot extension phase based on only one year of research

and also promoting and extending a technological

package that was tested in only one province~ ROss'

proposal for 1973 involved 17 provinces. The scientific

communit¥ within the Philippines viewed these decision

as violating a most fundamental tenet of scientific

research and testing. There were also other voices

complaining about the RPTR's data collecting and reporting;

that, the reporting was dishonest. A former USAID

official working in Manila at the time and who claimed to
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writer that "Ross discarded bad results," while promising

ones were used to justify a more extensive project.

The second development was the involvement of a

large chemical company, a representative of which worked

closely with Ross. Ross' proposal for a pilot entension

project for 17 provinces consisted of technological

inputs coming primarily from Shell Chemical company.92

According to Cuyno, there were two companies in-

volved in Bulacan. Of the two, Company "A" (read Shell)

"was more involved historically, materially, and in

programming. Through the first yea~ of the pilot exten-

sion operations the general manager of the company was

himself a part of the cast in the field, behind the

scenes, and in selling the program to leaders in govern

ment.,,93 The J. Walter Thompson advertising firm par

ticipated by producing promotion materials such as

posters and leaflets describing the l6-instructional

steps.

The association was so close that negative reaction

developed within the general pUblic. From his research

Cuyno discovered that:

The association of this company to the project
was so intimate that at times it was perceived
by the public as mainly a joint project between
IRRI and the company. This created uneasiness
within IRRI and the scientific circle. The
IRRI scientists did not want to give the
impression that they were favoring one company

354



over another for experimental results showed
that products of other pesticide companies were
also effective. In fact, other pesticide
companies have expressed concern over the
seeming inclination of the project toward the
products of Company A.

Within the scientific circle in the' Los Banos
complex there was a negative reaction against
the publicity. Company A was gaining good
exposure all this time because of its
identification with a project that was sponsored
and heavily supported by the internationally 94
prestigious scientific institution, the IRRI.

Cuyno also quoted portions of a letter he received from

a worker at the UPCA:

• • • you might as well be warned that the
program does not have everyone's support. By
some it is viewed as an attempt to set up still
another extension service in a place that has
too many already. Quite a lot of professional
promotional effort had been put into the program
something which the scientific community finds
rather repulsive.

Finally, "Company A" also indicated the extent of its

involvement in the project. In an article entitled

"Philippines: Masagana 99 Could Solve the Rice

Shortage" in Company A'S publication, Shell in

Agriculture, the following was reported:

Three years ago, IRRI, the International
Rice Research Institute, set up a research
program to try to raise yields in the rainfed
rice growing areas of the Philippines••••

The results were so encouraging that IRRI
decided to cut the research program from five
years to two and to go straight into a full
extension program in 1973. The Shell Oil
Company (Philippines) agreed to provide
financial support for the project, now named
Masagana 99, and to provide all the pesticides
and promotional materials needed. They also

355
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undertook to negotiate with rural banks to try
and increase credit levels available to farmers,
and to provide some transport and extra
assistance from local Shell agronomists.

The results of the pilot project were presented
to Government policy-makers, senior
representatives of the Central Bank, and other
agencies at a meeting sponsored by Shell. The
occasion was an outstanding success and the
recommendations drawn up by the company and
IRRI have been adopted by the Government.
Programmes have been drawn up to take Masagana
99 into 17 other provinces in 1973, and an
intensive program to train the extra extension
staff is underway.95

Regardless of how Masagana 99 had fared, the nature

of events in the early years of this period disturbed

foreign and national scientists in the Philippines. The

developments brought forth basic questions about research

ethics. To this day, senior scientistis and administrators

feel hard-pressed to discuss the matter. The criticisms

and bad publicity were in actuality developments

resulting from the active promotion of IRRI technology.

Once again emerge the questions we raised earlier about

the nature of applied research: What is the purpose of

applied research? Is it to prove the success of an

organization's technologies through efforts that include

promotional activities? Or is its purpose to evaluate

and critique the performance of technology, in the

present case, under sub-optimal conditions while keeping

in mind the alternative goals of developing other

technologies including a different plant type.
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A common way for IRRI to discuss this period has

been to disassociate the Philippine program from the

RPTR's Bulacan project~ In this way, accusations of

promotion and unethical research practices could be

softened. Masagana 99, some have argued, was a

Philippine program. It was a culmination of a long

history of credit and production programs in the country.

Furthermore, the political and economic situation in

the Philippines made it even more imperative for the

government to embark on a massive credit production

campaign. Econom~cally, observers forecasted 1973 as a

deficit year in rice production after two years of natural

calamities -- the drought and tungro epidemic in 1971

and the devastating flood in 1972. Politically, the Marcos

government had to "prove itself," after just having

declared martial law. 96 Against this background, IRRI

scientists and administrators argue that even without

a Bulacan project, the Philippine government would have

started a production program.

On the national side, some Philippine observers make

a similar argument but for different reasons. One

individual instrumental in assembling the Masagana 99

package indicated to this writer that in the end, the

national program was very different from the Bulacan

project because the former aimed at more irrigated areas

than rainfed. Moreover, the national program was designed
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to cover 43 provinces rather than Ross' proposed 17.

He also pointed out that the designers of the national

package integrated all research done throughout the

country rather than relying on results derived from

experience in one province. Because of these differences,

Masagana 99 was an exclusively national program. 97

As they stand alone, these arguments have merit.

It is true that the programs were technically different

and, perhaps, a massive credit program would have

started. But, from another vantage point, the

developments in Bulacan were not surprising. Although

the project appeared to be one person's or o~e

department's doing, it did reflect the dominant research

approach at the Institute. In other words, applied

research by way of promotion could not have been conducted

otherwise.

Because the new technology had an element of

"great risk,1I 98 and because the problem was defined

strictly in terms of adoption and the removal of

constraints, the project had to promote through

demonstration the profitability of the new technology.

In fact, documents about the project revealed that RPTR

actually set out to guide f~rmers • • • and to maintain

their interest.,,99 (emphasis added) The purpose of the

project was to demonstrate and assure farmer adoption

by "removing all constraints" to the latter as well as
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the goal of reaching 4.5 tons/hectare at the end of

the project period.

In this context, the Institute was confronted by

contradictions inherent in its program of expansion.

On the one hand, it wanted to absolve itself of any

impression of promotion, which, in the case of Bulacan,

had political and ethical overtones. It brought the

Institute into direct administrative contact with national

agricultural policies as well as the Philippine policy

making apparatus. This ultimately conflicted with the

explicit recommendation made in 1969: the Instituteis

research "should not enter directly into policy debates

from which agricultural economic policies are forged.,,99

The Bulacan experience sensitized the Institute to possible

political overtones of its program. This was very new

for an institute which had always morally thrived on

being international and apolitical.

On the other hand, IRRI's forte was the development

of a particular technological package that essentially

depended upon promotion, demonstration, and control by

way of removing all constraints for success. For the ideal

plant type to have been tested otherwise would have

altered the nature of research at IRRI and perhaps exposed

the need for other technological choices.

In the years after 1973, RPTR continued in much the

same vein. Ross took an assignment in Pakistan and was
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replaced by L. Dale Haws, who worked with Ross in India

in the 1960s. Under his supervision, RPTR continued the

dominant applied research tradition. Haws, who was

asked by Ross to join IRRI, also felt that research must

develop technology "first by a few farmers to prove that

it is profitable and that it will work;" once this was

done, others would follow suit. 10l

Beginning in 1974, RPTR began to intensively promote

the cropping pattern of two crops of rice in a single

wet season. The Philippine National Food and Agriculture

Council "designated a target of 10,000 hectares to be

direct-seeded at the beginning of the 1974 rainy season.,,102

The fuel crisis and the late release of loans were

complications that resulted in only 385 direct-seeded

hectares in Bulacan by mid-June. The results of the

direct-seeded hectares in Bulacan by mid-June. The results

of the direct-seeded as compared to transplanted plots

were mixed, but, as RPTR's annual report stated, "all

indications point to the importance of early 'direct

seeding, to achieve good yields. ,,103

In the same year, RPTR was involved in another pilot

extension project. The project aimed to cover 16

provinces representing four major rainfall belts in the

country. Its purpose was to demonstrate the potential

of the same cropping pattern: direct-seeding the first

crop at the beginning of the rainy season and transplanting

the second in the middle of it after harvesting the first
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RPTR relied on a 1973 study by James Hooper, a research

scholar of the Office who reported promising results for

growing two crops of rice or a combination of rice and

an upland crop in the 1973 wet season. 104 RPTR used

Hooper's study, which he conducted in Bu1acan, to extend

the methodology and technology over 16 provinces.

The results were poor. And as the RPTR's annual

statement to IRRI in 1975 indicated, the Office would

continue its program to prove that two crops of rice can

be grown in Bulacan:

Although it was demonstrated in 1973 that
two crops of rice could be produced annually
in the rainfed rice areas, this technology
needed to be tested on a full farm basis to
further identify problems or constraints that
might slow the adoption farmers. In 1974,
trials were expanded to 16 provinces
representing different rainfall patterns.
Due to a bad batch of herbicides and a
serious drought that hit in late August and
early September, poor results were obtained.
In late 1974, a decision was made to conduct
additional applied research and pilot exten
sion project in Bu1acan province to further
improve the technology and to test the
findings over a sufficiently large areas to
convince the Philippine leadership that the
technology was sound. lOS (emphasis added)

In the same report, RPTR stated that some results

were "generally" good, "although a number of farmers did

not follow instructions, especially with regard to the

application of herbicides," which is essential to

direct-seeding cultivation. In ~ barrio, the report

361
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stated, 67 out of 97 farmers direct-seeded their crops

and "many harvested more than 5 t/ha. (114 cavans)."

Philippine officials visited these farmers' plots (in

~ barrio) and "were so impressed that they have targeted

200,000 hectares to be direct-seeded in 1976 in an effort

to produce two crops of rice on this area.,,106

RPTR did not report the results of the targeted

200,000 hectares in its annual statement to the Institute

in the following year. From the available documents, it

appeared that RPTR for the most part left Bulacan, but

continued isolated applied research trials there, and

entered into other areas of the Philipp~nes'. It is true

that the second grant period of activities in Bulacan

came to an end in 1976, therefore warranting a pull-out

from the area. However, all in all results were not

encouraging. Each decision to expand was based on

temporally and geographically isolated cases of research.

Hooper's study, for example, covered only one year and

one provincial location. It was against this background

that the RPTR reported "generally" good results to

extend the technology over 16 provinces.

A study by two staff members of the Institute's

Department of Irrigation Water Management in 1976

suggested a clearer explanation of RPTR leaving Bulacan.

D. Cablayan and Tom Wickham went there to assess "the

performance and adoption of the technology for growing
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two rainfed rice crops. ,,107 The authors compared this

cropping pattern with the traditional single crop system.

Cablayan and Wickham reported that "after an

extended search, we found eight farmers planning to raise

two crops of rainfed rice in two barrios in the province."

This indicated that direct-seeding had not been accepted

in Bulacan in spite of RPTR's promotion efforts. The

authors' conclusions explained why. They concluded,

among others, the following:

The probability of complete failure of the
second crop appears to be more than one in
three. Since most of the cash inputs must
be made at the initial stages of this crop
before failure can be anticipated, there is
likelihood of major losses during the years
of reduced rains late in the year.

For years such as 1976 in which late rainfall
was adequate, the net farm income from two
crop farms is about 30% greater than of
single-crop farms. However, these gains in
income required levels of labor, production
expenses, and risk exposure at least double
those of the single-crop farmer. l 08

Growing two rainfed rice crops was therefore a

risky proposition for farmers at least in Bulacan and

perhaps in Central Luzon. Moreover, the Cablayan-Wickham

report demonstrated the importance of weather. The

second crop had to receive "adequate rainfall" in the

latter months of the season, i.e., November and December.

It was only in 1978 when the RPTR said that "the

uncertainty of rainfall in Central Luzon, in general,
109

makes the growing of two crops of rice too risky."
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Rather than attempting to develop appropriate rainfed

technology for the area, RPTR left Bulacan to enter other

areas of the Philippines to demonstrate the profitability

of short-season varieties. This was another project

started in 1976.

The Philippine Council for Agricultural Research

and Resources (PCARR) became the new counterpart agency.

This time, the location was Santa Barbara, Iloilo, where

climatic conditions were apparently more favorable for

what project leaders had in mind. RPTR viewed its

cooperative project with PCARR as a "simple" one:

A simple goal is sought here, that is TO
GROW TWO CROPS OF RICE WHERE ONLY ONE WAS
GROWN BEFORE OR TO GROW THREE CROPS WHERE

·ONLY TWO WERE GROWN BEFORE.110 (Emphasis
in original)

It was a pilot extension project, employing eleven

Philippine agricultral agencies and programs in addition

to IRRI and PCARR, all cooperating to extend the IRRI

technology over 500 hectares in the area.

Events leading up to the IRRI-PCARR project had

exceedingly significant implications for the Institute's

work in its expanding years. Consonant with the events

and decisions made early in the decade, RPTR contributed

towards preserving as well as increasing the rationale

for continuing work on high pay-off, quick return

technology. The Office executed the proposals stated in
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the larger Brady-Athwal-Hill document, which indicated

clearly that the Institute should not "abandon a winner"

in the short-statured plant type and all its complementary

inputs.

Even though some and perhaps many within the Institute

have had difficulty in corning to terms with the practices

of the Office of Rice Production Training and Research,

RPTR's work reflected the larger conflicts the Institute

faced in its period of expansion. On one hand, because

of the Bulacan experience, IRRI became conscious of

signs of promotion and also domination in its relation

ships·with national programs. But, on the other hand, to

take on a non-promotional posture would ultimately question

its entire program and app~oach to research which had

bet all along on a II wi nne r . 1I In this view, growing

sensitive about impressions of promotion and domination

was a reflection of a rapidly evolving case to consider

alternative technological choices based on a research

process of less pay-off and slower returns. In short,

while IRRI pursued the success of its technological

winners, it could not avoid examining deeper issues of

food and agriculture. These included the social

consequences of the new technology and, related to them,

other forms of technology.
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CHAPTER VII

INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE III:

RESPONDING TO ITS CRITICS

Discussion thus far has aimed at providing examples

of a distinct research tradition and its technological

"winners." It also attempted to link a particular

definition of the food problem and the nature of research

resulting from it. The latter was a natural as well as

historically-significant outcome of a problem defined

strictly in terms of adoption and technical constraints

to higher yields.

In reproducing this tradition, IRRI encountered

problems in research ethics, which sensitized it to pos

sible promotive and dominating overtones of its program.

We pointed out earlier that this was an outcome of a

tradition of promotion, demonstration, and high pay-off.

Developments off the Institute grounds were essentially

a representation of what transpired in the laboratory

and experimental farm.

Against this background, the International Rice

Research Institute also responded by creating as best

as it could an opposite impression--that is, collabora

tion and cooperation. 'llhese two words became prevalent
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in the Institute's vocabulary during the present period.

The Institute, therefore, expanded and formalized its

international program to give it a more collaborative

flavor.

Appearing cooperative, however, had another signifi

cance. We will find that cooperation and collaboration

were ways in which the Institute displayed its interest

in technology for sub-optimal areas. If IRRI was not

about to abandon "winners," then the responsibility for

developing "losers," so-to-speak, laid elsewhere. In

these terms, IRRI was not prepared, apparently, to pursue

losers on its own. It had "to stimulate international

cooperation to develop upland, rainfed, and deep-water

rice."l

In this context, IRRI was also responding to qritics

of the green revolution. It also tried to be accountable

to them by showing that it was not content with "betting

on the strong." Recalling, IRRI's expansion in the 1970s

was a response to second-generation problems. To this

end, IRRI went beyond establishing collaborative relation

ships. It also attempted, as the period of expansion

wore on, to display interest in the social consequences

and dimensions of agricultural technology and food and

agriculture in general. The Institute started a formal

program on social consequences and hired an anthropologist.
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How these decisions fared is specially important.

The individuals involved struggled to bring to the

surface the most fundamental issues of technological

research and development. Specifically, they attempted

to tackle the question of who is research actually for

and more importantly, the meaning of that question for

IRRI's mission.

International Program

IRRI's international program continued technical

assistance work by having "outreach" scientists stationed

in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Indonesia. Staffs were

enlarged to fill positions of national scientists on leave

for advanced graduate degree work abroad. Administrative

and organization arrangements remained basically the same

as described in the previous chapter. As expected, the

expanded areas of research at IRRI were also reflected in

national rice research progr.ams. In Indonesia, for example,

the rice research program of CRIA (Central Research Insti

tute for AgriCUlture) in Bogor, also started its own GEU

research and training program as well as an expanded

cropping systems program.

These outreach projects were not cooperative or

collaborative in the sense of national and international

scientists working together on problems of common interests

or on developing a specific technology. Other types of
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relationships in the sixties were collaborative in nature.

There were countless numbers of informal scientist-to

scientist researches. There were also more formal ones

such as the Uniform Rice Blast Disease Test Nursery

established in 1963 "to identify sources of blast resis

tance, and to develop an international set of differential

varieties for the identification and classification on

the physiological races in different countries. 11
2 Another

was called the International Cooperative Varietal Testing

Program, which first began to collect information on the

performance of IRRI selections under different environments.

The program later in the first decade adopted a more

service-oriented role by supplying seeds of breeding lines

and varieties upon request from national programs and other

interested organizations. In this respect, both national

programs and the Institute stood to benefit. The program

was a way to test IRRI lines as well as for national pro

grams to receive more genetic material.

In the period 1974-1976, the Institute formalized the

collaborative component of its international program, by

way of two important decisions. First, it decided to

abandon its policy of naming varieties for commercial use.

Second, it established a system of five collaborative

networks to bring scientists together on a regular and

formal basis; each network focused on a specific research

area. Both of these were prompted by a growing opinion
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regarding the location-specificity of rice technology,

especially for sub-optimal conditions. The 1969 conference

made this perfectly clear in its discussion on rainfed,

deep-water, and upland rice.

Over time, another reason became apparent. The

Institute's Office of Information Services (OIS) conducted

a survey which indicated that national scientists in Asia

generally objected to releasing varieties not bearing

local names. Many felt that IRRI had been gaining con

siderable pUblicity and credit as governmental agricultural

officials and, in some cases, farmers appeared to be favoring

varieties with the "IR" prefix (e.g., IRS), particularly when

an IR variety had in it local/national germ plasm. In

other terms, professional jealousies existed over any

impression of IRRI attempting to monopolize rice research

and technology and to be the "fountain of wisdom. ,,3

The Institute responded by deciding to "no longer

officially name and release rice varieties. ,,4 According

to the Annual Report for 1975, "IRRI will concentrate its

efforts on providing genetic materials, including both

early and advanced breeding lines, to rice scientists

everywhere, and will continue to encourage national

programs to release IRRI selections as vari~ties under

any names." Some Institute senior scientists, particularly

those of the plant breeding staff, objected to this

decision. Officially named varieties are the products

of a plant breeder's work, and without a proper varietal
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designation, there is no reward or sense of accomplishment.

In this respect, they objected to it for the same reasons

national scientists did.

Brady spelled out why this decision was made:

Since the first variety of the International
Rice Research Institute (IRRI), IRS, was
released in 1966, IRRI's policy has been to
officially release and name new rice varieties.
This practice has served a purpose in calling
these varieties to the attention of scientists
and production specialists in rice-growing
countries throughout the world. However,
marked expansion in national rice improvement
programs and the development of international
cooperation through the recently expanded
International Rice Testing Program appears
to make this practice no longer necessary.
Accordingly, IRRI will no longer officially
release and name rice varieties. It will
leave to the national organizations the
responsibility for such releases • • • •

IRRI will continue to keep interested
parties informed of varieties released by
cooperators in the International Rice
Testing Program. Some IRRI lines will be
included in these releases, but they will
be released and named by national rice
organizations in the country wherein they
have been tested and not by IRRI.5

The 1975 annual report affirmed the decision by stating

that "the modification of IRRI's varietal release policy

reflects today's stronger national rice improvement

programs . . ."

The report as well as Brady's statement did not men

tion the CIS survey and instead stressed one of the

Institute's major success criteria; that is, strengthening

national programs. Failure to reveal the survey implied

that the Institute preferred to stay clear of any discussion
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on what might have appeared to be a domineering presence

in the rice-growing region. Moreover, relying on the

argument of national research strength simply masked the

reality that the new policy was basically no different

from the former policy. IRRI lines had always been sent

to national programs for testing and cross breeding with

local selections and vice versa as well. Encouraging the

use of local designations was therefore a weak indication

of a turning point in the development of national rice

research capabilities.

Given what had happened in Bulacan, given the results

of the OIS survey, and finally the location-specificity

of technology, the decision was a natural result. All

three conditions prompted the Institute to "back-off,"

so-to-speak, and to facilitate "international cooperation."

All three were also ultimately intertwined. The

complexities of sub-optimal conditions rendered almost

impossible a successful search for an international

variety, one that would possess a decent yield potential

and favorable morphological and physiological traits to

tolerate the wide range of environmental stresses. 6 In

this context, the only role left for an international rice

research center was a collaborative, cooperative one.

Discussions on formal collaborative networks began

at a 1968 meeting of the Board of Trustees, which discussed

the location-specificity of technology and the need of

"building bridges between various countries."? The
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discussion was initiated because of the poor performance

of IRS and IRS in cooler climates, particularly in

East Pakistan and Taiwan. Discussion also centered on

disease control. IRRI's associate director, D.S. Athwal,

"expressed the opinion that work on rice diseases should

be strengthened at three or four centers in different

geographical areas to determine the diseases and to

identify diverse sources of resistance against them, as

part of the international cooperative projects of the

Institute."

As we know now, international cooperation was a major

topic of discussion at the 1969 conference. Furthermore,

the IRRI-sponsored survey Changes in Rice Farming in

Selected Areas of Asia was considered a promising model

of research organization and management, which brought

together national scientists doing socio-economic research.

Recalling the CGIAR-sponsored seminar on socio-economic

research, participants generally agreed that the network

concept should be promoted as a viable mode research.

Throughout the present period, the Institute repeatedly

highlighted the collaborative aspect of its program. The

Annual Report for 1976, again after emphasizing the growing

strength of national research programs, stated that "IRRI

served more as a catalyst for international cooperation and

less as a model for national research organization."S It

also reminded readers that "we no longer release varieties,
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even in the Philippines. 1I (emphasis added) In the following

year, the annual report appeared more conceding in this

regard. IIBecause most production-constraints problems

tend to go beyond political boundaries, II it stated, "they

can be best solved through international cooperation and

collaboration. No single institution--international or

national--can solve such problems alone. 1I 9 (emphasis in

original) Finally, the Annual Report for 1978 began by

indicating a "new high" of IRRI international activity,

which included more formal relations with the Peoples

Republic of China:

The year 1978 saw a new high in IRRI involvement
in international cooperation. The international
research networks, which IRRI helped initiate
earlier, made continued achievements. The
specific progress of the International Rice
Testing Program and of the Cropping Systems
Program were most impressive, and our agro
economic constraints and farm machinery networks
continued to provide linkages with scientists
and engineers in other countries.

Our potential for future international coopera
tion was greatly enhanced in 1978 by development
of active cooperation with scientists from the
People's Republic of China ••••

In 1978, four Chinese rice scientists spent
nearly 8 months at IRRI. While there they
participated in a 4-month GEU training
course and h~d joint research projects with
IRRI scientists. Several Chinese scientists
participated in 1978 international conferences
at IRRI.

Early in 1979, we formalized our working
relationships with the Chinese Academy of
AgricUltural Sciences and developed a formal
resume of cooperation that includes the
exchange of genetic materials and scientists.
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Among the other areas of mutual interest
are genetic resource collection and
storage, international rice testing,
innovative breeding techniques, bio
logical fixation of nitrogen, small
farm machinery development, and
fertilizer efficiency.lO

As the report indicated, IRRI "helped initiate" four

collaborative networks IRRI started in 1974 and a fifth

in 1976. One has already been mentioned, the International

Rice Agro-Economic Network. A second was called the Farm

Machinery Development Network and later called the

Industrial Extension Program (IEP), which directly

connected the Institute to local manufacturers first in

the Philippines, ThaLland, and Pakistan, and later in

Indonesia in 1978. IRRI started in IEP to extend its

machine designs. The program operates as follows:

How the program works. IRRI scientists
identify the most pressing production
problems in farmers' fields and develop
appropriate farm machines to overcome
the production constraints.

To encourage local production, IRRI
releases the designs free to cooperating
manufacturers who want to produce and sell
the machines.

Local manufacture of farm equipment generates
emploYment. Equally important, indigenous
production saves foreign exchange in the
developing nations.

IRRI scientists maintain cooperative rela
tionships with local manufacturers. We have
found that small metal working shops often
modify the basic IRRI designs to better suit
the machines to their specific local conditions.

IRRI provides ongoing technical consultiiion to
ensure machine quality and performance.
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In this operation, the extension and promotion portion

of the machinery development program was obvious. The IEP

was designed as an extension arm. In fact, the history of

the IRRI's agricultural engineering was such that the

network was started to save a faltering program, which an

international review team once considered low in pay-

off "in terms of off-take of machinery relative to the

costs of the programme.,,12

In the early 1970s, financial difficulties threatened

the program. Its prime donor, USAID, was preparing to

halt its nine-year financial relationship with the Insti

tute's program. Second, it appeared that there was little

the program could show; its designs were not doing well

commercially. 13 Lastly, it also seemed that there was

difficulty in justifying the program's existence.

Studies at IRRI showed that mechanization's contribution

to yield increase was doubtful. This was certainly

important as far as the Institute was concerned. Raising

yield had always been its goal. If one of its techno

logical research activities had little or no effect upon

that goal, then it was most likely to be questioned
14severely.

In the end, IRRI responded by establishing the

IEP. Apparently, the ability to produce commercially

successful designs was a more important factor than the

program's immediate contribution to yield. Cropping
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systems research and its emphasis on two rainfed rice

th d ' , 'f' , 15 Th tcrops gave e program re eem~ng Just1 1cat1on. a

particular cropping pattern required a rapid turn-around

time between the harvest of the first crop and the

planting of the second, thereby making indispensable

the power tiller. Moreover, harvesting a crop in the

midst of the rainy season required quick mechanical

threshing and drying.

The IEP evidently boosted the potential for commercial

success--so much that USAID decided to continue its support.

In fact, USAID agreed "that the project needs review, and

some major dimensions should be considered, especially on

how to concentrate on convincing small manufacturers to

build and market equipment and machinery developed by

IRRI." 1 6 Later, an agency consultancy review team indi-

cated that an extension "model must consider that equip-

ment adoption requires acceptance by the farmers who will

h d 'I' , ,,17purc ase an Ut1 1ze equ1pment.

The aforementioned review team, which was sponsored

by the CGIAR's Technical Advisory Committee, made similar

observations after criticizing the program for being low

in pay-off. The team recognized that "because the pro-

gramme suffered from the drawback of being outside the

manufacturing sector and thus unable to compete with

commercially available equipment, there was a need for

some form of entrepreneurial activity to help close the

gap between research and its application. lI l 8
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In this plan of promotion and extension, it would ap

pear deceiving to claim collaboration, which implies

mutual benefit. However, IRRI called it that. Benefits

to national agricultures took the form of strengthening

local manufacturing which was expected to generate new

urban-industrial employment. By way of recapitulation,

a major working assumption of the Institute's equipment

development program had been from the outset the antici-

pated labor-absorbing activities in a non-farm sector

manufacturing machinery for a modern agriculture. The

same 1975 TAC review team reaffirmed this view in the

following words:

Increased production of the IRRI machines has
resulted in the new industrial employment in
the countries where these machines are being
produced. As of December 31, 1974, seven
manufacturers in the Philippines had reported
the hiring of over 700 additional workers,
directly in the manufacturing operation.
These jobs were created at an additional
capital investment of only US$200 per person.
This activity has resulted in the creation of
additional jobs in production-related activ
ities, of material procurement, management,
marketing, and service operations for which
no figures are available. 19

In this view, IRRI started a collaborative network to

continue its work.in farm machinery development work.

Expansion served as further justification of it, while

collaboration and the nature of benefits to national

agricultures were defined accordingly.

IRRI established a third network in the International

Network on Fertilizer Efficiency in Rice (INFER). INFER



was a concrete manifestation of "concern over fertilizer

shortages and high prices. ,,20 The main objectives were

listed as follows in the "Final Report of the First

International Trial on Nitrogen Fertilizer Efficiency

in Rice (1975-1976):"

1) To obtain an insight into the relation
ships between N-source, N-management,
and N-efficiency under a variety of
environmental conditions.

2) To monitor N-availability and nitrogen
uptake patterns throughout the growing
season to help explain observed dif
ferences in N-efficiency under different
soil and climatic conditions. 2l

INFER, financially assisted by the International

Minerals and Fertilizer Corporation of Skokie, Illinois,

brought together national programs, IRRI, and the Inter-

national Fertilizer Development Center of Muscle Shoals,

Alabama, the latter of which participated in both

planning and providing fertilizer materials. with three

major participants, INFER's annual reports, written and

published by IRRI, have stated that it is lItruely" an

international network. 22

The final two networks were by far the most impor

tant ones. They deal with cropping systems and varietal

testing; respectively, they were called the International

Cropping Systems Network (ICSN) and the International

Rice Testing Program (IRTP). An indication of their

importance was in the Institute's budgetary documents.

389
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Its proposed 1977 budget gave the following figures in

Table 4.

ICNS's purpose and its relationship to the Institute

program in Los Banos was stated as follows in a 1976

progress report:

The general objective of the IRRI cropping
systems program is to increase food production
in South and Southeast Asia through the identi
fication of more productive rice-based cropping
systems that are acceptable to small scale
farmers. To accomplish this a cropping systems
network was initiated in collaboration with
government agencies involved in cropping sys
tems research and production programs in
several Asian countries. It was designed
to help national programs increase cropping
intensities through collaboration work in
cropping systems research in Asia. In effect,
we are jointly developing the technology for
the Asian rice farmer. 23

In the Institute's interests, ICSN was the most effective

approach to contribute towards the development of sub

optimal technologies. Consistent with its new policy on

varietal release, the network reaffirmed the relationship

between location-specificity and rainfed rice. "Priority

in selection of the sites is given to rainfed lowland and

partially irrigated rice areas where cropping intensity

is presently low and there is potential for increase," a

report stated. 24 "Likewise in IRRI's program in Los

Banos, priority laid in "areas where there are potential

to increase the production per crop season and the inten

sity from one rice crop to two crops or two to three

crops."



Table 4

Percent of 1977 Budget for the Nine Interdisciplinary Programs
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Program

Genetic Evaluation and Utilization (GEU)

Control and Management of Rice Pests

Irrigation Water Management

Soil and Crop Management

Environment and its Effects on Rice

Constraints on Rice Yields

Cropping Systems

Machinery Development

Consequences of New Technology

% of 1977 BUdget
for the nine

interdisciplinary
programs

10

4

9

2

4

8

2

Source: International Rice Research Institute, proposed Budget
1977, the International Rice Research Institute, p. 6.



IRRI's participation in this particular network

brought out its equal partner status. The Institute's

contribution was "neutrally" administrative and method

ological. The ICSN's basic methodology for experimental

site selection and research in farmers' fields has been

IRRI's and bi-annually reviewed by a cropping systems

working group comprised of program leaders from IRRI and

collaborating national outfits and selected scientists

outside the Asian rice-growing region. In this set up,

the Institute's role was to foster location-specific

research by providing methodology to conduct it. By

1977, there were 32 experimental sites involved in the

network of which all except those in the Philippines

"were directly managed by national programs.,,25 The

three sites in the Philippines have been managed by

IRRI in cooperation with the Philippine Bureau of Plant

Industry.

Of these final two networks, IRTP was unquestionably

more important. The 1978 annual report described it as

"a major focal point for cooperation among rice scien-

tists around the world." If what the Institute did not

highlight in the Ii research highlights" portion of its

annual report was any indication of IRTP's importance to

IRRI's mission, the same annual report recognized only

this network as having made "major achievements." These

were indicated by the statement that "in 1978 scientists

392
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from 52 countries requested seed sets of 862 nurseries

from IRRI." Apparently, the figure of 862 was an all-

time high as a standard of success and achievement.

The network allows "elite" selections from IRRI's

GEU program and national rice improvement programs to be

evaluated under a worldwide range of environmental condi

tions.,,26 IRTP dealt with what the Institute worked hard

at--the improvement of the rice plant. But, more impor-

tant, IRTP allowed IRRI to display its interest in devel-

oping non-irrigated rice technology and in encouraging

national programs to develop their own local varieties.

The network has operated in the following way:

The operation of the program is quite simple.
IRRI, as IRTP coordinator, receives seeds of
varieties or lines that cooperators in
national centers have nominated for inclu
sion in the program. We (IRRI) multiply
the seed and then compile it into sets,
which are distributed to cooperators in
country programs. The field tests are run
by scientists in national programs who are
familiar with local environmental conditions
and with the habits, customs, and resources
of local farmers.

These scientists evaluate and record how
each rice yields and how each reacts to
adverse biological factors such as diseases,
drought, or cold. Results are used within
each nationa~ program, and duplicate sets
of data from all locations are sent to
IRRI to be rapidly analyzed, compiled,
published, and distributed. Rice scien
tists around the world then study the
information, select the best materials
for their programs, and request seed. 27

In Figure 3 the Institute depicted the process as

follows:
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Figure 3. Flow Chart of the Dissemination and Testing
of the World's Best Rice Breeding Materials

Source: IRRI, Annual Report for 1978, (Los Banos:
IRRI, 1979), p. 3.
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In 1977, IRTP had fifteen different nurseries located

in 52 countries. Nurseries were categorized according to

the following testing titles: yield, general observational,

physicochemical stress, and biological stress. 2 8 Specially

important for the present study were the yield nurseries,

the review of which might indicate the importance of this

network to IRRI's program.

IRTP scientists distinguished the yield nurseries

according to varietal maturity. One kind of nursery com

pared varieties that were early-maturing (less than 120

days). A second ran tests on materials of medium

maturity (120 to 140 days), while a third tested upland

varieties which generally matured in 140 days and over.

In 1977, the name of the latter was changed to late

maturing.

From the available documents, it was not clear as to

how or under what conditions cooperating scientists tested

varieties since testing procedures were left almost entirely

up to them and not IRRI. Interesting, however, was that in

1978, a "rainfed lowland observational nursery for the rain

fed areas of Asia" was started. 29 This suggested that much

of the testing especially for the early and medium maturing

materials, were conducted under optimal conditions. A

separate nursery for rainfed rice, therefore, had to be

started to follow through on the basic proposals set forth

earlier in the decade. In fact, one Institute senior
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scientist in the Department of Plant Breeding indicated to

this writer that IRTP has not been necessarily collaborative

since many if not most of the participating scientists have

been trained or have been exposed to the "IRRI way" of

testing varieties; that is, under optimal conditions. He

referred to the need for national scientists to develop

rainfed varieties and horizontal resistance to major insect

pests. The likelihood of investigating these research areas,

therefore, appeared to be constrained by the historically

preferred tradition of conducting research under optimal

rice-growing conditions. In this respect, the establish

ment of a rainfed nursery as late as in 1978 was signifi

cant.

IRRI varieties performed well in the early Interna

tional Rice Yield Nursery for early-maturing selections

(IRYN-E). In the third IRYN-E in 1975, IR lines had the

highest mean yields and "were most frequently among the

top five ranks." The Final Report of the Third Interna

tional Rice Yield--Early (IRYN-E) revealed this informa

tion in Tables 5 and 6.

In 1976 and 1977, the situation "improved" as early

maturing entries' from national programs ranked high in

yield performance. The final reports of the fourth (1976)

and fifth (1977) IRYN-E provided Tables 7 and 8.

Based on this data, IRRI was in a position to claim

that national research programs were actually gaining



Table 5

Highest Mean Yields of Early-Maturing Varieties
in the International Rice Testing Program, 197530
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Entry no.

10

7

2

8

15

Yield (t/ha)
Designation Mean Rank

IR2071-625-1-252 4.8 1

IR20€1-465-1-5-5 4.5 2

lET 2845 4.4 3

IR2061-628-1-6-4-3 4.4 3

IR156l-288-3-3 4.4 3

Source: International Rice Testing Program, Final
Report of the Third International Rice
Yield Nursery--Ear1Y (IRYN-E), (Los Banos:
International Rice Research Institute,
December 1976), p. 5.
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Table 6

Early-Maturing Varieties Most Frequently in the Top
Five Ranks of the International Rice Testing Program, 1975

Entry no.

10

8

7

Designation

IR2071-625-1-252

IR2061-628-1-6-4-3

IRl06l-465-l-5-5

Frequency in
"top 5" (of
possible 19)

16

11

10

Source: International Rice Testing Program, Final
Report of the Third International Rice
Yield Nursery--Early (IRYN-E), (Los Banos:
International Rice Research Institute,
December 1976), p. 5.



Table 7

Highest Mean Yields of Early-Maturi.ng Varieties
in the International Rice Testing Program, 1976

Yield
Rank

1

2

2

2

Entry Mean Yield Mean Maturity
No. Designation Origin (t/ha) (days)

13 IR36 IRRI 4.6 119

19 IR156l-22B-3-3 IRRI 4.5 119

9 B54lb-Pn-58-5-3-l Indonesia 4.5 126

1 BR5l-46-l-Cl Bangladesh 4.5 129

Source: International Rice Testing Program, Final Repc~rt of the Fourth International
Rice Yield Nursery--Early (IRYN-E), (Los BanOI;: International Rice Research
Institute, December 1977), p. 3.
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Table 8

Highest Mean Yields of Early-Maturing Varieties
in the International Rice Testing Program, 1977

Yield Entry· Mean Yield Days to
Rank No. Designat:.icm Origin (t/ha) Maturity

1 15 IR36 IRRI 4.8 118

1 10 B54lb-Pn-58-5-3-l Indonesia 4.8 126

3 27 IR156l-228-3-3 IRRI 4.7 116

3 12 BlO15b-Pn-18~1-4 Indonesia 4.7 128

3 1 BR5l-46-l-Cl Bangladesh 4.7 130

Source: International Rice Testing Program, Preliminary Report of the Fifth
International Rice Yield Nursery--Ear1y (IRYN-E) 1977, (Los Banos:
International Rice Research Institute, March 1978), p. 2.

~

o
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strength and able to compete with an international research

center. Similarly other kinds of information were used to

make this claim. The 1977 summary report of the IRTP

stated the following:

Another gauge of IRTP entry use is the number
of national entries that are used as breeding
materials in the IRRI crossing program. About
21% of the 4,528 crosses made in the 1976 and
1977 dry and wet seasons involved at least one
national IRTP entry.3l

IRTP was therefore fulfilling its mandate. But another

purpose of the network existed. The performance of IR

selections in the IRTP suggested that the Institute was

incapable and/or unwilling to enter in low pay-of£ tech-

nologies. The same senior scientists from the plant

breeding department, whom we mentioned earlier, said that

IR lines simply did not fare well in IRTP trials, meaning

that IRRI did not have promising lines for less-than-

optimal conditions or lines that were of medium maturity.

The nurseries observed in 1975, 1976, and 1977 presented

the following infor.mation in Tables 9, 10, 11, and 12.

Against the background of these results, the collabo-

rative networks, IRTP and the ICSN in particular, were

exceedingly important to the Institute's expansion.· It was

a medium through which it could pursue alternative tech-

nological choices. Becoming apparent was that the responsi-

bility for developing such choices laid in the hands of

national scientists. Through IRTP, they could select



Table 9

Highest Mean Yields of Medium-Maturing Varieties in Set 1
of the International Rice Testing Program, 1975

Avg. Yield Yield
Set 1: Entry no. Designation Source (t/ha) Rank

3 BR 51-91-6 Bangladesh 4.6 1

25 BG 90-2 Sri Lank.a 4.5 2

8 BG 96-2 Sri Lanka 4.4 3

17 IR2058-78-1-3-2-3 Phil. (IRRI) 4.4 3

Source: International Rice Testing Program, Final Repc1rt of the Third International
Rice Yield Nursery--Medium (IRYN-M), (Los Banos: International Rice Research
Institute, December 1976), p. 7.
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Table 10

Highest Mean Yields of Medium-Maturing Varieties in Set 2
of the International Rice Testing Program, 1975

Set 2:
Avg. Yield Yield

Entry no. Designation Source (t/ha) Rank

1 Biplab Bangladesh 4.9 1

2 BR 52-87-1 Bangladesh 4.8 2

3 BR 51-91-6 Bangladesh 4.8 2

13 Pelita I-I Indonesia 4.7 4

25 BG 90-2 Sri Lanka 4.7 4

Source: International Rice Testing Program, Final Report of the Third
International Rice Yield Nurserx--Medium (IRYN-M), (Los Banos:
International Rice Research Institute, De(~ember 1976), p. 7.
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Table 11

Highest Mean Yields of Medium-Maturing Varieties
in the International Rice Testing Program, 1976

Yield
Rank

1

1

1

4

5

Entry
No.

1

16

3

17

4

Designation

BR51-46-5

B542b-Pn-68-9-2-2

BR4

IR2058-78-1-3-2-3

BR52-87-1

Origin

Bangladesh

Indonesia

Bangladesh

IRRI

Bangladesh

f.1ean Yield
(t/ha)

4.6

4.6

4.6

4.5

4.4

Mean Maturity
(days)

139

134

141

136

143

Source: International Rice Testing Program, Final RepoJrt of the Fourth International
Rice Yield Nursery--Medium (IRYN-M)l976, (Los Banos: International Rice
Research Institute, December 1977), p.3.
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Table 12

Highest Mean Yields of Medium-Maturing Varieties
in the International Rice Testing Program, 1977

Yield
Rank

1

2

2

2

Mean Yield Days to
Entry no. Designation Origin (t/ha) Maturity

1 BR51-46-5 Bangladesh 5.1 141

24 Taichung sen yu 195 Taiwan 4.9 131

11 B541b-Kn-22-7-2 Indonesia 4.9 135

17 IR4422-98-3-6-1 IRRI 4.9 140

Source: International Rice Testing Program, Preliminary Report of the Fifth Interna
~iona1 Rice Yield NUrSery--Medium (IRYN-M) 197~, (Los Banos: International
Rice Research Institute, March 1978), p. 2.
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promising lines, "promote them to yield trials" in their own

countries, and, in the end, strengthen their rice-breeding

programs. The latter development was one of IRRI's major

concerns for reasons already discussed.

Functionally important, the concept of collaboration

provided space for the Institute to display interest in

research that departed from the historically-dominant

research tradition of high pay-off and promotion. Hence,

it did not need to "abandon a winner," which ran the danger

of creating a position too dominant in international rice

research and development.

Consequences of the New Rice Technology

As much as IRRI attempted to stretch its research into

sub-optimal areas, it also bolstered its agricultural

economics program to investigate the socio-economic con

sequences of the new rice technology. While the Insti

tute preferred to stay with a winner, to what extent was

it prepared to question the socio-economic environment

surrounding the new technology? As we have argued through

out the present study, this question has had historical

relevance to the immediate one of appropriate tech~ology.

By way of recall, the Constraints to Higher Project

(Constraints) was by far the most important activity in

the Institute's socio-economic research program. It dealt

centrally with the problem of low adoption rates and low



yields, through which IRRI defined the food problem.

Consequences was a catch-all program for research areas

ranging from the world's supply and demand of rice,

effects of government agricultural policies, to social

effects of the new technology. Being considered catch-

all indicated how important socio-economic research was

at IRRI at least during the early part of the expansion

period. In fact, when Nyle C. Brady arrived at IRRI,

he argued against "in-depth studies of social problems."

At his first Board of Trustees meeting, the new director

argued the following:

Some have argued that as we orient more to
the cultivator's world greater attention
needs to be given to the socio-economic
aspects at the expense of biological con
siderations. The significance of the social
problems of the rice cultivator is well
established and deserves attention. For
IRRI to provide this attention, however,
would require a disciplinary mix of
scientists far different from that cur
rently on the staff. Furthermore, since
social problems are often related to
political considerations and are thereby
rather location-specific, their solutions
through a centralized institute already
heavily committed to biological and
physical science research would be most
difficult. We should continue to empha
size on-farm socio-economic studies and
the interaction among social and bio
logical inputs but we do not have nor
should we seek the personnel size or
mix to permit in-depth studies of social
problems. 32

But, by 1975-76, Consequences became an important

area of attention, to the extent that the Department of

407
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Agricultural Economics held a conference in December 1976

entitled "Economic Consequences of New Rice Technology:

A View from IRRI." By that time, the critical literature

on the green revolution had been widely circulated and in

the hands of IRRI economists and administrators. Also the

euphoria of the late 1960s was subdued by later cries of

an imminent world food crisis. Indicating the purpose of

the conference, the proposal couched it in terms of respond-

ing to the claims of critics:

The development and the diffusion of modern
rice varieties since the mid-1960s have had
profound impacts on the economies in tropical
and sub-tropical Asia. There has appeared
a large body of literature, both scientific
and popular, which discuss socio-economic
consequences of the new rice varieties.
In many cases, however, those d~scussions

are impressionistic and not based on the
solid empirical evidence, as reflected in
the sudden shift in the public mood from
the initial enthusiasm on the 'green revo
lution' to the recent 'world food crisis.'

For the past ten years, IRRI economists
have engaged in establishing an empirical
basis for the analysis of the impacts of
modern rice varieties on agricultural
and overall economies. The purpose of
this conference is to put together the
emp~rical find~ngs of IRRI research on
the econom~c consequences of the new
r~ce technology and to promote positive
discussion on this controversial issue
using the IRRI research findings as back
ground materials.33 (emphasis added)

Controversial, indeed, was the issue for IRRI. The

technology it had been developing for ten years prior was

under attack. Why the conference was held in 1976 and
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not earlier is not exactly clear to this writer. What is

clear was the controversy surrounding the issue and the

Institute's desire to confront it and counter the critical

claims. In fact, as early as 1970, discussion within the

Board of Trustees centered around the idea of bringing a

couple of the green revolution's critics to IRRI to tell

then that "they have no real proof that the big boys

[read large farmers] have been shoving out the small boys

[read small farmers and landless laborers].,,34 One Board

member went as far as saying that "perhaps the Rockefeller

Foundation might wish to identify a person who can work on

the problem, someone who could 'trade· blows; with a

critic."

Furthermore, prior to the 1976 conference, the Depart

ment of Agricultural Economics put forth tentative findings

that seemed to refute what the critics had been saying.

The department first indicated that their "studies of the

distribution of benefits have dealt (a) with the sharing

of benefits from the new rice technology among the various

claimants in the farming community--large fa~ers, small

farmers, landlords, tenants, laborers, and (b) with the

impact of the new technology on labor requirements and

employrnent.,,35 Economists then pointed out that their

"data do not support the hypothesis that small farmers

have generally lagged behind largely in the use of new

technology that would increase their yields, income, and
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employment." Their studies on the Philippines further

suggested that "the relative share of benefits to the

landlord is declining despite what is generally regarded

as the slow progress of land reform." Finally, economists

had constructed a model to analyze the relationship between

technical change and income distribution and summarized

its application to the Philippine case:

The special feature of this model is that
it distinguishes between the subsistence
and the commercially-oriented farm economy.
Our model and its application to the
Philippine rice economy indicates that the
introduction of modern technology in the
production of subsistence crops in less
commercialized economies, such as the
high-yielding varieties of rice in
tropical Asia, has an effect of pro
moting more equal distribution through
the downward pressure exerted on prices
and hence, on those farmers with a large
proportion of marketed surplus. 36

If this was "IRRI's view" in the early and mid-1970s,

then it appeared to have undergone considerable change

towards the end of the decade. The change, it seemed, began

with two proj~cts headed by Yujiro Hayami, who introduced

in-depth village studies into the Institute's agricultural

economics program. One project was called "Anatomy of Rice

Village Economy," -which was "an intensive study of income,

expenditures, and resources use ••• [of] 11 households

based on records kept for one year from 1 June 1975 to

31 May 1976." The other was "Dynamics of Agrarian Change,"

which "has as its objective the analysis of the interaction
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between technological change [such as land tenure arrange-

ments and labor contracts], demographic trends, and govern-

t 1 " ,,37men po J.cJ.es.

The summary report on Consequences presented at

IRRI's Internal Annual Review on January 25, 1978 noted

several implications of these village studies. One in

particular was significant, and it read as follows:

Is the system viable in the long run? If
present trends continue, farm size will
decline further, landless laborers will
continue to increase in numbers relative
to farmers. Real wages will decline and
the value of tenancy rights will rise
widening the income gap between farmers
and landless workers. 38

The report proceeded to posit possible alternatives to

offset the growing landlessness. The problem was phrased

in terms of increasing employment within the village

through the intensification of both rice and non-rice

production. As a result, the problem was technological

in that research on the rice plant and cropping systems

should continue in order to develop profitable technolo-

gies and intensifying the production process. The latter

was expected to generate employment "by mobilizing village

labor which remains idle during the slack months of rice

farming. ,,39

This meant that the growing landlessness itself was

not socially and politically problematic. In an interview

with this writer, Hayami, who acknowledged that in many
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cases, particularly in India where larger farmers had

consolidated their landholdings at the expense of the

small farmer, said that this should be expected in any

effort at technological change. 40 In this context, the

problem was entirely technical by way of generating infra

structure and opportunities to be induced, so the theory

goes, by new technology. It was in this sense that new

agricultural technologies were the "foundation for sus

tained improvement in economic activity and the welfare

of mankind. 1I 4l

Within two months after the internal annual review,

the Department of Agricultural Economics sponsored a

workshop on village level studies. Although just a

workshop and lasting for only two days in March 1978, it

recalled the importance of the Changes in Rice Farming in

Selected Areas of Asia study (Changes). Like Changes, the

workshop brought together 29 participants from the dis-

ciplines of anthropology, sociology, economics, political

science, and demography. And like Changes, the workshop

accommodated a number of viewpoints that problematized

various issues. It was not, therefore, an "IRRI" workshop

that expounded on "IRRI-type" questions. Written summaries

of discussions indicated this. In short, the Institute was

again exposed to or were reminded of the social and political

dimensions of the food problem.
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Randolph Barker, IRRI agricultural economist, provided

the most insightful and revealing summary.42 Barker first

commented on the substantial discussion on the phenomenon

of "polarization;1I another concept used to refer to the

latter was II control. 1I According to Barker, II no consensus

was reached ll regarding the importance of the issue for

socio-economic research. "Some participants," he said,

IItook polarization as a given not so much within the

village as within the society as a whole. II (emphasis

added) In other words, opinions differed as to whether

polarization IIwas a completely negative force, whether one

should change the institutional framework or operate within

the framework to help the poor maximize their opportunities. 1I

When it came to centering on a particular class within

the Asian rural setting, attention turned to the growing

landless labor population. Intriguing was the fact that

increasing landlessness was not solely attributed (by

some participants at least) to a rampantly increasing

population rate. Instead, the problem was couched in

socio-political terms of II control." Barker had the follow

ing to say in his summary:

At the bottom of the ladder are the increasing
number of people, including landless workers
and small farmers, who are losing control over
their destiny, control over those who make
decisions, control over productive resources,
control over the sharing of benefits gained
from new technology. The people at the
bottom are not organized or represented by
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interest groups and hence have no counter
vailing power against other interest groups.
For example, landless workers are not even
covered by land reform legislation. We want
these people at the bottom of the ladder to be
organized and to participate, to increase their
capability to respond to government programs.
In turn, their participation may lead to
"better" decisions on the part of the govern
ment or the community. (emphasis added)

Even more fascinating was an allusion to rebellion

and revolt. To recall, quelling rural rebellion was a

major political goal of the Rockefeller Foundation in

bringing science and technology to Third World agriculture.

By 1970, some observers of ~~e green revolution echoed the

same concerns. In the workshop under discussion, parti-

cipants also touched on the matter and hinted at possible

positive effects of organized movements.:

What is appropriate in terms of insti
tutional structure can only be established
in terms of the values of those to be
directly affected by the specific insti
tution. But individuals lack capacity to
articulate their own preferences. Inevi
tably, the organizational movements must
come from the outside. Such movements
may be of great benefit to the government
in the long run as a vehicle for allowing
the people to express their own preferences.
But if the government suppresses such
organizational movements in the name of
subversion they may inadvertently be sewing
the seeds of.rebellion. 43 .

Against this background, discussion naturally turned

to "institutional change," which also led to some talk

about the distribution of wealth and benefits of new

technology. As Barker pointed out in his summary, not
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only do institutions affect efficiency in resource use and

production but also "the way in which the gains from pro-

duction are to be shared." with that said, discussion

could not help but turn to the question of distribution.

Barker continued as follows:

The challenge is not simply to persuade those
in power to be charitable and give up their
power. The elite have to be persuaded that
they won't lose. Thus, it is critical that
the economy grow and develop. The issue
at stake is how the added benefits will be
shared.

This passage implied that given the increasing landlessness,

the loss of control small farmer have had over their des-

tinies, and given the possibility of organized movements

and rebellion, it was difficult, according to Barker's

summary, for workshop participants to question the position

of the political-economic elite and the social context

which historically allowed extant inequalities to develop

and over time be reaffirmed and reproduced. The bottom

line, then, apparently was the distribution of added

benefits.

But this was only one perspective of many. We must

remember that the Department of Agricultural Economics

invited people from a range of disciplines. And a final

opinion was directed at a question very integral to the

present study; that is, who is research for. Barker

articulated this in the following manner:
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There seemed to be general agreement that
government intervention to affect insti
tutional change was largely unsuccessful
due both to ignorance and/or unwillingness
to act in a more constructive manner. A
starting point for any research agenda
would be to remove the ignorance by des
cribing the structure and process of
institutional change. To this end, there
could be merit in organizing a group of
"concerned scientists" dedicated to re
searching this problem area and to
presenting the facts to policy makers
in as clear and concise terms as possible.
But until we properly understand the
"animal" with which we are dealing--that
is to say until we have a better grasp
of the structure and process of insti
tutional change, we are not in a strong
position ourselves to judge the merits
of various alternatives. Again, one
encounters dilemma. If the agenda for
institutional change should came from
the desires of the people, can we devel
op the answers through research? Can we
develop a research agenda in social
science "for the people?" (emphasis
added)

Here, the connection between "understanding the 'animal'"

and the beneficiaries of research became apparent. Barker

hinted at a dichotomy between government and people or

elite and mass with respect to alternative research

agendas. It is unclear exactly what he meant by dilemma.

But, from this passage, it might have referred to the

role of a researcher's norms and values in the actual

research process. For to conduct research "for the

people" implied that a researcher take a political stand

in favor or against specific groups or classes in society.

Given the history of the International Rice Research
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Institute, an Institute debate over this particular issue

would necessarily dig into the roots of its entire exist-

ence.

As we have pointed out, this workshop was not called

to raise "IRRI-type" questions. Its purpose was to

broaden the issue and promote discussion on .: ....
.L 1... From

Barker's summary, the discussion was broad, indeed. The

remaining question, however, is how and under what condi-

tions were the insights of this mixed group of participants

incorporated into IRRI's program? Was the Institute pre-

pared to take a political stand? Or was it determined to

remain neutral?

Interest in these questions necessarily assumes that

the content of the workshop discussions were shared with

natural scientists at IRRI and s.ubjected to the kind of

debate that transpired earlier. A long-range planning

committee report, published by IRRI in January 1979,

suggested that no such discussion took place.

The committee's section on Consequences, as a research

area that must continue, stated that "IRRI's long-run

comparative advantage lies in the interface between con-

straints and consequences research--in the consequences of

reducing certain constraints on production, income, income

distribution, and employment. ,,44

In view of our earlier discussion on the Constraints

Project, this essentially meant that Constraints would
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continue to stand as the base of IRRI's research activities,

including Consequences. It meant, as it had always did in

the past, that the promotion of profitable rice technologies

should be the foundation of national economic development

policies in the Third World. To this end, it echoed

Hayami's arguments for expanding employment opportunities

and capital formation, which the workshop criticized as

being historically "unsuccessful."

Against this background, the division of labor between

disciplines or programs at the Institute appeared to stay

intact. In other terms, research in search of confronting

fundamental social and political questions remained within

t~e already constructed conceptual boundaries in the study

of food and agriculture. And even within the most likely

arena for discussion, the Department of Agricultural

Economics, there seemed to be no extensive follow-up on

the workshop on village-level studies. From the long

range planning committee's report, IRRI was most likely

to stay fixed in a technological straightjacket.

As a final point, this discussion can only remind

observers of international agricultural research and IRRI

in particular of the transition from Changes to Constraints,

which began by including varying perspectives and concerns

of individuals from a range of social science disciplines.

out of Changes emerged a "self-centered" project in Con

straints. It appeared that in this latest episode of
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bringing to IRRI other social science fields, the previous

pattern of behavior was reproduced.

The Hiring of an Anthropologist45

In December 1977, Grace Goodell, an anthropologist,

arrived at IRRI under a Rockefeller Foundation post

doctoral program established to encourage international

agricultural institutes to staff social scientists. She

was hired as a post-doctoral fellow who also enjoyed some

of the benefits of a senior staff scientist. (This in

cluded a two-story apartment and a car for personal use.)

This mix of being temporary and at the same time having

special privileges reflected the Foundation's goal of

gradually introducing "soft" social scientists into

international institutes. It had to at least appear

that Goodell was part of the senior staff.

Her hiring was consistent with the times. It fit into

the larger background of IRRI's expansion of socio-economic

research and its work on Consequences. But, given the

historical role of the social sciences at IRRI, Goodell's

experience was a reflection of this history.46

Prior to her .arrival, Goodell knew that her stay at

IRRI would be a "one-shot deal," not so much for her but

for the social sciences in general (other than economics) •

She had to prove that anthropology could meaningfully con

tribute to agricultural research and technological develop

ment. If she failed to perform, prospects for hiring a
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successor or additional social scientists at IRRI would

remain poor. Moreover, as she was told by a Foundation

official in-charge of the program, IRRI had not been very

keen on having an anthropologist on its agricultural

economics staff. If anything, the Institute preferred

another economist. Exactly who or what changed IRRI's

position is not certain. Goodell's hunch was that

Randolph Barker, the head economist who retired from IRRI

in mid-l978, had much to do with opening up the position

for her. This was probably correct. In his last few

years at the Institute, Barker had taken a growing interest

in promoting research designed to understand agriculture at

the village level.

Even so, the selection of Goodell was questionable on

other grounds. She had no village experience in the

Philippines or Southeast Asia. Her dissertation written

at Columbia University was on Iran. In the field of

anthropology, this practice of hiring someone with little

or no background in the desired geographical area is

essentially unsound and even unheard of. In this view,

questions naturally arise as to the extent of IRRI's

interest in having an anthropologist and even in taking

her seriously. Was she hired merely for window-dressing?

Or was it a matter of naviete? Perhaps, it was a combina

tion of both. In the end, her experience at IRRI depended

on how the Institute defined her role and her desire to

challenge it.
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The first few days at IRRI were spent meeting with the

agricultural economics staff and other senior scientists.

According to Goodell, discussion on the critical literature

on the green revolution occupied much of her time. One

senior scientist maintained that there was very little

evidence at least in the Philippines to support the argu-

ment presented by the critics. Discussion then focused on

responding to them. At one point, one scientist suggested

that Goodell should respond by sending a rejoinder to the

journal Natural History, which had earlier published a

't' 1 b Ma ' Harr~s.47cr~ ~ca essay y rv~n •

Goodell immediately had the impression that IRRI hired

her for window-dressing purposes. Expanding socio-economic

research by hiring an anthropologist were expressions of

social accountability and ways to deal with the green revo-

lution's critics. In this context, she felt pressured to

playa subservient, supportive role.

Window-dressing or not, her interactions with scien-

tists indicated that she was to play the supportive role

of a "house anthropologist." On one occasion, a plant

breeder approached Goodell to discuss the possibility of

farmers planting rice all-year around on the beautiful

rice terraces of Banawe in Northern Luzon. Historically,

farmers there planted rice only in the wet season, while

letting it lie fallow during the dry season. The plant

breeder asked Goodell to determine the prospects of
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planting rice during the rice season given the appropriate

technology.

The anthropologist questioned the scientist on IRRI's

involvement in the area, which is a known tourist attrac

tion. He said that the request for an IRRI study came

from Arturo Tanco, Jr., Philippine Secretary of Natural

Resources and Agriculture and member of the Institute's

Board of Trustees. Apparently, Tanco wanted the terraces

to be plush and beautiful throughout the entire year for

tourists.

On a second occasion, an entomologist asked Goodell if

she could visit farmers in a particular area to determine

what was killing their rices. Apparently, farmers them

selves did not know. The entomologist thus asked Goodell

if she could chat with them about this.

These examples were disappointing to the recent hire.

At the same time, she felt complimented, pleased that

senior scientists approached her to initiate discussion.

On the other hand she found that she was considered merely

a "house anthropologist" doing trouble-shooting work.

Although disappointed, she was not altogether surprised.

All along, she was conscious of the role and status of

social science research. If she were to make any contri

bution, Goodell had to challenge or work around the

dominant tradition.
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At the same time, Goodell realized that given the

status of being a "house anthropologist" was not a con

sciously demeaning act. The early period of her stay at

IRRI could not have taken any other form. Much of inter

action with scientists brought out the conventional notions

of how anthropologists do their work. This was verified by

additional requests for her to hop from village to village,

week to week, with a carefully structured questionnaire, to

determine what farmers were doing and to suggest changes

toward making the IRRI technology more profitable. From

the discipline~'s standpoint, this was again a most unsound

practice. More important, these requests showed how little

IRRI knew about perceptions of peasant cultivators towards

outsiders and the probable distorted nature of interaction

between scientists and farmer resulting from those percep

tions. Goodell would later write extensively on this

topic.

Beyond talking with IRRI scientists, Goodell did her

own research on Philippine rural society by consulting

individuals at Philippine universities and colleges. Based

on these conversations, she saw enormous potential for

farmers to organize and work together on common problems in

rice cultivation. Her perceptions were reinforced by those

of an Institute economist, who agreed that many of the

technical problems farmers face could be solved if they

had group attention and solution.
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Goodell was quite impressed with existing efforts by

community organizers working the countryside. Organizing

was not something that had not been tried. She therefore

identified one group to work with and then presented her

plan to a few senior scientists.

Generally, they were lukewarm to the idea, some

appearing almost discouraging. One of them told her a

story about an IRRI research scholar whose father was an

outspoken critic of the vietnam War who presented his views

at an IRRI seminar. Those at the seminar labelled the

speaker a Communist. The story did not end there as the

research scholar also faced the same charges. The latter

soon thereafter left IRRI through social pressure or

explicitly told.

The truth of the matter was not ascertained by this

writer. Even if it were not true, it mattered very little;

the point is that it was actually told. The &cientist was

either revealing his own ideological commitments or expres

sing his fears that such a project could potentially "rock

the boat," thereby ruining the future of social science

research at IRRI. Goodell believed that the latter condi

tion was true.

Goodell continued meeting with different individuals

in the Philippine academic community, especially those at

the Institute of Philippine Culture of Ateneo de Manila

University. After expressing her interest in working in
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Central Luzon, sbe was advised to hire community organizers

since not much organizing work had been done in the area.

At about the s~e time, she was becoming increasingly

interested in the insect pest problem through her discus

sions with Peter Kenmore, an IRRI research scholar who

had been examining the potential of non-chemical pest con

trol. She decided on studying the potential of organizing

farmers as a "technology" for insect pest management and

control.

Goodell, Kenmore, and six senior scientists discussed

the idea. Reactions were mixed, as some remained neutral,

while others excited. The important observation was that

no one at the meeting expressed outright disapproval.

Goodell and Kenmore proceeded to draft a proposal entitled

"Improved Organization of Small Farmers for Intensified

Rice Production." "The study," they wrote, "will examine

how the intensification of agricultural production through

the new rice technology requires increasing cooperation

among small rice farmers, and how different ways of

organizing small farmers help or hinder them in meeting

this fundamentally organizational challenge. ,,48

The authors focused on three "core requirements of the

high-yielding varieties" (irrigation, integrated pest

management, and group financing) and two organization

types ("top, down" and "bottom, up") to be compared to

a control. They stated the aims of the study as follows:



1. to evolve a methodology for understanding,
evaluating, and assisting the intensifi
cation of organization among small rice
farmers, because such organization is
required to keep abreast of the demands
for intensified production in rural
Southeast Asia;

2. to explore contrasting methods of form
ing irrigator's associations for them
to link with the [Philippine] National
Irrigation Administration for more
efficient water delivery, distribution,
and fee collection.

3. to test techniques and differing organi
zation vehicles for managing posts in
large, consolidated areas, in a free
market economy in the tropics; and

4. to examine the internal dynamics of
selected agricultural credit schemes
administered to farmers in groups, as
these dynamics vary according to the
basic organization forms of the
farmer's groups.49

To operationalize the "bottom, up" organizationa.l form,

the authors indicated that a private group of organizers

known as the Agency for Community Educational Services

would be hired.

Goodell got her project, but not without compromises

and uncertainties along the way. She headed for the

research sites in Central Luzon in August 1978, made

periodic return trips to Los Banos to keep the Institute

abreast of her work, and wrote lengthy memoranda about

her experiences and observations.

Included for the first time in the Institute's his-

tory was a staff member who saw things radically differ

ent and was also unafraid of speaking her mind. The

426
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memoranda she wrote were first addressed to the Department

of Agricultural Economics and eventually expanded to in-

elude the Institute's entire senior staff. Her writings

were both serious and entertaining and attempted to

critique IRRI's research from, to the extent possible,

the farmers' viewpoint.

One of her early memoranda was addressed to Robert

w. Herdt, who succeeded Barker as IRRI's head economist,

on the topic of water drainage. She pointed out that

the lack of sufficient drainage facilities is a major

constraint to higher yields or, as she at one point

put it, "any yields at all!" Goodell argued that the

problem has plagued a relatively large proportion of

rice lands in the Philippines, and "going outside of

the Philippines," she continued, "but staying within

IRRI's principal constituency, no one would contest

that flooding is the constraint to higher yields in

the central plain o£ Thailand, in all of Bangladesh,

and in many parts of Sri Lanka, and these are only a

few of the countries of south and southeast Asia whose

staple of rice is threatened continually by over
. 50

abundance of water."

And yet, she reminded Herdt, the Institute's pro-

gram is based on "the alleviation of water scarcity"

and the promotion of irrigation:



While IRRI supports scientists working
in many highly specialized niches, we
do not even have one devoting even part
of his time to riceland flooding and
drainage. Although we pride ourselves
on offering the finest supplementary
training in Asia in rice technology,
I am told by those who are competent
in this field that an Asian countrj
wishing to educate itself about drain
age must send its professionals to
Wageningen, Holland: One could hardly
find a more unlikely setting for the
study of water surplus in the rice
fields of the tropics.

She proceeded to strongly recommend that:

• • • if IRRI claims to be concerned
with major rice yield constraints, we
must no longer overlook flooding and
drainage caused by the new irrigation
technology, flooding which is thus,
in many areas, a part of the new HYV
package. Bear in mind that these
data, at least, describe a phenomenon
caused by the new irrigation system
itself: these lands were not flooded
prior to the construction of the
UPRP. There are of course regions
where natural drainage occur: [we
should] contrast run off with rain
fall problems. (emphasis in 0rIg=
inal)

In this memorandum, Goodell was attempting to

encourage IRRI scientists to think about why the prob

lem had always been defined in terms of scarcity and

irrigation and the apparent neglect of the drainage

problem. In short, she wrote indirectly about account

ability and the failure of technical food research in

knowing what has been really happening to many farmers,

and more importantly, what has been at stake when a

428
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cultivator adopts high-yielding technology. Her themes

of accountability and farmer-to-scientist communication

would eventually become more direct and forceful in her

writings.

In another lengthy memorandum, this time to all IRRI

scientists, Goodell reproduced portions of a notebook of

household expenses belonging to a farmer in one of the

villages she was living. She showed how increasingly

complex farming had become for her farmer friend since he

began using the new technology through the government's

Masagana 99 program. In this growing complexity, lithe

most striking feature" of her friend's "agro-history is its

utter lack of pattern." She had the following to say:

You get seventeen hundred dollars of rice from
three buck's worth of Tide and DDT--no ferti
lizer at all--in one dry season (1977-l978)
and the very next dry season you get barely
60% of that from $150 bucks of pure jibberish:
"Azodrin 202-R, Hopsin, Komet, 14-14-14,
Hytox, Carbofuran, Brodan, Urea, and Sumacidin
D.S.U•••• " Fifty times the cost of your own
laundary-soap concoction brings out barely half
the returns! Are you kidding????

Conscientiously, one season you spend P3,500
on the crop, while in the next season the same
conscientious planning has you spent but a
quarter of that • • • • In nine cropping
seasons you try seven different varieties,
and just when IR36 looks agronomically sound
it starts splitting in the mill and yellow
with tungro! • • • Three consecutive crops
see you zap from no fertilizer at all to 15
sacks and then back to none again • • • • Inputs
that college-graduate technicians insist are
indispensable for even a poor farmer to buy,
come and go in a single season without ever
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being heard of again: "Sulfate," "28-63,"
"Etropolan ••• " What's going on here???
This is "science?"52 (sic)

While agreeing that the average yields of high-yielding

varieties and "even their overall economic returns" are

greater than those of the traditional varieties, her

criticisms were more importantly directed at the loss of

her farmer friend's control over the new yields. It was

true that Goodell's friend after one season managed to

purchase a television set. But she argued that he did it

because "it was now or maybe never," and not because he was

in "Fat City." At the time he purchased it, he was also

still in debt, a condition which has plagued many other

Filipino farmers since the beginning of the Masagana 99.

Goodell found that "tne government entices farmers into

a new loan program by offering amnesty for all outstanding

Masagana debt." But, she continued in her memorandum,

"the new loan schemes are always said to accept only a

temporary amnesty, though old debts rarely get repaid:

after but six years Filipino farmers owe Masagana ~

billion pesos!" (emphasis in original) The average

Nueva Ecija farmer, she said, owes Masagana ~15,000.

Here, Goodell attempted to critique the popular

tendency to "blame the victim." In evaluating the per-

formance of Masagana 99, which has historically depended

on IRRI technology and production instructions, the find

ings that farmers have not repaid loans or that they have
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used the economic returns or the credit itself for non-

farming purposes (like purchasing television sets) have

often been used to argue that the farmer is at fault for

the less than spectaCUlar performance of the credit

program. Through her informal writings, Goodell chal~

lenged the "blame the victim" mentality in playing the

role of an in-house critic. She argued in short, that

there were frightfully more important social and insti-

tutional constraints in the production process as well as

a need to ascertain and understand them to the fullest

extent possible.

To this end, her writings on her village experiences

of two years culminated in a paper entitled "Communication

From Farmer to Researcher," presented at the Institute's

conference celebrating its twentieth anniversary in 1980.

Basically, she argued that the nature of communication

between cultivator and scientist has essentially been

one-way. Researchers have defined and set the parameters

within which interaction takes place, thereby rendering

particular kinds of information and data worthy of value

and discussion. Goodell began the paper. in the following

manner:

It is indicative and highly provocative that
in taking stock of itself after these 20
years the institute has called for reports
on communication amon~ scientists and on
communication from sc~entist to farmer, but
in this conference's original program it
saw no need to appraise the communication
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of the small farmer to IRRI. Yet if
science begins with defining the question,
and technology, with understanding the
limits to its use, then surely long
before IRRI scientists have something
to communicate to each other or to the
farmers, the farmers must communicate
to us. We must know the problem and its
boundaries before we can solve it.

As for our twentieth-year review, here,
better late than never in reminding our
selves of this first step in all research.
Albeit our last and not our initial con
sideration, let me ask you to squeeze into
the final half hour of this august gathering
a reflection on how IRRI takes this decisive
first step in carrying out its mandate.
Find out from the farmers. 53 (emphasis
in oriyinal)

In this paper, Goodell warned IRRI that its "antennae

have become so finely tuned to picking up farmers' messages

because most of these messages are almost inaudible." Per-

haps, she continued, silence and inaction are the most

powerful mode of communication from farmer to researcher.

She did consult a few IRRI scientists on this matter. At

least for the ones she cited, their responses tended to

validate the one way-nature of communication. She said,

"I found them over andover again concurring that •

communication initiative is one way--us to them." One

scientist in particular said, "In my work I don't have to

talk to the farmer; the field speaks for itself."

While agreeing that the burden of the initiative falls

on the scientist-researcher, Goodell pointed out that the

character of interaction could ultimately rest on the
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ability of the scientists "to check our own conclusions"

and to be conscious and evaluative of their own "perceptual

frameworks" which they take out into the fields. In other

words, communication must be based, she said, on "genuine

curiosity." Without it, she argued, "we can even choose

what problems to ignore completely." One of her para

graphs went right to the point:

When we consider the limitations of IRRI's
methods of opening up communication from
the farmers to us, this predetermination
of what kind of information we will receive
may be the most critical of all. Even when
we do go to farmers for feedback, they
prefer to answer our questions rather than
tell us quite freely whatever is on their
minds about rice. This means that at best
the researcher is talking to himself, with
the farmer filling in the blanks. Such a
process may be satisfactory for the first
stage of HYV development, when defining
the problems and delimiting its boundaries
were fairly easy tasks. But as we move
into the much more refined challenges of
the coming decades of research, getting
farmers to amplify questions that we
raise, and to do so in categories that
we find meaningful may not be enough.
What if, like the alchemists, we miss
the decisive questions?54 (emphasis in
original)

In the most fundamental way, Goodell asked IRRI to

question not only their conclusions about rice farming

but also their assumptions and definitions of the problem

it was established to study and hopefully resolve. She

struggled to humanize and, therefore, politicize the

entire process of agricUltural development and food

production, in which scientific research has come to
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play such an important role. In language different from

hers, Goodell was arguing through an examination of com

municative interaction that assumptions and definitions

were by nature political; that they had a great deal to

do with the importance of some questions over others and

ultimately particular technological forms that benefited

some and hurt others.

Through her own work, she attempted to demonstrate

how different kinds of information and consequently con

clusions could be reached based on a different "perceptual

framework ll through which to view agriculture and cultiva

tors. In this respect, she wanted the Institute to be

accountable to what farmers have had in mind and the "real"

constraints (technical and social) that they have histor

ically faced. To recall, IRRI or at least its Department

of Agricultural Economics was not unfamiliar to the notion

of an alternative framework. Just two years prior to

Goodell's paper, a few IRRI scientists participated in a

workshop, in which participants raised the following

question: "Can we develop a research agenda in social

science for the people?"
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

In the years approaching the twentieth anniversary of

the International Rice Research Institute, specific develop

ments in the Institute's program suggested that changes in

the direction of research were going to be made. A bol

stered socio-economic program and the apparent inclination

away from chemicals, most notably insecticides, highlighted

these developments. At the time of this writing, therefore,

it remains uncertain as to what extent will the insights of

Grace Goodell, for example, be incorporated into the program

and translated into concrete changes whatever they might be.

The best we can do is to offer speCUlative statements given

the history of IRRI, which, as the present study has at

tempted to show, began long before the Institute's formal

and legal establishment. To this end, we can turn to a

question raised earlier. To what extent is IRRI willing

and/or able to embark on an alternative research path? I

will argue that the Institute will be ~able and, conse

quently, unwilling to alter the direction and approach to

research. If it were to do so, it would need to abandon

the historical foundations of its existence. After addres

sing this question, we will conclude on a note on the
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impo~tance of redefining the world food situation and its

implications for agricultural research.

Throughout this study, I have pointed to a relation

ship between specific definitions of a problem and distinct

approaches to research, both having definite political and

historical interests. Germane to this relationship is the

notion of accountability. The latter essentially rests

upon it, which is based, in turn, upon the extent to which

the social context, comprised of particular social forma-

tions and interests, is deemed problematic and therefore

subject to critical thought and action.

By defining the food problem in terms of supplies and

low productivity, the International Rice Research Institute

continued a series of projects that the Rockefeller Founda

tion started in the areas of health, medicine, and educa

tion. As Chapter IV showed, these projects, designed to

further the Foundation's efforts "towards the well-being of

mankind," had as its goals the restoration and maintenance

of social stability for American democracy and the expan

sion of corporate, monopoly capitalism. Projects first

concentrated in the American South and then abroad in

China and finally the Third World.

The Foundation harnessed modern science to respond

to an unstable social order. Just as science and its

products (technologies) became means of social production
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(see Chapter III), they also came to perform an ideological

function by legitimizing the dominant and yet tumultous

international socio-economic system. Its effectiveness in

material production spilled over into the realm of defining

and acting upon social problems, which were essentially

manifestations of contradictions inherent in the order. To

this end, science contributed to a rapidly evolving process,

which neutralized as a given social context in which prob

lems arose. This was its ideological role.

Defining the food problem as a supply shortage was

consistent with this tradition set in motion decades earlieL

It rendered problematic technical aspects of food and agri

culture while neutralizing their social and political dimen

sions. As in earlier Rockefeller projects, the move into

Third World agriculture was a technological project.

Improving the productivity of technology, IRRI's founding

fathers believed, would solve lithe problem of revolutionary

Asia."

This was the historical context of IRRI's research,

which also took on an historically significant character

and shape. Research carried out under highly-controlled

conditions of the well-equipped laboratory and the superbly

managed and irrigated farm guaranteed that IRRI would

achieve its goal of the ideal plant type, which would have,

in IRRI's interest, high pay-off, quick returns, visible

results, and demonstrability. This was the Institute's
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philosophy, which, in the end, resulted in the question of

high pay-off and returns for whom. While IRRI's Articles

of Incorporation pointed to the benefit of all rice farmers

and consumers, its technology and insistence upon optimal

yields constrained the Institute's mission. Over a decade

of literature on the green revolution testified to this

situation.

The historicity of this research philosophy is reflect

ed in prior Rockefeller projects in agriculture. It repro

duced a tradition set in motion as early as 1906 when

Rockefeller's General Education Board hired Seaman A. Knapp

to establish demonstration farms throughout the u.s. In

Chapter IV, I cited Harry Cleaver's argument that these

farms were designed to Erove that higher yields were

attain~le by way of careful and intensified farming and

directed initially at the wealthier farmers.

While IRRI's research "bet on the strong," its

organization took on an analagous shape. Betting on

central and strategic centers of knowledge for agriculture

also bore out of this historical ,process, the first example

of which was a base laboratory of Rockefeller's Interna

tional Health Board (.IHB). Its creation was significant

in three respects, which IRRI's establishment and experience

reaffirmed. First, the purpose of the laboratory was to

"set the scientific tone for the work that was being carried
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on around the world. ,,1 Too, IRRI was established to set the

scientific tone, showing what science and technology could

do to increase the supply of rice in Asia. Consistent with

early Rockefeller projects, its goals was to demonstrate

the worthiness of the cause.

Second, and related to the first, was that the base

laboratory rooted the experimental philosophy underlying

the scientific method. The International Rice Research

Institute was a replay of this. Like the IHB laboratory,

the Institute "set the tone" of high pay-off and quick

returns for national research programs to follow. Last,

the laboratory also institutionali~ed the sharp distinc

tion between the conduct of scientific inquiry and the

application and consequences of its results. Throughout

its entire history, IRRI replicated this process. Of

course, integral to this harshly dichotomous arrangement

was the claim to neutrality and little sense of account

ability.

Thus, IRRI inherited (l) a set of political and

economic interests, (2) a definition of "the food problem,"

(3) a distinct experimental philosophy, and (4) a mode of

research organization and management. All combined, they

resulted in a particular package of technology.

Apparently, at a crossroads today, IRRI and, as shown

below, the entire CGIAR system of institutes are seeking

to pursue other seemingly more appropriate areas of
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research. In order to offer speculative statements prom

ised earlier, I will examine recent documents that point

to the validity of relationships outlined above. Through

various reports and statements, international agricultural

research has acknowledged of late the need for an alterna

tive research philosophy. We have found in the present

study, that the latter involves closing the gap between

laboratory and field research, slower returns to research,

less visible results, greater location-specificity, and

most important, a solid and clear understanding of the

socio-economic context in which cultivators toil. The

latter also embraces the arguments of Grace Goodell, whose

efforts attempted to involve genuine farmer partici~ation

in the research process. Against this background, for IRRI

to change gears, so-to-speak, it would need to abandon

its historical tradition. The issue at hand is whether it

can.

A review of the IRRI Long Range Planning Committee

Report, put out in January 1979, may provide insight into

this question. Dividing the Institute's history into two

phases, the report first noted IRS and IRRI's "initial

attention" on areas having optimum water control as part

of the first phase. The second phase concentrated on

"describing the environments in which rice is grown"

because lithe miracle rice was not well suited to all
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environments." Here the authors were referring to cropping

systems research, which they called "a new approach to

making research more relevant to farmers' problems." Also

included ill t.llis phase was the concept of constraints-to-

higher-yields.

After two phases, a third became apparent. According

to the committee, IRRI appeared at least willing to alter

the direction of its program.. The report's fourth chapter

identified rainfed wetland rice as offering "the greatest

untapped potential for increases in production through

research inputs by IRRI." The committee repeated what

past annual reports had frequently stated: "the currently

available rice technology has not been widely adopted in

rainfed lowland areas, apparently because it is unsuited."

From there, it prepared a list of "three major accomplish-

ments" essential for rainfed areas. All three centered on

plant type:

1. Development of a cultivar that has a
high degree of drought resistance and
a hardy, nitrogen-responsive plant
type.

2. Development of a cultivar that has
flood tolerance, either in the form
of submergence tolerance (shallow
rainfed) or elongation ability
(intermediate rainfed), and drought
tolerance and a hardy, nitrogen
responsive plant type.

3. Establishment of a collaborative net
work that will permit the development
of research in crop establishment and
fertility management. 2
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This list indicated an interest in an alternative

plant type which, according to what appears to be a common

opinion, would require major changes in the research proc-

ess itself:

It now appears necessary to develop a stable
form of plant resistance to pests that can be
maintained over wide areas and long periods.
The concept of horizontal resistance, as
used to combat plant diseases, is being
simultaneously explored. However, the
feasibility of the application of this
technique is largely unknown. Developing
horizontal resistance is, however, a longer
process than developing single gene resis
tance. It will likely not be undertaken
by national programs, which will increase
IRRI's responsibility.3 (emphasis added)

A previous chapter established the,connection between

rainfed rice and horizontal resistance, based on the need

to conduct research in farmers' fields and, equally impor

tant, under actual farming conditions. It is true that

the Institute's documents, particularly those of the

Office of Rice Production Training and Research, used

identical terminology to describe its work outside Los

Banos. The present study has also shown, however, that

although IRRI increasingly did move off its own experi

mental farm, the experimental philosophy remained grounded

in the particular interests of control, especially towards

"making the technology work." In the words of Grace Goodell,

IRRI approached farmers' fields with its own definition and

"perceptual frameworks."
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While these research interests were inextricably

linked to a specific plant type concept, defining and

developing other appropriate plant types for uncertain,

sub-optimal conditions would necessitate a different

experimental philosophy. If the Institute were willing,

and it certainly appeared so in the general thrust of the

long-range plan, to develop alternative plant types and

other appropriate plant protection measures, then it

has to abandon quick return and high pay-off experimenta

tion. Repeating the words of a eenior scientist, the

Institute can no l(~>nger afford to search for "magic

tricks."

In fact, while momentarily moving away from specifi

cally discussing IRRI, recent documents of the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) and

its Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) have admitted that

the days of the "major breakthrough mentality" for

international agricultural research are essentially over.

The CGIAR's Report of the Review Committee, released in

January 1977, stated that this mentality "was encouraged

by the notable achievements of CIMMYT and IRRI in the late

1960s.,,4 Moreover, it also established sufficient grounds

for the creation of additional international research

centers as well as the CGIAR system itself. The review

committee further predicted that future advances in rice

and wheat were much more likely to be the cumulative,
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incremental type rather than quantum jumps experienced

in the late 1960s." The same prediction applied to other

newer institutes of the system, several of which focus on

more than one commodity.

While apparently favoring a more deliberate research

process, the review committee also connected it to the

social dimensions of agriculture. Also in these reports

(TAC's, too) were statements emphasizing the distribution

of benefits of research. The Report of the Review Commit

tee informed member institutes that many of the donors

have become increasingly concerned about the problems of

the small farmer and rural poor, which, the report claimed,

have historically received "less emphasis." TAC's state-

ments were even more emphatic:

• • .TAC also recommends that due account
be also taken of the need to achieve an
improvement iu. the level of income and
standard of living of the less advantaged
sectors of society in the develoeing
countries (especially rural), wh~ch deter
mine their access to food, equity in
distribution of banefits from research,
and efficienc in the use of a ricultural
resources. emphasis ~n or1g~nal)

As much as "due account" be given to distribution,

the Consultative Group and its TAC also cautioned research's

involvement in this area. Although the review committee

reported donor sentiment for the rural poor, it also warned

that agricultural technology alone cannot solve their

economic problems. As TAC put it, "the benefits derived
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from international agricultural research by different social

groups would very much depend on the conditions of the coun

try concerned and are a matter of consideration by the

individual governments in establishing their development

plans and policies. II within this context, TAC also said

that it recognized the likely contradictions between the

goal of increasing food supplies via technological research

and improving the welfare of the small farmer and rural

poor.

These statements can only remind us of IRRI's

historically-based posture regarding the social context

surrounding agricultural technology. Research that produces

particular technological forms is divorced from the actual

performance of its products. Because solutions to the rural

poor's problems depend on government and other action, not

much can be offered through international food research,

whose project, then, remains technological.

This background exposes a tension permeating the inter

national agricultural research system. IRRI and CGIAR/TAC

reports express a willingness to pay more attention to the

poor and down-trodden, but at the same moment, cling on

to a basis tenet of the dominant research philosophy-

namely, the interest in claiming political neutrality. I

will show below other proposals made in these reports that

are exemplary of more significant tensions that lead me to
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further doubt the viability of suggested directions of

research and technological development.

While claiming that IRRI should actively engage in

creating an alternative plant type, the long range planning

committee also devoted one full chapter on IRRI's rela-

tionship with national programs and the Institute's "unique

role" in it. In this latter chapter, the committee ex-

pounded on IRRI's "unique characteristics," which included

the ability to conduct "mission-oriented basic research:"

rice genetic resources conservation and dissemination:

development and testing methodologies for rice research:

the reorganization of international cooperative research

programs: training of researchers and educators concerned

with rice and related crops: and compilation and dissemi-

. f' h f' d' 6nat10n 0 r1ce researc 1n 1ngs.

The committee made no mention of actual technological

development particularly with regards to a rainfed rice

plant type. It described a service role for the Institute:

methodological testing in collaboration with national

programs, training national scientists, genetic conserva-

tion, etc. It seemed to be saying, in that particular

chapter, that its strength would not be in developing

rainfed rice technology (or sUb-optimal technology). In

describing IRRI's own work in Los Banos, the committee

defined mission-oriented basic research as follows:



The type of mission-oriented basic research
appropriate for IRRI might not be considered
basic by western scientific standards. It
does not include activities that push back
the frontiers of chemistry, physics, molecular
biology, statistics, or economic theory.
Instead, it includes research that builds a
foundation for increase rice farm productivity.
It usually results in an improved understand
ing of the mechanisms that control, growth,
yield, or production of rice. That is, it
is oriented to the mission of increasing pro
ductivity, but its direct use in the produc
tion process is not immediately relevant.
(emphasis added)

In this description, the committee referred to what

the Institute had been saying since 1974 when it decided

to stop officially naming varieties; that ultimately,

locally developed technology should rest in the hands of

national research scientists. In fact, the long range

planning committee reiterated this point:

Some technology can be transferred, but most
must be developed in the environment for-whIch
it is intended. For this reason, IRRI must
concentrate some of its resources on research
that will have an impact in many different
environments. That may consist of either
basic research designed to gain new knowl
edge for development of technologies suited
for various ecological areas, or activities
designed to develop the capacities of national
scientists to do research appropriate to
their conditions. Activities that have an
impact in many different environments will
increase in relative importance in IRRI's
total program. (emphasis added)

Moreover, the committee began its report by saying that:

IRRI's greatest impact may have been on
national rice development programs. Farmers
in many regions soon started to plant locally
developed semidwarf varieties. IRRI material
provided the ~,'.anetic building blocks for these
varieties; most of which were progeny of IRS
and other early IRRI rices. (emphasis in original)

453
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And yet, the last chapter of the report claimed that

mission-oriented basic research is an activity that national

research programs will be unable to do because "as [they]

grow and mature, they will assume responsibility for more

applied activities. 1I Other more basic activities, the

committee said, should remain in the hands of IRRI and

these included defining and developing appropriate plant

types for other than lowland irrigated conditions.

Translated, this echoed the statements of the CGIAR's

Technical Advisory Committee which had earlier announced

that international centers will be increasingly called

upon to investigate more :difficult research areas. In

the TAC Review of Priorities for International Support to

Agricultural Research, the committee said "that interna

tional agricultural research should continue to develop

and offer a range of production technologies from which

national programmes can choose in meeting their diverse

requirements. ,,7 This range included technology for less

favorable, marginal conditions, which TAC acknowledged as

being more difficult to tackle. The committee also urged

the international centers to take the lead in these more

difficult areas because, in the forseeable future,

national programs will continue to be burdened with what

TAC called lithe more urgent" task of increasing food

supplies in the more favorable areas.
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This meant that national programs should reproduce

what international institutes did in earlier periods when

experimentation was grounded in the "major breakthrough

mentality." It.also implied that research at the inter

national level will remain one step ahead, so-to-speak,

always in a more equipped and endowed position to examine

difficult research topics, which as we have concluded

from the IRRI experience, are more location-specific.

Remaining prevalent in this scenario is the evolu

tionary view towards agricultural research. The problem

is first and foremost a production problem defined

technically and at least alleviated technologically.

The problem's more problematic dimensions are saved for

a later phase of research that follows the development

and dissemination new, high-yielding technology. In

this view, national research programs are encouraged to

replicate the historical experience of international

food research. In critical terms, to what extent or

for how long, we might ask, will national programs be

consumers of products of international institutes like

IRRI? More fundamentally, is this a desirable situa

tion?

Nothing but tension and contradiction, then, becomes

apparent in these recent documents. On the one hand,

IRRI wants to develop sub-optimal technology and goes

as far as saying that this endeavor falls exclusively
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in their domain of operation and mandate. On the other

hand, national programs are indispensably important in

this effort to the point of the Institute's planning com

mittee saying that most technology must be developed in

the environment for which it is intended. One state-

ment in the plan read: "Interaction with researchers in

rice-growing countries is critical to IRRI's success •• "

(emphasis added)

To be sure, IRRI would not dispute the important role

and strength of national programs. All along, it has

praised their growth and accomplishments. To claim,

however, that it, as well as other international centers,

must take the lead in the more unpredictable and problem

atic research areas is an altogether distorted assessment

of the current situation, when its organization and entire

existence rest upon an historically grounded and dominating

research tradition. In other words, a distant, far-away

research center of knowledge "setting the scientific

tone" can operate in no other fashion. The Institute may

appear willing to develop an alternative technological

package 1 but it is not willing to question its own

approach to research. The tension in the long range

plan points in the validity of this argument.

Against this background, the Institute's expressed

interest in sub-optimal technology amounts to nothing
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more than an attempt to appear accountable in the face

of what needs to be done. Desiring to preserve its

superior position vis-a-vis national programs makes

questionable the basis of IRRI's "interaction with re

searchers in rice-growing countries:" Whose interests

is this interaction serving? Is it aimed at the success

of national programs? Or at international centers

interested, in TAC's words, in "taking the lead" in

technological research and development? We must affirm

atively answer the latter question given the argument

that national programs be assigned to the "more urgent"

task of developing production technology based on the

"major breakthrough mentality." There should be no

difficulty in recalling the socio-political consequences

of that mentality.

A similar condition exists with regards to a changing

definition of the food problem. In as much as the Insti

tute has frankly stated its interests in understanding the

consequences of the new technology, its own historical

roots once aga1n stifle its pursuit of fundamental ques

tions on the social context surrounding technology.

At least since 1969, the year of its landmark con

ference, IRRI has consistently and openly maintained its

distance from the formation of national development

programs and policies. Although certainly a major
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source of government support of high-yielding technology

(e.g., Masagana 99 in the Philippines), the Institute has

been quite deliberate in avoiding conflict with national

government interests. Recapitulating the arguments of the

higher circles, the CGIAR and TAC have recently affirmed

this long-standing position by warning that the rural

poor's problems cannot be solved by technology alone and

that the actual distribution of benefits depend upon

policies of individual governments. In other terms, the

process of research has very little, if anything at all,

to do with the application and the actual performance of

its results.

Emanating from this position is the moral argument

that an international development organization ought not

meddle into national affairs, which includes the form of

research critical of the social status quo. As IRRI's

long range planning committee put it, international cen

ters "are in but not of the third world." (emphasis

in original) The committee stated this in reference

to the "comparative advantages" international centers

have had and can expect to enjoy in the future due to

the absence of official political ties and "nationalistic

pressures." Given the background, however, of past

Institute policy statements, being "in" as opposed to

"of" the Third World ct:!n only be viewed as a reminder of

its narrow technical mandate.
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With the main actors still pressing for a neutral

stand, we can expect the dominant definition of the

food problem to stay prevalent. Even though IRRI and

the Consultative Group's system of centers are verbally

interested in embarking on an alternative research path

and recognize the importance of the socio-political dimen

sions of food and agriculture (i.e., in the form of who

benefits from research), we can argue that the Institute

will be unable to carry out what it appears to be inter

ested in doing. IRRI's effort to be accountable falls

short of the kinds of questions it knows it ought to be

raising.

The foregoing discussion pointed to the importance

of a politically-defined as opposed to a technically

defined world food problem. By this, I mean, first, that

an alternative research tradition would necessarily

include critical thought in the form of exposing partic

ular characteristics of the social context (see Chapter

III) in which cultivators use new technology. And, to

complete the process of technological development, a

socially and critically-based science would also govern'

the range of technological choices, the selection from

it, and the methods by which the final choices would

be pursued and developed. In other words, an alternative

approach can by no means divorce th~se two processes.
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Integral to this approach is the participation of

peasant cultivators. The requirement emerges out of the

concrete case of the IRRI experience. Remembering the

IRRI workshop on village-level studies, its participants

acknowledged the importance of peasant organizations

representative of cultivator's interests in the research

and development process.

The case for such participation becomes even stronger

in view of the documents reviewed earlier. The CGIAR and

TAC concede that research cannot directly become engaged

in the question of who benefits. This concession, I

must add, also includes the consequences of sub-optimal

technologies, which most quarters would agree to be more

appropriate. We might ask, therefore, what is there to

prevent appropriately-deemed technological packages, even

if developed by national programs, from resulting in

benefits for a few in a context that is not only plagued

by but also brings about poverty and inequality? The

pursuit of sub-optimal technology, although founded upon

a concern for social consequences, merely reaffirms the

technological project.

Another concession that points to the case for

peasant participation is the refusal to question and

challenge national agricultural and development programs,

which more often than not run counter to the interests of
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farmers. This study has shown that the international

research system prefers to stay clear of such critical

activity.

Moreover, it is unlikely that national and sub

national research programs would enter critical areas.

TAC and IRRI have made it clear that national programs

should be encouraged to do what international centers

have done, a process that would further isolate national

scientists from socially important questions. In this

respect, national research activities critical of the

State in rice-growing countries become unlikely.

The following question arises against this back

ground: who would most likely be interested in raising

questions critical of the social context, which are

ultimately related to specific technological forms?

Based on the IRRI experience, I can only conclude that

the rural poor would be. This is not to argue that

scientific and researchers are incapable of possessing

such interests: nor that the rural poor are currently

and immediately in a position to mobilize to voice

these interests. Given the institution of scientific

research and tech~ological development as we are famil

iar with it today, the constraints appear overwhelming.

Long-standing political and economic interests surrounding

this institution appear firmly rooted. In this context,

peasant participation and organization are indispensable

ingredients in a "strategy toward the conquest of hunger. IIS
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Recalling Randolph Barker's words, "can we develop the

answers through research?" Or, "can we develop a research

agenda in a social science 'for the people'?" I contend

that the institution of research must hear and understand

the voices and interests of cultivators. In the dominant

context, however, it remains, using Barker's term again, a

"dilemma." Perhaps modern scientific research can be

accountable only to the extent to which it is willing to

admit to it and proceed to continually expose it to "the

people."

By redefining food and agriculture, research (biolog

ical, physical, and social), would be in a position to

critique itself. The two activities are politically

equivalent. Exposing the dilemma described above would

also bring to the.surface the historical and political

nature of science's expansion and role in societal devel

opment, which food and agriculture are s.o much a part of.

A critique of the social status quo surrounding technology

is also a critique of the historical context which has

dictated the kind of role science has come to play.

Perhaps an accountable "science for the people" should

begin there: with its own critique.



FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER VIII

1. See Chapter IV of the present study, Footnote 25.

2. International Rice Research Institute, IRRI Long
Range Planning Committee Report, (Los Banos: IRRI,
January 1979), p. 23. To provide some background
to this committee and its report, the committee
consisted of a small group of senior scientists
called together by the Institute's director. Why
this committee was formed is not exactly clear.
One member of the committee indicated that it was
formed at the urging of the "old-timers" who felt
that IRRI was losing its sense of direction and
mission. To some of them, the expansion during
the 1970s brought about sudden changes in
management and organization that made the Insti
tutels operation needlessly complex. Directions
and goals appeared lost in a maze of programs
at the Los Banos headquarters and its interna
tional networks. Perhaps this would be true
for any organization that spent some years during
which goals appeared pure and simple and then
another period of rapid growth and also con
troversy.

The same committee member wryly told me that
the committee did not seriously expect any
implementation of recommendations. He stated
in response to a question on its status prior
to the report's final draft, that the committee
was at one point taking its time and waiting
for the director to initiate progress toward
completion. In short, there appeared to be
little excitement over the project" at least
for this one member. Furthermore, the director's
introduction ,to the report stated that "while
drafts of this report to have been presented
to the IRRI Board of Trustees for their infor
mation and comments, the Board has taken no
action to approve or disapprove the report as
representing Institute policy. However, despite
these reasons, which may render unclear the
report's import and validity for our purposes,
the director did point out that "it does give
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the consensus of opinion and judgment • • • as to
IRRIrs future role and research priorities--opinions
and judgments that were reviewed by all senior staff
of the Institute."

3. Ibid., p. 13.

4. Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research, Report of the Review Committee, (Washington,
D.C.: CGIAR, January 1977), p. 35.

5. CGIAR Technical Advisory Committee, TAC Review of
Priorities for International Support to Agricultural
Research, (Rome: TAC Secretariat, March 1979).

6. IRRI, Long Range Plan, p. 31.

7. CGIAR Technical Advisory Committee, TAt Review of
Priorities.

8. Taken from the title to a collection of essays by
J. George Harrar, Strategy Toward the Conquest of
Hunger, (New York: The Rockefeller Foundation, 1967).
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APPENDIX I

LIST OF PEOPLE INTERVIEWED

The following is a listing of individuals interviewed

during the period September 1977-0ctober 1978 and their

positions and organizations at the time of interview.

Information on the relationships of particular individuals

to the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) is also

provided.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Interviewee

E. Abeyrantne

Virgilio R. Anolin

Zane Arlidge

D. S. Athwal

position and Organization

Former Deputy-Director of
Extension and Director of
Agriculture, Government
of Sri Lanka.

Instructor, Isabella
State College of Agri
culture 1 farm technician
for the cooperative proj
ect in applied research
between IRRI and the
Philippine Council for
Agricultural Research
and Resources.

Liaison officer in
Washington, D.C. of the
Technical Advisory
Committee of the Consul
tative Group on Interna
tional Agricultural
Research.

Program Officer, Interna
tional Agricultural Devel
opment Service 1 former
Associate Director, IRRI,
1967-1976.
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5. Randolph X. Barker

6. Henry M. Beachell

7. Sadiqul I. Bhuyian

8. Nyle C. Brady

9. Francis Byrnes

10. Esteban Cada

11. V.R. Carangal

12. H.D. Catling.

13. Robert F. Chandler, Jr.
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Position and Organization

Agricultural Economist,
Department of Agricul
tural Economics, IRRI.

Plant Breeder, IRRI
Central Research Insti
tute for Agriculture
Cooperative Project for
Indonesia, former IRRI
plant breeder, 1962
1972.

Agricultural Engineer,
Department of Irrigation
Water Management, IRRI.

Director-General, IRRI.

Program Officer, Inter
national Agricultural
Development Service:
former communication
specialist, Office of
Commu~ication, IRRI,
1963-1967.

Instructor, Lyceum
Northeastern College of
Agriculture, San Jacinto,
Pangasinan, Philippines:
former plant breeder,
Bureau of Plant Industry,
Government of the Philip
pines.

Coordinator, Asian
Cropping Systems Network,
IRRI.

Entomologist, Deep-Water
Rice Program, Bangladesh
Rice Research Institute:
formerly head of the IRRI
outreach office in
Bangladesh.

Former Director, IRRI,
1960-1972.
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14. T.T. Chang

15. W. Ronnie Coffman

16. John Coutler

17. J. Ritchie Cowan

18. Ralph W. Cummings

19. ~cgelio Cuyno

20. S.K. DeDatta

21. J.D. Drilon, Jr.

22. J. Bart Duff

23. V. Arnold Dyck
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Position a~d Organization

Plant Geneticist, Depart
ment of Plant Breeding,
IRRI.

Plant Breeder, Department
of Plant Breeding, IRRI.

Advisor, Secretariat of
the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural
Research.

Research Administrator,
IRRI-Central Research
Institute for Agriculture
Cooperative Project,
Bogor, Indonesia.

Chairperson, Technical
Advisory Committee of the
Consultative Group on
International Agricultural
Research; former Director,
IRRI, 1973.

Professor, Department of
Development Communica
tions, University of the
Philippines, College of
Agriculture, Los Banos.

Agronomist, Department
of Agronomy, IRRI.

Director-General, South
east Asia Regional Center
for Graduate Study and
Research in Agriculture
and the Philippine Coun
cil for Agricultural
Research and Resources;
former Executive Secre
tary, IRRI, 1960-1971.

Agricultural Economist,
Department of Agricultural
Engineering, IRRI.

Entomologist, Department
of Entomology, IRRI.
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24. Suryatna Effendi

25. Pedro Escuro

26. Lloyd Evans

27. Reeshon Feuer

28. Russell Free

29. Grace Goodell

30. Clarence C. Gray III

31. Rusli Hakim

32. M.A. Hamid
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position and Organization

Agronomist, Cropping Sys
tems Program, Central
Research Institute for
Agriculture, Government
of Indonesia.

Plant Breeder, IRRI
Burma Cooperative Project;
formerly professor,
Department of Plant
Breeding, University of
the Philippines, College
of Agriculture, Los
Banos.

Visiting Plant Physiolo
gist, IRRli also, member
of the Technical Advisorv
Committee of the Consulta
tive Group on Interna 
tional Agricult~ral

Research.

Rice Production
Specialist, IRRI Out
reach Staff in the
Philippines.

Plant Breeder, IRRI
Sri Lanka Cooperative
Project.

Anthropologist, Depart
ment of Agricultural
Economics, IRRI.

Chairperson and
Rockefeller Foundation
Representative, Board
of Trustees, IRRI.

Director, Central
Research Institute for
Agriculture, Government
of Indonesia.

Plant Breeder, Depart
ment of Plant Breeding,
Bangladesh Rice Research
Institute.
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33. Lowell S. Hardin

34. L. Dale Haws

35. Yujiro Hayami

36. Thomas Hargrove

3i. Elvis A. Heinrichs

38. Robert A. Herdt

39. Forrest F. Hill

40. Peter Hobbs

41. Ahmed Hussain

42. Hiroshi Ikehashi

43. Ben R. Jackson
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position and Organization

Director, Division of
Agriculture, Ford Founda
tion.

Rice Production Special
ist, Office of Rice Pro
duction Training and
Research, IRRI.

Agricultural Economist,
Department of Agricul
tural Economics, IRRI.

Communication Specialist,
Office of Information
Services, IRRI.

Entomologist, Department
of Entomology, IRRI.

Agricultural EconOmist,
Department of Agricultural
Economics, IRRI.

Former Chairperson, Board
of Trustees, IRRI, 1960
1978.

Agronomist, IRRI
Bangladesh Cooperative
Project.

Communication Specialist,
Bangladesh Rice Research
Institute.

Plant Breeder, Depart
ment of Plant Breeding,
IRRI.

Plant Breeder, Rocke
feller Foundation Rice
Improvement Program in
Thailand: IRRI liaison
officer for IRRI-Thailand
Cooperative Deep-Water
Rice ProjeCt.
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44. Peter Jennings

45. Jogaratnam

46. Harold Kaufman

47. Gurdev S. Khush

48. James Litsinger

49. Michael Lejeune

50. Edwin Magallona

51. Philippe Mahler

52. S.M. Mamaril
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Position and Organization

Plant Breeder, Departmento
de Fitopatologia,
Ministerio de Agricultura,
San Jose, Costa Rical
former IRRI plant breeder,
1963-1967.

Agricultural Economist,
Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Sri
Lanka.

Plant Pathologist,
International Rice
Testing Program, IRRI.

Plant Breeder, Depart
ment of Plant Breeding,
IRRI.

Entomologist, Department
of Entomology, IRRI.

Executive Secretary,
Consultative Group on
International Agricul
tural Research.

Entomologist, Depart
ment of Entomology,
University of the
Philippines, College of
Agriculture, Los Banos;
and consultant to the
Philippine Fertilizer
and Pesticide Authority.

Executive Secretary,
Technical Advisory
Committee of the
Consultative Group on
International Agri
cultural Research.

Research Administration
Specialist, Maros Station
of the IRRI-Central
Research Institute for
Agriculture, Cooperative
Project, Indonesia.
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53. A. Colin McClung

54. Jerry McIntosh

55. E. Metcalf

56. N.M. Miah

57. J.H. Monyo

58. M. Nasiruddin

59. Hidayat Nataatmadja

60. Peter Oram

61. S .H. Ou
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position and Organization

Executive Officer,
International Agricultural
Development Service;
former Associate Director,
IRRI, 1964-1971.

Agronomist, IRRI
Central Research Insti
tute for Agriculture
Cooperative project.

Visiting Communication
Specialist, Office of
Information Services,
IRRI.

Plant Breeder, Depart
ment of Plant Breeding,
Bangladesh Rice Research
Institute.

Director, Research and
Development, United
Nations Food and
Agriculture Organiza
tion.

Plant Breeder, Depart
ment of Plant Breeding,
Bangladesh Rice Research
Institute.

Agricultural Economist,
Central Resea~rch Insti
tute for Agri.culture,
Government of Indonesia.

Research Associate,
International Food
Policy Research Insti
tute; former member of
the Technical Advisory
Committee of the Consulta
tive Group on Interna
tional Agricultural
Research.

Plant Pathologist, Depart
ment of Plant Pathology,
IRRI.
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62. Mano Pathak

63. Felix N. Ponnamperuma

64. Edwin C. Price

65. Faustino M. Salacup

66. R. Seetharaman

67. Senidhira

68. Frank W. Sheppard, Jr.

69. B.H. Siwi

70. Ifor Solidum

71. Prabowo Tjitropranoto

72. Dioscoro Umali
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Position and Organization

Deputy-Director, IRRI;
also, entomologist,
Department of Entomology,
IRRI.

Soil Chemist, Department
of Soil Chemistry, IRRI.

Agricultural Economist,
Department of Multiple
Cropping, IRRI.

Comptroller, IRRI.

Director, All-India
Coordinator Rice Improve
ment Project.

Plant Breeder, Central
.Agricultural Research
Institute and Batalagoda
Rice Research Station,
Government of Sri Lanka.

Research Administrator,
IRRI-Bangladesh Rice
Research Institute
Cooperative Project.

Plant Breeder, Central
Research Institute for
Agriculture, Government
of Indonesia.

Professor, Philippine
Center for Advanced
Studies, University of
the Philippines; former
Administrative Associate,
IRRI.

Communications and
Production Specialist,
Central Research Insti
tute for Agriculture,
Government of Indonesia.

Regional Director, United
Nations Food and Agri
culture Organization,
Bangkok.
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73. Marcos R. Vega

74. Benito S. Vergara

75. Brian Webster

76. Thomas wickham

77~ James Wimberly

78. Sterling Wortman

79. S.M.H. Zaman

80. Hubert Zandstra
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position and Organization

Deputy-Director, IRRI.

Plant Physiologist,
Department of Plant
Physiology, IRRI.

Assistant Secretary,
Technical Advisory
Committee of the
Consultative Group
on International
Agricultural Research.

Agrioultural Economist,
Department of Irrigation
Water Management, IRRI.

Research administrator,
IRRI-Sri Lanka Coopera
tive project.

Vice-President, Rocke
feller Foundation~

former Associate
Director, IRRI, 1960
1964.

Director, Bangladesh
Rice Research Institute.

Agronomist, Department of
Multiple Cropping, IRRI.

There were twelve others interviewed who wished to

remain anonymous. These included one employee of the

Philippine Fertilizer and Pesticide Authority~ eight

members of IRRI's "junior" staff of the departments of

agricultural economics, entomology, agricultural engineer

ing, plant breeding, soil chemistry, irrigation water

management, and rice production training and research~ and

three research scholars from the departments of agricultural

economics, agronomy, and multiple cropping.
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APPENDIX II

THE CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL

RESEARCH: DONORS AND INSTITUTES *

International Research Centers and Programs Supported by

the CGIAR

International Center for Tropical Agriculture (Cali,
Colombia)

International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (El
Batan; Mexico)

International Potato Center (Lima, Peru)

International Board for Plant Genetics Resources (Rome,
Italy)

International Center for Agricultural ResearcIl in the
Dry Areas (Beirut, Lebanon)

International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics (Hyderabad, India)

International Food Policy Research Institute (Washington,
D.C., USA)

International Livestock Center for Africa (Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia)

International Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases
(Nairobi, Kenya)

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (Ibadan,
Nigeria)

*This listing of member institutes and donors comes from the
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research,
1979 R~?!t 01' the Consultative Group and the International
Agricultural Resef.'lrch System: An Integrative Report,
(washington, D.C.: CGIAR, September 14, 1979).
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International Rice Research Institute (Los Banos,
Philippines)

International Service for National Agricultural Research
(Rome, Italy)

West Africa Rice Development Association (Monrovia,
Liberia)

Donors (as of September 1, 1979)

Countries: Australia
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
Iran
Italy
Japan

Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Saudi Arabia
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United states

International Organizations:

African Development Bank
Arab Fund for Social and Economic Development
Asian Development Bank
commission of the European Communities
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
Inter-American Development Bank
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Fund for Agricultural Development
OPEC Special Fund
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Environment Programme

Foundations:

Ford Foundation
International Development Research Centre
Kellogg Foundation
Leverhulme Trust Fund
Rockefeller Foundation
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Members Representing Underdeveloped Countries, 1979-1980*

Asia: India
Philippines

Africa: Kenya
Senegal

Latin America: Costa Rica
Peru

Southern and Eastern Europe: Greece
Romania

Middle East: Egypt
Syria

**According to the CGIAR's Integrative Report of September
1979, lithe countries of the five major developing regions of
the world participate in the Consultative Group through
representatives elected for a two-year term by the FAO
members in each region. Two countries are elected from
each region, one serving as member and the other as alter
nate, as they may decide, in the Group's deliberations,"
p. 48.



APPENDIX III

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

OF

THE INTERNATIONAL RICE

RESEARCH INSTITUTE

KNOW ALl. MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

That we, all oC legal age, and a majority of' ,
whom are citizens and residents of the Phil
ippines, have this day voluntarily associated
ourselves Cor the purpose of organizing a
non-stock, philanthropic and non-profit cor
poration under the laws I)f the Republic of
the Philippines.

AND WE HEREBY CERTIFY:

First: - That the name of the said corpo
ration shall be The International Rice Re
search Institute (IRRI);

Second: - That the purpose of the corpora
tion is to establish, maintain, and operate an
international rice research institute designed
to pursue any and/or all of the following
objectives.

1. To conduct basic research on the rice
plant. on all phases of rice production,
management, distribution, and utilization
with a view of attaining nutritive and eco
nomic advantage or benefit for the people
of Asia and other major rice-growing areas
through improvement in quality and quan·
ti~y of rice;

I
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

2., To publish and disseminate research
findings and recommendations of the Insti
tute;

8. To distribute improved plant mate
riais to regional and international research
centers where they might be of significant
value t>r use in breeding or improvement
programs;

4. To develop and educate promising
, young scientists, primarily from South and
Southeast Asia, along lines connected with
or relating to rice production, distribution
and utilization, through a resident traln-.
ing program under the guidance of well·
trained and distinguished scientists;

5. To establish, maintain and operate
an information center and library whicb '
will provide, among others, for interested
scientists and scholars everywhere, a collec
tion of the world's literature on rice;

6. To organize or hold periodic confer
ences, forums and seminars, whether Inter
national, regional, local or otherwise, for
the purpose .of discussing current problems.

And in furtherance of the aforesaid purpose,
the corporation shall have the following in·
cidental powers: ' ' ,

I. To acquire or obtain from any gov.
ernmental authority, national, municipal Or
local, foreip or domestic, or otherwise, or
from any corporation, company, associa-

2

non, or person or other entity, such char
ters, franchises, licenses, rights, privileges,
assistance, financial or otherwise, and con
cessions as are conducive to and necessary
for the attainment of the purpose of the
Institute;

2. To receive and acquire from any per
son, firm or entity, by, donation, grant, ex
change, devise, bequest, purchase, or lease,
either absolutely or in trust, contributions
consisting of such properties, real or per.
sonal, including funds and valuable effects
or things, as may be useful or necessary to
carry out the purpose and objectives of the
Institute, and to hold, own, operate, use or
dispose of said properties or valuable
things;

3. To do and perform all acts and things
as are necessary, expedient, suitable or pro
per for the furtherance or accomplishment
of the purpose and the attainment of any
or all of the objectives herein stated, or
which shaII appear, at any time. as con
ducive to and useful for the activities of
the Institute.

Third: - That the place where the prln
cipal office of the corporation is to be estab
lished and located is at Los Banos, Laguna.
,Philippines;

Fourth: ~ That the term for which the
corporation is to exist shall be fifty (50) years
from and after the date of its Incorporation
unless earlier terminated in accordance with
law; , " . .
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APPENDIX III. (Continued) ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

(The above articles of incorporation were
filed with the Securiues and Exchange Com
mission of the Philippines on March 8, 1960.)

Seventh: - That the corporation shall be
established and supported by the Rockefeller
and Ford Foundations in cooperation with
the Government of the Republic of the Phil- .
ippines in accordance with the Memorandum
of Understanding signed on December 9,
1959, by appropriate representatives of the
aforestated Foundations on the one hand and
the Secretary. of Agriculture and Natural
Resources of the Philippine Government on
the oilier hand, a copy of which is hereto
attached as Annex "A" and made an inte
gral part of these Articles of Incorporation:

Eighth: - That if the existence of the Cor
poration is terminated, for any reason, all its
physical plant, equipment and other "assets
shall become the pr<;»perty of the College of
'Ap-iculture of the University of the Philip
pmes..

Hni;rna

Scate of New York
United S~tes of
America

1.lanil.
Philippines

University of the
Philippines, DiIi
man, Quezon City,
Philippines

Manila
Philippines

It'd/met
U. S. A.
U. S. A.
Manila Philippines
Quezon City,
Philippines
Manila, Philippines
Makati, Ilizal,
Philippines
New Delhi,' India
Misima, Japan

Taipei, Taiwan
(Formosa). China
Ba.skok, Thailand

American State ot New York .
United Stlltes of
America

Nllm, Nillion,lil"

1. Dr. J. George Harrar AmericlIn
Vice-President
The Rockefeller

Foundation

2. Dr. Forrest F. Hill
Vice-President
The Ford Foundation

f. Dr. Paulino GlIrcia
6. Dr. Robert F. Chandler, Jr.

7. Dr. K. R. Damle
8. Dr. Hitoshi Kihara
9. Dr. P. C. Ma

NII1M
1. Dr. J. George Harrar
2. Dr. Forrest F. Hill
3. Hon. Juan de G. Rodriguez
4. Dr. Vicente G. Sinco

10. Prince M. C Chakr'&andhu

Fifth: - That the names, nationalities and
residents of the incorporators are as follows:

3. Hon. Juan de G. FitipiiiG
Rodriguez

4. Dr. Vicente G. Sinco Filipino
President
University of the

Philippines

f. Dr. Paulano Garcia Filipino
ChairmaR
National Science De

velopment Board

.Sixth: - That the number of trustees of
said corporation shall be fifteen (15) and
that the names and residences of the trustees
of the cornoration who are to serve until
their succe~sors are elected and qualified as
provided by the by-laws are as follows:

If As IIfMrul,4 6" ,b, rMmbrrJbJjI In • Mol.film ,.",1
tm P,bNlIlry 9, 197'.

4 5
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APPENDIX IV

A STATEMENT ON METHODOLOGY AND DOCUMENTATION

This study is based on in-depth interviews and docu-

mentation at the International Rice Research Institute

(IRRI or the Institute) in Los Banos, Philippines; the

Institute's outreach sites in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and

Bangladesh; the Technical Advisory Committee of the

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

(CGIAR) at the United Nations Food and Agriculture

Organization in Rome, Italy; the Rockefeller Foundation

in New York, U.S.; and the CGIAR Secretariat in Washington,

D.C., U.S. Two individuals prominent in IRRI's history

were interviewed in Templeton, Massachusetts and Ithaca,

New York.

Interviews were basically informal discussions.

There were no structured questionnaires. At IRRI, nearly

all of those interview~~ were approached at least twice

for follow-up meetings. In most cases, opinions and

information on particular topics were cross-checked by

interviewing other staff members who were knowledgeable

in specific areas. As a general rule, I attempted to

attain a consensus of opinion.
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I took care and caution in citing those who were

interviewed. Those whose statements could be taken as

incriminating or damaging have been protected by using

such expressions as "one senior scientist said ••• "

or by citing discussions with a group of scientists

knowledgeable on a particular topic rather than citing an

individual. In these instances, discussions with several

scientists (on an individual basis) did certainly trans

pire. To give an example, I lumped together the testimo

nies provided by Philippine and IRRI scientists rather

than conveying them individually in the section entitled

"Philippine Scientists Express Reservations."

Everyone interviewed was informed that I was

researching the political history of IRRI. They also

knew that I would be using their statements as research

material. However, I have absolutely refrained from

actually citing specific names if the interviewee requested

that she/he not be cited in connection with particular

statements.

Most of the documents cited were obtained from IRRI's

Library and Documentation Cente~ while others were from

individual departments, which always have on hand copies

of reports on their research activities. I was given

access to them with the understanding that they were to

be used in the study.
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The reader will take note of documents cited that are

not readily available for scholarly consumption. These

are in the form of internal memoranda among rice/agricul

tural research administrators and officials, information

on personnel, minutes-to-meetings of the Institute's Board

of Trustees, and bUdget documents.

All except budget documents were obtained through the

Institute's administration office and the Rockefell~r

Archive Center. In the former case, it is still unclear

as to whether I had legitimate and total access to these

materials. More specifically, although having taken

proper channels, there appeared to be conflicting inter

pretations of my request by members of the administration.

In the end, I was supplied the above documents, which I

have used with caution in order to protect particular

individuals.

Memoranda and letters noted in Chapter IV were

selected and provided by the archivist at the Rockefeller

Archive Center in Tarrytown, New York. The Center, it

appears, is quite generous in the use of its material.

Its "Policy Concerning the Use of Rockefeller Foundation

Archives" states that "although the Foundation's archives

are likely to contain very little material that would be

considered libelous, the Fnundation must hold the visit

ing scholar responsible for publication of libelous

material without its permission." Libel, apparently, is
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the most important criterion for judging the propriety of

using specific documents. I believe that documents have

been used wisely.

Finally, budget documents were obtained from the

Secretariat of the Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research. These same materials were withheld

at IRRI. Although they are marked "restricted," they

were provided by the CGIAR's Executive Secretary's Office

in Washington, D.C. with the understanding of their use

in'the present study.



APPENDIX V

FUNDS RECEIVED AND DONORS, 1972-1979*
(in u.s. $Thousand)

Source of Funds
Actual Estimate

1. Core Operations 11972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

a. Unrestricteda

l} Rockefeller Foundation 750 620 700 700 500 300

2) Ford Foundation 750 750 750 750 565 300

3) u.s. Agency for International Development 750 725 1,100 1,925 2,150 2,800

4) International Development Association --- 120 1,155 2,030 1,770 1,125

5) West Gennany --- --- --- --- 201 400

6) United Kingdom --- --- --- 508 474 780

7) Australia --- --- --- 437 499 480

8) New Zealand --- --- --- --- 80 75

9) Iran --- --- --- --- 250 250

10) Saudi Arabia --- --- --- --- 125 125

11) Canadian International Development Agency --- --- --- --- 610 1,090

12) Belgium --- --- --- --- --- 140

13) Denmark --- --- --- --- --- 50

14) Others --- --- --- --- --- 344

Sub-total 2,250 2,215 3,705 6,350 7,224 8,259 12,332 13,330
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APPENDIX V. (Continued) FUNDS RECEIVED AND DONORS, 1972-1979*
(in U.S. $Thousand)

Actual Estimate

~1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1979

b. Restrictedb

1) International Development Research Center 73 100 368 622 567 640

2) OVerseas Development Administration 360 339 468

3) Japan 105 229 263 675 1,000 1,800

4) Australia --- 6 13 21

5) West Germany --- --- 252 193

6) Asian Development Bank --- --- --- 300 --- 500

7) United Nations Environmental Program
.

70 70 70--- --- ---
8) United Nations Development Program --- --- --- 235 365 400

9) Canadian International Development Agency --- --- --- 340

Sub-total 538 674 1,364 2,456 2,002 3,410 (Included in
unrestricted)

Total Core 2,788 2,889 5,069 8,806 9,726 11,669 12,332 13,330

~
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APPENDIX V. (Continued) FUNDS RECEIVED AND DONORS, 1972-1979*
(in u.S. $Thousand)

11972
Actual

1976 ,
Estimate

1973 1974 1975 1977

2. Spe~ia1 projectsC

a. Rockefeller Foundation 61 66 128 53 39 46

b. Ford Foundation 479 669 625 783 337 414 393 397

c. u.S. Agency for International Development 536 661 738 517 569 552 777 778

d. International Development Research Center 77 38 213 246 448 482 263 263

e. united Nations Development Program --- --- 50 100 146 257 290 314

f. National Institutes of Health 50 56

g. Netherlands 91 100 93 130 134 118 380 380

h. Indonesia --- 344 142 156 416 322 278 307

L, West Germany --- --- --- --- 52

j. Australia --- --- --- --- 162 124 124 124

k. Canadian International Development Agency --- --- --- --- 255 200 200 200

1. Others** 29 48 51 140 202 653 1,747 1,698

Total Special 1,323 1,982 2,040 2,185 2,760 3,168 4,452 4,461

'~AL FUNDS RECEIVED 4,111 4,871 7,109 10,991 12,486 14,837 16,784 17,791
(CORE & SPECIAL)

~
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APPENDIX V. (Continued) FUNDS RECEIVED AND DONORS, 1972-1979*
(in u.S. $Thousand)

*These figures were obtained from Table 2 of the Institute's proposed budget submitted annual
to the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research. Figures for 1972 and 1973
were from Proposed Budget 1976, International Rice Research Institute, (Washington, D.C.:
CGIAR Secretariat, 1975) 7 for 1974 and 1975, from the ~9£osed Budget 1977, International
Rice Research Institute, (Washington, D.C.: CGIAR Secretariat, 1976)7 and for 1976-1979,
from Proposed Budget 1978-1979, International Rice Research Institute, (Washington, D.C.:
CGIAR Secretariat, 1977).

**For "actual" figures, according to annual reports, "others" include pesticide companies,
the Philippine Council for Agriculture and Resources Research, and the National Food and
Agricultural Council.

aUnrestricted-core refers to funds obtained through the CGIAR and applied to general
operations.

bRestricted-core refers to funds from the CGIAR and applied to specific projects and
activities.

cspecial funds refer to those the Institute obtained unilaterally under no CGIAR scrutiny.
These include funds for IRRI outreach, cooperative activities.

~
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